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ABSTRACT,



A primary goal of-the Apollo missions was the exploration


and scientific study of the moon. The nature of the lunar


interior is of particular interest for comparison with the


earth and in studying comparative planetology. The principal


experiment designed to study the lunar interior was the


passive seismic experiment (PSE) included as part of the


science package on missions 12, 14, 15, and 16. Thus seis

mologists were provided with a uniqueopportunity ta study


the seismicity and seismic characteristics of a second


planetary'bdy and ascertain if analysis methods developed on


earth could illuminate the structure of the lunar interior.



The lunar seismic data differ from terrestrial data in


three major respects. First, the seismic sources are much


smaller than on earth, so that no significant information has


-been yet obtained for the 4v/ry deep lunar interior. Second,


a strong, high Q scattering layer exists on the surface of


the moon, resulting in very emergent seismic arrivals, long


ringing-codas that obscure secondary (later arriving)-phases.,

and 'the-destruction of coherent dispersed surface wave trains.


Third,'the lunar seismic network consists of only four sta

tions,- so that after locating-the natural seismic events,


only a small amount of data is left for structural analyses.

Thus the anaiyss Methods used are-designed to overcome


these difficultesane,"i xtract as much information as


possible concerning the structure of the lunar interior'.



- The direct P and S wave arrival times are the primary


data set that.can be measured on.the seismograms of natural


lunar seismic events (meteorite imipacts, shallow moonquakes,


and deep moonquakes).-, These are inverted using linearized


matrix inversion and parameter search,methods to determine


event locations,. origin-times, and..various structural
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parameters simultaneously. Polarization filtering techniques

allow the enhancement of secondary body wave arrivals and


record section plots are correlated with theoretical travel


time curves to identify the secondary-phases and deduce


structural information. Finally, shear wave amplitude vs.


distance curves yield information on the location and magni

tude of seismic velocity gradients in the interior.



The results of these analyses show that the moon appears

to have a two-layer crust at all four seismic stations: 
 a


20 km upper crust that seems to be constant at all sites


and a lower crust that is 40 km thick at stations 12 and 14


(mare), 55 ±10 km at station 16 (highland), and tentatively

either 40 km or 70 km at station 15. (These values are


dependent on vaiious assumptions used in identifying secon

dary wave arrivals, and so should be regarded with suitable

caution.-) Seismic quality factors Qs and Qp are about 5000


and 3000, respectively. Between 400 km and 480 km depth

there is a transition zone with a sharply decreasing shear


wave velocity and an accompanying possible small decrease in


Vp. The dominant velocity drop may occur at a 480 km inter

face. The lower mantle extends from 480 km to at least 1100


km depth which is the maximum depth of penetration of all but


a few seismic waves used as data. 
 The average velocities are


Vp = 7.6 km/sec and Vs = 4.2 km/sec, and a small negative

gradient may again be present. Attenuation is increased, with

Qp 
 ' 1500 and Qs a.1000. Below 1100 km there is tentative


indication that the attenuation may increase still further


for shear waves, with Qs dropping to a few hundreds' The


velocity structure is not known although further velocity

decrease is possible, and no definitive evidence for or


against a lunar core exists.



The above model is the result of analyzing nearly all

of the seismic data from the Apollo phase of lunar explora

tion that is useful in determining interior structure. Thus


the structure above 1100 km depth is well-constrained and


uncertainties on the above values are given explicitly by

the analysis methods. The seismic model of the moon given

above therefore serves as a strong constraint on the present

day lunar compositional and thermal structure and on various


models of lunar evolution.
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INtR&ODUTION,



- 0.i 	 Statement of Problem and Context



Traditionally, seismology and seismic methods have



provided th& most detailed and well-constrained information



concerning the structure and state of the earth's interior.



Beginning in 1969, a series of seismometers were landed on



.the moon by Ehe Apollo missions, providing the first



opportunity to attempt similar studios on another planetary



body. As will-be discussed.b.elow, the lunar seismic data 


set is in many ways different from the data that is' 

obtained'£ertes-riaily presenting a'variety of analysis 


difficuities ahd challenges', "although"perhaps surprisingly 


there are mdny basic similarities. The primary



distinction, of course, is that the lunar data are far



more limited than is-the case on earth, and sincethe



ALSEP staEions were turned off in October 1977, no more



seismic-data will be obtained until the 'nextphase of



lunar exploration.'



The object'of this-thesis is to'determine thieseismic



structure -of the lunar interior. 'Thetanalysis'of the lunar



data has been approached in a -systematic-fashion-using



.applicable terrestrial techniques so as to minimize the



number of necessary assumptions,. extract the maximum



amount of structural information, determine its




reliability, and thus highlight the real conclusions



that one can draw. The allowable uncertainties in the



final model are no less important than the model itself.



This seismic model can then be interpreted in conjunction



with other geophysical data, such as magnetic sounding



(Parkin et al., 1973; Duba and Ringwood, 1973; Olhoeft



et al., 1974;.Dyal-et al., 1974, 1975, 1976; Piwinskii and



Duba, 1975; Vanyan and Egorov, 1977; Schwerer et al., 1974;



Wiskerchen and Sonett, 1977), gravity and topographic



figure analyses (Kaula, 1971, 1975b; Kaula et al., 1974;



Runcorn, 1975; Bills and Ferrari, 1977; Ananda, 1977;



Ferrari, 1977; Thurber and Solomon, 1978; Vermillion, 1976


and average density and moment of inertia values (Blackshea



and Gapcynski, 1977; Solomon, 1974; Solomon and Toks8z,



1973; Michael and Blackshear, 1972; Gast and Giuli, 1972)



so that the final structural model is compatible with all



information.



The direct implications of.the seismic model will be



on the temperature and compositional distribution within



the moon. This 4s essentially an inverse-type of problem,



and is assuredly non-unique. The objective is to find



temperature and composition profiles that will produce the



observed seismic velocity, attenuation, and required



density constraints (average density and moment of inertia).



While this can be readily accomplished in a qualitative
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Sense- (e.g. 'high->attenuationsuggests high temperature)



quantitative models depend critically on laboratory



measurements of'velocity attenuation, and density as a



function of pressure,, temperature, physical structure



and volatile content in rocks of candidate lunar



compositions. Much work has been -accomplished in this



area (Tittman et al., 
 1976, 1977, 1979; Schreiber, 1977; 

,Kanamori et al., 1972; Mizutani et'al., 1977; Talwani 

et al., 1974; Todd et al., 1972, 1973; Warren et al., 

1973* Chung, 1970; 1971; Frislllo ad Barsch 1972)',bt



ther are still many pressing questi6n." Gi4en this



situation; the',most reasonable approach is to examne



specific compositiona and temperature models, use what



rock physics data is available and determine if the seismic



results can be satisfied within the allowable uncertainties.



Through this process unsatisfactory-models can be'eliminated



and families, of allowable structures can be generated.



These present-day:models in turn are; coupled jn a



variety-of ways" to the initi&lcoiposition:and thermal 

.
state of' the lioon;, There has been .a,_great-:dea± of research



on: the- allowable- parent rocks and magmas- of the lunar 

samples -taken from both highland and mare regions (Binder,



1976b,c; Binder and Lange, 1978;- Drake, 1976; 
 Drake and



Consolmagno, 1976; Herbert et al., 
 1977a, 1978; Herzburg,



1978; Irving, 1975;*Hubbard and Minear, 1975, 1976;
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Kesson and-Ringwood, 1977; Krdhenbihl et al., 
 1973; Longhi,



1977, 19784; Rapike et al., 1976; Ringwood and Kesson,



1977a,b; Ringwood, 1976, 1977; Shih and Schonfeld, 1976;



Taylor and Bence, 1975; Taylor and Jakes, 1974, 1977;



Taylor,. 1978; Walker et al., 1975; 
 Wood, 1975; many others),



and although there-are many assumptions involved in this



work models of initial compositions which can-produce the



observed samples, and the resulting present-day compositions,



have emerged. Interacting with-this is the initial



temperature distribution required to provide appropriate



regions of melting at appropriate times, the present7 day



temperatures and heat flow, the absence of large-scale



extensional and compressional tectonic features, and the



material strength required to support observed density



variations. 
 These aspects are treated with thermal,



evolution modeling (Arkani-Hamed,4973ab; Binder and



Lange, 1977; Butt and Bastin, 1977; Cassen and Young, 1975;
4 

Head, 1976; Herbert et al., 1977b; Kaula, 1975a; Keihm



and Langseth, 19777 Meissner and Lange, 1977; 
 Minear and



Fletcher, 1978; Oberli et al., 
 1977; Palme and W&nke, 1975;



Solomon, 1975, 1977; Solomon and Chaiken, 1976; Solomon



and Longhi, 1977; 
 Solomon and Toks6z, 1973; Strangway and



Sharpe, 1975; 
 Toks6z and Solomon, 1973; Toks8z et al.,41972d,



1978; Turcotte et al., 
 1972; Wood, 1975) and, although again



a number of assumptions are 
involved, families of -possible
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initial temperature-models have emerged..



This inductive'proce~s' eads finaily Eo the question of



the-origin of the moon, in particular the locus of


-formation, and its relation to initial terrestrial



p
conditions,--meteorite formation-," and the-characteristics-


Of the primitive solar nebula, including questions of



initial energy'sources and the presence or absence of a



lunar dynamo are also involved .(Alfven and Arrhenius, 1972;



Anderson, 19'73a,b, 1975; Binder, 1974, 1976a; Cameron, .1973;



DolginovI975"Fuller,'1974;-Ganapathi et.al., 1970;



Ganapath" and Anders 1-974j Goswami; 1976;'Hanks and



Andersonf 1972; Head',:' 19717; erbt et al.* 1977b; Hovedt, 

1976; Kaula,21977 kaula and Harris., -1975; Lewis, 1974;



.Miiler,'1975;-O'Keefe,"1j4; Ringw6od,-1978;Y Singer, 1972;



Smith, 1977; Sonett and Runcorn, 1973; Turner, 1977).



In sum, the detailed seismic structure of the moon



pr6vides' the most focussed view-of the present-dar lunar



interior and is a major and critical constraint that



affects more or less strongly nearlrall.--aspects of lunar 

spience'.and .planetology'.'; -The-'object oftthls thesis-is to



deermine that stnucture'and the .allowabie-uncertainties,



and briefly discuss possible prelimihary'implications of



the-final model.
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0.2 	 Review of Previous Work



There has been a great deal of research done on lunar



seismology, and many papers have been published. 
 A fair



amount of-duplicate reporting has occurred because the



research field essentially began in 1969 and there has



been 	a need to present the early .results simultaneously to



a variety of forums. 
 In this section the research will be



reviewed only briefly; detailed discussions of various



papers are included in the appropriate chapters. Nearly all



published papers will be referenced here in order to present



the scope of the research done to date.



Lunar seismology began in 1969 with the description of



the Passive Seismic Experiment (Latham et al., 1969a) that



was to be landed on the moon later that year by the Apollo 11



mission. 
For 	the ensuing three or four years, all reports



on the seismic results were published jointly by the Apollo



Seismology Team, summarizing the on-going research on



seismicity and internal structure as 
 the seismic network



was built up and the data base and analysis ideas



increased rapidly. The preliminary science reports



(Latham et al., 
1969b, 1970d, 1971b, 1972b, 1972d, 1973c)



published by NASA were accompanied by.a series of Science



articles (Latham et al., 1970a, 1970b, 1971a; Toks8z et al.,



1972b; Nakamura et al., 
 1973) 	reporting progressively more
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-complete analyses on all aspects of the seismic data. 


Simultaneously reports appeared in the Lunar Sci-nce


Conference Proceedings (Latham et al., 1970c, 1972c,



-Toksdz-.et al., 1972c), 
 and as the seismic network: was



completed in 1972, summary papers were Published (Latham



et al., 1972a, 1973b; Toksbz et al., 1972a).



With the end of the Apollo mission program, the



data flow became steady and the .research reports dealt,



with specific topics in more depth. 
 At the same time,



the seismic team separated into two main groups .locited



at M.I.T. and the University of Texas at Gaivestoi, both



oftwhich continued to contribute-steadily, -while several



o~her researchers Published reports moreor less 


- occasionally. Ihreviewing this work,. it'is best'to


discuss specific reserici areas.insofar as possible. 


The natural seismicity of the moon is divided into 


foir categories. :Thermal moonquakes (buennebiet and 


Sutton, 1974a; Cooper and Kovach 
-1975i Duenriehier,-1976)



are small events caused by thermal stresses and sldmping,



and are detectable only near the seismic stations. 
 High fre


queicy teleseisms (Nakamura et al;,-1974a; Nakamura, 1977a;



Lammlein, .1977,; Goins et al., 
 1978b) are probably shallow



seismic events. :.The most studied of luiar-seismic events



have,been,th6-deep-fociks-moonqua6s (Meissner et al.,



http:Toksdz-.et
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1973; Runcorn, 1974, 1977; Lammlein et al., 1974; Goins



et al., 1976a, 1978b; Lammlein, 1977; Toks8z et al., 1977;



Cheng and Toksz, 1978; Nakamura, 1978; Smith et -al., 1977)z



Finally, meteorite impacts, while not considered a seismic



source on earth, account for some of-the largest seismic



sources on the moon (Duennebier and-Sutton, 1974b;



fuennebier et al., 1975b, 1976; Dorman et al., 1978; Dainty



et al., 1975b).- Some of this research (Toks8z et al., 19t7;



Goins et al., 1976a,b, 1978b) was conducted in conjunction



with the work reported in this thesis, but only those



aspects directly pertinent to the thesis problem will be



discussed in detail.



Another research area has concerned the;.apparent



existence of a strong scattering layer on the lunar surface



(Strohback, 1970; Gold and Soter, 1970; Berckhemer, 1970;



Steg and Klemens, 1970; Dainty et al., 1974a; Dainty and



Toks~z, 1977; Nakamura, 1976, 1977b). This feature has



profound effects on the character of lunar seismograms,. as



discussed below.



The very near-surface seismic-structure of the moon,



defined as being within a few kilometers of the surface and



possibly within the zone of scatterers, has been treated in



several papers (Warren, 1972; Kovach and Watkins, 1973a,b,c;



Mark and Sutton, 19:75; Nakamura et al., 1975; Watkins and



Kovach, 1973), and summarized in Cooper et al. (1974). Their
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results will be used in this work.,



Perhaps the most research effort has been-devoted to the



problem of lunar seismic structure below the surficial layer,



.which is the subject of this thesis. In a series of papers,



the Ga.veston.group presented their developing lunar model



(Nakamura et al.,'1974b,-1976a,b, 1977; Latham et al., 1978).



Concurrently, the M.I.T. researchers published their lunar



modeling results (Toks6z et al., 1973; 1974a,b; Dainty et al,1



1974b, 1975a, 1976; Goins et al., 1974, 1976b, 1977a,b,c,



1978a); ranging from crustal structure (earlier papers) to



the deep interior. (Much of the work in the later M.I.T.



papers forms sections of'this thesis.) These two seismic



°
models differ substantially in several ways, and-.an'attempt



to delineate the sburc& of'the'differeries-ahd reconcile the



two models'_ill be made'in Chapter 3, analyzing the'lat6st



results 'from each group. A few other -researchers have made


2c.ntributios to the structural models (Simmons et'al;, .



1973; Burkhard and Jacksoni 1975; Nyland'and'Roebrock, 1975;



Voss et al., 1976; Jarosch, 1977).- They will be;discussed



in later sections.



Finally, there are several review papers which summarize



sections of the above research. Latham et al. (1973a, 19.74)



discuss:the Galveston grodp's seismi cdonclusions. Toks8z
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(1974, 1975) presents a somewhat broader view of the



geQphysics. and geochemistry of pl&netary interiors. 
 The



former paper is especially valuable in supplying extensive



early references (pre-1974) on all aspects of lunar science



in.addition to those included herein.



0.3 	 Thesis.Summary



The objective of this thesis is 
 to use the most



efficient analysis methods possible to determine the



structure of the lunar interior from the available



seismic data. The lunar seismograms, however, are



markedly different from terrestrial records as a result



of the intense surficial scattering layer and extremely



high 	 Q. As will be discussed below, this produces long



codas after the direct P and S wave arrivals,-effectively



obscuring secondary phases. 
 In addition, surfacewave



propagation is effectively,a diffusion process, and no



coherent, dispersed wave trains are observable. Therefore,



only the direct P and S wave arrival times are directly



m&asurable on the lunar seismograms, and these arrivatis



constitute the primary, most complete, and most reliable



data set available from the lunar records., Given that



there are only four stations, and that the natural seismic
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-events mustbe lbcated, both parameter search and -matrix-. 

inversion (or stochastic) methods are used in this thesis


'to extract structural information from the arrival time



data.: These techniques complement each-other, and allow 

exploration of the parameter spaced, determination of 

stability, and calculation of formal uncertainties' in the



model parameters. As a result' it is possible to determine 

the maximum anount- of structural information obtainable 

from the data. 

Once this has been adc6mplishea and event locations



and origin times calculated, further processingin pr~duce



secondary data sets. First', the three-component'seismograms



are rotated to radil, transveise, And vertical directi6ns



relative to the event epicentrs and passed through a 

polarization: 'iite that' enhances rectilinear particle 

motion-ieiai -eto The
eilipsoidal particle motion. 
 

rational' for 'this is that secondary seismic waves will



initially'arrive with rectilinear particle motion while



the obscuring direct wave scattered-coda Will in general



contain -ellipsoidal particle paths;'and so the secondary



phases should be relatively amplified. True secondary



arrivdls-can then 'be recognized by arranging the filtered



seismograms in record 'sections so that the secondary phases


follow predicted tiavel time curves ' across mahy records. 
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This procedure hopefully prevents misidentification since



noise pulses, which may also-have rectilinear particle



motion, will not in general line up consistently across



several seismograms.



Finally, amplitudes of the direct waves and their



codas as av function of source-receiver separation can



be used.to.further infer the structural propetties of the



lunar interior. This has been done in three ways. 
 First,



spectral amplitude ratios from the short-period records



have been used to deduce effective Q values at various



depths. Second, there is a pronounced shear waye shadow



zone at about 90e distance. Lastly, the amplitude


distance curve can be fit quantitatively to constrain



seismic velocity gradients in the moon.' This last aspect



has numerous uncertainties due to the assumptions needed



to construct the observational curve, as discussed in



Chapter 3.



These various research efforts are described in this



thesis. 
 Chapter 1, along with Appendix 1, is concerned



with the lunar seismic data. Its characteristics, their



causes, and the consequences are discussed in light-or



previous work. The data used herein are presented, along



with some preliminary processing results. Chapter 2 deals



with the lunar crustal structure. Previous work is



discussed, and then the present results obtained from
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secondary phases--on filtered record sections are described. 

-In.Appendix 2, the -necessary-ray tracers are discussed-, 


including the calculation of theoretical amplitudes. 


Appendix3,contains the theoretical basis for-the 


polarization filter and the necessary considerations for 

application to the lunar data. In Chapter 3 the structure 

of the lunar mantle is presented; Again, previous work is



reviewed, followed by the results from various analyses.



First, the direct wave arrival time data set is inverted



in various ways, and the results are tested'and 'ekamined. 

'-Apehdlx 4 describes'the" heoretical background'for each 

. inversion method', 'and along with"Appendix 2',' discusses the

specific techniques licalle to th u


gaapicl to ehlunar case. The

latter part of Chapter °
3 considers the iebondary data sets,


fiotaly -a6ditional seismicwave arrivals and amplitude

distance curves'. Finally,_ Chapter 4 discusses-the deeper


structure, below abbut-l100 km depth. ' The data-hereis


.
scarce,"and only tentative'cohclusionts-a ' drawn.



- 'The last.chapter.sumarizes-the results, describing



a.consistent: model-of-lunar.'seismic-strubture. This-m6del



-s6c6nsidered 
 in conjundtion.With other geophysical,data,



and some tentative implicatlons'for compositional, thermal,



and evolutionarv-.lunar models are discussedt.
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CHAPTER 1



SEISMIC DATA



1.1 	 Seismogram Characteristics



The completed lunar seismic network consists of four



stations located within a few hundred meters of the landing.



sites of Apollo missions 12, 14, 15, and 16. The station



locations,, separations, and installation dates are listed in



Table 1-i andplotted in Fig. 1-1. All instruments were



shut down in October, 1977. The array is roughly in the



shape of an equilateral triangle, 1000 km on a side; with 181



km between stations 12 and 14. As a result, although in



theory any three stations will suffice in locating a -natural



seismic event, in practice it is necessary to observe the'



event at all three corners of the triangle to obtaina stable



location. Thusobservations at stations 15, 16, 
 and at least



one of 12 and 14 are required.



Each seismic station is a part of the ALSEP (Apollo



Lunar Scientific Experiments Package), connected by cable to



a central station that telemeters the seismic -and other data



back to earth. The stations each contain fqur seismometers,



three matched long-period instruments (two horizontal and



one vertical) and one short-period vertical instrument. The



orientations of the LP horizontal components are given in



Table 1-2. In addition heatersand automatic leveling



devices are provided at each -station. Technical descriptions
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are giveb in--Latham et al. (1969a) -and Sutton and Latham



(1964).



The frequency response of 'the instruments is shown.-in



K.Fig. . 2. The overall sensitivity is abbut.3.orders of-mag


nitude greater than WWSSN stations due, to the ex remely low 

.lunar noise levei. The Sr instrument has a fixed response 

centered at-B-Hz, while the LP seismometers are switchable,



with a broadband mode (essentially flat gain from 1 to 10 sec



period) anda more sensitive but narrowqer peaked mode'(maximum



-magnification at 2.2 sea). This latter response'm6de acts,.as 

a narrow bandpass filter and the resulting records are very 
sinusoidal in haracter.< The. SP seismometer atstation 12



iailedtb dpetate, lnd the vertical tP instrument at station



14 has operated'only intermittentlyi As a result, three


componentiprocessing is generally not feasible at ALSEP 14.



In addition, the broadband'response mode, obianed'via a



feedback loop, was initially unstable in several of the LP.



sensors, and-only in the latter part of the seismic array'



operatio:was'any broadband mode data-obtained. Table- -3



lists theperibds 6f-broadband,:mode-operation fo ,each seis


mometef;. Thus, only.iimited-long-period-data is-avaiiable,



and thef:vastomaorit,-of-seismograins-,used in this thesis were



received in peaked response mode.- All seismograms shown are



so recorded unless-stated otherwise.



The stations are located in a variety of tectonic
 


settings. ALSEPs 12 and 15 are essentially on mare material,



http:acts,.as
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12 between Mare Cognitum and Oceanus Procellarum and 15 on a



basalt embayment next to the lunar-Appenines. ALSEP 14 is in



a transitional region (-Fra Mauro complex) between mare and



highland, and ALSEP 16 is in the central highland area. This



last is the only-true highland site. The seismometer-ground



coupling is different at.each station. ALSEPs 12 and 15 are



the least sensitive, with nearly equal amplitudes onlall three



LP sensors. Station 14 is a factor of 2-.3 more sensitive, and



the recorded y-component of ground motion is typically 50%



larger than the x-component. This is probably due to the



effect of the central station connecting cable which runs



along the y-direction and acts as an extra moment arm- (Dainty,



personal communication). ALSEP 14 is also unique in that the



dominant period on the LP seismograms is about 1 Hz, rather



than the 0.5 Hz peak response frequency that dominates at



other statipns. This is possibly the result of a resonance



in the near-surface structure that acts as a strong filter.



Station 16 is the most sensitive, by a factor of 3-4 over



ALSEP 12, and again the y-axis predominates. In addition,



the ALSEP 16 records have the most "ringing" character of all



the lunar stations The relative gains of the components at



each station are quantified in Table A3-1 and discussed in



Appendix 3, and Lammlein (1977) presents estimates of overall



relative station sensitivity.-


As the passive seismic experiment proceeded, it rapidly



became apparent that lunar seismograms and seismic wave
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propagation .in general differed substantially from that ob


served terrestrially. The ambient noise level is far lower



than on earth, generally around one du on the LP instruments,



or about 10- cm of ground displacement; -Allobserved signals



are emergent with extended rise times (010minutes) and; long,



ringing codas; a large event typically produces records with



an hour or more of observable seismic energy. In addition,



there are no coherent dispersed surface wave trains and only



little coherence between different components of ground



motion. 'Essahtiall no impulsive 'arrais are observed. 

Tfrese fezitu'res n -b~ ob~s' don typical compres sed-timg 

seismogtms as sh6wn in Figs. 1-3 toi-5 Figure, 1-3' contains 

the records produced b'y the'SZV'"booster from Apollo 14"when' 

it was crashed into the moon, as recorded by the ALSEP 12 LP' 

seismometers. Figs. 1-4 and 15'.are natural seismic events; 

recorded by the three-component LP sensors and the SP ver

tical seismometer, respectively. Expanded time play6uts are

included In App~ndir- l.. 

These-charad4eristics ofithe luhar-seismograms.were



attributed to the combinatin of' strongsc'atterihg. 'dndhigh 

Qvalues'(cf,"Latham et al' 1971b; Strbbach, 1970; 

Berckhemer, 19,70). 'This'conclusion .has been .con-firmed by



-later research (Dainty et al., 1974a; Dainty and,Toks8z,



1977; Nakamura, 1976, 1977b; Pines,-1973). The following



review is.based on these papers;research on scattering



effects in terrestrial seismograms has also been done iAki,
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1969, 1973; Aki and Chouet, 1975; Wesley, 1965; Knopoff and



Hudson, 1964).



The fundamental proposition is that strong scattering



can be treated as the diffusion of seismic energy along an



energy gradient. Energy is conserved, and by using the



anisotropic diffusion equation, different horizontal and-ver


tical diffusivities are allowed'. 
 A term corresponding to



anelastic:atteniation is included. 
 Assuming-an impulsive



source, this equation.can be solved to obtain the energy



envelope (rise time and deqay) as a function of the diffusi


vities and the quality factor Q. Such a treatment ignores



the differences between body and surface, and shear and,


compressional waves, but this is in accordance with the.



observed three component seismograms in which the three



traces are quite similar except for overali scaling factors.



(See Figs. 1-3 through 1-5.) Physically this implies that



in the scattering zone the different types of energy propa


gation reach a steady-state balance.



The applicability of this formalism to lunar seismograms



has been tested by model seismology experiments (Pines, 1973;



Dainty et al., 1974a). 
 Briefly, the experimental apparatus



consists of a metal plate (either rectangular or circular)



with various configurations of holes drilled in it to repre


sent scatterers.' Transducers 
 are attached on opposite edges,



one acting as an impulsive source, and clay is molded around



all edges to inhibit reflections. An example of the
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r-esulting,records as the scatterers increase in number and



size are shown in Fig. 1-6, and they bear close resemblande to,



Tdnar seismograms. Additional experiments have shown that a


-surf 
 icia, zone of scatterers,one Skin depth (one wavelength)



thick suffices to destroy any coherent dispdrsed surface wave



trains. Quantitative solution of the diffusion equation for



the rectangular plate situation yields good agreement with the



observed energy envelopes in Fig.- -6.



To transfer this theory tojlunar seismograms; it is



necessary to nave a 'model ftr 
 t he sciterihg situation. Such



a model>is shown ih Fig. 1-7, where a surficial lyer'f



intense-scattering overlies ahomogen'eous 
 isotropic interior.



There are then three Possible types'of seismic wave propaga


tion. "Near" surface'sotrces, shown by 1, produce energy



that travels oniy through the scattering layer. As the



source-receiver separation increases, the rise time of the



signals should-increase as the-square of the distance.



Beyond a critical distance determined by the characteristics



of the-scattering layerw the bulk of the*.seismic- energy



arriving at the receiver will have bottomed inthe non


scattering -interior, and the rise t'me,should, cease to. 

-increase. These-are "far"'surface sources- (2) and~the energy 

traverses the scattering zone twice. 
-Interior sources,"or 
 

moonquakes (3) produce energy-which only crosses one thick


ness of scattering layer, and in fact by the principle of



reciprocity there should be a convolutional relationship
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between far surface event and moonquake envelopes.



To test this model of lunar scattering, the energy



envelopes of signals produced by impacting spacecraft sections



(Saturn IVB booster and Lander Module) were calculated in a



narrow frequency band. Theoretical envelope curves were



computed using diffusion theory: as shown in Fig. 1-8, the



Agreement is quite good out to about 150 km. Beyondthis



distance, the observed rise time ceases to increase, indica


ting that the transition to "far" surface events has occurred,



and producing a mismatch with theory. At greater distances,



of course, the S and P wave envelopes separate due to dif


ferent propagational velocities in the half-space, as seen in



Fig. 1-5..' A range of 150 km is equivalent to a bottoming



depth of about 20 kim, using thq velocity structure given in



Chapter 2, suggesting that (for 0.45 Hz seismic energy) the



maximum effective scattering layer thickness is n20 km. The



actual thickness cannot be determined uniquely, only its



ratio with the vertical djffusivity. Finally, the predicted



relationship between "far" surface event and moonquake energy



envelopes does in fact hold.



The same sort ofdiffusion analysis has been applied to



the seismic signals generated by the Lunar Rovers on various



traverses, extending to a distance of 4 km from the respec


tive ALSEP (Nakamura et al., 1976). The application was



again successful, and the results implied that the scatterer



size distribution is similar to the observed crater diameter
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distribution, suggesting that for very close seismic sources,



the heterogeneities associated with surface topography'are the



main scattering agent.



-Thus a surficial strong scattering'zone can-account for 

the-_observed features of idiar seismograms. The -long decay 

tireisia conseuerice of-the extremely high seismic Q: on the 

close order -of 5000. This value was used in-making the fits 

in Fig. 1-8. The lack of surface waves, lack of coherency 

between components of ground motion, and emergent arrivals are 

all the result of the diffusional process every lunar seismic 

signal-must undergo to reach the ALSEP receivers. The re

tainihg questions concern primarily the exact size and depth 

distribution ofthe sctt& ers xanthus theiir physlcai iden

tific'atkon The depth range&of'significant scatterer density 

-(for the'seismic frequencies studied) appears- to -be-between 

1 and 20>km. 'The deeper bound comes from the "near" to "far"



surface event transition, while theshallower bound'-deiives



from the fact that Hadley Rille does not noticeably'modify



the envelope of seismic energy that crosses it (Toks~z et al.,



1974a). Various suggestions have -been made concerning the



scatterers themselves, :including-cracks due to cratering;



surfae,andorelated subsurface heterogeneities, and.irregular


powder layers-2(Strobach, 1970; Steg-and Klemensl1970; Warren,



1972; Gold and Soter 1970; XBerckhemer, 1970)'. The favored'



hypothesis at-this point is that cratering effects 'have



produced a complex series of cracks and fissures -in a-layer
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of extremely dry, volatile-poor, outgassed rock. Below a



certain depth, 1 to 20 km, either no cracks were formed



because meteorite impact disruption did not extend that far



into the moon, or pressure-and subsequent processes have



annealed or replaced most Of the cracked.material (Simmons



et al., 1973).



The actual mechanism producing the surficial scattering



zone is not crucial to this thesis,,but the effects of the



diffusion process on the various seismic signals are. 
 In



particular, they constrain which analysis methods are appli


cable in attempting to determine lunar interior structure.



Since there are no observable surface wave trains, the many



methods available to interpret dispersion and amplitude rela


tionships are of no use. The.long, ringing codas from the"



direct P and S wave arrivals effectively mask secondary



arrivals, eliminating a great deal of information. Finally,



the emergent character makes even.simple P and S wave arrival



time measurements difficult.

:3 

Nevertheless, the direct wave arrival times are the 

primary data set that can be extracted from the lunar seis

itograms. As discussed in Chapter 3, the arrival time
.4 
s can be 


inverted to obtain structural information and determihe the



event locations. Using these locations, the Seismpgrams can



be further processed by polarization filtering and record



section plotting (Appendix 3) in an attempt to observe secon


dary phases. The rest of this chapter and Appendix 1 are
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devoted to the process of obtaining the direct ,Pand S wave



arrival times despite the scattering layer effects.



1.2 	 Selection of Events



There are five classes of seismic events that have been



.recorded by !the ALSEP seismometers. .Thermal moonquakes are


very 	 local sources around each station, and provide no'struc


tural information. Artificial impacts, caused by crashing



spacecraft sections into the moon, generate only enough energy.



to illuminate crustal structure and the 
very top Qf the upper



mantle. Rays from these events that penetrate deeper are not



observable. Furthermore, the impacts occurred at known places



and times, so that travel times can be measured directly



a of-ny arval.times. Thearialysis and'resuling



6ustal structure will b'reVieiwed in"Chapter 2.; 'The" ast



three categories are "nattrai lunar seism 5evenits: meteorite



impacts, 2near-surface'moonquakes (AFT's) ahd de4p modnquakes.



If'lis 	 with these -events that this wdrk is concerned.



Hundreds of meteorite-impacts have been recorded by-,the



AESEP network, including some of the largest seismic signals



yet observed. The'apparent mass and time distributions of the



impacting bodies have been-studied by Duennebier and Sutton



(1974b),. Duennebier et al. ,'-(1975b,:1976).-Dorijanet al.- (1978)



Iiid Dainty et-al. .(1975b)...Characteristically, theimpacts



produce~little shear.wave energy since-,the source is theore


tically -purely combpressi6n&i. What shear energy -isiseen
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usually arrives gradually; and is probably the result of near


source conversions. P wave arrivals are similar to those



observed from artificial impacts, indicating that the signals



traverse the scattering layer at both source and receiver, and



so the impacts apparently do not penetrate below the scat


terihg zone. The SP seismometers generally record some energy



from impact events, but especially the more distant ones are



best observed on the LP-seismograms; the SP records often just



show an apparent increase in background leyel. Thus, typical



meteoriteimpact seismograms show good P arrivals, weak and



emergent S arrivals, and small signals on theSP instrument.



These features can be observed in Figs. Al-l-through.Al-5.



HFT's (high-frequency teleseisms) are much r&rer events;



less than 30 have been detected between 1971 and 1976



(Nakamura et al., 1974a; Nakamura, 1977a; Lammlein, 1977).



They appear to be near-surface moonquakes. Their focal,depths



are shallow, between 0 and about 100 km. 
 Several of the



events are quite large, producing records comparable to the



largest impacts. The time and space distribution,of the HFT's



is nearly random although Lammlein (1977) proposes that they



occur in "belts" and are related to tidal stresses. 'As dis


cussed in Chapter 3, the evidence for.this is slim, and the



HFT's probably release frozen-in stresses in the lunar crust



or upper mantle.



Records from these events differ from impact seismograms



in three significant ways. First, the P wave arrivals are
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:somewhat more impulsive, comparable to those' from deep-focus



moonquakes. This implies that the HFT sources occur at least



below the'bulk of the scattering zone, say at five to ten km



'depth. Second, there are well-developed shear wave arrivals,



suggesting that the source is indeed a shear-dislocation type.



.Finally, the SP records contain a great deal ofhigh-frequency



energy, especially in the shear envelope, possibly implying



small fault areas, In sum, the HFT seismograms show distinc


tive P and S wave arrivals and substantiai,high-frequency



energy. Se& Figs. AlN6 thrdigah 'Al0-O'for'e.xamples. 

The last and possibly most ihterestihg ndtural lunar



-seismic events are the deep-focus'm6onquakes, hereinafter



referred to simpiy as'moonquakes' Thenumerous references



cited in the introduction will not-all be repeated since.many



of the results reported here on moonquake sources were ob


tained in conjunction with this thesis. The moonquakes are



-aifferdnt-fromd nearly"alltertestrial events in that the 

signalsforzft groups of m&tching records>. Each group contains 

seismriamds' ftom'vents"occurring'months "and years apart that 

are nearly-identical.-'-A striking example-is shown in Fig. i-9 

using events separated by nearlytwd yedirs. As dis6ussed in



section 1-3, several groups -have Signals that are of reverse


polarity relative to other'signals in the same group; Fig. 1-9



shows two such records, and the top trace has been inverted



to match the lower. Phases correspond along the entire length



of the; records, although some amplitude variations do 'occur.
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The only feasible explanation for this phenomenon is that the



events from a particular group are occurring at the same loca


tion. in particular, in order to produce nearly identical



scattered wave trains the ray paths must be very nearly the



same. Correlation measurements along the seismograms suggest



that the source region for a matching group of events must be



confined to well within a wavelength (5710 km), and tecent



work (Nakamurai 1978-) 
 seems to imply that -the sources are con


tained within one kilometer. 
 -

The time history of the events provide further clues con


cerning moonquake sources (Toks6z et al., 
 1977; Cheng and



Toks8z, 1977; Lammlein et al., 1977). Fig. 1-10 shows the



time history of the Al 
 focus or group oftevents, each bar



representing the amplitude of an Al moonquake. 
 Some bars



represent cumulative amplitudes of two or three events which



occurred within a few days of each other. 
 Negative amplitudes



indicate events whose signals were of predominantly reversed



polarity with respect to traces from the 1970-71 period.



Three distinct periodicities, 27 day, 206 day, and 6 year, are



apparent in Fig. 1-10. These correspond closely to various



cycles and beat periods in the 
 moqn's orbital and libJational



motion, strongly suggesting that moonquakes are at least



triggered by the tidal stresses caused by the earth's gravita


tional field. These periodicities are manifested at all other



foci, andthe tidal stresses probably provide a dominant part
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'of the energy released by the moonquakes."- This coiclusion-is



:further -strengthened by the close coincidence of the moonquake



foci depth range (Chapter 3) with the ione of maximum tidal



stress within the moon.



The-reverse'polarity signals-are, an interesting pukzle.



These have been observed at two moonquake foci, the only-two



that have remained active for more than three-years at a time.



(Several foci have "turned off" for two to three year periods



And then become active again.) Cross-correlation analysis,



discussed bdloW, has, indicatdd 'that if a reverse-olaiity 

signal is observed 'at one'stati6h, the other stations receive 

reverse-p6larity signals also- However, the substintijl<pro

portion of noisy records and the near-sinusoidal character of 

the lunar seismograms prevent this from being a definitive



conclusion. -As a result it is possible that total source



motion r6versdl is not required, And 'that'slip vectoi and thus



ridiationtatterd -otat-jon would'be sufficient 
 The actual'


sodrcemechanisms of-the moonquake foci shave:been studied-by



domparing occurrehce histories with 6aldulated tidallstresses,



and by examining'S/P amplitude ratios. The moonquakes do -seem



to occur in "belts" which may imply some Sort ofcommon fault



plane orientation. It has also been suggested (Runcorn, 1977)



that the moonquakes cluster around mascon edges and so are



related to surface subsidence effects, but the great depth of



the moonquakesand the actually weak'correlation between
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mascons and epicenters argue against the idea.



In sum, the source characteristics of the moonquakes seem



to result from periodic tidal stresses acting upon a passive



system of weaknesses or release points in the lunar interior.



Indeed, except for HFT events .and 
 a possible small ambient



stress field contributing to the deep moonquakes, the moon is



6 passive seismic-system acted upon by impacting bodies, tidal



stresses, and thermal stresses,, all of which provide the



energy for seismic sources., Both deep .moonquakes and thermal



moonquakes (Duennebier and Sutton, 1974a) occur in repeating



groups,,the former cycling with tides and the latter with



temperature. 
 While such influences do occasionally occur in



terrestrial seismology (Cheng et al., 
 19 78 ; Heaton, 1975;



Klein, 1976), 
 the earth is clearly an active seismic environ


ment, releasing 8 to 10 orders of magnitude more seismic



energy than the moon.



Returning to the main theme of this chapter, the deep



moonquake seismic sources and resulting seismograms are much



weaker than those from either HFT's or impacts. This is in



agreement with the small values of calculated tidal stress



components (less than one bar) and the extremely slow evolu


tion of the repeating foci. 
 In fact, six years of observation



has revealed almost no documented secular evolution of the



.seismic sources. 
As a result of the small signal amplitudes,



the initial onset of P.waves is often not well-observed.. In
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contrast, clear shear wave arrivals are cbmmon, in agreement



with a shear dislocation type source which should produce



about five times as much shear wave displacement as compres


sional. One of the largest moonquake signals as recorded on a



horizonta2.LP seismometer at ALSEP 16 is shown in-Tig. 1-il,



and the S/P amplitude is roughly 5. 
(Stacked LP moonquake



records plotted on an expanded time scale can be seen in Figs.



Al-12 through Al-14, as discussed belbw and in Appendix 1.)



The moonquakeS are not well observed on the SP instrument's,



probably as A result of the low source stresses which would



tend not to produce much high-frequency energyt combined with



inc-eased anelastic attenuation in the regions through which


ail deep moonquake signals must travel (Chapter 3).



The criterion'by which seismic sources were -chosen for



the strudtural-analyses were determindd -bj'the'above charac


teriitics and'Tby the'nature of th6 ALSEP-array. Specifically,



as menti6nedbefore-,- an event-mast -producemeasurble arrival



timesaat-each of the threej 
 corners of the -array. 
Stations 12



and 14 occupy one corner of,this network 1:80 km apart, -and



although three stations, e;g. 12, 14, and 15, 
 are theoreti


cally sufficient to locate an event,.in practice data from


the above three stations would only weakly constrain the



location along a particular path determined by the relative



times 
 t -15 and the 12, -14 station pair. Thus, arrival-time



measurements-from ALSEPs16, 15, 
 and 1-4 or 12 are -requi:red.



http:event,.in
http:horizonta2.LP
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In addition to a-triangulation network, to locate a seismic



event in space and time the number of arrivals (data points)



must at least equal the number of unknown parameters in the



location, and a seismic velocity structure must be assumed.



Additional data points are -requiredto extract any structural



information, as is the purpose of this thesis. 
 For events



known to be on the surface, such as meteorite impacts, three



space-time location parameters are -needed (e.g. latitude;



longitude, and origin time) and so only events with fouror



more measurable arrival times are useful in this work.



Interior seismic sources, such as moonquakes, must also-be



located in depth, so five or more observable arrival times



are required.



These considerations were applied to the lunar seismic



data set to select from the large number of recorded events



those which would be useful in determining the lunar struc


ture. 
 Both the primary event lgg (Duennebier et al., 1975a)



and the selected seismic 6vent catalogue (Latham, 1975) were



used; they list all observed events up through the beginning



of 1975, and identify them as meteorites, HFT's, or moon


quakes. In addition, special listings and tapes of the major



seismic events in late 1975, 1976, and 1977 were kindly



supplied by Dr. Nakamura of the Galveston group. Since in



general only the -larger events were of use in this study,



essentially all of the seismic data collected by the ALSEP
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network that can provide significantstructural :ihformition



are used.



The- initial selection of events from the catalogues was



made using-the amplitudes listed for each event at each



-stationin order to reduce the number of candidate events to



a reasonable size. 
 (The amplitudes listed in the Galveston



catalogues are measured on velocity seismograms, which are



time-differentiated compressed versions of-the original data.



Empirical comparison shows that one Galveston mm equals



roughly 2 du on the oj~iglnial diplacemen seismograms for the



dominantfrequency-of 0.5 Hz on the LP records. 
 Displacement



du will.be used herein, except when noted otherwise.) 'The



seismograms of these candidate events were then examined



individually to see how many measurable.-arrivals were in fadt



present, and final events were chosen on the basis of the



criteria discussed-ibove." In:ail cases £t was found that the



'final nuzbet of' u s ~ful 'events-waa far smaller than'the -number


df.candidate events, so 
 it is-unlikels that-'any-useful'events



were overlooked in the initial culling by amplitude;-


Meteorite impacts: Most-impacts:do-not generate ob-


servable shear waves, and the few S arrivals that <are seen



-are generally.too emergent to allow abcurate arrival time



measurement. 
 Since at least four arrival-times are needed



for the structural analyses, it was' initially required that a'



candidate -event produce at least 10'duofsgnal -amplitudeat
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each of the four-stations. Thus potentially all four P wave



arrivals could be measured. Thirty-three events meet that



criterion out of the six-year operation of the full ALSEP net,



excluding,those noted in the catalogues as containing timing



errors. Most of these thirty-three events are on microfilm



supplied by NSSDC, and so each was.scanned visually to see if



the records actually cpntained atleast measurable P arrivals.



The remaining few were transferred from magnetic tape to disc,



and then plotted (see Appendix 1); The primary requirement



for further consideration of the event was that a good


quality, relatively unambiguous P pick be present at at least



a triangle of stations, in addition to at least one other pick



to make the necessary total of four. Only eight-events passed



this selection process, indicating thatthe initial criterion



of 10 du of amplitude did not overlook any possibly useful



events. The eight events are listed in Table 1-4.



HFT's: 
 In most of this work HFT events are assumed to



be surface events, and so only three space-time location



parameters are needed. As mentioned before, the HFT's appear



to be shallower than a few hundred km depth, and unfortunate


ly most of them are far outside of the array. As a result,



it is nearly impossible to accurately constrain the depth of



an HFT, and so the depth was, fixed at the surface.- In



Chapter 3 this assumption is re-investigated, and the HFT



arrival time data-suggest that the best average -source
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location is in fact at the surface. (Lammlein (1977) actually



attempted to determine the depths of individual HFT's from the



arrival times, and often 6btained negative depths.)



Nevertheless, as discussed above, tihe BFT's do seem to be



beneath the bulk of the scattering zone, and this, combined



with their good shear wave generation,-means that quite,often



shear arrival times are measurable. Thus, although only 27 

HFT events have been observed on the moohall 22 that were re

corded at a triangle of stations were considered as candidate 

events. Again, the microfilm records supplemen-ed-by omputer 

plots-were examined to identify measurabie phases. Eight 

6ventsmet the crtteiia'f6i Iocatabi ityand structural

usefulness, asdiIsted n Table 1;5: As'a result,'there are &' 

t0S of 16- "surf cei" Ivents iused in'thisdw.rk-


Moonquakes: Roughly 1000 individual moonquake events



representing -68 repeating io6nquake sources are llsted in the



availabl6 catalogues.- Recent r4ports (Lathaim et al., 1978)



have indicated that about 12 new mbonquake sources have since



been identified; This data is not presently available-, but



the additional,'foci are in -all likelihobd less active'and



smaller'than thetorigihal 68, since they were the last to be



successfully -identified. As shown below,' only,24 of the



64iginaI 68 ie-suffibiently well-observd-.for the purposes



of this work, and so again it is unlikely that any signifi


Cait~information was missed.



pARQISORlGINL 
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The initial step was to punch all the moonquakes listed



in the catalogue on cards, including the year and date of



occurrence. A computer program sorted the events by focus



and listed them in chronological order for each focus, 
 as



shown in Table Al-12. Then,. for each focus, the catalogued



amplitudes at each station for each event were liste 
 along


side the year and day, providing a complete picture of the



activityat each focus. Thirty-nine foci were immediately



eliminated because no measurable amplitudes were recorded from



any event at those foci at one or more of the triangle cor


ners, usually ALSEPs 15 or 16.



The events from the remaining 29 foci were then plotted



and examined. 
As discussed in Appendix 1, phe individual



moonquake event amplitudes are generally too small to allow



direct arrival time measurement. However, since the events



occurring at a particular focus produce essentially identical



records except for randoi-noise, they can be stacked together



to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (by a factor of about 
 In)



producing one stacked record (three LP component traces) at



each station for each moonquake focus. This effectiely creates



an artificially large event that represents and summarizes



all the available data from a given moonquake focus; thus each



moonquake source is treated as a single seismic event.-


These stacked records were then examined for medsurable



arrival times, .and an additional five foci were eliminated
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because less than four picks were available. Two-of.the re



maining 24 foci only had four measurable arrival times, which



--as discussed before is sufficient for event location but does



rot provide any redundant data from whici to extract struc


tural information. Nevertheless, they were retained in the


final data set because the stacking effort had already been



invested and the distribution of moonquake locations is



interesting in itself, in terms of both moonquake sources and



lunar structure. Table 1-6 lists the 24 foci, along with the



reference time of the single event to which alleivents at a



given focus were stacked (see Appendix i).



The final data set thus c6ntains 8 meteorite impacts, 8



HFT events, and 24 deep moonquake koci, -for a grind total of



40 seismic sources, listed in Tables i-4 through i-6. The 

seismograms are'discussed aid presented in Appendxl. 
 These



tepreseit all the seismic data present,,l available to the



M.I.T..'groupthat can provid&'significant-structural infor


mation :excluding the artificial impacts to be discussed in



Chapter 2. 
Some data remains to be processed at Galveston,



but all major events have'already been sent to M.I.T.



(Nakamurai personal communication).



1.3 Arrival Time Measurements



As a result of the scattering layer effects, the primary



data set that must be used to locate the seismic events and
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determine interior structure consists of the direct P and S



wave arrival times. At this point it is appropriate to jus


tify the assumption that the two distinct envelopes present on



most lunar-seismograms do in fact represent direct P and S.



First, the artificial impacts are seismic sources with known



locations and origin times, and so travel-times for the two



envelopes can be measured. The-times are in agreement with



"reasonable" compressional and-shear wave seismic yelocities,



and any other assumption would entail a more complicated



crustal structure. Second, the natural events produce enve


lopes that are consistent with this assumption.-at a wide range



of distances. 
 Third, when redundant arrivals are available



over the minimum number required for focaf location, they



appear at times appropriate for P and S. Finally, the S phase



is generally strongest on the horizontal components, and the



P arrival is often, but by no means always, best observed on



the vertical traces. This is appropriate for waves arriving



nearly vertically, which is the case on the moon due to the



very low velocity surface layers. Of course, due to the un


certainties of a limited network, unknown natural event loca


tions, and unknown interior structure, it is not possible to



state unequivocally that the appropriate incerpretation of the



dominant phases has been made. Nevertheless, all evidence to



date, including that developed in this thesis, is consistent



with and provides reasonable results from this assumption.
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-' -The effect.of the scattering layer is to receive a rela

tively impulsive-seismic phase and spread it out into a long 

'wave train. Signals from surface sources go through this.

process-twice..- The resulting'signal at'the seismometer 

theoretically has a small but finite onset, as the-packet of 

'energy that traversed or "diffused'.'through"the'scattering 

layer without colliding with a scatterer arrives first. This 

initial amplitude depends on the length of the travel path of 

the arriving.ray through, and the "mean free path" (or equi-

Valentl ,'th'dif'fuslvity) 6f'the sdattering zone. As time' 

ptoceeds, more'and more energy packets irive that have been 

-6att~ed'afew 'mihes, many time , 'andso-on. "'As'& 'result,



the intial arrival as 'the-signal'emeges'but'of the back


gtound noise-or the P wave coda is often quite difficult to



measure.



26 partially remedy this'situation, the'raw seismograms



have'been supplemented with p6larizatibn-filtred versi6n of



the same records, as described in Appendix 3. 'This filter


enhances the-rdctilinear particle motion expected to be



present in-the initial'relatively unscattered arrival rela


tive to-the later scattered'energy wHidh'in general will'have



ellipsoidai particle motion..-Picks are made from both the



raw and-filtered recordsibut since the filter is non-linear



dnd susceptible to noise,.the original seismograms are always



checked to confirm any measurements made on the filtered



http:effect.of
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records.



It is clear from the above discussions that the arrival



time picks on lunar seismograms often require judgement. Pub


lished arrival times for the same events measured on the same



seismograms often differ 
 by as much as minutes. Every effort



has been made in this thesis to remove as much of the arbi


trary judgement as possible, and to make it clear when and how



judgement is involved. First, uncertain and ambiguous arrival



time measurements are discarded completely, and from the final



data set a group of "most confident" arrival times are used as



a second data set to confirm structural results that are ob


tained from the original data. Second, strict procedures as



described below are followed in picking and measuring arrival



times, using previously developed criteria. 
The rest of this



section will outline the general methodology used in making



the picks, discuss the considerations specific to each class



of natural events, show some typical seismograms, and present



the final arrival time data set. Appendix 1 describes the



lunar seismograms themselves, the individual picks, and the



process culminating in the final data set. 
 Thus, although



judgement is involved, the points where it enters the process



are made explicit and so the data and results herein are



readily reproducible.



In the following discussion, three different plotting



scales are referred to. Expanded plots are drawn at 2-5
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.inches per minute, allowing accurate arrival time measurement



.to within 01-t0'.3 seconds. In addition, only-three traces are


plotted per 10 inch width, so that the amplitude :stales are



-,large enough'to.see 
 1 du of .groundmotion ,ensuring that no


small arrivals are missed.- Compressed scale playouts are



plotted at 5 inches-per minute; they-are mostly,useful for



observing-energy envelopes. 
 Finally, reduced scale plots are



intermediate, either 0.6, 1.1, or 1.2 inches per minute.



These contain records from &ll 
 four stations plotted on a 


single page and lined up temporally. 'Thus they are useful in 


confirming'Arrival't tri5 measurements made'6n othe5'recbrds 


and'in 'elximining the relatioship betweeni'&rrivals at-dif

feret stations. Exzaples of the "fitst two plot types for



the various classes of'events ate shownwith thischapter; a



complete set .6f reduced scale 'plots 
 are 'shown for all events



in Appendix 1.



The emergent nature of both P and S arrivils is the



primary difficulty that must be overcome in making arrival



time'measurements.--As the phases emerge from either the



background noise 6r the P wave coda (often-qufte'large on



surfaceqevent recd'ds), commonly several 
 fbetweeii- one and



three) possible "onsets"',ofthe arrival 
 can be seen. (This



is shown in Figs.' 1-12; they are descfibed-below.)- It is



usually-clear that the aririval begins at one of these points



rather than just anywhere in between; otherwise the pick is
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not used. 
 In other words, the arrival time possibilities are



nearly always distinct, rather than continuous which would



make accurate arrival time measurement difficult. These



possible onsets may be separated by as much as 30 or 40 
 sec


onds, and are often measured on different traces at the 
 same



station, i.e. the.three LP and,SP records.: Allreasonable



onsets are measured and considered., and every attempt is made



to observe the earliest possible onset on each trace in order



to avoid missing the small first-arrival. 
There is of course



the possibility that all first arrivals are missed as their



true beginnings may well be below the ambient noise level.



Three observations argue against this. 
 First, larger events



often produce first arrivals that jump abruptly over the



ambient noise level. .Second, redundant phases often arrive



within a cycle (two.seconds) or less of expected. 
 Finally,



as 
 shown in Fig. 2%6, theoretical seismograms reproduce the



first several cycles of the arrival onsets quite well 
 (apart



from a uniform scale fact6r), indicating that at least the



initial few energy packets 
 are free from significant scat


tering effects. In addition, if all arrivals from a parti



cular event were missed by a roughly constant amount of time,



then the primary effect would only je to make the derived


origin time late by that much time. 
 This would have no effect



on the location or zstructural results, and 
 so with care in



looking-fot the earliest onsets, there should be no 
 serious.



effects.
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Once the -best options for the P and S arrivals at all



four stations from a particular event have been 4aeasured and



Listed, they.:are then compared for -consistency. The primary



criterion,'is for-.rough agreement of relative S. and P 'times at 

different stations,, especially,12 and 14. For instance, if



-the S arrivals-are 100 and 120 sec at stations 12 and 14



,respectively, then the 14 P pick should .be reasonably close



to 12 seconds later than the P arrival at station 12. Now



several assumptions are involved in this test. First, it is



assumed that the P an S waves travel identical paths. This



will be true only if the Vp/Vs-ratio, or equivalently 
 -

fossdn' °ratio, tays c6stant over the entire ray path.



'
secoa an 'verag'V'rp/V''t-i~o'f 1'. 73, -correspb nding'to i



Poissonls ratio of O.'25,has been used;* Finally, this vale



must be: the same fbr'all source-statioi ray paths; which is a



weak requirement of lateral homogeneity. tBased on pre-ui6us-


structural studies, all'of these assumptions are probably



reasonable in ,artapproximate'sense, buttthekey to using them



is not.to inadvertently discard valid data which one needs in



order to properly find average structural-propirties. In



addition, later work may be able .to-detect.systematic iaterhl



variations-from'sudh "inconsistent" data.-


Therefore this-ctiterion was applied-in the following



way. If, 1) the suspected-pick (say S) differed-from the



expected time by at least 30 seconds, 2). the other three
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picks involved were well observed and constrained., and'-3) some



evidence for the true arrival being in the expected place



could be seen, then the possibie pick-was rejected and another



option, if any, was-considered. A careful watch was kept to



insure that no trend.of discarded picks emerged, which might



represent a plug of differing material beneath one 
 station, or



a particular region of anomalous velocity deeper in the moon.



No such pattern was observed, and ultimately; the primary use-


fulness of-this criterion was in an instructive sense, illus


trating the various manifestations of P and S wave envelopes



at the different stations from different classes of events.



In sum, this criterion was useful in eliminating some pick



alternatives, and care was taken not to discard valid data.



The remaining picks were then arranged into groups of


arrival times for each focus. 
 Typically, each focus would,



have between one and about ten different sets of up to eight



('four P and S) arrival times -representing possible combina


tions of picks that had b4en made. 
For instance, two possible



12 P times might be considered, and arrival time sets with



and without a weak '16 S pick would be tried. 
 The different


options for each focus and the details -of selecting the "best"



set of arrival times are listed and described in Appendix 1.



Overall, the method consisted of using each set in turn for a



particular focus to locate that focus. 
 (The location method



is described in Appendix 4.) A reasonable velocity model was



http:trend.of
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used, and for each set of'picks a best idcation in a least


-squares sense was found, along with-the associated least:



square-error. 
 The velocity model was then changed,.typically 

.increasing and decreasing mantle Vp and Vs systematically so 

that a total of nine velocity models were considered (e.g.-
AVp = 7.0, 7.5, 7.8 and Vs = 4.0, 4.4, 4.8). For each model



hew best locations and errors were found-, and put into a 3 x 3



array for each arrival time set.



The purpose'of using a wide range of-velocity models was



to insure that arrivial time sets requiring different a4erage


velocities from those of the selected moddiwere 
 bo elimina"



ted. Both two-layer and single-layer mantle models were used;



w th an assumed crustal structure (Chapter 2), and the velo


city ranges for-P andS waves were:designed to cover all



reasonable average vlocity'values, based on previous work



and the measured'.eismi 
-Ve6cifties in rocks of model.luna 
 r



c6mpositidon.i As theAork-progressed, it became apparent that



the residuals-for a particular.arrival time set would all 
 -

foflow-a.similar patternj if one value~was overly large rela


tive to those fromother arrival-time sets, then all the



residuals from that set, regardless of the velocity model,



would be overly large. Thus each residual set, or grid,



could be characterized as_a whole relative'to other sets,



making it unnecessary to use a specific model to compare the



arrival time'data-sets.'.Indeed, this-would have nroduced a
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very biased data set. 
 The type of model used, i.e. one or two



constant-velocity mantle layers, is consistent with-previous



work and sufficient for data selection purposes 
 (see Chapter



3). 
 The effects of including velocity gradients or'transition



zones are negligible in the gross comparisons discussed below.



The arrays-fo the possible pick groups for each focus



were thus compared, with reference to the. seismograms as



needed, in an effort to identify the "best" arrival time set.



Again, a specific procedure was followed. First, sets that



required locations outside the moon were rejected. Second,



groups of picks that produced overly large residual arrival



time errors were rejected on the grounds that at least one



arrival time was grossly inconsistent with any location. This



may seem to be an arbitrary criterion, but in practice it is



not. 
 "Large" residuals were considered to be greater than,'



about 100 seconds2 or so (standard deviation of the arrival



time data) which would imply an average arrival time misfit



of about 10 seconds. Invariably there were other pick groups



for the 
same focus that could be located with much smaller



errors, and'in a sense there was a definite bi-modal tdistri


bution in error magnitudes. It could be argued that the



groups with-large residuals in fact were the correct values



and represented lateral and local heterogeneities and radi


cally different velocity models, but since other possibilities



from each focus were always available which produced smaller
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tesiduals-and were therefore'apparently in agreement with,



lateral homogeneity and the wide range of velocities 'allowed



in the grid, it did not appear to be justified to assume.the



greatly increased structural compl&xity that would be required



to satisfy each groupa of inconsistent arrival times. Further


more, the-entire structural problem would-then have far too



many degrees of-freedom-and a reasonable analygis procedure



based oh only four stations would be impossible.' It must be.



emphasized that at this point in the arrival time selection



procedure all the alternative sets are equally weit-d6fined



on the seismograms-,-and tfe idea is to choose-among equal but



.distinct possibilities.



S-Finally,'the 
 "few remaining alternative sets are elimina-


ted'in a-variety'of ways.' In general pick groups with smaller



'residual errors are'Davora; seis-hLt-appear to-prefer less



1'kely'velbcity structures;'-such'as very high or low Vp, are



Uiiminated if othdr--Sets favor more reas6nable velbcitj(Y



values.. Often, two arrival-time sets -will-differ.only in one



pick which-varies by less than four or five secondsk and-thus



the locations and residuals are nearly identical. In this



case the two possible-picks are simply averaged, giving a



reasonable compromise 'between'the two possibilities. Occa


sionally the same phenomenon will dccur when two picks are



more significantly different;, so thatthe-choice will not



,
dramatically affect.any-structural-,solutions And after
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looking again at the seismograms, one is simply chosen ad hoc.



In the end, a-unique set-of arrival time measurements for each



seismic source is obtained.



This elaborate selection procedure is made necessary by



the unique nature of the lunar seismic data and the paucity of



stations. 
 Every effort has been made to follow a clear-cut



selection procedure established a priori and laid out expli


citly, following the most advantageous aspects of the seismo


grams. 
 Appenaix 1 describes its systematic application to the



lunar data. Unfortunately, it is always possible that errone


ous data has been retained at the expense of correct data, and



no amount of effort on the present data set can totally rule



out that possibility. Nevertheless, the method outlined above



minimizes the probability of including incorrect arrival



times, and hopefully any remaining errors will be averaged.



away in the full structural solution. 
 Based on visual esti

mates, the a priori error in each arrival time measurement is 

considered to be about + 2 cycles, or + 4 seconds, on average 

for each pick. The following paragraphs outline the specific 

procedure followed for each set of the lunar data, tailored

from the general procedure above -to accommodate the special



characteristics of each type of natural seismic event;



examples of expanded records are, shown-to illustrate the



arrival time features described above..
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Meteorite impacts: Sinbe these sources are on the sur


-face,'th& signals must traverse the scattering lX.fer twice and



the resulting arrivals are the'most emergent of ay lunar



seismic waves. This, combined with the:.pobr shear wave gener


ation, make impact seismograms the most difficult to analyze.



'The P wave arrivals are measured primarily on the expanded


scale raw and filtered three-component LP seismograms; with



reference to the expanded SP records for consistency whenever



the impacts are close enough and large enough to yield sub


stantial SP'energy at the seismid satidns 
 Fig. 1-12a shows


an example of expanded scale tP filtered records' for a


meteorite impact; the P wave arrival was mehsured as iarked. 

The geheral time'of S is' first obtiind by'extrapolating 

baikwards to .zero amplitude the shear 'wave'envelope,if any


developed on the expanded SPrecordwor'the LP compressed


playout seismograms. The SP envelopes when available 
 are more 

useful even though only the vertical component of "ground 

moti6n is recorded because of the shorter rise time relative 

to LP r~cords'(this feature is not entirely understood'in" 

terms of the scattering layer; althoughqsome work,'is in 

prbgress (Malin-, 1977)z ;As, mentioned,before, this ist:probably 

due t6 adecreasing scatterer thickness with depth, making the 

effective scattering layer thiner fo'rhigh-frequency energy.



After.,polarization filtering the LP seismograms,. both filtered



expafnded-plot and,raw reduced-scale LP records-are searched,
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for candidate S arrivals in the region indicated by the enve


lopes. Without the SP or LP'envelope studies, most of the S



arrivals would be nearly impossible to locate on the expanded



seismograms. Even with this procedure, only a few reliable S



wave arrival times are obtainable. One such is exemplified in



Fig. 1-12a. The selection of the best impact source arrival



time sets is detailed in.Appendix 4, and the resulting data



set is presented in Table. -4.,



HFT's- These events have relatively more impulsive



arrivals than impacts, and produce a large amount of shear and



SP energy, Accordingly, P picks are made on expanded SP, LP



raw, and LP filtered plots simultaneously, producing P arrival



times that are often well-constrained. 
 In order to minimize



the effects of the obscuring P wave coda, the S picks are-made



on LP expanded scale filtered records, and the SP shear enve


lope and reduced scale LP raw records are checked for con


sistency. In all, the large HFT seismograms are the easiest



on which to make arrival time measurements. Of course, as'



seen in Figs. Al-6 through Al-10, some of the HFT's used in



this study are quite small, and the picks are more difficult.



Fig. 1-12b shows a raw ALSEP 14 LP record; only the x compo


nent (horizontal) is operating properly in this time period.



As can be seen, several possibilities. for-the S arrival are



marked: Ultimately, none were used due to the ambiguity of



the initial onset. The final best arrival time sets are shown



in Table 1-5.
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Moonquakes: -The first step in analyzing the deep moon


quakes is to stack all the events-from'a particular focus



together so as to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Only



the three-component LP recotds are stacked; 
 little SP energy



is recorded from the moonquakes. The individual moonquake



events are nearly all so small that only the S-arrival is



clearly observable; the P wave only rises above the-ambient



noise and station sensitivity level in later portions of the



P coda. '
The purpose of the sticking is primarily to recover"
 

the initial P 
 arrival, although the S wave is also eihanced. 


Wflhout the advantage of multiple events, most of the moon


quakes ..
buld not provide any redundant phases for structural



information. The stacked records are passed through the



polarization fiIter; picks are made primarily on the raw



expanded scale stacked records and then confirmed'on reduced


scale filtered-rec6rds. 
Fig. -1_i2 shows-a typical stacked


LP record fromW a m6oniquake focus, ana two alternatige P 

irrivals are marked; the'earier-one was-ultimately-chosen., 

The relativdIy impulsive nature of the moonquake->arrivals, 

however, makes the filtered records mostly useful-in searching 


for secondary phases. 
 The final best arrival time sets are



listed in Tables 1-6 and 1-6a, and the relative scarcity of



measurable P'picks is clear. 
 (The reference times in Table



1-6a are those of an arbitrary event from each focus chosen



to be the time'basis for all events from that focus.)
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Thus the complete list of events and direct P and S wave



arrival times are as shown in Tables 1-4 through 1-6. As



mentioned before, this constitutes the-primary data set. The



SP seismograms and LP filtered -records will also be used to



search for secondary phases, shadow zones, and amplitude



systematics., Details pertaining to'the data are included in



Appendix 1,- along with reduced plots of all records.
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Table 1-1.


Locations, separation, and installation date of-ALSEP

seismometers.


.eparation (IKmj


Station Location 12 14 i5- 16 -Installation Date


12 3.04 0S,23.42?W -- 181 1188 1187'19 November 1969



.14 3.65 0S,17.480W 181 -- 1095 1007 5 February 1971



15 26;08N,3.66E -1188 1095 -- 1119 31 July 1971



16 8.970S,15.51 0E 1187 1007 1119 -- 21 April 1972




61 Table 1-2 
 

Orientation of long-period horizontal seismometers.



Azimuth of horizontal instruments


Station 
 x y 

12 1800 _900 

14 00 900 

15 0 900 

16 334.50 64.50 

Note: 	 Upward ground motion is positive vertical, and the above


azimuths are positive x ,ani y. The coordinate system is


left-handed.



Table 1-3



Broadband response mode operation period.



Station Period in broadband response mode



12 10/16/74-4/9/75; 6/28/75-3/27/77



14 none



15 6/28/75-3/27/77



16 6/28/75-3/27/77
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Table 1-4 

P and S wave arrival times at all four stations for


meteorite impact events.



Reference Time Arrival Times (sec relative to reference time)



Yr-Day Hr Min ,12P 14P l5P 
 16P 12S 14S 15S 16S



72 134 8'- 47 25.2 12.5 114.3 120.. 62.7 
 36.8 217.0



72 99'21 57 .55.0 63.8-13.7 -6.7 -' .. . . .



. 72 213 18 9 136:.4 118.1 8.7 139".5 285.5 -- 35.5-

.72 324 18 24 87.6 94.3 .21.3 131.3 284.2 -

75 102 18 15 1l1.8 95.8 40.4 -15.5 292.0 -. . 705.



75 124 10 5- 1.3 15.5. 77.5 53.6 -- -- 410.0 -


76 25 16 10 -8,9 -- 94.5 110.7 133.5 -- 312.2 -

77 107 23 35 6.9 18.3-127.9 126.5 .. .. .. .. 

Table 1-5



P and S wave arrival times at all four stations for HFT events.



Reference Time Arrival Times (sec relative .to reference time)

Yr Day Hi Min 12P '14P ISP -.16P 12s 14S 15S 
 16S



3 72 8 l 34.1 35.A 99.7 .27.8 27.,0 -- -- 259.4


73 171 20 25 -5.0 6.5 85.7 138.5 125.3 
 -- 352:5



74 192 0 51 78.5 65.3 -3.5 -9.7 
 -- . - ....


75 3 .1 46 33.6 51.3 60.5 127.5 269.0
 .. . 453.0 

75 44 22 5 1.8 129.5 89.6 -- 47.8 265.0 197.0--. 

76 -411 21 -- -. 4.9 87.7 -- 293.8 82.0 252.0 

76 66 10 15 50 53.3 -20.8 -- 202.0208.7. 75.8. 28 .0 

.76 68 14 43 
 2-- 74.9
24.2 141.5- 98.8
 70.3 272,.1 -



--

Table 1-6



P and S wave arrival times at all four stations for moonquake events.



Focus Reference Time Arrival Times 
 (sec relative to reference time)

A Yt Day Hour Min 12P 14P 
 15P 16P 12S 
 14S 15S 16S


1 75 86 18 47.5 8.1 10.2 73.0
 58.3 99.8 103.0 212.9 193.3 


,15 72 190 18 12 - -- 54.3 -- 164.4 152.2 180.8 136.5 

16 71 260 11 16 - 9.8 6.0 6.2 129.0 -127.2 119.3 120.0



17 72 284 21 21 1.5 --
 -10.8 -- 102.2 100.9 
 85.1 172.6



18 71 298 
 14 33 -- 75.3 31.2 45.2 231.7 215.0 135.0 161.4 

20 72 136 17 21 -- -10.3 -1.8 33.3 99.3 104.1 110.7 178.2



27 71 290 14 33 .

 -- 34.6 -- 208.5 192.8 140.1 .168.5 

30 73 154 1 27 - 22.8 46.0 -- 114.3 123.9 162.0 207.2 

31 72 161 7 52 -- .-- 3.8 -- 137;0 113.0 126.2 

32 72 148 5 55 . - 18.2 34.4 -- 183.1 105.4 131.5 

33 72 285 19 40 -- 51.2 19.5 8.7 .- 228.0 211.7



34 72 166 18 36 
 . -- 40.7 
 141.1 137.7 146.0 159.8



ON 
W, 



Table 1-6 (Cont'd)



Focus Reference Time -Arrival Times 
 (sec relative to reference time)


A Yr Day Hr Min 12P- 14P i15P 16P 12S 14S iSS 16S.



36 72 128 5.12 -- 87.6 .98.8. -- 245.2 171.2 268.8



40 73- 42:16 46. 45.3 --
 -- .61.5 136.4 133.2 177.4 169.0



41 73 123',15 43 -- 27.0 
 -- -- 116.5 134.4 149.6' 247.1



42 74 58 6 25 39.3 46.1 - -- 160.2, 172.3 193.0 262.3



44 74 58 2 56., -- 102.3 32.4 - 289.8 
 266.2 162.8 230.0



45 74 124 22 10 
 14.6, 14.4 -- - 122.2 121'7 220.2 200.'1 


46 73 303 1 0', 41.6 4.4.3 104.6 136.2 i42.7 242.3 22,3.8' 


50 73 205.14 57 23.4 30.5 -- - 131.4 144.5 207.2. 257.6 c 

51 74 49:" 8 37 - 61.9 36.2 37.2 193.6 171.8 135.3 131.0



56 73 163-21 17, ,--.51.8--
 119.4 135.3 183.8 227."3 'or


61 75 5:8 '6 16 -- -3.1.-- - -- 149.0 51.0 -4.0 

62 75 167 1111i --. , 79.4 27.3 53.4 279.5 266.6 151.4 215.7 
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Figure Captions



Fig. 1-1. Location map of the ALSEP seismic stations, shown



as squares and labeled A-12, etc. 
 The triangles and



open circles represent impact points of the LM and SIVB



spacecraft sections respectively (from Toksbz et al.,



1974a).



Fig. 1-2. Seismometer reponses as a function of frequency.



Curves for the short-period vertical instrument and the



two response modes of the three-component long-period



seismometers are shown (from Toks8z et al:, 
 1974a).



Fig. 1-3. Compressed-playout LP three-corponent seismograms



produced by the SIVB impact recorded at ALSEP 12.



Vertical scale is 1083 dutbetween the trace centers.



Component orientations are given in Table.1-2 
 (from



Toks8z et al., 1974a).



Fig. 1-4. Moozquake LP'seismograms recorded at ALSEP 12.



Vertical scale is 2'2 
 du between trace centers (from



Toks8z et al.,, 1974a).



Fig. 1-5. Meteorite impact (Day 25, 1972) recorded at ALSEP 15



on the SPZ seismometer. 
Scales as marked.



Fig. 1-6. Effects of scattering holes in a metal plate. 
 As



shown schematically, holes increase in number and size



from top to bottom, the resulting model seismograms



shown at-right (from Dainty and-Toks6z, 1977).
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ORIGINAL PAGE: IS


OF POOR QUALITY



Fig. 1-7. Schematic (not to scale)-illustration of relation of 

lunar;seismic sources to- scattering layer (from Toks6z 

et aI. f 1974a-). 

Fig. 1-8. Energy dnvelopes of artificial impacts recorded at



ALSEP 12. Energy iss,6alculated in a narrow spectral



window around 0.45 HI' 
 in 51.2 sec intervals, and



plotted as a function of time on semi-log paper.



Dashed curves are theoretical fits; see text (from



Toks8z et al.,, 1974a)



'
Fig. 1-9. Comparisbn of Y components of gtoun motion recorded



at ALSEr 16zromtwo matching Al moonquakes. Vertical 

scale-%20 diu/in. 

tig. 1-10. Time history of the Al moonquake source. Bar 

heights are event mpiituded listed for ALSEP 12; s6me



bars represent cumulative amplitudes listed for'2-3



events 'occurringwithin a-few days of each other'.



Negative amplitudes represent reverse polakityevents.



Fig. 1-11. Compressed plot of an Al moonquake recorded in the



Y component of the ALSEP 16 seismometers.



Fig. 1-12 Sample expanded-scale ,pJots.fora meteorite



impadt,,-HFT, and stacked deep moonquake event, showing



alternative sets of atrival time picks.
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CHAPTER 2



CRUST



2.1 Introduction



The structure of the lunar crust can be divided into two



regions based on scale size. 
 The very near-surface structure,



as-studied by Cooper et al. (1-974), Nakamura et al. (1975),



,and Mark and Sutton (1975).covers the outer two kilometers of



the moon, while whole crustal structure studies extend to



depths of 60-100 km (Latham et al., 1973b; Toks6z et al.,



1972b, 1974a). Complete references are given in section 0.2,



and the results as they pertain to this thesis are summarized



below.



The near-surface structure of the moon has been ascer.



tained primarily from the active seismic experiment data



(Cooper et al., 
 1974; Kovach and Watkins, 1973a,bc; Watkins



and Kovach, 1973); These experiments were landed on missions



14, 16, and 17, each containing a small array of geophones and



various seismic sources 
 such as thumpers, mortar-fired



grenades, and explosive packages. The available source



energies and array dimensions were largest at ALSEP 17,



capable of illuminating the seismic structure to nearly 2 km



depth. 
 The results at all stations are remarkably similar;



a top layer between 4 and 12 meters thick with Vp -'t100 im/sec,



underlain by faster material with Vp nt 300 m/sec. 
 'At the



ALSEP 17 site, the 300 m/sec layer was found to be about 30 
 m
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thick, underlain successively by 500 m/sec and 960 m/sec zones



of thickness 400 m and 1 km respectively. At a depth of 1.4



km the P wave velocity jumps to 4.7 km/sec. 
 These results are



supported by the relevant data from the passive seismic exper


iment stations. In particular, signals from the LM take-off



yield similar seismic velocities and depths for the two



uppermost layers mentioned above 
 (Nakamura et al., 1975;



Latham et al., 
 1972b). In addition, the amplification of the



horizontal components of ground motion relative to the ver


tical components at all the PSE 
 (Passive Seismic Experiment)



stations can be explained by the effect of a very-low-velocity



surface layer on the ellipsoidal particle motion of Rayleigh'



waves. 
 A resonance peak analysis (Nakamura et at., 
 1975) and



a more complete calculation of expected Rayleigh wave spectral



*ratios over a frequency band 0.4 to 2.0 seconds (Mark and



Sutton, 1975) both produce results that are roughly consistent



with the active seismic conclusions.



The uppermost layer probably represents-the lunar



"regolith", extending to a depth of 4-12 meters. 
 The uniform


and very low seismic velocities at all stations are probably



controlled by the physical constitution,-i.e. a rubble layer,



rather than by the particular chemical composition. The



thickness of the regolith at various stations is consistent



with other estimates from crater counting and the floor



characteristics of fresh craters 
 (Cooper et al., 1974). The
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next layer at Vp = 300 m/sec is probably more competent but



still highly fractured rock., One possibility discussed by



Cooper et al. (1974) is that this layer represents ejected



brecciated rock; the Fra Mauro formation at ALSEP 14, and the



Cayley formation at ALSEP .16. Below these layers at ALSEP 17



there appear to be two layers of higher velocity material,



possibly representing basalt-type materials of varying com


petence. Finally the velocity jumps to 4.7 km/sec; this



region is discussed below. Note that the entire low-velocity



sequence of materials is contained within the outermost 2 km



of the moon, and thus coincides with and probably represents



at least a part of the strong scattering region.



The implications of these results for this thesis are



two-fold. First, the steep velocity gradient means that



arriving rays from teleseismic events will be bent towards the



vertical and thus will be near normal incidence at the sur


face. This is only strictly true for waves of infinite



frequency tray theory), but since the low-velocity layer is



about 1.5 km thick (at least at station 17) and the seismic



wavelengths are about 1.5 and 0.5 km for P and S waves res


pectively, the bending effect will be at least partially



operative, especially for shear waves; As a reference, ray



theory predicts an incident-angle of 3.50 event for surface



.events at 4 -5 from a s-ation. Thus, to a reasonable



approximation, compressional waves should be seen mostly on
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the vertical components of ground motion, while shear energy



should appear on,the horizontal records, independent of event



location. Second, -the low velocities introduce a time lag


that mustbe-accounted for in constructing travel-time curves.


In this work a. one-way p wave transit time of 2 seconds is



used,,in agreement with the model of Cooper et al., 1974.



Assuming a Poisson's -ratio of O 25 (this value may be some


what low; see Mark and Sutton (1975)), the corresponding S



time is 3.5 seconds. Both numbers are sufficiently accurate



for our purposes.



The'deeper crustal strubture of the moon has been sum


marized-primirily by'Toks8z et-al. (I9'74a). Earlier papers



are raferenced"t herein. The data base isedto determine tho



stricturd is- almost exclusively'the seismograms produced by 

Impacting'sectidhs of the spacecraft ontothe moon at known



.places and times.' This means that travel times are measured



instead of arrival times, leaving all the-'data-for use in



determining structure rather than having to.-use the bulk of it



to calculate the source parameters. Nine such impacts were



effected: -five SIVB'booster'Sections and 'four LM sections;



a total -of about.20 compressional wave travel times-were



measuredfrom-these'sourceS. Fig. 2-la shows the:data (for



distances less than 400 km) -and theoretical travel times cal


culated from the -model in Fig. 2-7. There are two triplica


tions caused,by rapid velocity increases at depths of 20 and



http:about.20
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55-60 km; only the second one is strongly required by the



travel time data. The corresponding amplitudes are shown in



the middle drawing (b) along with the same theoretical fit



calculated from ray theory; 
 not the high amplitudes caused by



the cusp at 160 km. The triplication due to the 20 km velo


city jump is required to produce the low amplitudes seen at



100-150 km distance. 
 Fig.. 2-ic shows the ray theory travel



paths for the model in Fig. 2-7., 
Based on analogy with earth,



the major velocity increase at 55-60 km depth is termed the



crust-mantle boundary.



The prograde travel time branch moving out past 400 km



distance in Fig. 2-la represents rays bottoming-below the 60



km boundary in a region where the P wave velocity is about



9.0 km/sec. 
Figure 2-2, however, shows the three arrivals



observed from more distant artificial -impacts, and they appear



to require a slower velocity below 60 km depth; the solid line



shown is for Vp 
 = 7.7 km/sec. This discrepancy can be ex


plained in four possible ways.- First, the arrivals marked at



900-1100 km distance could represent secondary seismic phases,



indicating that the small first arrivals were missed; 
 they



could then be in agreement with the closer travel times.



Second, the high-velocity region could be a relatively thin



layer beneath the crust, 
so that the refracted waves traveling



along in it are attenuated rapidly with distance and would



therefore not be seen at greater source-receiver separations.
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Third, the high-velocity zone may only exist in a limited



area. 
 Finally, since the apparent travel times are obtained



from an uhreversed refraction line, a dipping interface might


partially account for 
 the high apparent velocities. None of



these p6ssibilities can be-completely ruled out. 
 The-natural


seismic event data (dfscussed in Chapter 3) require that the



.average upper mantle velocities be less than 8 km/sec, thus,



implying that any high velocity zone is probably confined to



a thin layer below the crust. In addition, compositional



modets for the lunar interior favorthe'lower values for



mantle veldcities. 
 "Furthermore, the'vel6citydrop'below such



a layr' w4ouid podue a large shadow zone "for surface 'eveints



ifthe layer were'significantly large3 
 than the seismic wave


len!qhs; this is:in disagreement Wfth'The calculated locations



and observed ariivalsW 
 In sum, the high velocity'region below



the crust is not likely to be representative of the lunar



iantle but may exist locally, or globally as a thin layer.



The shear wave travel time data produced by-the artifi


cial impact events is shown in Fig. 2-3. 
 The measurements



are much less certain due to the relatively small amount of



shear,energy produced by impacts;. but;the times arid amplitudes



can be adequately fit with a'velocity'model proportional to



the compressional wave velocity shown in 
 Fig,. 2-7. 'A ratio of 


3- 1/2 , corresponding to a Poisson's ratio .of 0.25, is used. 
Finally, the implications of the:travel time data are 
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summarized in Fig. 2-4, showing allowable velocity bounds for



the upper 100 km of the moon, using the tau method of



Bessonova et al. 
 (1974); the center-line is an average model.



To further constrain the crustal velocity structure,



theoretical seismograms have been calculated to fit the ob


served records. 
 A suite of the observed seismograms is shown



in Fig. 2-5; theoretical comparisons are given in Fig. 2-6.



There are three major conclusions to be drawn that are of


importance to this' thesis. 
 First, the initial 10-20 seconds



of the observed seismograms evolve systematically as the



source-receiver separation is increased, and the theoretical



seismograms are successful in matching this time period.



Further along the records, both these observations fail. 
 .:The


implication is that the initial part of a seismic wave arrival



is well-represented as 
 a relatively non-scattered phase, which



gradually deteriorates into random scattered energy as 
 time



increases (see Chapter 1). 
 This suggests that the-polariza


tion filter discussed in Appendix 3 is in fact an appropriate



approach to take in extracting body waves with initial



rectilinearly-polarized particle motion from scattered energy



of random particie motion. 
 (The results have shown that at



least the direct wave arrivals (P and S) are recovered by the


filter at the times expected from eyeball picks on the raw



records.) 
 Second, the large amplitude phase seen at the



triplication cusp 
 (170 km or 6 degrees) is present on the
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observed records and is modeled as the sub-critical reflection



from the crust-mantle interface. 
 The fact that this is the



largest amplitude arrival seen for both P and S (see Fig. 2-3,


bottom) at this distance is critical to the discussions in


section 3.3.3. 
 Finally, the matching of theoretical seismo


grams to the observed records places tighter constraints on


the velocity model than those obtained from travel times alone.



In particular, the short-period records imply that the tran

.sition region at the crust-mantle junction is 3 + 1 km wide.



The final crustal model determined from the artificial



impact data is shown in Fig. 2-7. 
 It must be noted that this


structure is valid onlyfor the region near stations 12 and


14, since all but three travel time values were measured at


these stations. 
 This is a result of the sequential station



emplacement and subsequent spacecraft impacts during the



Apollo mission series; consequently most impacts were ob

served at the early stations. 
 In fact the primary evidence



for assuming that a moon-wide crust exists comes from geo

chemical, geological, and gravity considerations (cf.-Kaula



et al., 
 1974); the seismic data from artificial impacts con

strains its characteristics at only one location. 
 The struc


tural and compositional interpretations are discussed in


section 2.4 after the new results obtained in this work are



presented.
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In calculating theoretical travel times and amplitudes in



the remainder of this thesis, a simplified version of this



crustal structure is used to reduce computation time and cost.



Specifically, the crust is modeled as two constant-velocity



layers; an upper crust from 0-20 km with Vp = 
 5.1 and Vs =



2.94, and a lower crust from 20 60 km with Vp =,6.8 and,Vs.=



3.9. In addition} as-mentioned before., a time of 2 seconds



for P waves and 3.5, seconds for S waves is added to account



for the low-velocity surficial zone. 
 The only real approxima


tion this simplified model contains is in the upper 2.0 
 km



where there is a relatively strong gradient. The constant



velocity values used (5;l, 2.94) are designed to give essen


tially the same vertical travel time (3.9 seconds for a P



wave) as the original model of the upper crust (excluding the



surficial layer). The approximation will of course deteri


orate,for non-vertically incident waves. However, for rays



that bottom below the crust, either from surface sources or


(obviously) deep moonquakes, the maximum error caused by the



constant velocity approximation in the upper crust is 0.2



seconds (one-way travel time for S waves) as 
 shown by tracing



rays through both structures. Thus, even for "peg-leg" phases



discussed below which traverse the crust three times, the



maximum error possible is about half a'second, well within



required accuracies both in this chapter and Chapter 3. 
 The



only rays traced.which do not bottom in the mantle are 'the
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:.direct ,P and S arrivals at stations l' and 14 from the Day 134



meteorite impact which occurred close to these stations; the



-errors 
 in.this case for the two-way S wave travel.times are



still less than two seconds which is sufficient for the



inversion described in Chapter 3 (since it only applies to



these two rays).



The effect of the crustal approximation on calculated ray



theory amplitudes is slightly more complex, but still within.



tolerable limits. 
 In nearly all of the amplitude calculations



efeihtheobject is only t determine'the approximate



£&lativaamplitudes of various possible s6ismic phases 
 inm



order to ascertain which ones might be visible on thelunar



seismograms discussed below); 
 thus only relatiize, approximate.



values are important. Therefore as long as the waves-whose



amplitudes are being compared have traversed the upper crustal



zone the same humberof times (e.g. once up, dnce'down)' the



effect of ih'Ehaboveapproximation should'be roughly the same



for -eachwive and will'therefore have'little 'effect On -the



comparison.- This'is particularly'true.since'the rays from



natural-seismic'events'used -in this work-are teeseismic and



therefore traverse the upper crust at a small range of angles



with-respect to the vertical. 
 The only additional complica


tion'concerns those rays which include a reflection at the



free surface, but again the effect of the crustal approxima


tion is small, because the wave will be equally focused and'
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defocused on its way up and down, thus roughly canceling any



effects of near-surface structure. 
 (There is also some effect



on the surface reflection coefficient calculated in the pro


grams described below, but this calculation is only done for



deep moonquakes which are far beneath the array and within 600



of its center; the incident angles of the resulting rays at



the surface are within 150 of the vertical and the steepening



effect of the true upper crustal velocity gradient is small.)



in sum, this simplified crustal model is sufficient for



the purposes of this thesis, but its use should be noted. In



section 3.7, where it is necessary to compare the amplitudes



of rays over a wide range of distances with an observed data



curve, the detailed crustal model is used. 
 Even in this case,



however, test runs show that the simplified crustal structure



produces essentially the same results.



2.2 Natural Event Data



In order to extend our knowledge of lunar crustal struc


ture, it is necessary to use the natural seismic event data



set. 
 Several lines of evidence imply that this approach might



be effective, and point towards the proper analysis proce


dures. 
 The "ringing" character of the lunar seismograms,



especially after strong shear wave arrivals, may be partially



the result of strong reflectors near the lunar surface in



addition to the effects of scattering and high Q. This is



especially true at ALSEP 16 where the reverberating nature
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V 

of the seismograms is most apparent. 
 Thus there is the possi


bility that secondary shear waves, reflected from crustal



interfaces, may be visible on."the lunar seismograms.* If so,



these.would provide close constraints on the'crusta 
 thick-'



ness assuming that the layer velocities are reasonably'well'



known. 
 Of course, to see such reflections (pdst-critical) it



is necessary that the width of the interface between different



layers be small compared to the wavelength of the seismic



wave. 
 For shear waves at the base of the crust, the wave

1'ngth is about a km at the doiinant period of 2 seconds.


This is only 2-4 times larger than the crust-mantle interface



Width-predicted-for~'stations"12 and lffrm'theoreticaltsis


mogram matching (3'+.±>15) sb the reflection coefficients may



6e-dimiisi 
 and thus'it may be diffculttobbserve these



phases there' Neveftheless, the''analysis 
was carried through



in the hopes that some evidence might be visible and that



other boundaries or other stations might produc6 stron



reflections.



The abovepphases are-termed "peg"leg -multiples"-in the



oil industry and typical-ray paths are shown in Fig. -2-8a.



Primarily 'peg-legs.:from the:shear wav4 'incident.
'at thebase



of-the crust :will 'be considered; ehe'inciden pTwave is.



gdnerally iuch.smallek except for a few of'the meteorite



impact events: There are then nine possible'peg-leg reflec-'



tions from any interface, corresponding to conversions at
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either the surface or the interface. The nomenclature will be



SSS-V, SSP, SPS, PSS, SPP, PSP, PPS, PPP, and SSS-H. 
 The



letters refer to the up, down, and up wave types in the crust,



respectively; the incident wave is S (SV and SH) unless other


wise noted. SSS-H is the horizontally-polarized SH phase,



while SSS-V refers to SV waves. 
 There are only four distinct



travel times, SSS (V and H), SSP-SPS-PSS; SPP-PSP-PPS; and PPP.



In addition, if such reflected phases are observed, it is



appropriate to see if refracted converted phases are 
 also



present; 
 there is only one from each interface for an incident



S (SV) wave, as shown in Fig 2-8.



in order to determine the optimal approach in searching



for these phases, it is necessary to calculate theoretical



travel times and amplitudes for the expected arrivals 
 so as to



ascertain their characteristics. 
 The travel times are used in



conjunction with the record sections discussed below to iden


tify secondary phases and determine the structural implica


tions, while the theoretical amplitudes are most useful in



deciding a priori which secondary phases are likely to produce 


the largest amplitudes and therefore be most easily visible. 


(Due to the non-linear filtering necessary 
(see below) and the



very low signal-to-noise ratio of the secondary phases, it is



not feasible to quantitatively correlate observed and calcu


lated amplitudes.) 
 The programs used in these calculations



are described in detail in Appendix 2. 
 Briefly, the
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calculations use ray theory (Bullen, 1965), 
 and include the



effects of ray-tube spreading and reflection and transmission



coefficients. In the tables presented below, a unit source



energy is assumed. 
The quantity of interest is the relative



level of the secondary phase amplitudes as compared to the



predicted shear .wave amplitudes; by comparing this ratio to



the observed direct wave amplitude we may estimate the actual



secondary phase amplitude expected on the seismograms.



The mantle velocity model used in the theoretical cal


culations is a preliminary one derived from the methods in



Chapter 4, but the exact values of the velocity structure



below-the crust are not critical as long as they are reason


ably close (+ 0.5 km/sec) to the true quantities, since the



differential travel time of direct S and the peg-leg multiples



are almost independent of the mantle velocities. The effects



of varying crustal velocities are discussed below.



Moonquakes (interior sources): The models'used are



listed in Table 2.1; 
 the depths refer to the bottom interface



of.constant-velocity layers. The source depth is -at 1000 km



(except in Table 2-2d) and reflections are calculated for



interface depths of 20 km (upper crustal layer), 
 and 60 and 75



km (crust-mantle boundary), as marked by the X's.



The theoretical results are given in Tables 2-2a, b, c,



and d. As mentioned before, there are four distinct travel



times, depending on the number of P and S legs. 
 The amplitude
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values are listed by the component of gound motion where they



are likely to be seen. 
 SSS-H is the only phase expected on



the transverse component (with respect to the epicenter). The



next three, generally in order of decreasing amplitude, will



be seen on the radial component since the last leg of each is



SV. SPS and PSS -arrive simultaneously. 
 The last three are



expected on the vertical records since they all terminate as



P. 
 Again, the first two arrive together, and they are roughly



in order of decreasing amplitude. For comparison, the direct



P and S wave amplitudes for the first model of Table 2-1 are



given in Table 2-3a. 
 In addition, the times and amplitudes of



the refracted converted phases are listed in Tables 2-3a, b



for the three interfaces considered above.



The following conclusions can be drawn from these tables.



First, the largest of the peg-leg multiple amplitudes are



about 0.07 to 0.10 of the direct P and S wave amplitudes,



implying that there is 
some 
chance of seeing such phases which



derive from incident S waves, especially on the larger moon


qua-e records. 
 Second, the largest amplitude is consistently



seen for the SSS-H phase, which should be found on the trans


verse component of ground motion. 
 Depending on the distance



range and source depth, either the SPS+PSS or SSS-V phase will



dominate on the radial, and either SPP+PSP or SSP will be seen



on the vertical records. 
 In both cases the former phase will



be the larger at greater distances; the phases PPS and PPP
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will probably not be visible at all. (As mentioned above,,



these results are calculated for a source depth of 1000 kin;



the actual.moonquake focal depths actually vary from 700 "km to



liOO.km.with an average'depth of 900 10&0'km. Coiparisbn of



Tables 2-2c and d.illustrate the-relative amplitude,dependence.



on focal depth.) Third, the refracted converted phases listed



in Tables 2-3a and b reach relative amplitudes of 0.10 to



0.15, similar to.the peg-leg waves. The larger amplitudes are



obtained by the S to P conversion, and since the'incident S



wave is largest for all deep moonquakes, this is the-phase of



choice to look for; it is'expected on the vertical records.



Naturally, the 'true amplitudes are dependent 6n the precise



structure of thevelodityinterface, particularly in terms of



relative amplttudes of *efracted and -refiected phases, and the



ahove results from ide&l-case calc"ations 'are'used as



indicators only.


Sufdcsources:- The situation fot seismic dventa 
 -

located bn the surface turns out to be much simhpler-than for



interior sources. For distances greater than about 100, the



sUrface-eveht rays-bottom in the mantle and enter the crust in



the same way as moonquake phases; see.Frg..2-8a. 'However, the



incident angle :is much greater Crelative'to the vertical so



that for an arriving shear wae no 6onversions to P waves



(e;g. S-PSS, S-SPS, etc.) in the crust are possible until the



sdurce-receiver separation is at least 1100 (using a
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reasonable velocity structure). For a 20 km interface, the



source must be at least 65 
 distant. As'discussed in section



3.3.2, the shear waves arriving from sources beyond 850-950



are strongly attenuated, and so no-peg-leg multiples with P



wave legs will exist from crustal boundaries deeper than about



40 km. Even a 29 km boundary is not likely to produce such



phases with observable amplitudes due to the restricted dis


tance range and thus limited number of records available. Of



course, a full set of peg-leg multiples can be generated from



the incident P wave at the base of the crust, but as discussed



above, the P wave is generally weaker and we want to search



for phases that are most likely to be visible.) Accordingly,



only the SSS-H and SSS-V peg-leg multiples are considered.



A typical travel-time curve is shown in Fig. 2-8b for an



interface depth of 75 km. 
 The model used is given in Table



2-4, and again is the same as that used in locating the sur


face events and-determining their origin times. 
 Theoretical



amplitudes were not calculated for these phases explicitly



because they are expected to be similar to the analogous



phases from deep moonquakes. The reason for this is that the



reflection (without conversion) coefficients at the interface



and free surface are roughly the same for all pre-critica!



incident angles, except for a single node. 
 Thus, it is



appropriate to search for SSS-H and SSS-V on the transverse



and radial components of ground motion from surface events;
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no converted (reflected or-refracted) Maves are,likely to



exist.


"-
 Now all of these secondary phased by-definition arrive at



the seismometer-after the direct wave arrivals;-the refracted



converted S-P wave after P (and slightly before S), the peg


leg multiples alterS. As discussed in Chapter l,'the lunar



seismograms ate completely dominated by the scattered codas of



the direct P and S'waves because of the strong surficial.scat

tering layer, so even if present the secondary phases would be 

nearly i ;sfible 'to observe on the raireciords. Hbwever, as 

a result of matching theoretical seismograms to the artificial 

impact data, itis'known thatthe first ten or twenty seconds 

of the direct wave arrivals are relatively free of'scattering 

effects, and so-the particle motion is roughly rectilinear as 

expected-for a body wave phase. This-is also indicated by the



high coherence of the initial'diiect wave 'arrivals-.(Nakamura,



1977b); "Therefore the 'initial'arrivalS of'sdecondary'*b6dy-


waves -should alsb'be -fre'fr~-scatteringe'ffects,''ndhave'



relatively rectilinear'particle motion :ThIs -should even be



true for peg-leg multiples in spite-of the'fact that they



traverse-the scattering layer an additional two-times while'



reflecting at the-surface; the initial onsets will'probably be



somewhat reduced in amplitude. It is also possible that the


peg-leg "surface" reflection would-actually occur at the base



of the very-lowrvelocity zone'rathet than at'the true surface,
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so that the.most intense part of the scattering layer would



not be traversed.



-The scattered energy of the P and.S wave codas that over

lies the secondary arrivals has been scattered several to many


times, is arriving simultaneously from different directions,


and therefore will have essentially random particle motion.


Random particle motion is in general ellipsoidal, and,so the


secondary body wave arrivals, if present, can be extracted


from the obscuring scattered energy by searching for recti

linear particle motion. 
 This can be done effectively with a


digital non-linear polarization filter, as-described in


Appendix 3. 
 In essence, the filter discriminates against


ellipsoidal particle motion and enhances rectilinear motion.



This eliminates a great deal of the energy observed on the


lunar seismograms, as can be seen by comparing the filtered:


and unfiltered records included in Appendix 4. 
 What remains


is a large number of energy pulses, not all of which can


represent true body wave arrivals. 
 Indeed the polarization


filter will pass without attenuation any large noise pulse


that'appears 'ononly one component of ground motion. 1 Thus the



next step in searching for secondary phases, is to arrange' fil
tered seismograms-'in record sections, or montage plots. 
Pulses which reptesent true body wave arrivals will then be


aligned along travel-tme curves, while noise pulses will-not.


In this way a reasonable measure of ccnfidence can be attached
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to candidate arrivals which correlate well across different



records that represent different sources.



In sum, then, the following procedure is used to search



for secondary body waves pertaining to crustal structure.



More details are included in Appendix 3. First, the raw



three-component LP seismograms are scaled so that the three



component traces are of roughly equal amplitude and the hori


zontal records are rotated to radial and transverse directions



relative to approximate event epicenters. The former process



is to enhance the effectiveness of the polarization filter,



and the latter is to aid in the identification of phases. 
 The



resulting traces are then passed through the polarization



filter and plotted. 
Second, the filtered records are arranged



in record sections one component of ground motion at a time.



The surface events and deep moonquakes are plotted separately



to reduce confusion; also, the deep moonquakes 'ehtail an addi


tional step. A record section plot aligns the origin time of



all events and positions the records as a function of source


receiver separation. If, however; the event foci are not on



the surface or at a common source depth, then the actual



origin times must be corrected to simulate a common focal



depth. This correction requires knowledge of the velocity



structure through which the rays travel, the location of the



focus, and is different for each particular seismic wave.



Finally, theoretical travel time curves are fitted to the
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record section plots in order to determine the identity of



the secondary phase arrivals and evaluate the ensuing struc


tural implications.



The actual velocity structure and moonquake locations



used in section 2.3 to align the moonquake record sections are



preliminary results obtained using the methods in Chapter 3,



rather than the final values presented therein. However, this



has little effect on the record section-travel time curve



correlation for crustal reflections
, because the locations and



velocity model are determined simultaneously and are therefore



consistent no matter which of the similar lunar models consi


dered in the course of this work is used, and the same model



is used to calculate the theoretical travel time curves.



Furthermore, the primary quantity of interest is the time



difference between the direct S phase and the peg-leg multi


ples, and this is almost totally independent of the mantle



velocities; they contribute only a baseline origin time and



travel time shift.



While it is true that the required origin time correc


tions for moonquake source depth variations are different for



each seismic wave, the corrections for waves of the same



geometry are very similar; 
 to wit, the maximum difference



between the corrections for the various peg-leg multiples is



less than two seconds. Even including refracted S-P phases



and varying boundary depths between 20 and 90 km, the
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differenc&s are'less than three seconds. 
 In: fact, this'is



true of all rays leaving the modnquake sources and traveling.



upwards as long as no change in wave-type.(e..g. S-P) qccurs



-etween 
 the actual-source depth and-the torrected common



source depth. 
Theyefore in the figures of-'section 2.3<-unless



otherwisd noted the origin time correction.has been applied



for the S-SSS peg-leg multiple-phase, with aininterface-depth



of 60 km. 
Given a dominant period of.2 seconds and a reading..



-.
accur&cy of + one cycle, this correction is adequate for all. 

2.3" Results oflNatural Event Studies



The analysis methods described above were applied to the



f lunar data set as listed-in Chapter 1 and'Appendix.1.
-ll 
 

The individual rawnd filtered records are shown-for each



-focus in Appendix.l. Since it is the crustal structure that



-is of interest in this.chapter; it is-appropriate to examine



the lunar records grouped by station. Nearly all moonquake



sources are within 600 of the ALSEP array center, so each



.group will be'sampling the crust within a radius of at most



40 km from'each station, providing a fairly localized struc


-tural picture. The- surface eventsnaturally traverse a wider



zone, but -all record sections shown;-extend-from 2,0( ,to 900, sc



that a region of at most 60:,km radius .is traversed. 
 -

I On.all plots that follow, bothtin-this-chapter and in



subsequent ones,, there are three 'conventions to be noted.



First, often a few -of the-available traces are omitted from
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a record section for one of two reasons: a) it overlaps



another record, and so the stronger is chosen for presentation;



b) in the moonquakes case, the A33 focus is much farther 
 (1000)



from the stations than all others, and so 
 inclusion of the A33 

records would compress the other records which are all con

tained within about 700O . In both cases the excluded seismo


grams have been examined, and invariably,add little informa


tion to the primary record section. Second, the zero time



point on the record sections usually represents a constant



time shift from the origin times, which are always to the left



of (before) the times shown. 
 The offset is chosen only for



plotting convenience to permit clearer presentation of the



records. 
 It is not explicitly given for each plot but can 1e



readily determined by comparing the plotted travel time curves



with the appropriate tabulated values. 
 Finally, each trace is



identified by a label. 
 For moonquakes, the second character



refers to the last digit of the corresponding station (e.g.



4= 14), 
 while the fifth and sixth digits are the focus



number. Surface events contain the same station code, and



then either HFT (near-surface moonquake) or C (meteorite



impact) and the day the event occurred.



ALSEP 16: 
 This station was chosen for initial examina


tion due to the "ringing" characteristic of seismograms



recorded here; perhaps suggesting sharp near-surface inter


faces. 
 The moonquake event results are discussed first
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because all peg-leg multiples should be present and there are



fewer additi6nal phases that might arrive at similar times and



-cause misidentification. The surface event records would not



contain converted phases and cbntamiatioh by the SS .surfgce



reflection) phase is .possible. The transverse filtered- com


ponents from all .but three moonquakes are-shown in Fig. 2-9a;



the origin times are all 200 seconds to left of-the zero time



point.' The travel time curves for direct S and two SSS-H



-peg-legmultiples, calculated from the models in Table 2-1, 

are as shown. These are the only phases expected on the 

transverse component, assumingspheical layering.. The s 

atrival £s well-observed, iliustrating-that the 'velocity' 

mbdei'ndi ocations fit the direct wavea.rival tim" qutte.



well (see Chaitet 3). Thereis also somd e idene for a 75 km 

and 20 km peg-legphase, as shown,'pareicularly in the regions 

between.-400 and 660 and between 25 and 30O. Whil& the corre

latiohsare by no means perfect it does seem that 201km andt75 

kitieflecting interfaces may exist at the ALSEP 16 site. A 

more detailed view is given in Fig. 2-9b, showing an expanded 

version of the records between 45,° and 550; the correlation is


reasonably convincing. -For comparison, the unfiltered -rans

verse compbnents are shown in Fig. 2-9 c.rthere'is,a great deal


moeescattered efergy preseht and the secondary phases are


much less obvious.


In order -to confirm these observations it is necessary to
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examine the other components of ground motion. 
 Figs. 2-9d and



2-9e contain the radial components of ground motion. 
 Again



the theoretical S arrival time is shown,. along with the SSS-V



and SPS+PSS phases from both interfaces. In general the later



arrival should dominate at greater distances while the former



is strongest at short range. 
 (Hence only the later curves are



indicated in Fig. 2-9e.) 
 The exact characteristics vary sub


stantially with focal depth, as 
 seen in Tables 2-2c and d, and



so the extent of the-cvrves in Fig. 2-9d is only approximate.



Again there is a fair amount of correlation with the predicted



arrival times. The amplitudes do not closely follow the pre


dicted systematics, but as mentioned above it would be sur


prising if they did, because the true amplitudes are strongly



affected by minor variations in interface. characteristics 'and



local velocity variations not modeled in the theoretical



calculations.



The vertical records are shown in Figs. 2-9f and g. 
 Of



particular interest is the dashed line on both plots which



represents the expected S arrival. 
 it is clearly not ob


served, as 
 is expected if the seismic wave is arriving ver


tically, and in fact is often in a quiet region flanked by



energy on both sides; this suggests that there is 
 in fact



particle motion consistency on the lunar seismograms and that



the polarization filter has properly discriminated between



coherent and scattered energy.-
 Three expected phases are
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plotted for each interface: SPP+PSP, expected to dominate, SSP



which is usually somewhat smaller, and the refracted phase S-P.


The 20 km interface is particularly convincing, and reasonable



correlation is seen for the 75 km boundary. 
 The S-P amplitudes



are small, although in general there is a small wave train ob


served at the proper time. 
 (Note that the expanded plot Fig.


2-9g is corrected for the SPP phase while Fig. 2-9f is aligned



for SSS; there is virtually no difference, as asserted above.)



Finally, the transverse and radial components of ground



motion for surface events recorded at ALSEP 16 are shown in



Figs. 2-9h and i. 
 Only records between 200 and 900 distance



are used because 
 a) there are few if any surface events within



20 of the ALSEP stations that produce good quality records,



and b) beyond 900 the S wave arrival is strongly attenuated



and so little energy is available for reflected phases. 
 Theor


etical curves are plotted for direct S and the SSS peg-leg



multiples. The correlations are actually quite good, espe


cially on the radial section. The dashed line drawn on the



transverse section is the expected arrival time of the SS



surface bounce phase, and it unfortunately has the same-general



trend as the peg-leg multiples. As discussed in Chapter 3,



the SS arrival is observable, especially on the short-period



records beyond 90o distance, and so it may appear on these


record sections. Nevertheless, the trends seen in Figs. 2-9h



and i seem-to follow predominantly the peg-leg multiple
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curves, confirming the phases seen on the moonquakes record



sections.



Based on these figures, it is likely that there are two


sharp crustal interfaces in the ALSEP 16 area, at depths of


20 and 75 km. While the individual component sections do not



show perfect correlation between expected times and energy


pul'ses, the confidence level is much increased by the fact



that the analogous phases expected on the other components of


ground motion, especially the vertical, appear at the appro

priate times. 
 in view of the generally small signal ampli


tudes and the presence of scattered codas, the observed



correlations are quite good. 
 The additional confirmation



provided by the agreement of the moonquake and surface event



record sections as to the boundary depth is also encouraging.



Thus in sum there appear to be.two sharp layer interfaces at


20 and 75 km depth; 
 the structural interpretations are dis


cussed below.



ALSEP 12: 
 Here the crustal interface depths are known to


be at 20 and 60 km, and so 
 it would be encouraging if peg-leg


multiples from these boundaries were visible on the record



section plots. 
 However, as mentioned before, there is evi

dence that on average the-boundaries are 
 too broad to produce



large reflection coefficients for waves of wavelength 8 km.



The data are shown in Figs. 2-!0a through e in the sane


format as before 
 (first the three components of the mooncuake
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,rec6rdi., _and then the- transverse -ahd radial-'surfice event set' 
tions). The thd6etical curves-are again -as.shown; Notice 

thatfor the 20 km interface the SSS-V andSSP lines,on the.



radial and vertical components respectively are stopped 
 at


about 400 to emphasize the dominance of the-other peg-leg.



multiples-at greater distances. 
 While the correlations are



not as striking as for station 16, there is 
 some positive



evidence agreeing with 20 and 60' km interface depths. 
 In



particular, a general look at the figures shows that larger



amplit.des eftn 
 commence at the expected arrivailtimd of



pe4-legmpultiples from 60 km. "The surfae eventi"record'sec-

tionsar6 shown in Fig. 2rlad and ,. and'agi there is someig~eement, and6. and .again' the.... 

agreement, 'particularly with the 20 km'seismicphass. In sum,



the record section plots Are reasonably cohsistent'with the



crustal.models derived from artificial impact data, thus



lending confidence to the analysis technique and the results



obtained at statonii16.


-ALSEP 14: 
 Dueto the intermittent operation'of the ver


tical LP- instrument c only a,few-redordsi- are amenable- to: polar
ization filtering,-not nearly enough fbr-an adequate-record


section. In-fact,. only one of-the surface 6 ents 
 (Day'107)



was filterdd, and although-eight deep-focus moonquakes were



filtered, due to the.nearly non-existent signal amplitudes on



the vertical component the resultsare of dubious -value.,



Accordingly, .the transverse unfiltered traces are.plotted in
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Fig. 2-11, with theoretical lines as drawn. 
 Although some


correlation is possible and expected in view of the results at


station 12 and the known crustal structure, the figure serves


mainly to illustrate the value of polarization filtering in


identifying secondary seismic phases.



ALSEP 15: 
 This is one of the least sensitive of the


Apollo seismometer stations, and so is predictably difficult


to analyze. 
 The record sections are shown in Figs. 
 2-12a


through 2-12h. 
 Since six pairs of moonquake records over

lapped sufficiently to require the elimination of one from


each pair, two sections are shown for each focus so 
 as not to


omit a large part of the data. 
 The first two show the trans

verse traces, along with travel time curves drawn for 20, 
 60,


and 9Q km interface peg-legs. 
 There is some evidence for the


20 km boundary, and also somewhat weak correlations for both


60 and 90 km reflections. 
 It is of course possible that all


three interfaces in fact exist. 
 The next two ficures contain


the radial components of ground motion, along with the two


phases expected from each reflector. 
Notice that the SSS-H


(60) and the SPS+PSS 
 (90) arrive at essentially the same time,


further complicating matters. 
 Again there is 
 some evidence


for a 20 km interface, and mixed correlations for the other


two. 
 Finally the vertical traces are given in Figs. 
 2-10e and


f, and all three phases obtained from each interface are as


drawn. 
 Note the poor S wave amplitudes as expected and the
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larger .S-P amplitude train-i As before; there-is some' evidence


for all.three boundary depths.'' 
 The last two figures, contain



.the horizontal components for thesurfaceevents.- The dashed



lines in Fig.- 2-12g represent waves reflectedonde from boun

daries at depths of 40l and 480 km, -and-are shown to again


emphasize that there are other expected arrivals which might


interfere with the expected crustal bounces. 
 These arrivals,


are discussed in Chapter 3. 
 In any case, the correlations fot


all three crustal interfaces are weak, and cannot -resolve the


uncertainties oonquake 
 r 6ct- ons.
tnmonn =~nrecord setons.



The ALSEP l5<brustal 
 - sttucture thus-remains uncertain.


The 20 kminerfae,I
s probably the most confident and oh 
 or



7
-both of the 60 and -90 km iheerfaces may 'exist. It is


difficult to draw further'con lusions-.



2.4 Implications-of the Seismic Results


The identification of crustal reflected phases has impor


tant consequences for lunar-structure. 
 The purpose of this


section is to enumerate some of the first-order inferences'

that may be drawn'from the above results. dnd present some of


the important issues to be considered; it is not intended-to


be, nor is it, a complete treatment.



The fact that these reflected waves are reasonably well

observed., at least at station 16, suggests that the interfaces


responsible are at most.2 or 3 km thick, but more probably





less than a kilometer,.in order to efficiently reflect and



refract seismic wavelengths of 6-8 kin. The ALSEP 16 bouhdaries



at 20 and 75 km depth are almost, surely analogous to the 20



and 60 km crustal layers found 
 at ALSEP 12 by seismic refrac

tion analysis of artificial impacts and confirmed above by



observed peg-leg multiples from natural teleseismic events.



This represents the first direct seismic evidence that the



crust is in fact a moon-wide phenomenon, although the same



inference has been made from a wealth of geochemical data.



The evidence from station 15, albeit somewhat uncertain,



supports this conclusion.



As discussed above, the boundary depths and velocities



are well-known at station 12. 
 Assuming the'same layer velo


cities, the 20 and 75 km depths at ALSEP 16 are closely con


strained by the travel time curve-observed pulse alignment; a



depth variation of 5 km for the lower boundary would change



the arrival time by 2 1/2 seconds or slightly more than one



cycle, enough to significantly deteriorate the average fit of



the travel time curve. The 20 km interface is even more



tightly constrained. 
 If the layer velocities are different



from those observedat station 12, say by 10%, then the layer



thicknesses would also change by 10%, 
 or 2 and 5 km, respec


tively. 
 Thus, assuming that the phase identification is



correct, the boundary depths 
 are controlled to at least + 15



km, probably close to + 10 km.



http:kilometer,.in
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- A critical assumption here'of-course isrthat.the surface


-reflection in fact occurs'at the free.surface rather that at


say-.the base of the low-velocity layer. 
 This assumption seems

to be valid at ALSEP 12, since the tentatively identified re

flections arrive at times appropriate for-the 20 janand 60 km


.interfaces-(known to exist from independent data) only if the


surface reflection occurs at the surfice; if it occursat the


base-of the ldw-velocity zone then the-predicted arrival times


would-be -up to seven seconds earlier thah the observed pulses


Cthe exact value depends on the wave typc ). - Fu"thermor, 
since the'relative arrival times between tha various peg-leg


multiples (e.g.SSS and SPS) would be different, th "'fit


between-the predicted curves and observed arrivals at ALSEP 16


would deteriorate slightly. 
 (In addition, there would be six


different arrival times for the nin 
 -e
peg-legs rather than four


since the th-irdCup) '1eg would be different from-the first


tio.) Nevertheless, this assumption mus-t'b 
 noted and could:



potdnially increase the above uncertainty,.estimates-.


- : If we tike the ALSEP 16 results at face vaiue, -it appears


that the intermediate crustal layer at 20 km is the same at'


both stations.-12 axtdi16, while the lower crustal layer is sig

nificantly thicker at station 16. 
 Rerhaps coincidentally, the


15 kin difference is exactly sufficient to offset by isostasy


the elevation Aifference between the stations (16 is about 1.5


km-higher than 12, Using,e 
 a_, '1976) assuming,-crust and-
 -
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mantle densitiesof 3.0 g/cc and 3.3 g/cc, respectively. In



addition,- Thurber and Solomon 
 (1978) have shown that the above



crustal thicknesses are compatible with the observed gravity



data, although in view of the non-uniqueness of the potential



field data this is not surprising.



The geological and compositional interpretation of the



set of crustal seismic results is not totally clear (compare



for example Toksdz et al., 
 1974a, and Ryder and Wood,,1977.)



The final seismic model for ALSEP 12 is shown in Fig. 2-7; 
 for



ALSEP 16 the velocities are assumed to be similar, with the



base of the crust at 75 km depth instead of 60.. The 20 km



boundary appears to.exist at both sites. 
 The ALSEP 14 crust



is by all indications similar to that at station 12,. while



station 15 tentatively appears to have the sane 20 kzm inter


face alog with possibly a 60 and/or 90 kla boundary, one of



which probably represents the base of the crust. 
 This situ


ation is summarized in Fig. 2-13.



The existence of the 20 km layer and interface at ap


parently all stations, particularly at thehighland site, is



the most interesting aspect of the above results.. The rapidly



increasing velocities in the layer are most likely the result



of the closing of cracks and fractures by increasing pressure



(Todd et al.,, 1973). The velocity values have been inter


preted as being consistent with basaltic composition (Toks6z



et al., 1974a), but other possibilities cannot be ruled out,
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and in view of the great variability of elastic properties



caused by the fracturing effects (Trice et al., 1974) it is



not possible to uniquely constrain the composition. The nature



of the interface is an interesting question. The higher velo


cities below 20 km and the fact that they are nearly constant



with depth suggests that 20 km represents the change-over from



fractured to competent rock. However, the suddenness of the



velocity increase at 20 km is somewhat surprising if it is



solely due to a final closing of cracks. Simmons et al. (1973)



have discussed this problem in depth, and it is possible that



the intetface also represents a compositional change. The



issue remains unresolved.



However, the fact that the interface appears to exist at



both highland and mare ALSEP sites is an important datum.



First,:it means that the initial tentative interpretation by



Toks6z et al. (1974a) identifying it as mare basalt fill at



ALSEP 12 is probably not correct, especially in view of



photogeologic evidence implying that the mare basalts are at



most 8-10 km thick (Howard et al., 1974; Head, 1974; DeHon,



1977). Unfortunately, gravity data cannot further constrain



the thickness of mare basalt fill (Thurber and Solomon, 1978)



although many quantitative models have been calculated (cf.



Bowin et al., 1975; Sjogren and Smith, 1976). Second, the


layer appears to be at least somewhat widespread since there



is some evidence for it at all ALSEP sites. This suggests.





that it is the result of some process or processes that



occurred over a substantial portion of the moon. 
 Thus a simple 

model consistent with the seismic results would have a 20 km 

layer.occurring extensively over the moon, overlain by a few 

km of basalt in the mare basins. The bottom interface of.the



basalt layer is not of course observed at ALSEP 12, but this



could be due to a variety of reasons: 1) the boundary is



shallow C2-3 km) and so is not adequately observed by the



artificial impact data or peg-leg multiples, and/or 
 2) it is



diffuse and the transition is obscured by the general trend of



rapidly increasing velocities attributed to the closing of



fractures and cracks under pressure (Todd et al., 
 1973) as



mentioned above.



Now there are significant compositional variations ob


served on the lunar surface (cf. Metzger et al., 1974) other



than just the mare-highland contrast. 
 This is not necessarily



inconsistent with the above model since the compositional



variations may be primarily surficial, but an important-ques


tion in this regard is the nature of the process that created



the 20 km layer and the interaction between possible chemical



layering and impact excavation processes. If for example the



interface represents in part a compositional change, then the



layer could be a feature of .and result of the original crustal



formation that apparently occurred planet-wide. This would



imply that, at least at the ALSEP sites, later meteorize



oo4L N~
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impacts have not appreciably "gardened" the lunar crust at



20 km depth; this is in agreement with recent estimates of



bombardment intensity since magma ocean solidification (RWri



et al., 1976) and "megaregolith" depths surmised from photo


geologic studies (Head, 1976b), representing the layer of



brecciated material excavated from craters.. (Of course, the



largest impacts such as Imbrium would presumably have dis


turbed or eradicated layering at 20 km; no seismometers are



located in such basins.). Nevertheless, it is possible that



the 20 km interface is in fact a physical properties boundary



only, and then its surmised widespread existence would have a



different set of implications. In sum, the correct interpre


tation'of the 20 km layer and its relation to crustal forma


tion, meteorite impact processes, and present-day surface



composition remains an open question.



The lower crustal layer also appears to exist at all



stations, apparently representing competent rock of varying



thickness with nearly constant seismic velocities. Again, the



composition cannot be determined uniquely by comparing the



velocities with measurements made on lunar samples, but the



velocity values are coapatible with a wide range of both



anorthosites and basalts (Toks6z et al.-, 1974a). The thick


ness of this lower layer appears to be at least in partial



isostatic equilibrium with topography. The large velocity



jump at the base of the crust to the upper mantle velocities
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suggests that a compositional change is responsible. 
 The
possible 60 and 90 km interfaces observed at ALSEP 15, if they



indeed exist, could represent layering in the upper mantle,



thus potentially implying (along with the variation in crust


mantle boundary depth observed between the other stations)



lateral heterogeneity in the upper mantle. This is also dis


cussed in Chapter 3.



In concluding this section, it is appropriate to discuss



the relation between the very-low-velocity (VLV) surface layer,



the surficial scattering zone, the megaregolith, and the



primary crustal layers. The VLV layer-probably represents the



rubble and severely cracked rock (and lava flows) produced by



meteorite bombardment, and constitutes a major portion of the



scattering region. Below that is more competent but still



highly fractured rock probably dominated by impact ejecta



material for up to a few kilometers. From here to-20 km depth



the velocities increase rapidly as pressure effects close the



cracks; in this regon varying amounts of scattering probably'



take place depending on the wavelength of the seismic energy.



At 20 km begins truly competent and consolidated rock, produ


cing little scattering, with constant velocities down to the



major crust-mantle discontinuity.



A definitive detailed compositional and physical model



for these various zones is at present non-existent, even with



the accumulated geophysical, geochemical, and geological
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evidence. The considerations discussed above are by no means



comprehensive, and more detailed and quantitative modeling.



including geochemical, petrological, and cratering effect con


straints is required to further analyze the problem. 
 Neverthe


less, the additional seismic constraints imposed by the obser


vation of peg-leg multiple phases, especially at the highland



ALSEP 16 site, are important to any proposed model.
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Table 2-1



Velocity models used in Tables 2-2 and 2-3



Depth '(km) Vp (km/sed) Vs(km/sec) p(gm/cm3 ) Reflection 

20 5.1 2.94 3.04 

60 6.8 3.9 3.06 X 

520 8.0 4.6 3.4 

1738 7.5 4.1 3.5 

20 5.1 2.94 3.04 

75 6.8 3.9 3.06 X 

5:20 8.0 4.6 3.4 

1738 7.5 4.1 3.5 

20 5.1 2.94 3.04 X 

75 6.8 3.9 3.06 

520 8.0 4.6 3.4 

1738 7.5 4.1 3.5 



Table .2-2a 
Travel times and amplitudes for peg-leg multiples from a 60 km interface



(source depth 1000 km) 

Distance Travel Times (sec) Amplitudes (x 103) 

(degrees) SSS SSP SPP PPP SSS-H SPS&PSS SSS-V PPS SPP&PSP SSP PPP 

10 282.8 274.1 265.7 256.7 .117 .010 .104 .001 .026 .036 .003 

20 295.5 286.5 277.6 268.7 .108 .030 .070 .003 .041 .055 .005 

30 315.0 305.8 296.6 287.5 .098 .044 .037 .005 .045 .056 .005 

40 339.7 330.2 320.8 311.5 .087, .046 .014 .005 .046 .046 .004 

50 367.9 358.3 348 7 339.1 .078 .042 .002 .004 .050 .036 .004 

60 398.4 388.6 378.8 369.1 .071 .037 .004 .004 .055 .029 .005 

70 429.7 419.9 410.1 400.2 .066 .034 .005 .003 .055 .025 .005 

80 460.9 .451.,1 441.3 431.5 .063 .033 .003 .003 .050 .025 .005 00 

90 491.1 481.4 471.8 462.1 .060 .033 .002 .003 .041 .028 .004 oz 

r 



Table 2-2b 


75 km interface 


Distance Travel Times (sec) Amplitudes (x 103 

(degrees) 
 SSS SSP SPP. PPP SSS-H SPS&PSS SSS-V PPS SPP&PSP SSP PPP 


10 291.1 2-80.7 270.3 259.9 .Ii5 .010 .103 .001 .025 .036 .003 

20 303.6 292.9 282.3 271.7 .107 .030 -070 .003. .040 .055 .005 

30 322.9 312.0 301.1 290.2 .097 .044 .037 .005 .044 .055 .005 

40 347.5 336.2 325.0 313.8 .087 .046 .013 .005 .045 .046 .004 

50 375.6 364.1 352.6 341.1 .078 .041 .001 .004 .049 .036 .004 

6O 406.0 394.3 382.6 -370.9 .071 .036 .005 .004 .055 .028 .005 

70 437.3 425.5 413.7 401.9, .066 .033 .006 .003 .057 .024 .005 

80 468.5 456.7 445.0 433.3 .063 .032 .004 .003 .052 .025 .005 

90 498.8 487.2 475,6 464.0 .060 -.,032 .001 .003 .043 .027 .004 



Table 2-2c 

20 km interface 

Distance Travel Times 
(degrees) SsS SSP 

(sec)
sPP ppp 

Amplitudes (x 103 
SSS-H SPS&pSS SSS-V PPS SSP&PSP SSP ppp 

10 263.0 258.8 254.4 250.1 .131 .010 .120 .001 ' .034 .033 .005 

20 2'76.0 271.7 267.3 263.0 .121 .030 .087 .004 .055 .050 .008 

30 296.0 291.6 287.2 282.8 .108 .045 .054 .006 .064 051 .009 

40 321.1 316.6 312.2 307.7 .096 .049 .031 .006 .065. .044 .008 

50 349.7 345.2 340.6 336.1 .*086 .048 .019 .006 .066 .038.007 

60 380.3 375.8 371.2 366.7 .079 .044 .013 .005 .064 .032 .007 

70 411.7 407.1 402.6 398.0 .073 .041 .011 .005 .060 .030 .007 

80 442.8 438.2 433.7 A29.2 .069 .039 .013 .004 .055 .029 .006 

90 472.8 468.3 463.8 459.3 .066 .037 .016 .004 .050 .029 .006 

V.





Table 2-2d


2,0 km interface; source depth 700 km



Distance 
(degrees) 

Travel Times 
SSS SSP 

(sec) 
SPP PPP 

Amplitudes (x 103 
SSS-H Spsas SSS-V PPS Ssp&psp. SP PPP 

10 193.9 189.6 185.2 180.9 .168 .042 .121 .005 .076 .069 .011 

20 217.3 212.8 208.2 203.8 .132 .072 .033 .009 .097 .659 .011 

30 250.6 245.9 241.2 236.5 .100 .048 .005 .005' .113 .025 .011 

40 289z6 284.8 280.0 275.2 .077 .017 .015 .001 .162 .002 .013 

50. 331.9 327.0 322.1 317.2. .064 .063 .018 .003 .298 .013 .020 

60 3,75.7 370.7 365.8 360.9 .059 .17-0 .023 .009 .678 .037 .042 

70 419.8 414.9 410.0 405.0 -.061 .101 .019 .006 .445' .022 .029 

-80 462.7 457.9 453.0 448.2 .059 .022 .013 .001 .181 .004 .014 

90 503.3 498.6 493.9 489.1 .056 .021 .008 .001 .092 .007 .008 



Table 2-3a



Travel times and amplitudes of direct P and S waves and refracted converted P and S


waves from a 60 km interface for a moonquake focus at 1000 km depth. 

Distance 
(degrees) P 

Travel Times (sec) 
S PS SP S-H 

3Amplitudes (x 10 
P S-V PS SP 

10 135.8 242.1 144.5 233.4 .930 .946 .929 .018- .031 

20 143.1 255.2 151.9 246.3 .881 .891 .876 .032 .057 

30 154.3 275.3 163.1 266.1 .815 .820 .805 .041 .075 

40 168.2 300.6 177.1 291.1 .749 .748 .726 .044 .084 

50 184.0 329.3 192.9 319.6 .689 .683 .677 .044 .089 

60 200.8 359.9 209.8 350.1 .637 .627 .624 .042 .089 

70 218.0 391.2 226.9 381.4 .593 .581 .580 .039 .084 

80 234-9 422.3 243.9 .412.6 .555 .541 .544 .035 .077 

90 251.2 452.3 260.1 442.7 .521 .509 .513 .031 .068 -

0 

C> 

-NJ 



Table 2-3b



Refracted converted waves from 20 km and 75 km interfaces



Distance 
(degrees) 

Travel Times (sec) 
20 km 75 km 

PS SP PS SP 

Amplitudes (x 103 
20 km 75 km 

PS SP PS SP 

10 140.5 238.4 146.5 232.3 .0233 .0409 .0185 .0311 

20 147.8 251.4 153.9 245.2 .0411 .0743 .0328 .0569 

30 158.9 271.5 165.1 264.9 .0517 .0965 .0412 .0749 

40 172.9 296.7 179.1 289.9 .0559 .1070 .0446 .0841 

50 188.7 325.4 195.0 318.3 .0559 .1124 .0445 .0901 

60 205-.6 356.0 211.9 348.8 .0534 .1099 .0425 .0896 

70 222.7 387.4 229.0 380.1 .0495 .1032 .0393 .0852 

80 239.6 418.4 245.9 411.2 .0449 .0938 .0356 .0778 

90 256.0 448.4 262.2 441.4 .0401 .0830 .0316 .0688 

Hn 
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Table 2-4 

Velocity model used in Fig. 2-8b.



Depth to bottom Vp(km/sec) V6(km/sec)


of layer (km)



20 
 5.1 2.94



75 6.8 3.9



520 
 7.8 4.47 

1738 7.7 4.24
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Figure Captions



Fig. 2-1. Compressional wave travel time and amplitude



data and theoretical curves 
 (Fig. 2-7) for artifical



impact data, including a ray path diagram (from Toks6z



et al., 1974a).



Fig. 2-2. Compressional wave travel time data and theory



for farther distance; two possible mantle velocity



curves are shown (from Toks6z et al., 1974a).



Fig. 2-3. 
 Shear wave data and curves corresponding to Fig.



2-1 (from Toks8z et al., 197 4a).



Fig. 2-4. Tau method velocity bounds for the lunar crust



(from Toks6z et al., 19 74a).



Fig. 2-5. 
 Record section plot of artificial impact



seismograms with theoretical travel time curve showing



large amplitude cusp 
 (from Toks6z et al., 1974a).



Fig. 2-6. 
 Observed and theoretical seismograms calculated



for artificial impact data (from Toksbz et al., 
 1974a).



Fig. 2-7. 
 Final crustal velocity structure for the ALSEPS



12-14 region (from Toksdz 6t al., 1974a).



Fig. 2-8a. 
 Ray paths of reflected and converted crustal



phases. 
 b. Travel time curve for SSS peg-leg multiple



from a 75 km interface for a surface source. 
 Velocity



model as given in Table 2-4.
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Fig. 2-9. 
 Record section plots for ALSEP 16 station, with



theoretical travel time curves as shown. 
 ote that in



this and other record section figures the A45 and A46



records are very similar to those from Al, and so do



not represent totally independent information.



Fig. 2-10. Record section plots for ALSEP 12.



Fig. 2-11. Record section plot for ALSEP 14.



Fig.. 2-12. Record section plots for ALSEP 15.



Fig. 2-13. Crustal interfaces observed at each station.
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CHAPTER 3



MANTLE



.3.1. 'Ihtroduction



The next step in studying the seismic structure of the



moon is todetermine the characteristics of the mantleregion.



As discussed above, the artificial impact data suggest a P



wave velocity of either 7.7 km/sec or 9.2 km/sec for the top,



of the,mantle, although the higher yalue. if correct, must



be confined to a thin layer immediately below the crust.



Unfortunately, due to.the.limited source energies of the ar


tificialimpacts,.they cannot provide any additional infor


mation. Thus the structure of the lunar mantle must be-deter


mined-almost entirely from the natural seismic events recorded



by the ALSEP array. These-events occur at unknown locations



and times and so the available data consists of arrival times



rather than travel times. (In addition of coutse the various



observed'arrivals mustbeidentified)tthe assumption that:.the,



dominant phases are-in fact direct P and S:waves is. discussed



in Chapter 1). As a, -result, a different :set of. analysis



techniquesare needed, aid the transition from crust to



mantle studies becomes a major step indeed.



The previouswork concerning the lunar mantle and the



'deepinterior of the -moon can be divided into two groups.



The work done'at MIT prior to and during the inception of



this thesis is summarized in Toks6z-et al. (1974a) and-:
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Dainty et al. (1974b, 1976). The corresponding research ef


forts of the Galveston group have been presented by Nakamura



et al. (1974b, 1976a., 1977). 
 -In additio-n small number of



contributions have been made by other researchers 
 (Burkhard



and Jackson, 1975; Voss et al., 
 1976; Jarosch, 1977).



A common problem that pervades all 6f these efforts is



the difficulty in using arrival time.data, and thus having to



determine the event locations and origin times in addition to



trying to extract any useful structural information. This



dilemma is exacerbated by the paucity of seismic stations;



as discussed in Chapterlthere are only four, two of which



are 
 only partially independent due to their proximity,to each



other, and at least three stations are needed to even tri


angulate a seismic source even if the velocity structure is



known a priori. Furthermore, the initial knowledge,of the



seismic characteristics of the moon is essentially zero, 
 so



that any pathological combinaeion of lateral heterogeneity



or anomalous structures may be present. Indeed two such



already analyzed and discussed are the very-low-velocity



surficial layer and the strong scattering zone.



Clearly some sort of bootstrapping operation combined



with a few judicious assumptions is necessary. The first



step was the determination of crustal structure from the ar


tificial impact 'events, as .discussed'in the previous chapter.



In a sense the next link in the process was the Day 134, 1972



meteorite impact event which was 
 large and close to the
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ALSEP array. The--,rays received at station 14 bottomed,in the 

.crust providing-a stepping stone from artificial impacts and 

the lunar crust to natural events and deeper structure. Fi


nally, lateral homogeneity has been assumed, and is in a sense



justified by the data as mentioned in Chapter 1.,- (Nakamura



et al. (1977). have examined their data set for evidence of



lateral heterogeneity; see discussion below.) From this



point., several approaches have been tried;



Nakamura -et al. 
 (1974b) use an iterative procedure



beginning with theassumption-of a constant velocity'miantle 

andorecting this model'step bystept'sdtisfy the data.



,BasicaIly six surface'events are used; the'fdur P wave from



each arrival times ,are then inverted to determine an'l"average" 

mantle P wave velocity and the event location (four paraffi-


eters from four data points). -It is then observed that the,



calculated velocities decrease withincreasing event range,



and theiefote -with bottoming depth. To accommodate this a



P wave velocity, that decteasesawith depth (is postulated and 

the'events-relocated. 
 Wl-thlthe resulting-origin times, the



S:wave,-trav1 ti-es are 'computea And..plotted as'a function



of -distarice. (A~crucial assumption here is-'that-the,shear



waye arrival times from impacts are accurately measureable.



Two of the six events.used were rejected in the work for this



thesis on the grounds of poor arrivals.) This curve is then



inverted to give the shear wave velocity profile in the



mantle to a depth of about 300 km; the exact inversion method
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is not given. Finally, four deep moonquake sources are exam


ined to determine the S-P time difference versus P arrival



times (a maximum of four points for -each focus-) and an aver


age of the four slopes calculated. Since the moonquakes ap


parently occur beneath the 300 km boundary, the slope value



(which is equivalent to Vp/V ) 
 can be used to estimate the


shear wave velocity below 300 km given the above P and S wave



velocity curves.



This work is extended in Nakamura et al. (1976a). Here



the primary ,data set is the shear wave amplitude curve as 
 a



function of distance for surface events; 
 on the basis of this



the velocity gradients in the upper mantle are 
 calculated.



Then, using the absolute velocity values from the previous pa


per and (presumably) updated locations, the sudden drop-off of



amplitudes at 900 distance implies a sharp velocity drop or 
 (as



- they prefer) an abrupt steepening of the velocity gradient at



300 km depth. Finally, S-P vs. P times are again used to de


termine Vp/V 
 ratios and further estimate velocities from those



given in the first paper.



The last paper -in this series (Nakamura et al., 1977) re


examines the data set for evidence of lateral heterogeneities.



Essentially each event is considered individually; most of the



arrival time data from a particular event is used to locate it



given a laterally homogeneous velocity model, and then redun


dant data is examined for consistency. If.the extra data is



inconsistent, then lateral heterogeneity is 
 a possible explana
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tion. Unfortunately, the results are not definitive. 
 Both



moonquakes and surface events were studied, and only surface



events showed systematic trends of anomalous data. 
 These



trends, however', contain the effects of data uncertainties,.



radial variation of velocity, possible location bias, and fi


nally,,possibie lateralheterogeneity. Considering-that.the



uncertainty in arrival time measurements alone,is probably suf


ficient to explain the magnitude of the observed trends, posi


tive identification of lateral heterogeneity is impossible, and



the assumption of lateral homogeneity -is still justifiable as 

discussed in Chapter 1. 

The stepwise:pr6cedure described above, while perfectly 

valid and in a sense effective; does have limitations. First,



the essedtial'ambiguous-trade-ffbetween~event location and



seismic'vel6itfes'is obdcured.V 
 It is difficult to understand



h6wasued locations and origin timesniay have biased th 
 ve



Jiocity result: and vice-versa. K-M6re importantly it is not at


il1l'cleatr-hOw much uncertainty there is in the presented mod-'



els and'locations, both in terms of standard errors of some


sort-for the given values and with regards to uniqueness.of



model type; (This last is very difficult to analyze effec


tively, even terrrestrially.): This-is a definite lack because



in many ways, especially for .non-seismologists attempting to



correlate their results with -the seismic-
.information, it is at



least if not more important to know the uncertainties in or



allowable ranges of-seismic models than th 4details of one



http:uniqueness.of
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exact but possibly poorly constrained structure. 
 In addition,



the above approach involving many steps and various assump


tions along the way does not provide a clear idea of which fea


tures of the final model are controlled by which data and how


closely. For instance, in the final 
 (or at least current for



several years) Galveston model they feel that the tightest con


straints are on the velocity gradients while the absolute ve


locity values are poorly defined (Nakamura, personal communica


tion). 
 Finally, it is not obvious that the particular sequence



of steps used in the above method will extract all useful in


formation from the observed data.



Clearly it is desirable 
 to seek a more direct approach



to the problem that will preserve and elucidate the relation


ship between eventlocation and seismic velocities. 
 In es


sence, a method of analyzing the arrival times directly is



required. The technique of choice which will overcome most



if not all of the above difficulties is to set up the data



values 
 (direct P and S wave arrival times) as functions of the



desired parameters (event locations, origin times, and veloc


ity structure) and solve the resulting set of simultaneous



equations. 
 This is the classic non-linear inverse problem,



where the knowns can be written as some function of the



unknowns, and there are two basic approdches to solving it.



First, the forward problem can be done many times using



some systematic choice of values for the unknowns, and the



theoretical observations compared with the actual data to
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evaluate each trial solution. The model parameters can be



iterated-by some scheme to either improve the fit to the



data .(e.g. parameter search or steepest descent methods) or



to explore'the 'space of a given class of "acceptable" models



(e.g. hedge-hg nmethod or Monte Carlo techhique, c.f. Keilis-


Borok and,Yanovskaya (1967)-and Press. (1970))...



The second approach is to do the, forward problem once,



using reasonably accurate initial values for the unknown



parameters, and'then form the differences (misfit) between



the dbsdrved'and predicted data. The ffnctionaId-relationships



between the data 
had the model parameters are then linearized



'and correctidhis to the initial model 'values can be calculated



from the -misfit usina one of &verd 'methodsdevd1opedt'



solve liner inverse problem4.' (For example ,eigenvalue



anilysisiandtgeneralized inversion"(Lanczos; 1961;_Aki, 1975),



stochastic'inversion (Franklin, 1970a)-, or-Backus'and Gilbert"



techniques"'(Backus and Gilbert, 1967;* 1968, 1970)). The



trial solution can 'then be updated and the inversion repeated.



.Each of these solution methods provides differentad


vantages;raccordingly one technique from each group has been



chosenf6r use in this thesis as described briefly below and



at greater lefigth in Appendix-.4



The first method is a.straightforward'search through the'



paramete space. •First, the seismicvelocity model is fixed.



Then 'for each seismic event*, an initial location is 'chosen



and calculated travel times to.the four ALSEP stations sub
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tracted from the observed arrival times-to obtain n estimates



of the event origin times (where 
 n is the number of observed



arrival times). 
 The variance of these origin time estimates



(a2) is a least-squares criterion for the adequacy of the ini

tial values of location and seismic velocities. This is



repeated for a grid of locations,, either on the surface or in



the interior of the moon, andithe entire grid is moved step


2
wise along decreasing a
 When a best location (i.e. minimum



a
2 ) is found, the velocity values are changed systematically



and the entire process repeated, culminating in a comparison



2

of the a values for severalvelocity models.



This method has two advantages. First, we obtain a



complete picture of the parameter space, and-can determine



the existence of local minima 
 (i.e. local solutions), the



shape of the minima valleys, and the radius of convergence



to any particular solution. 
 Second, the procedure is in


sensitive to the choice of seismic velocity parameters to



be varied, and will not fail if the data cannot constrain



a particular model parameter or if the initial location or


velocity values are far from the true values preferred by



the data. In particular, during the work in this thesis the



event locations determined for any given velocity model were



unique in the sense that the grid of test locations would



move quickly to the same -best location no matter where it



was started. 
 Thus little a priori information about the



event locations required, minimizing the possibility of in
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advertent biasing. In contrast, -there 
are"threedisadvantages



,, this ifiethod. First, it is essentially a'brute-force ap

pr6ach which is extremely inefficient in terms of computa

tion time and cost. Second, there is no unique way'to find 

the optimum velocity values for several events simultaneously 

although several such schemes were used in the preliminary 

phases of this work. Finally, even when a solution is found



*th6 calculations do not provide a quantitative estimate of



the accuracy of that solution.



The s c6d inversion mehod ued dOVtail" nicely with



the weakn'esses in the fijst approach and takes advantage of



its strong points. As discussed in:Appendix 4, the method 

uses initial values for locatibns, origin times, and strub 

tural parameters (e.g. seismic wave-velocity) that we wish to 

determine, and calculatespredicted artival'timss. In ad

diti6n, the equations relating initial-model with-the pre7 

dieted data are linearized via-a-first-otder Taylor series 

e pansion to prodade a matrix of first derivatives. Correc

tions to. the,%initial,-model valu~s- ldcations, origin times _



and velocities) can~then be calc~ilhted-xa-llat-once -by finding



aninverse to the partialderivative-matrix and multiplying



by the original misfit between'the observed and predicted



data values. Naturally, the crux of this matter is to find



an inverse for the above matrix, given that the problem can



potentially be both over-determined and underconstrained.



This can-be alcomplex procedure, and the0appropriate solution
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is dependent on the particular properties of each problem, as


discussed in Appendix 4. 
 The problems treated herein turn


out to be just overconstrained, most1-ybecas 
 wedo not


attempt to determine too many or inappropriate velocity model


parameters, thus producing a non-invertible matrix. The


actual choice of model parameters to be determined is dis


cussed further below...Given-that-the problem is not under

constrained, the matrix equation can be solved-simply by


forming a square matrix ATA and inverting. The resulting


corrections are applied to the initial model values, and the


process is repeated a few times until hopefully convergence



occurs and the additional corrections go to zero. 
 The


result is 
 a model that fits the data best in a least-squares



sense.



A primary advantage of this method is that it is very


efficient computatibnally, usually requiring only three


iterations- for convergence. In addition, we can obtain


several quantities that are of interest in describing the


solution and data. 
 First, we can calculate the formal un

certainties for the determined parameters, including the


effects of errors 
 in the data, inconsistencies within the


data, and the degree to which the data constrain the unknowns.


Second, the correlation coefficients between the determined



-parameters indicating which ones can be mutually adjusted


without Overly damaging the fit -to the data can be formed.


(Both of these quantities are 
contained in the paraieter
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covariance-matrix.) Finally, the.relative importance of each, 

datum to the so-lution- is obtained.,, and we -can,observe which

data values are inconsistent with each'other, thusidentify

ing possibly-erroneous data (all in -the information density 

matrix). All of these quantities are of great help in under-

standing not only the characteristics of the inversion but



also the physics of the problem. The disadvantages of this



technique lie in the fact that when a solution is- found it



is difficult to ascertain the -radius of convergence and deter


mind th.presence or absence of local minima. 'Furthermore,



-the method is sensitive and'places strict requirem6nts on the
 


accuracy:of the iniiiai mYodel; the -inversion will'fail to



converge if the starting mddei is far removed 'fromthe true



best values and outside the region where the linear approxi


mation holds.



These two methods thus complement each other, and sd both



are used in this thesis. the first technique is':applied In



threeA*ays. First, it -is used in evaluating candidate,arrival'



-

data-sets,, as desdribed in Chapter land Appendix 1.



to ob- '



-time 
 

Second, -the final arrival times for each event are -run 


tain initial event locations-and origin times for use in the



linearized inverse, Finally, the method served as a valuable



learning tool, especially in the early phases of this work,



for exploring the characteristics of the various parameter



spaces considered herein. The second method, linearized



matrix inversion, is then used to obtain the final results
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presented, along with the various diagnostic quantities dis


cussed above.



This combination of analysis .methods'obviates many of



the difficulties confronted in-the work otNakamuraet al.



(1974b, 1976, 1977), by dealing directly with the arrival



time data set, determining the event locations and structural



parameters simultaneously, and quantitativelyplacing error



bars on all of these. 
It remains-to deal with secondary



seismic data sets, namely secondary seismic wave arrivals



and the direct P and S wave amplitudes. The additional seis


mic wave arrivals can be searched for using the techniques



described in Appendix 3 and exemplified in Chapter 2. 
 As



will be observed the arrival times of these phases are no


where near accurate enough to be used in a formal inversion



procedure as above; it is sufficient to fit theoretical travel



time curves in an effort to observe them and deduce structural



implications. 
 The same is true for the direct P and S wave



amplitude data, for two reasons. 
 First, the data as shown



in section 3.3.3 contain a large scatter, much of which is



probably real and caused by local and detailed structural



effects. Furthermore, there are several assumptions in


volved in constructing quantitative amplitude curves, which



make it difficult to draw strict quantitative conclusions.



Finally, formal inversion of the amplitude data is not



feasible due to the above factors and the extreme non


uniqueness of the problem. 
 Thus it is appropriate to examine
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both the secondary seismic wave arrivals and the amplitude



data after the inversion of the primary arrival time data set,



indorporating modifications as necessary.



Despite this systematic approach, two classes of'initial



assumptions are needed to begin the analysis procedure.



first , the' form of the- velocity model for-the lunar interior 

must be chosen. 
 We begin by using the three-layer crustal



structute discussed in Chapter 2; 
 two constant-velocity re


gions supplemented by a time offset for the very-low-velocity



zone. 
 This is assumed to be the same at all ALSEPstatibns;



as'discussed below, travel-time corrections for the viriation



in crustal structure and topography at -ach station were



.includedfarious 
 runs and the'effects on the siutioni



were minimal. -Neict 
 the form'of the maAtle structure must be-


def:nGed'. Gien the numb'r bf'seinmic 
 sEit-ons,'it is cfearly



.possible to obtain only a few Strticturai patmters by inver


siori. Accordingly, a-first pass is just to invert for the:



average P'.and'S wave -ve16citiies 
 n the entire mantle, thus



effectivey assuming that it has a constant v&locity with



depth.- The results of this are giverf 
 below. (In addition,



of course, this postulates lateral;homogeneity. -As discussed



in Chapter-I,_this is.-a :reasonable assumption based-.on the



arrival time'data'although.thete are surely some lateral



variations in velocity at least in the upper mantle; 
 see



Chapter 2.)



However, -a dominant theme in the early work of both the



http:based-.on
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Galveston and M.I.T 
 groups has been-the sudden decrease in



amplitudes and concurrent delay in.arrival times experienced



by shear waves arriving from beyond .a,
certain di-stance; vari


ous velocity and location models place the-critical distance



at about 900. (This is re-examined insection 3.3.2.) 
 This



suggests that there is 
 a velocity drop and/or attenuation



increase for shear waves at some depth; -or a-constant


velocity mantle of velocity. 7,.5-8.5 km/sec, this depth is



close to 500 km for a 901 critical distanpe. The S-P vs. P



times of.the deep-moonquakes (which seem to occur below 500 km



depth) seem to -confirmthis situation by giving a higher ap


parent Vp/Vs ratio than that observed for near surface events



(<900 distant) whose rays do not.penetrate below 500 km. Thus



on the basis of initial data indications it is appropriate to



consider a two-layer mantle model,. again attempting to deter


mine the average velocities in each. 
 The boundary is initial


ly chosen to be at about 500 km depth. 
 Thus the initial form



of the structural model is four constant velocity layers.



(plus the surficial very-Iow-velocity (VLV) zone).



The second set of assumptions concerns the locations of.



the three groups of natural seismic events that accouht for



the arrival time data used herein. As discussed in Chapter 1,



the events are classified as meteorite impacts, HFT's, or



deep moonquakes based on seismogram characteristics; all



authors are in general -agreement doncern-i-ng these interpre


tations (c.f. -Toks8z et al., 
 1974a; Latham et al., 1973a).
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3.2 Results of Arrival Time Inversions



Initially; the arrival time data set was divided into



two groups; surface events and deep moonquakes. The physi


cal reasoning for this is that the two subsets are controlled



by, and can therefore constrain, the velocities in different



regions of the lunar-mantle. 
 Since most of the surface



events are on the nearside (as willbe seen below) most of



the arrival times (-85%) 
 are those of rays bottoming in the



upper mantle (above 500 km depth). The few farside events



are observed only by P waves due to the observed loss of



shear wave energy. In contrast, the rays from all deep moon


quakes traverse both the lower and upper mantle regions.



Therefore our initial approach is to fix the lower mantle



velocities and use the surface events to invert for the upper



mantle velocities, and then fix the upper mantle values and



use the deep moonquake events to obtain the lower mantle



velocities.



The practical reasoning behind this is that the cost of


"I 

finding a linearized matrix inversion solution to a problem



with n events is observed to go roughly as n 
 Since there



are many assumptions (given above) that we wish to test by



re-solvingthe entire problem several times, it is much less



expensive to do this on two halves of the data than on the



full data set, by a factor of about three. Therefore the



optimal approach is to solve for the event locations and



structural parameters for the two datasubsets, observing



rmCVr "Y) 
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the effects of various assumptions. Then hhe entire data set



canbe inverted simultaneously, and only a few of -the more



crucial assumptions re-tested.



The paragraphs below describe the results of inverting 

the surface event data, the moonquake data, and finally the 

.completedata set. It is-impossible to recount in complete 

detail the many different inversions run during the analysis 

-procedure and :all the numbers associated with each such solu

tion. Therefore only the pertinent facts &nd results are 

giVen, -with details inciuded as tables w~heh appropriate."



Nevertheless,-all aspects of the 'inversions were examined



closely during the research phase, both to.ascertain the solu


tion characteristics and to' learn about the features of i'n'


vdrse-problem sblution,in general; Three conventions ire



'followed below, unless stated'otherise./ First, allsolu

tions were obtaned-by'three'ite atiohs of'themattix'inver

s ,onroutine. Second,a"ill etrors 'quotedare cLlc'lated from' 

the parameter "covariine matti'aia the data 'vbriance &s dis

cu'ssed in Appendix 4. -Finally, the,quantity.a 2 'is the. 

. posteriori variance of the data, calculaged-from the -final



least-squares fit to the data;(see Appendix 4), and is used



as-a measire of how closelya particular model and setof



parameters can fit the artival- time dat&.



3.2.1 	 Surface Events - Upper Mantle



-The surface event data set is given in Tables 1-4 and
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1-5. There are 16 events (eight meteorite impacts and eight



HFT events), and 88 arrival time measurements (58 for P



waves and 30 for S waves). The structural model assumes a



three-layer crust as given in Chapter 2, and a lower.mantle



below 520 km depth with Vp = 7.8 km/sec and Vs = 4.2 km/sec 

(chosen as reasonable values; since few of the surface 

event rays penetrate this zone, the particular choice is not 

crucial). The data can then be inverted to obtain the average 

velocities between 60 and 520 km depth, along with the event 

locations and origin times, for a grand total of 50 parameters



to be determined. The initial first-guess values for the



locations and origin times are obtained from the results of



the parameter search inversion method; they represent average



values for the various velocity structures considered (des


cribed in Appendix 1) and are listed in Table 3-1. 
 The ini


tial upper mantle velocity values are Vp = 7.8 km/sec and



Vs =
 4.4 km/sec, chosen on the basis of previous work and



indications from moonquake inversions, discussed below.



Note that this choice produces a shear wave shadow zone



beginning at 90* distance and extending to about 110, 
 as



mentioned above. A potential problem then arises because an



event location (and upper mantle velocity) may be such that



at some stage of the iteration the theoretical ray cannot be



-traced for comparison with an observed arrival time datum.



In practice this has arisen only for those events that appear



to be located near the edge of the geometric shadow region
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for one or more stations; the only such events are those



occurring on Days 72,.192, and 3, perhaps coincidentally all



are HFT events. 
 The loss of a data point from one of these



events can then occur for one of two reasons; a) the itera


tions mayslightly overshoot the true location as convergence,



ocurs, thusihidVerAntly "entering the shadow zone whfle



the true desired location is outside the zones 
 or b) the



true desired location-may be within the shadow zone for an



arrival that is in fact observed, indicating -that the loca


tion of the shadow zone is slightly inaccurate (very likely)



Or that the obsetved arrival- is a diffracted wave'around the



velocity drop boundary that we have not accounted for in the



ray theory'calculations. 
 Fortunately thisoccurred only



occasionally'and only fot & few data points: 
 In all cases



each vas re-indluded at 
 some point by chagjgng the'parameters



of'the 4eometric shadow zone; 
 a-case studyf6r Day 72, the



most tr6ublesome event, is described beloe4.s 
 In'addition; of



course, such discrepancies can be used to infer -the extent



of the shadow region; this is discussed in the next section.



Returning to the main subject, the iatrix'.inversion



r6utine-was run using the above data and starting parameters,



and a least-squares solution was in fact obtained. 
 Conver


gence was rapid; the third and final set of corrections'to the



model parameters were.all less than 0.6 degtess N(18 km) in



latitude and longitudep,one second in origin time, andiO.01



in velocities. 
 In the three iterations the: calcurated *a2



http:andiO.01
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(formula in Appendix 4) dropped'from an initial value of



540.5 sec 2 to 34'.6 sec 2 
 after one iteration, 30.8 after two,



and 30.7 after all three. This final value corresponds to



a standard deviation of ±5.5 sec 
 for each data point, in good



agreement with the a priori estimate of ±4 
 sec for the accura


cy of the data measurements. This suggests that the model



type is appropriate to the data and thus can fit it to within



the estimated accuracy.



The final event locations are given in Table 3-2., 
 and



the final upper mantle velocities are V 
 7.8 ± 0.16 km/sec



and Vs = 4.47 ± 0.05 km/sec. The ratio
p
between the P and S



wave velocity uncertainties is about 3, as expected because



for a constant time error in the data 
 (arrival times),



At -2AVp Vs-2AVs



or



AVp V 2



37v; V(-) =3 
S 5 

as observed. 

The next step is to examine the characteristics of the 

s6lution. First, three variations of the data set were run. 

The "most confident" data, as listed in Tables Al-4and AI-9, 

using 11 of the original 16 events, gave velocity values of



V 
 7.67 ± 0.20 km/sec and 4.45 ± 0.11 km/sec, in good
p



agreement with the full data set results. 
 Also, HFT events



and meteorite impacts were run separately (using all eight
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events of 	 each)., and the results were-


HFT's: 	 V 7.73 ±'0.17'km/sec 

VS = 4.47- ± 0.06 km/sec 

Impacts: 	 VP = 7.88 ± 0.24 km/sec 

Vs = 4.44 ± 0.09 km/sec 

-again in'good,agreement with the original values considering



the standard deviation intervals. These comparisons indi-.



cate that 	 the ovetall-solution is relatively stable with



respect 	 to the data set, as also implied by the calculated



standard errors.



Returning 	 to the full data 'set, the'information density



and parameter covariance matrices were calculated in full



as described in kppendix 4. The results from the information



density 	 matrix are summarized-in Table 3-3, giving the total



'Importancesof *thePahd S wave data at,each station-., The



main conclusion thatdah be drawn from'this table is that


statiohs-'12: and 14'arein fact &ach less-important than either



stations,15 ad i-6, as expected due-to'- their proximity to'



each-other. Note that the importances sum to 50, the number



of unknowns. The off-diagonal terms of this matrix-indicate



that, as expected, the most averaging is-necessary for the



data points observed at stations 12 and 14 since even small



errors are a significant percentage of the correct arrival



time difference. The parameter covariande matrix (diagonal



terms) produced the formal'errors quotedabove,-and the off
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diagonal terms showed the expected correlations (e.g. origin



time can trade off with distance or, to some extent, veloc


ity) as discussed in Appendix 4.



.Finally, the starting values of locations, origin times,



and velocities were changed to explore the uniqueness and



radius of convergence of the above solution. 
 This is diffi


cult to explore thoroughly due to the presence of the 
 geomet


ric shadow zone caused by the velocity drop; as discussed



above, a few events can be inadvertently placed just inside



the shadow region. 
 (In fact three data points, two arrivals



from Day 72 and one from Day 3, were lost in the above in


version; see discussion below.) Nevertheless, most of the



initial starting locations and origin times were varied ran


domly by.about 5-10 degrees and 20 seconds, and the starting



upper mantle velocities changed by as much as 
 0.2 km/sec;



in all cases the iterations converged to the 
 same result.



In sum, the surface ,event inversion appears to.be stable



and well-constrained, producing reasonable results. 
 It remains



then to re-examine some of the assumptions mentioned above



that were necessary to obtain this solution. First, 'the ef


fect of varying the crustal structure was calculated; the



upper-lower crustal boundary was moved from 20 to 30 km. 
 The



effect was completely negligible. Next,.the upper-lower man


tle boundary depth was varied. Unfortunately, moving this



boundary a significant distance upwards decreases the onset



distance of the geometric shadow zone to less than 900,
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.placing many.of -the observed arrivals in ,he, shadow region.



In-order to avoid this problem, a negativeoshear wave~velocity



-giadiep of km/spc/km was introduced in theupper



ma thus spreadin4 the rays bottoming in the mantle so



that they reach furtker distances for a given bottoming depth.,



This allows us to move the interface from 500 to 400 km'depth,



and subroutine TRAVEL was then used to do the ray tracing.



The resulting inversion converged nicely, giving an upper



mantle P velocity of 7.7 ± 0.15 km/sec and a shear wave velob& 

it at thd'top of the mantle imltedi&tely b Iow the crust of



4;56±0.65 km_/sc' thus decreasing to 4.36"kt/ec'at 40o km



depth'with'am'edian value 'f 4.4'6 6m/sec,
in excellent agree


ment with'the'iniiial results. With dne'exceptioh,' all loca


ti6ns were:'within 20 of the original vales'. The single exz



ception is 'Day 72, 1973, 'an HFT event. As mentioned above,



in the initial cbnstant-velocity inversion the two observed'



shear wave arrival times from this focus were lost because



-the event sttimbled into the-geometric shear wave shadow zone.



on the first, iteration.-. With the-loss;Qf'the shear wave data,



the eveft'moved even further'away,.finally'ending at'about



1000 distance ,from,-ALSEPS 12, 14, and-6, and thus within



the -shadow zone, even though str6ng S:'arrivals are in fact



seen at these stations (although ALSEP 14 is not measured due



to the failure of the vertical component and resulting lack



of polarization filtering). In the iteration with velocity



gradient, however, the S arrivals Were not lost and the



http:4;56�0.65
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resulting location is about 900 away from the above three



stations, or just before the onset of the geometric shadow



zone. 
 As discussed in Appendix 1, this is the preferred



location-because the shear wave data are iicluded in the solu


tion. 
 This location is indicated in parentheses in Table 3-2.



Overall, however, including a shear velocity gradient



and moving the upper-lower mantle interface up produced in


significant changes in the-results. (The final fit to the



data Was 31.0 sec 2 .) 
 This is extremely important because it



implies that the average velocities obtained for the upper



mantle region from this inversion are in fact valid even if



a moderate velocity gradient exists; 
 thus thesevalues can be



considered as firm constraints independent of most of the



assumptions. 
 On the other hand, this result also suggests



that the surface event arrival time data will not be able to



constrain the upper-lower mantle boundary depth or the magni


tude of any velocity gradients. This is discussed further



below.



Finally, the assumption that the HFT events are con


fined to the surface below the VLV zone was re-examined.



First, as mentioned above, the HFT events were inverted



separately, giving a ad 
 of 31.7. Then the inversion was re


done assuming that the HFT's were at various common source



depths, as 
shown in Table 3-4. 
 The ad 2 value consistently


increased, indicating that the best common source depth is in



fact at the surface. 
 Of course the increase in d2 is only
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significant beyond about 50 km depth, and it is possible that



the HFT events are all located at different depths. In the



absence of a priori information this is difficult to test,



and so the simplest assumption consistent with the inversion



results is that the HFT events are all in fact very near the



surface. (In addition, the HFT polarization filtered records



were searched for possible SS (surface reflected, see Richter



(1958, p. 307) phases that would indicate source detph. None



were observed.)



3.2.2 Deep Moonquakes - Lower Mantle,



- The moonquake arrival time data set is given in Table 1-6.



There are 24 events and 140 arrival time data (50 P and 90 S).



The first structural model considered is simply a single


layer constant velocity mantle with a three-layer crust; thus



the moonquake data inversion will yield average P and S wave



velocities for the region between the moonquake depths and



the crust. The starting locations and origin times (listed



in Table -3-5) are again obtained from the parameter search in


version results, and the starting velocities are Vp = 8.0



km/sec and V. = 4.2 km/sec, chosen to be near the middle of



early velocity estimates. The resulting inversion converges



quickly, giving maximum last-step corrections of 0.40, 4 km,



0.8 seconds and 0.02 km/sec for the epicentral coordinates



(latitude and longitude), depths, origin times, and velocities



respectively. The least-squares fit to the data as measured
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by the a posteriori data variance od2 begins at 193.7 2
sec and


decreases to 37.0, 10.4, and finally 10.2 sec 2 
 after the last



iteration. This indicates an average error in the data of


±3.2 sec, in good agreement with the a priori estimate of ±4



sec given in Chapter 1. 
 The resulting average velocities are



7.75 ± 0.55 km/sec and 4.44 ±'0.19 km/sec. These values are



consistent with the surface event estimates of the upper man


tle velocities; the larger uncertainties are due to the in


creased freedom in the solution provided by the necessity of



determining the depth coordinate. 
 The average depth turns out



to be about 900 km, with values ranging from 700 km to 1100 km,



in excellent agreement with the initial assumption that the'



moonquakes are situated below 500 km depth.



The next step is to consider a two-layer mantle model,


assuming that the upper mantle velocities are known. Initial


ly the upper-lower mantle boundary was placed at 520 km depth



and the upper mantle velocities assumed to be Vp 
 = 8.0 km/sec



and Vs = 
 4.6 km/sec. (These velocities are different from the



results reported in the previous section because the surface



event and deep moonquake studies were done concurrently; fur


ther discussion below.) 
 The moonquake data can then be in


verted to obtain the lower mantle velocities.



The iterations again converged quite quickly, giving



velocity values of Vp 
 = 7.45 ± 0.63 km/sec and V = 4.13
s 
 

± 0.25 km/sec with a final d 2 2
of 9.8 sec . The uncertain

ties are 
 slightly larger than before probably because the path
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iength ihiithe lowermantle is shorter than the whole mantle.



and so'the arrival times are-less affected by ,
path- leh4th4 
 

,and'therefore have' less control over, the 'lower mantle,



-velbcities. Note that the calculatedlowermantle velocities,



given the assumed upper mantle values arevin good agreement



with the previous whole mantle average velocities-. The final


moonquake locations from the two-layer mantle structure are



simi'lar to those obtained above.



fn order to examine the characteristics of this solution,



w6"follow the same procedure as'discfissedfor the surfade



event idversion'. The mosti-confident 'data Set (2i'foonquake



events) as*givendin TableIP-14 was inverted,igiving'results



of -V 7.66 _ 0.90-lkm/sec and V'= 4.12"±:'33 kin/sec, in 

g6od'agreement with the full data -set solution, implying that



the answers are reasonably stable'with respect to modification



of the data set. The larger uncertaihties-ate'probabJ du



to the sialler number of-picks per focus (5.1 vs. 5.8) than



in the full aata set; thus fewer data are available for con


straining the velocity values. The fihail ad2.is similar at



0.-7 secJ1 

-Nextthe- -irif6rmation density ,matrix'was examined; The 

results are'summarized in Table 3-7, 1again'showing, that the 

arrivals At stations 15 and 16 tend to be more important than



those measured at stations 12 and 14.' The parameter covari


ance matrix was somewhat more interesting-than for- surface



events,, showing'that the moonquake depths can be most effec
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tively traded off with origin times rather than with veloc


ities, because a velocity change would produce an arrival



time change of reverse proportionality (more change with in


creasing source-receiver central angle separation) than the



original depth change. 
 Vp and V. change with each other pro


portionally and then compensate with the origin times.



Finally the initial locations, origin times, and veloc


ities were changed to check the stability and radius of con


vergence. Since as discussed below there is little problem



with shadow zones, the initial locations were perturbed ran


domly by about 200, 150 km, and 25 sec in epicentral distance,



depth, and origin time respectively, and the starting veloc


ities for the lower mantle given as V = 8.2 km/sec and


p



Vs = 4.6 km/sec. Despite these large offsets and an initial

22



2
ad of 4212.9 sec , the inversion converged within five itera


tions to the same-solution as above. Thus the solution.is very



stable with a wide radius of convergence.



Three major assumptions were then tested. 
 First, the



effects of varying the crustal structure were simulated by



applying different time offsets at each station to roughly



compensate for elevation differences (given in King et al.,



1976) and presumed subsurface crustal variations as discussed



in Chapter 2. 
For example, at ALSEP 16, the lower crustal



layer is 15 km thicker than at ALSEP 12, giving about 0.3 
 sec



additional travel time, and the surface is 1.5 km higher,



adding, say, 1.5 
 sec of travel time if the extra material is
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surficial and of low (1 km/sec) velocity. Thusa total of



1.8 s-ec is addedtq each calculated P wave arrival time at



'station'16, and 3.1 sec to each S wave time. 
 Similar 6sti


mates'at ALSEPS 14 and 15 implied p wave ,corrections of,



0.2 sec and -0.3 sec, respectively. The values'of course are



only rough estimates, but are probably of the correct magni


tude Ad therefore sufficient for Observing the effect of such



corrections on the inversion solution. As expected, the



changes in the-solution were minimal, the maximum change beinig



in:the lower mantle P wave velocity, which was-iicreased by


0.1 k/sec. 

Next -the fixed tipper mantle velocities were varied to ob


serv4 the resuilting'changes 'in'e"16wr mahtle velocities. 

In'particular, th 'valudsobtained from'th6 surface event data 

hnversion '(Vp = 7:8"kmsec;"Vs 4.5 1cm/se '.were-used, and 

th4 reiults were lower mantle &elodit'isNbf V -= 7.61 .064 
P

and V' = 4.39 ± 0.25, again ihf &-greement with thewhoie.'mantle 

average velocities desired by the moonquake data set."' The' 


moonquake locations and origin times were very similar-to-the



prev ous-inversion results, and are listed in Table' 3-6.



Thi last 'structural assumption'tested-was-<theplacement---


Of. the: upper-lower mantle boundary. ..
Since the deep -moonquakes



lie below this interface, there'is nb-diffi6ulty in moving it



upwards.t Locating the 'boundary'deeper than abdut 560 -km,



however-;,places the shallower and more distant-moonquake' 
 ".



events in geometric shadow zones 'with respect to some of the
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stations where arrivals are in fact observed. Accordingly



the upper-lower mantle interface depth was varied between



300 km (the shallowest value given in previous work) and



560 km. 
The resulting lower mantle velocity values indicated



that, for fixed upper mantle velocities, a smaller velocity



drop was required as the interface moved upwards. This is



consistent with the idea that the upper and lower mantle val


ues must combine to give the average velocities required for



the whole mantle by the same data set. 
 The total variation



in the lower mantle values was only 0.4 
sec for Vp and 0.3 
 sec



for V., well within the formal errors quoted above. In addi


tion, the
22fit to the data as measured by ad2 varied from



10.1 sec for a 300 km interface depth to 9.7 sec 2 
 for a


560 km boundary, indicating that the moonquake data are also



unable to satisfactorily constrain the upper-lower mantle



boundary depth.



There are three major conclusions that can be drawn from



the surface event and moonquake inversion results described



above. 
 First, the data are in fact able to constrain the



average mantle velocities within reasonable uncertainty limits.



The solutions are correspondingly stable with respect to the



data sets, and appear to be unique with a significant radius



of convergence. No indications of other local solutions have



been found. 
 Second, the solutions are relatively independent



of the structural assumptions used, and tend to confirm the



assumed location areas for the various classes of events
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(HFT's and meteorite impacts on or near the surface, deep



moonquakes below 5001km depth). 
 Finally, the'fact that the



structural assumptions, in particular those of constant


velocity layers and a mantle interface depth of about 500 km,



do not significantly affect the fit to the arrival time data



when 	 varied implies that the data will not be able to con


strain such quantities as the interface depth or-the slopes



of velocity gradients. 
 For 	 example, the moonquake.data were



inverted to obtain the lower .mantle velocities and the interi


face 	 depth,and -even with s66hasticdaminig (see Appendix 4)



it-was not possible'to obtain a stable'solution.



3.2.3 	 Joint .Inversion



Based on the above information, the complete data set



can-now be inverted to obtain a consistent set of average



velocity-values for the lunar mantle. 
 The-data are given



in Tables l-4,.5, and 6, and the initial locations and



origin times are taken from the inversions discussed above.



The usual',crustal model was:assumed, the upper-lower mantle


boundary placed at 520 km depth, and starting velocity'



values of-Vp. 7.8 km/sec, Vs = 4.5 km/sec; V 7.8 km/sec,



Vs = 	4.2 km/sec were given for the upper and lower mantle


velocities, respectively. The inversion was then done to



determine all event locations and origin times and the four



mantle seismic velocities simultaneously. The first attempt



was 	unsuccessful, because the first-iteration created both
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P and S wave velocity drops at 520 km depth, and moved the



locations of two surface events 
 (Days 3 and 192) so that



several P and S arrival time data points were lost for each



focus due to the resulting shadow zones. The inversion auto


matically ceases when the numhber of data points for any



event falls below three (four for a moonquake event) because



then there are not enough data values to even locate the



focus, and so the matrix becomes non-invertible (at least one



eigenvalue is zero'); 
this occurred for the above two events.



A similar problem did not atise in the surface event inver


sion work because the lower mantle seismic velocities were



fixed and the calculated upper mantle velocities only produced



a shear wave shadow zone. 
 In the joint-data set inversion,



however, the lower mantle velocities are free to change and



are apparently decreased substantially by the moonquake data.



In order td examihe this situation further, two ap


proaches were taken. 
 First, the two offending events were



removed, and the inversion attempted again. This time con


vergence was achieved;%the final velocity values were



upper mantle: Vp = 7.70 ± 0.13 km/sec



Vs = 4.45 ± 0'.04 km/sec



lower mantle: Vp = 7.54 ± 0.56 km/sec



Vs = 4.25 ± 0.13 km/sec



2 
and the final data a posteriori variance was ad = 19.2 sec

indicating an overall fit to the data of ±4.4 sec, in good 
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agredment with the previous results and the a priori estimate



"6f:data accuracy. The above results indicate that there is



-in fact a sighificant shear wave velocity drop from the upper



to the lower mantle, as expected from earIier observations



(discussed in the previous section). 
-Note that the, lower



mantle velocities were not required to be -lower than those



-in the upper mantle; they were simply a-llowed to be different 


and the data produced the above results. The P wave velocity 


drop'is much-smaller proportionally, and in view Qf the large 


uncertiinty in £hd lower' mantie* vPeldity, is hiot-considdred

significant"



- The'second approach to tivert ng the full arrivai -time


data set is based'on the supposition that the true P wive 
 -

velocity drop is indeed negligible as indicated by the above



.results; furthermore-, in contrast with the shear wave data,



no distinctive P wave shadow zone is seen on the surface


event seismogramsfor any distance.' Thus it is likely-that



in fact essentiallyino'P-wave veiocity'drop occurs at-the


boundary, or.a small drop is'gradual.over a extended-area


In;ither-case no shadow zone will exist, and the two events



previously omitted from the data set can be retrieved. Ac


cordingly, the full data set was re-inverted -aid the upper



and lower mantle P wave velocities were required to be the



same at each step of the inversio-; essentially there is no



mantle interface for the P wave velocity structure and the



quantity returned will be the best average velocity for the-
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whole mantle on the basis of the entire data set.



The starting values used were as before, and this time



the iterations converged successfully7 giving-a-final ad2a
2


19.4 sec . The resulting velocity values are 

upper mantle: Vs = 4.44 ± 0.04 km/sec


lower mantle: Vs = 4.20 ± 0.06 km/sec


and: V = 7.65 ± 0.13 km/sec 

Note that the formal variance of the lower mantle shear wave



velocity is much decreased from the previous inversion



results; this is because the average whole mantle P wave ve


locity is much better constrained than was the original lower



mantle value, and so the moonquake data can place tighter



error bars on the shear wave value through determination of



the V /V ratio. In essence, of course, the 
 same data is

p s


being used to constrain only three velocity values instead



of four. The final.event locations from the inversion are



given in Tables 3-8a and 3-8b. 
 (Note that the location for



Day 72 is.given in parentheses; again the shear wave arrival



times at stations 12 and 16 were lost inadvertently as the



event location entered the edge of the geometric shadow zone.



The preferred location including the constraints of these



shear-wave times is 
 as given in Table 3-2 in parentheses;



the resulting location is not in the shadow region with



respect to stations 12 and 14, as discussed above.)



It remains to discuss the conclusions that can be drawn
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from the above inversion results. First, the average P and



S wave velocity values in the upper and lower mantle regions



are well-constrained to be about



upper mantle: Vp = 7.7 ± 0.15 km/sec 

Vs = 4.45 ± 0.05 km/sec 

lower mantle: Vp = 7.6 ± 0.6 km/sec 

Vs = 4.2 ± 0.1 km/sec 

average: Vp = 7.65 ± 0.15 km/sec 

using a compendium of the values given above. These quan


tities are relatively independent of the position of the



upper-lower mantle boundary, and are still valid if moderate



velocity gradients are present. The formal error bounds as



constrained by the entire seismic data set are reasonably



narrow, and therefore these velocity values constitute fairly



stringent constraints which any model of the lunar interior



must satisfy.
 


Second, the shear wave velocity results require that the



average values in the lower and upper mantle regions be sig


nificantly different; a velocity decrease of about 0.25 km/se6



is indicated. This result is very satisfying because it is



independent of arguments concerning amplitude envelopes, a



few anomalously delayed and hard-tomeasure arrival times,



or S-P vs. P times which are not easy to interpret; yet it
 


is in agreement with these preliminary observations (see



next section). The actual velocity drop can be due to a



6,3
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sharp interface, a transition region, or a steadily decreasing



gradient throughout the entire mantle. These alternatives



are discussed below.



The P wave velocity drop indicated is much less signifi


cant and may not exist. The entire mantle is equally well



represented by an average P wave velocity value that is well


constrained; moderate gradients are allowed if they satisfy



the average value.



Finally, it is clear that the above average velocity val


ues constitute nearly all the information that can be extrac


ted from the primary data set, i.e. the direct P and S wave



arrival times. 
 Due to the small number of stations, the



data cannot effectively constrain the characteristics of any



velocity gradients that may be present. Similarly, the exact



nature and position of the shear wave velocity drop cannot be



determined. In addition, it is not feasible to attempt to



determine the average velocities in a greater number of mantle



layers in an effort to obtain more detail; the resulting



uncertainties in the calculated velocities 
 (assuming that a



stable solution could be found) would be much larger than



those given above, thus rendering the greater detail useless.



In formal terms, as discussed in Appendix 4, we are clearly



near the optimum point on the trade-off curve between resolu


tion and accuracy.



The final epicentral location of the seismic events used



in this work are shown in Figs. 3-la and 3-lb. The approxi
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mate uncertainties are indicated by the size of the symbols,



and open symbols are on the farside. 
 Note that the moonquake



foci are all marked with the same size symbol because the un


certainties as given in Table 3-7b are reasonably uniform;



those .indicated in Fig. 3-lb are average values. 
 In Fig.



3-la, as expected, the uncertainties generally increase as



the events move farther from the center of the ALSEP array,



although other factors such as the number of and amount of



inconsistency in the arrivals observed for each focus also



contribute to the formal error bars.



The locations shown are those given in Table 3-7 
 (with



the exception of Day 72); other locations given by other in


versions are nearly all within the error limits shown. 
 These



represent in a sense the best values as they result from the



joint inversion of the entire data set. 
 It is important to



note, however, that when theoretical arrival time curves are



compared with record sections of the events, it is generally



sufficient to use any of th6 velocity models considered



above as 
 long as the model obtained jointly with the locations



and origin times is also used to calculate the arrival time



curves. For instance, the record section shown in Fig. 3-2



(transverse components of moonquake events at all stations)



was constructed using an early velocity model; the agreement



between the theoretical and observed S arrivals is clear.
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3.3.1 

3.3 Secondary Data Sets



Upper-Lower Mantle Interface Reflections



In order to constrain the nature and-location of the



interface or transition region between the upper and lower


mantles it-is necessary to turn to the secondary data sets.



On the basis of the observed shear wave shadow zone as dis


cussed in early papers (and re-examined below) it has


been considered likely that the velocity drop from the upper



mantle region to the lower mantle region is not simply due to



a gradual velocity decrease beginning at the base of the



crust; rather, the decrease is confined to a limited region



so that at some point the velocity decrease withtdepth ap
dV 
 V
proaches or,exceeds the critical gradient (a < -) thus pro

ducing an effective shadow zone for' surface events. The 

simplest possible such velocity structure (as used above) is


of course a two-layer mantle with a zero-order velocity



discontinuity at a single interface. 
 More complex models



could contain several step decreases in velocity, higher



order discontinuities such as a sharp change in the slope of



velocity with depth (c.f. Nakamura et al., 
 1976a), or a



continuous velocity profile with a steep velocity decrease



in some depth range.



If there are any such.zero-order (or possibly even first

order) velocity disc6ntinuities, then it is possible that



the energy from Surface-seismic sources 
 would be reflected
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and produce visible secondary arrivals on the surface event



seismograms. As discussed in Chapter 2 and Appendix 3, we



can search for such phases on the lunar records by applying



a-polarization filter designed to enhance the rectilinear



particle motion of body wave arrivals. Previous work in



this area-has been done by Dainty et al. (1976), Voss et al.



(1976), and Jarosch (1977). The former paper used the same



polarization filter as implemented herein, and processed



and examined about 23 records from eight artificial impacts



and six natural surface seismic events covering a distance



range of about 30 to 1400. Possible reflections were iden


tified for boundaries at 400 and 500 km depth (with upper



mantle velocities of VP = 8:0 km/sec and Vs = 4.6 km/sec;



the velocities used herein would change the above depths to



about 380 and 4801km). Both reflected P and reflected S



waves were tentatively observable, along with the accompany


ing converted'reflections S-P and P-S.



The latter two papers used a different polarization



filtering technique (described in Shimshone and Smith (1964))



which, as discussed in Appendix 3, may not be as effective



for the lunar situation as the one used herein because it



cannot detect arrivals that appear on only one component.



In addition, both papers analyze only the artificial impact



records. Voss et al. 
 (1976) report a possible reflector at



300 km depth based on a PP reflection observed on seven



seismograms, all recorded at less than 130 
 of source
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receiver separation. Jarosch 
 (1977) studied the.same records



plus two at about 300-35o distance, and suggested that multiple



surface-reflected phases were visible 
 (e.g.-PPP, P4, etc.).



It is desirable to confirm these observations by examining



the natural event records from greater distances.



Thus it appears possible that reflectors are in fact



present in the lunar mantle, although-their placement is



uncertain. 
 -This uncertainty is almost certainly caused by



the large,amount of scattered energy on the raw lunar seis


mograms and the resulting large number of pulses on the



polarization filtered records 
 (see filtered plots in Chapter



2 and Appendix 1); it is possible, even with,the use of



record sections, to mis-identify false-alarm noise pulses as



true body wave arrivals. 
The only solution to this dilemma



is to examine as many records as possible over a large dis


tance range in order to reduce the chances that a series of



noise pulses ,ill apparently line up across 
 the traces of



a record -section.



Accordingly, we have examined the seismograms from



the surface events used in this thesis in an effort to



resolve the above uncertainties. 
Following the procedure



outlined in Chapter 2, the first step is to calculate and



examine the theoretical amplitudes for reflected phases from



interfaces at various depths. 
 There are four such waves,



two from each of the incident P and -S
waves. The ray tracer



programs are described in Appendix 2.
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/ The velocity models used are 'shown in Table 3-9, and



the resulting amplitudes and times are given in Table 3-10.



Tables-3-10a and 3-10b contain the values for reflectors



at 40Q km afid 480 km depths, respectively; while Table 3-10c



gives theydirect P and-S wave amplitudes (and times) for the'



Ssame'velocity model., An interesting effect,is seen in this



last table; the direct wave amplitudes' increase with distance



out to about 500. This is a result-of the- (dil/dA) factor



in the ray-tube spreading calculation (see Appendix 2) which
 


temporarily dominates'the 1/R2 term-at close distances'for



surface events. '(Note that coiumns-labeled P and S (S-H 
 -

o-S-V), in 'thefiist two tables refer to'PP and SS"'refiected



pa s fromtthe. mantle- interfaces.) 
 -

- -The following conclusions-can be drawn from these .tables.



First; the reflected wave-amplitudes can'be as much as



"0}l to 0.2 times'the direct wave amplitudes. Such'rati6s



are comparable to those calculated for the crustal p6g-leg



multiplesi and so the reflected-phasesrmiy also be visible.



if'-reflectorsdoxindeed exist in the lunar mantle. Second,



the larger amplitudes tend to occur at greater distances,



and-the sametype reflections are generally larger thah-the



" 
 converted reflected-waves,.,, Beyond:400 the S-H reflection



is invariably thelargest-. discussed in,Chapter 2, the
-As 
 

shear wave contains substantially-more energy thanthe P



wave (particularlyfor HFT events),.and so it is appropri


ate to search for the S-H, S-V and SP reflections, which 
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should be seen on-the transverse, radial, and vertical 
 com


ponents-respectively due to the near-vertical incidence of



all surface-arising waves. 
 The S-H reflection .should be the



most prominent, followed by the S-V, and finally the SP



conversion should,be the smallest by a factor of two or so.



The record section plots of all available polarization


filtered surface event records are shown in Figs. 3-3. 
 The



first two 
 (3-3a and 3-3b) show the transverse components of



ground motion split up into two.figures to provide better



clarity. 
 There are 17 records plotted, representing 11 of



the 16 surface events. All other records are either at less



than 20 source-receiver separation, where only low ampli


tudes are expected for reflected phases, or beyond 600



where it is difficult to separate the direct S arrival from



any reflections that may be present. 
 The theoretical curves



shown mark the expected arrival times of direct S and the SS



reflected phases from interfaces at depths of 400 km and



480 km (on the transverse component the S-H waves are seen).



The observed and predicted S arrival times are in good



agreement as expected from the inversion results. 
 There is



good correlation for the 480 km interface, and weaker 'but



nevertheless prominent arrivals occur along the 400 km curve.



Little evidence is 
 seen for a 300 km reflector. 
 Thus it seems



that there are possibly at least two velocity discontinuities



in the lunar mantle, with the major boundary at 480 km



depth.
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To further examine this possibility, the radial and ver


tical componentsof ground motion are shown in Figs. 3-3c,.



*df and e. 
 The. first two are the radial records which should



contain S-H reflected and direct phases asmarked.' The'corre


-lati6ns are not quite as convincing as on'the transverse com


.ponent repord,.sections, but there is substantial supporting



evidence, ascan be seen, which strengthens the interpre


tation made above. 
 Finally, the smallest amplitudes are ex


pected on the vertical components from the S-P converted



reflection, and as seen in Fig. 3-3e there are only a few



correlations between observed &rrivals and the predicted


arrival times. 
 (Notice that,the S'-.preflction from 
 
4b b km botuhdary only exists at soUrce'recef separations



leis, thafr'abit '450 Y


The fina"siep is-to exaiie the'moonquak'&event'record



sections tosee if auiy corrbborating phases are-pr6sent 
 The



most likely possibilities are the transmitted converted phases



'S-P, which leave the source as S and are convertedto P at



.a mantle interface. Theoretical arplitudes for such converted



phases are given in-Table 3-12-along with'the amplitudes,



of the direct P andS waves,; the velocity.,model used is given



in.Table, 3-11., 
 As-can ba seen, -the maximum ampltude,of,any



converted phase isonly.06 times'the direct wave amplitudes,



making theirpotential observation somewhat questionable.-


As usual, we.would only expect to see the-S-P conversion;



moonauake direct P wave arrivals are very small. 
 This phase



http:isonly.06
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only exists to about 350 fora mantle interface at 520 km



depth, but is theoretically present at all ranges for a 300



km interface depth.



Thus the only possibility is to look for the S-P phase



from deep moonquakes on the filtered vertical components;



the optimal range should be between 20 and 40 degrees.



Again,' the necessary origin time corrections as discussed



in Chapter,2'are all very similar 
 (within 2 seconds) 'for the



S-P phase from any interface.depths between 300 and 500 km,



and so an S-P (400),correction was used for all record



sections. All moonquake records were then examined and a.



typical subset is shown as Fig. 3-4. 
 No consistent cor


relations between arrival time curves and the seismograms



were found, as 
 might be expected from the predicted ampli


tudes, and so the moonquake data can provide no corroborat


ing evidence.



In sum then there appears to be fairly convincing evi


dence from surface event reflected waves for a discontinuity



in the mantle at a depth of about 480 kin, 
 and weaker evi


dence for another interface at about 400 km depth, in reason


able agreement with Dainty et al. (1976). 
 Assuming that



we are indeed correct in identifying the observed phases



as mantle interface reflections, the allowable error bars



including ±2 
cycles (equal to ±4 seconds) for properly



aligning the arrival time curve with the observed arrivals



and ±,.05 km/sec in upper mantle velocity are about ±20 km
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for eA6h interface. (The uncertainty in origin time is not



a factor'because it canbe eliminated byusing the time dif


ference between the reflected and direct S arrivals.)



Given that a sheat wave velocity drop from the upper to



lower mantle regions is required by the arrival time-data,



a simple structural interpretation of the interfaces ten


tatively identified above is that they represent zero-order



velocity discontinuities where the velocity decrease occurs.



If only the 480 km boundary is real, then all of the velocZ



ity dtop could occur there. if'the'00 ]afm interface is also



present, then the'v6i'city aecrease could be accomplished



by a series of two smaller velocity d'rops or by some sort



of-. transitibn zone-with complek structure and generally



negative velocity gradiehts betwee'n -0 'nd 480 km depth.



3.3..2 Shear Wave Shadow Zone



To further study these possibilities, it is necessary.



to examine the characteristics of the shear wave shadow-.



zone observed.f6r surface events. (The existence of the



shadow zoge has been noted in Toks8z et,al. (1974a) and



Nakamura et al. (1976).) The optim&l-way to approach this



is to construct a record section of the short-period ver


tical records, for two reasons. First, even though they.



measure the vertical component of ground motion, there is



significant shear wave energy present, primarily as a result



of scattering effects. Sedond, the rise time of the shear
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wave envelope is shorter on the short-period records than on



the long-period records, as mentioned in Chapter 1, thus mak


ing the onset of the shear wave energy envelope easier to



see.



The resulting record section plot is shown in Fig. 3-5.



Unfortunately due to the necessary reduction to page size



not all of the traces are clearly visible; expanded versions



of each trace are shown in Figs. Al-5 and Al-10. The dis


tance in central angle is given for each record as calculated



from the locations given in Table 3-8. 
 (Table 3-2 could also



have been used; the event epicentral distances vary by at



most 2-30 for all the structural models used in the previous



section, including those with velocity gradients in the upper



mantle.) 
 All available records from HFT events are included



since they produce the largest shear wave amplitudes, along



with the four impact events that produce any records beyond 900



distance. The other four impacts are all within 90' of



all stations and so do not add any information concerning



the shadow region. The impact records are marked by dots



in Fig. 3-5, and the source,and receiving station for each



trace are listed in Table 3-13.



The arrows mark the predicted shear wave arrival times,



which are aligned on the section (rather than the origin



time). 
 Up until about 85 degrees, with only a few possible



exceptions every trace shows a distinctive shear wave



envelope at the expected time. Beginning with the records
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at 860, the envelope onset begins to be less pronounced on



a few records, and past 960 little shear wave envelope is-,



visible at the expected-time. The triangles mark the expected



onset of the SS surface-reflected phase, and several of the



more distant records-show a corresponding envelope, This



-qnbe seen more clearly -for example in Fig. Al-10a (at



station 15 S is expected at about minute 67.5 and SS at



minute 69.3),, -and in Fig. Al-l0c (at station 14 S expected



at minute 56.8, SS at 58.3). Thus it seems that there is in



fact a substantial loss of shear wave amplitude beginning



at about 900 ± 100, the large error bars being due to the



formal errors in event locations combined with the -uncer


taihty observed ii'Fig. 3-5. The delayed envelopes that ap


oar.on records beyond 1000 seem to often represent the SS



'urface-4eflectlon A'rtiial



--:This 
 can-be further studied by examining the long


petiod records fdr source-receiver palrs omitted from Fig.



3-5; i.e. the twelve recoids at statidn 12,where the-SP



instrument'is inoperative and four records from other stations



where the-SP record was not retrievable from the data tapes.



This can be-done by examining the plots included in Appendix



1, and the results are summarizedin Table 3-14. In addition



-the long-period records corresponding to-the short-period



traces it Fig. 3-5 have been examined. The observations



generally confirm.,those seen on the short-period rdc'ords,



implying a-shear wave-amplitude loss beg-inning-at about 900
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distance.



There two mechanisms which can account for the loss of


energy in the seismic shear waves from surface events. Ve


locity decreases with depth spread the seismic rays arriving



at the surface. 
 If the negative velocity gradient approaches



or exceeds the critical value, then little or no energy is



returned to the surface over a certain distance range (ex


cept diffracted energy not considered in ray theory). 
 This



relationship is quantified in the next section. 
 The other



mechanism is an increase in attenuation with depth, so



that rays will be more attenuated as they bottom at



greater depths and reach greater epicentral distances (as


suming a prograde travel time curve).



The characteristics of the lunar shadow zone suggest



that both of these mechanisms are operating simultaneously.



First, the onset of the shear wave amplitude loss appears



to occur in a small range of distances, in the sense that



most records (especially those of HFT events) have either



a clear shear wave envelope or only little or no 
 shear wave



expression. 
 This is true for both long-period and short


period records. 
 Of course, in view of the formal location



uncertainties given above, and the relatively small number,



and variable quality, and signal-to-noise ratio of the seis


mograms it is difficult to ascertain the precise character


istics of the amplitude loss onset. 
 Nevertheless, to date



no clear-cut transitional records have been observed.
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This-suggests that there is a velocity decrease that approaches



the.critical gradient, creating at least a small region of


low shear wave-amplitudes that begins rather sharply beyond



a,critical distance. 
 Even a sudden attenuation indrease at'



some depth -would only -gradually affect the shear wave envelopes



..as the rys
-penetrated 
 deeper into and therefore traveled-


further in the attenuating zone. 
 (This assumes that the at-.



tenuation increase 
 is not excessive, based on the fact that



the deep moonquakes apparently occur within the attenuating'



region and yet produce clearly observable shear waves. This



is discussed belo*.)



A velocity rtop then typicaliy prod~ces a shidow z6he



of limited extent. Forexampl, the 'inversion models *sed



that had i she& Wave Velocity drop fromVs
V -4.45km/secto



V - .2
2kmsec at a 5006'km bounday'wbuid'produce'a



geometri& shadow'zbne froi oily 90q to about 107 
 distance.



A negative velocity gradient that is near the critical value



Sdv/V - dr/r becomes non-critical rather quickly as the


radius decreases, unless the negative'velocity gradient in


creases proportionally, and thus typically gives an even



smaller shadow region. 
 Figure 3-5 indicates that the shadow



zone reaches to at least 140%P 
 and,so--it. is likely,,that there



is;-an attenuation -increase &long with t 
 'velocity decrease



.so that the rays received beyond the shadow zone will be


attenuated-asa result of -their bxtended-travel path in the



-region below the velocity decrease.
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Thus it appears that a fairly sharp velocity decrease



and an attenuation increase for shear waves at 
 some depth in



the lunar mantle are implied by the short-period record



section;- the resulting low-dmplitude zone must begin no



closer than about 900 (source-receiver separation). This



last feature is required by the short-period record section,



which is relatively independent of velocity model-assumptions,



and by the surface event inversion results which show that



a shadow zone beginning before 900 encompasses a significant
 


number of clearly observed shear wave arrivals when the



final best event locations are obtained.



The next step is to relate the average velocities ob


tained from inversion of arrival time data, the tentative



mantle boundaries identified by reflected surface event



waves, and the constraints provided by the existence of the



shear wave shadow zone. There are basically two models that



will satisfy all of these results.



1) If the 480 km boundary in fact represents the sharp



velocity decrease, then the upper mantle shear wave velocity



gradient must be nearly zero (i.e. a constant-velocity upper



mantle) so that the shadow zone from this velocity drop will



commence 
 at 900 distance. The upper mantle velocities will 

then be V = 7.7 km/sec, Vs = 4.45 km/sec, and the lower 

mantle velocities V = 7.6 km/sec and Vs = 4.2 km/sec. -As 

mentioned before, there may be no P wave velocity decrease. 

2) If the 400 km interface indeed exists and represents
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the beginning of the shear wave velocity decrease, then the



upper mantle must have a negative velocity gradient so



that the rays bottoming immediately above 400 km will reach



90* distance. The rpquired gradient is about -6 x 10- 4



km/sec; 
to satisfy the required average shear wave velocity 

a profile with V = 4.57 immediately below the crust to. 

4.37 at 400 km depth is appropriate. The accompanying



P wave velocity profile may decrease from 7.75 to 7.65,



still satisfying the average upper mantle P wave velocity



required by the arrival time data. 
 Between the 400 km and



480 km boundaries the shear wave velocity decreases sharply,



possibly in a series of two or more steps which would produce



the observed reflections. 'Since the structure of such a



zone is likely to be complex, in the absence of more detailed



information it is appropriate to model it'as a smooth tran


-sition zone from Vs = 4.37 km/sec at 400 km to V. = 4.20



km/sec at 480 km, while noting that velocity discontinuities



of some sort at the upper and lower interfaces are probably



required by the observed reflected phases. The overall



gradient is then 2.1 x 10-3 km/sec/km, or about 64% of the



critical gradient. This is sufficient to produce an ef


fective shadow zone from 901 
 to about 1100 (discussed below).



The P wave velocity could decrease a small amount also, from



7.65 km/sec to 7.60 km/sec, satisfying the average velocity



requirements while producing essentially no shadow zone for



P waves (the negative velocity gradient is only about 10%
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of the critical value).



This second model is slightly preferred because a) it



includes the'400 km interface and b) the possible P wave



velocity drop can be accomodated easily without creating



a significant shadow zone. 
 The velocity profiles are shown



in Fig. 3-6 as 
 a fuhction of-depth and'approximate pressure



(the pressure and relation to.terrestrial velocities are



discussed in Chapter 5), 
 and the actual values listed in



Table 3-15. 
 This model satisfies the average velocity



values required by the arrival time data inversions, the



tentative mantle interfaces, the onset point of the'surface



event shear wave amplitude loss, and the absence of any



observable P wave shadow region 
 In addition, it satisfies



the observation that the velocity drop must occur above



560 km depth to avoid creating shadow zones that interfere



with the observed'moonquake arrivals;



3.3.3 Amplitude vs. Distance Curves



The final step is to examine the quantitative impli


cations of these models on amplitudes over the entire dis


stance range 0? 
 to 1400, including the effects of anelastic



attenuation, thus quantifying the above discussions. In



order to do. this it is necessary to obtain some estimates



of the attenuation at various depths- in the moon. 
 The



quantity of interest is the quality factor.Q as 
 defined



and discussed in Appendix 2. 
 On the basis of diffusion
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eRIGINAL.PAGE IS 

OF POOR QUALITY 

modeling-ot-the scattering zone, the crustal Q 
 and Qs are


p


about'5000.(Dainty et al.,, 1974a). Nakamura.et al. (1976b)



report'similar values. 
 The Q structureof the. uAiar mantle



-hag been studied-by Dainty et al. '(1976) arid-Nakamura et al



(1976a); both.papers use a-similartechnqiie (also-used



terrestrialiy, c.f. Solomon and Toks6z, 1970). 
 Basically;



the analysis assumes that Q values are constant in each



layer of lunar structure, andthen an approximate-estimate



of Q for a layer can be extractedfrom the slope of a plot



oft iog (A2/AI) vs. frequency, where'A2 and A1 are'the ob


served amplitidsof to tays that bottbniat different depths



in;the layer.



D bainty 2t al. (i976applied this'ehnique to-five



natural surfaceseismi6 events, analyzing atotal of nine



seismogram pairs (naturally.only records from the same event



were compared in order to eliminie source effects on the



spectral content of the seismograms; the frequency response



of the SP instruments at different stations is assumed to be



thesame)-. The slope values werecomputed by fitting a-best



straight line,--to:thd smoothed ratioof thdsFoutier amplitude,



spectra, calculated from the first two minutes of P wave coda



on-the SP seisfmiograms.' 
 (The peaked response LP records



do not have a large enough bandwidth to peimit a useful



slope,value to be measured.) An example is shown-in Fig. 3-7.



The primary conclusion from this work is that there is a



marked Q decrease for records beyond 900 
 to 1000 distance,



http:Nakamura.et
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in excellent agreement with the above discussion suggesting 


that a low Q (high attenuation) region is required to ex


plain the continued shear wave shadow zone. Furthermore, the 


distance range indicated suggests that the Q decrease roughly 


coincides with the velocity decrease. The actuai values ob


tained are Qp ~ 5000 in the upper mantle, and Qp - 1500 for 

the lower mantle. In view of the necessary assumptions and 

scatter in slope values, error bars of about 20% are given. 

Now these are Q values for compressional waves; it is



not a simple matter to deduce the corresponding values for



Qs" If all attenuation occurs as a result of shear anelas


tic losses, i.e. the bulk attenuation factor QB is -, then



for a Poisson solid Qs = 4/9 Qp (Knopoff, 1964), giving



Qs values of about 2200 and 700 for the upper and lower



mantle regions, respectively. However, it is entirely pos


sible that the above assumption is not correct. Another



estimate of the shear wave Q values has been obtained by



Nakamura et al. (1976a). The method used is essentially



the same as described above, except that 1) each slope is



calculated from only two amplitude ratio values (one at



1.0 Hz and one at 8'0 Hz, and 2) the amplitudes were ob


tained from the section of the seismogram dominated by the



shear wave coda. The values obtained are Q. = 4000 and



Qs = 1500 for the upper and lower mantle regions, but error



bars are probably larger than for the previous study (say



30-40%) since only two points were used to obtain the
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.spectral ratio:siopes. 
 -(For exaxplb, -the -possible-slope 

variations,obtainable in Fig. 3-7 by choosing-' different 
 -

,pairs of. points are quite large.) 

In order to obtain hopefully representative values for-

Qs, the>above two sets have been averaged. The appropriate



formula is



1 1 1 T _l 
Ts T-(- +.-] 

thus averaging the energy loss per cycle; the-resulting



val&es are apprbx6iiatily 3000 and ib0O for theuppet and 

l6werI mantle . - (NteIthaththis'value of Qs"for the'lower 

mantle is still quite high by terrestrial standards; for a



moonquake at 1100 km depth the resiting itthuiati5 "f -the.



shear wave at 
 0.5 Hz in the lower niantle is 6nly,20% inh'afi


piitude. The attenuation-at 2 Hz, however, is about- 60%,



at least in part accounting for the lack of moonguake energy



seen on the short-period records.) 
 The complete Q model



.used i- this -th~sis-is summarized'in Table&3416. ',Th6tvalues



ar clisted by :region-onlyi the-depth-pf the KQGdecrease along



with- he :major shear'wave velocity--decrease is dependent on


the bottoming depth'of the seismic waves and -thus 
 on the



velocity gradients-in'the upper mantle.- Asmentioned-above,



though the Q and velocity decreases appear to roughly coin


cide no matter what upper mantle velocity structure is



-chosen; this is because in general the-
same surface.event



records which show the onset of the shear wave shadow zone
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also indicate the decrease in Q.



The only quantitative surface event amplitude data as



a function of distance that is available is given in Naka


mura et al. (1976a), Figure 1. 
They show a series of points



from 3* to about 1600 distance that represent the amplitude



measured on the long period records 
 (Z component for ALSEP



12 and Y component for the other stations) near the signal



peak over a small range of frequencies. HFT's meteorite



impacts, and artificial impacts are all included. 
 There are



several assumptions involved in constructing the resulting,



amplitude vs. distance plot which should be noted.



1) Since the amplitude is measured at the signal peak,



it represents the amplitude of whatever wave coda is dominant



at that point. 
 As we have seen, in general for distances



closer than 90*, 
this is usually the shear wave, although



for impact events the P wave contribution is probably more



significant and so the "apparent" Swave amplitude will be



larger than the true value. Beyond 90' it is likely that



the measured amplitude value represents predominantly the SS



surface reflected phase, along with smaller contributions



from the P wave coda, secondary wave codas, and what little



direct S wave coda is seen. 
 The SS arrival can be seen for



instance in Fig. 3-5 on the SP traces beyond about 1000,



and on the LP records in Figs. Al-2b (stations 12, expected



SS atabout minute 66), Al-2f 
 (station 12, SS expected -minute



11 and 55 seconds), and Al-7c (station 12, SS expected
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at minute 5g and 10 seconds), all of which were recorded



beyond 90* distance. In addition, the SS phase is occasion


ally seen at closer ranges 'superimposed on the direct S wave



coda -(Fig. Al-2g,. station 12, SS at minute 12 and '55 seconds),



and so may.bias the amplitude measurements it close distances



also.-- Considering these caveats, then, the-measured ampli


tudes from the signal peaks are assumed to be roughly pro


portional for a given event to the direct S wave amplitude



up to 900 distance, where the true shear wave amplitude



decreases markedly an4 the measurements may represent SS or



other phases. 
 - -

2) The"retulting values were-tleh'corrected kbr dif


fetential'station sensitivity, ufsingvalues estimated fromk



amplitude ratlosfor a large niidr6t-sgnals> To the



extent that these corrdctions are aopioximiAte-furthdr-possible


errors are introduced into the data


-
3) Finally, the principle bf-smoothness is used to 


overcome the effect of source energy variation and ma:tch the



sets of at most four amplitude values to a single level'



In'principle, this is a valid approach, but in practice



errors in the--relative amplitude values fob a given event



will tend to.propagate-through the curve :to further..distances



as the Smoo:hness-principle Is involved iteratively. This



can be more or less. serious depending.on the amount of over


lap: achieved by-the various data sets -(maximum distance



range-for any event is 39?, the maximum station separation).



http:depending.on
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Despite all these assumptions and possible sources of



error, it is probable that the plotted points (shown in Fig.



3-9) are Toughly representative of the shear wave amplitude



curve out to 900, at least within the 5-7 dB (linear factor



of 2) scatter shown. Therefore, it is appropriate to see how



well our proposed velocity and Q -models fit the amplitude



data. 
 -

In order to calculate the theoretical amplitudes over



the distance range 5- to about 1400 (the region beyond 140


is considered in Chapter 4) it is necessary to use the



detailedrcrustal velocity model as shown in Fig. 2-7 (and



listed in Table 4 of Toks8z et al. (1974a)), rather than the



simplified two-layer model used previously. In fact, the two


layer model produces very similar results-but for the sake



of-completeness the detailed structure is appropriate. Thee



programs used are described in Appendix 2, and they consider



only the effects of ray-tube spreading and anelastic attenu


ation on the amplitude values. As mentioned therein, trans


mission coefficients at the various interfaces do not con


tribute a significant effect.



The first step is to calculate the expected amplitudes



for near distances where the arriving waves bottom in the



crust; these values will be the same no matter what mantle



velocity model is used. Since the observed data points in



Fig. 3-9 begin at about 30, we are interested only in the



amplitudes beginning with rays bottoming in the lower crust'
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(see Figs. 2-1 and 2-3).



The calculated amplitudes on a linear but arbitrary



scale are shown in Fig. 3-8 as the solid and short-dashed



line. (The dashed lines represent regions where ray theory



is not adequate and are approximations to the true curve.)



They begin at about 20 falling from the amplitude of the last



sub-critically reflected wave from the upper-lower mantle



velocity increase. The ensuing solid portion gives the low



amplitudes of waves bottoming in the lower crust, followed



by the retrograde high amplitude arrivals of the reflected



wave from the base of the crust. The last portion that ends



at the outward pointing arrow is the amplitude of waves re


turning from immediately below the crust in the upper mantle;



the-values are of course somewhat dependent 'on the velocity



in the upper mantle (actually on the proportional velocity



increase across the crust-mantle boundary) but as discussed



below for reasonable models the amplitude levels vary only'



by 10%. Now all of these waves arrive within at most 15 to



20 seconds of each other, which is a small fraction of the



rise time observed for seismic arrivals on the moon (typically



5 to 10 minutes). Thus the amplitude as measured at the sig


nal peak will-include contributions from all three arrivals,



and should represent approximately the square root of the



sum of the arriving energies.



This quantity is shown by the long-dashed curve in



Fig. 3-8. It is smoothed somewhat over the sharp amplitude
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discontinuities produced from ray theory, particularly in



the range from 250 
 to 300 where the end of the crustal con


tributions is continued smoothly into-the mantle amplitudes



at 30'. 
 This curve then is the-theoretical amplitude dis


tribution that should be fit, to the observed data between 30



and 250 distance.



Fig. 3-9a shows the data points measured by Nakamura



et al. representing the shear wave amplitude profile with



distance. 
 The solid line is the theoretical amplitude curve



predicted by the model described 
 above with a shear velocity



drop at the 480 km reflector and a constant velocity in the


upper mantle. 
 The part of the curve between 50 and 250-30.



is taken from Fig. 3-8, as,discussed. As can be seen, the



fit out to 90* is excellent; the relative level of crust



phase amplitudes and mantle phase amplitudes is correct.



At 900 
 the expected geometric shadow zone occurs, extending


°
to about 107

. From about 107-1090 distance there is 
 a sharp



amplitude spike caused by the turning point of the T-A curve



(see Fig. A2-1) and the regulting confluence of rays. 
 The



.magnitude of the spike is partially an artifact of ray theory,



and the narrow distance rahge and true wave nature of Seismic



arrivals make it unlikely that it would be observed with



the present rather -sparse coverage of amplitude measurements.



Beyond 1100 the amplitudes are low as a result of the Q values



(Qs = 1000 in the lower mantle, significantly lower than the


data points, confirming the view that the measured amplitudes
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beyond 90°' represent SS and other contributions. The predicted



'amplitudes beyond 90 are down by factor .of 2 to 4 from the



arrivals in the 300-90' zone, which is sufficient to account



for the observed absence of strong shear Wave arrivals beyond



'
the geometric shadow zone. (>1100-). Furthermore, the'model



used has a constant shear wave velocity profile in the lower



mantle region; it is possible (and perhaps likely if tem


peratures are increasing) that the gradient is somewhat.nega


tive, which would decrease the amplitudes in the 110o-1400



range even further. However,/we have no-constraint on this



gradient except for the average velocity value as determined



from the .arrival time inversion and so it is not included



in the amplitude calculations.



.Fig. 3-9b shows a 'similar plot for'the transt oi ne"



model'descrfbed above.which includes boundaries at both 400



and'480 km with'a sharp velocity 'decreasd between them. The



velocity-model for this case is shown in Fig. 3-6. The


&greement between the predicted and observed amplitudes Iat


distances less than 900 is not quite as good as the previous


figure, but still perfectly-adequate in view of the scatter in


the'data and the uncertainties discussed above. -Beyond,90


there is not anabsolute shadow zone; but rather a sharp


velocity minimum between 90' and 1000, - followed again by,a 

-very narrow spike, and.then decreasing velocities out to 

140'. As before, the amplitudes between 100' and 140 average


.about 1/2 to 1/3 of those between 309 and 90', and may be
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decreased still further'by a negative velocity gradient in



the lower mantle.



Finally, it is interesting to compare these resu-l-ts with



those of the latest Galveston lunar velocity model given in



Nakamura et al. (1976a). 
 -In order to do this, the same crustal



model is used (it is very similar tp the Galveston crustal



model), and the mantle velocities are.measured from Fig. 3



of Nakamura et al. (1976a). Unfortunately these values are



only approximate because the paper does not include a table



of velocities. TheQ s values reported by them are also used;



the values are mentioned above. The resulting curve is shown



in Fig. 3-9c. It is immediately obvious that the predicted



mantle amplitudes are far too low relative to the crustal



amplitudes. The source of this discrepancy is the steep



negative velocity gradient (-13 x 10- 4km/sec/km) required in



the upper.mantle in order to enable the rays bottoming im


mediately above 300 km.depth to,reach 900 distance, at 300 km



begins a sharp velocity decrease which produces the amplitude



loss shown at 90' in Fig. 3-9c. For comparison, the.velocity



gradients in the upper mantle of the models for Figs. 3-9a



4
and 3-9b are 0 and -6 x 10- km/sec/km.respectively. As can



be seen, the amplitude level between 300 and 901 relative to



the crustal phase amplitudes decreases systematically from



Fig. 3-4a through-Fig. 3-9c, in direct response to the in


creasing negative upper mantle velocity gradient, which



increasingly spreads the rays traversing the region. 'Thus
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the amplitude data seem to imply that the maximum negative



velocity gradient in the upper mantle is about -6 x 10- 4



km/sec/km, and given the fact that the shear wav& amplitude



loss onset is near 900, this constrains the sharp velocity



decrease responsible to be no shallower than 400 km depth.



This is an important constraint, and it is gratifying that



our models proposed from independent data are in close agree


ment.



It will be noticed that Nakamura et al. (1976a) do in



fact present a theoretical amplitude curve that agrees with



the above data points. It is very similar to the curve



shown in Fig. 3-9c; the difference lies in that they fit the



measured amplitude values between 50 
 and 200 to the predicted



amplitudes of the rays bottoming in the lower crust. 
 The



much larger amplitudes expected from the sub-critical reflec


tion at the base of the crust are ignored, the line represent


ing these is drawn well above all observed data points. 
 This



alignment does permit the mantle phase amplitudes (30o-90o)



to fit the data (essentially the whole curve in Fig. 3-9c



is shifted up by about 6 dB relative to the data), but only



as a result of improperly fitting the crustal arrival ampli


tudes.



Nakamura (personal communication) has suggested that



the discrepancy may be resolved by varying the magnitude~of



the velocity jump at the crust-mantle boundary. As expected,



the net effect of varying the velocity increase from .7 km/sec
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to 
 1.1 km/sec with a variety of absolute velocity values pro


duces a maximum relative change between crustal and mantle



amplitude levels of about one dB, an insignificant amount.



As asserted above, the velocity gradient in the upper mantle



is the principle controlling factor. 
 A final difficulty with



the curve shown in Fig. 3-9c is that the amplitudes between



1150 and 1400 
 are quite high, only about 30% below those



for the 300-900 range, implying that more shear wave ampli


tude should be observable at far distances than is in fact



the case.



-In §pite of the above difficulties and the inherent and



potentially large uncertainties in the observed amplitude



data curve, Nakamura et al. 
 (1976a) use the velocity gradient



in the upper mantle (-13 x 10- 4 
 km/sec/km as'derived from


the.amplitude vs. distance curve) in conjunction with the



observed shadow zone onset at 900, 
 to obtain 300 km for the



depth of the sharp velocity decrease. On the basis of the



above discussion, this value must be considered suspect;



a more reasonable estimate from the amplitude data is 400 km



to 500 km, in agreement with the observed reflected phases



mentioned above.



Finally, the P wave amplitude curve was calculated for



the curve shown in Fig. 3-6. Although there is no qualita


tive data available for comparison, the resulting predicted



amplitudes are reasonable, showing a-slow, smooth decrease



as 
 a function of distancewith only minor perturbations caused
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by the small velocity gradient variations in Fig.- 3-6. There



is no region of decreased amplitudes.



In summary, the final preferred velocity model for the



lunar interior is 
 as shown in Fig. 3-6 and listed in Table



3-15. 
 The upper mantle extends from 60 km to 400 km depth



with negative velocity gradients of 3 x 10- 4 km/sec/km



(-6% of critical value) and 6 x 10- 4 
 km/sec/km (-20% of cri
tical-value) for P and S waves, respectively. The average 

values are Vp = 7.7 km/sec and Vs = 4.45 km/sec. From 400 km 

4
to 480 km depth the gradients increase sharply to 6 x 10


km/sec/km (-10% of critical) and 21 x 10- 4 
 km/sec/km (64% of



critical for P and S, creating an effective shadow zone for



shear waves. 
 Below 480 km to the depth of the moonquakes 

(900 km - 1000 km)', the average velocities are V = 7.6 km/sec 
P 

and Vs = 4.2 km/sec, with decreased Q values as given in 

Table 3-16. 

The uncertainty in the average velocity values are as 

listed above. Additional uncertainties are 1) the transi



tion zone may well be more complex and contain step decreases



in velocity rather than a smooth gradient, especially in



view of the observed reflected waves-which suggest zero


order discontinuities, 2) the 400 km interface is only



weakly constrained and the bulk of the shear wave velocity



drop-may occur at 480 km depth, and 3) the P wave velocity



may be essentially constant throughout the lunar mantle-.



Nonetheless, the main and important features of the velocity
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model are well constrained and satisfy all the available lunar



seismic data.



The final two figures 3-10a and-3-1lQb show the seismic


ray paths of waves from a surface event and a deep moonquake



(900 km depth). The crust-mantle and transition zone boun


daries are shown. The structural and compositional implica


tions of the results in this chapter are discussed in Chapter



5.
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Table 3-1



Starting locations and origin-times,


for surface event inversion



Starting Model


Event origin Time



Yr Day Colatitude (deg) Longitude (deg) (sec)*



72 134 88.8 -16.2 -18.6



72 199 55.6 147.4 -387.9



72 213 54.3 4.8 -53.8



72 324 26.5 -39.8 -171.3



75 102- 86.6 36.7 -121.4



75 124 120.1 -125.1 -36.4



76 25. 94.9 -69.6 -195.9



77 107 109.4 -59.5 -156.6



73 72 165.2 -150.0 -272.7



73 171 84.1 -63.0 -166.6



74 192 73.8 87.2 -289.6



75 3 60.1 -90.0 -272.2



75 44 104.4 -21.6 -62.9



76 4 51.9 27.8 -106.0



76 .66 43.3 -22.5 -145.8



76 68 105.3 -11.5 -38.4



*Relative to reference times given in Tables 1-4 and 1-5.
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Table 3-2



Final event locations and origin times for


-
sur-face eveii inversion--


Starting Model


Event 
 Origin Time



Yr Day Colatitude (deg) Longitude (deg) (sec)*



72 134 88.9+0.7 
 -16.3+0.8 -18.0+2.4



72 199 
 56.3+6.0 129.4+7.3 -366.5+12.6



72 213 54.2+1.5 
 5.6+2.0 -54.6+8.24



72 324 
 24.7+2.7 -43.8+10.5 -178.3+16.3



75 102 97.2+1.9 38.3+2.7 l27.6+I11, 


75 124 123.6+5.4 
 -124.5+6.4 -343.9+13.0



76 25 96.5+2.7 -71.2+2.6 -201.0+12.3



77 107 104.5+4.4 -56.0+9.2 -140.0+32;0



73 72 163.4+8.5 -166.9+14.9 -314.7+18.7


(173.1T2.4) (-139.0 21.1) (-292.9T9.6)



73 171 84.2+3.5 
 -64.8+3.0 -171.9+12.4



74 192 74.9+4.4 95.7+9.2 -312.8+20.0



75 3 
 62.8+5.9 -106.7+4.2 -273.1+12.8



75 44 104.9+1.5 -20.1+1.9 -57.3+9.5



76 66 41.7+2.2 -23.5+2.0 -151.2+10.7



76 68 106.0+1.6 -11.8+1.0 -46.4+6.7



*Relative to reference times given in Tables 1-4 and 1-5.



http:54.6+8.24
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Table 3-3



Importance of data to surface event inverse

solution 
 grouped by station and-waVe type



Wave Station 

Type 12 14 15 16 All 

p 5.881 4.667 11.297 10.572 32.417 

S 6.608 2.365 5.452 3.152 17.577 

Total 12.489 7.032 16.749 13.724 50.0 

Average -per



data p6int



0.569



0.651



0.595
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Table 3-4



Comparison of the final fit to the HFT data as a function


of average source depth



HFT average depth (km) fit to data (aa2 in sec2) 

0 31.67 

15 32.90 

30 34.02 

100 36.15 
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Table 3-5



Starting locations and origin times for moonquake inversion,



Focus Colatitude Longitude Depth Origin Time (sec)P 

(deg) (deg) 

Al 100.5 -26.6 805.3 -101.0 

A15 96.1 3.2 912.9 -95.5 

A16 83.5 2.8 928.9 -128.0 

A17 68.6 -16.7 754.7 -124.9 

AI8 71.6 20.7 854.2 -92.1 

A20 72.1 -22.6 877.3 -141.0 

A27 . 73.3 11.1 912.9 -91.1 

A30 80.2 -24.2 836.4 -97.7 

A31 76.1 7.9 1127.0 -156.0 

A32 72.6 18.8 782.2 -96.5 

A33 79.4 83.1 1094.0 -199.0 

A34 83.2 -5.7 849.8 -88.7 

A36 46.9 -4.2 1016.0 -93.8 

A40 89.9 -9.3 805.0 -70.6 

A41 68.8 -36.3 790.9 -100.8 

A42 70.9 -35.7 949.3 -103.0 

A44 36.8 20.9 968.0 -117.9 

A45 102.1 -28.0 927.1 -113.0 

A46 100.5 -26.3 841.8 -73.1 
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Table 3-5 (cont'd)



Focus Colatitude Longitude Depth Origin Time (sec)


(deg) (deg)



A50 81.2 -39.9 872.9 -106.0



A51 81.4 11.7 769.8 -79.0



A56 81.4 -25.2 736.0 -57.5



A61 
 66.9 37.7 868.0 -203.0



A62 50.4 40.1 963.5 -137.5



*Relative to reference times in Table 1-6.
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Table 3-6



Final locations and origin times for moonquake inversion



Focus 
Colatitude 

(deg) 
Longitude 

(deg) Depth 
Origin Time* 

(sec) 

Al 103.2+1.9 -31.1+2.6 840.2+24.9 -111.2+6.9 

A15 99.6+2.8 4.4+1.4 1012.7+51.3 -108.7+10.7 

A16 83.5+1.3 2.3+1.3 1029.9+49.0 -140.4+7.8 

A17 66.5+1.6 -19.1+1.9 786.3+34.2 -131.6+6.6 

A18 68.9+1.8 26.2+3.0 913.0+33.2 -104.7+7.9 

A20 69.3+1.8 -28.5+3.3 942.1+32.8 -153.3+8.2 

A27 7.0.4+2.0 14.6+2.5 989.8+49.6 -101.2+9.7 

A30 79.3+1.3 -28.6+2.9 884.0+34.1 -106.0+7.7 

A31 76'6+2.3 7.5+2.2 1101.3+58.8 -154.0+10.8 

A32 73.2+1.2 17.8+1.8 760.3+38.7 -94.4+6.6 

A33 83.6+2.8 109.0+5.7 997.0+118.8 -247.8+16.4 

A34 .82.7+1.2 -6.8+1.4 933.2+54.8 -94.7+9.5 

A36 7 32.6+5.5 -9.4+4.6 1049.8+33.9 -116.6+12.3. 

A40 90.8+1.3 .10.6+1.3 869.0+39.3 -77.7+6.9 

A41 67.2+1.5 -37.5+3.0 707.0+4"2.5 -111.7+8.7 

A42 68.1+2.0 -45.5+4.6 973.9+35.3 -117.0+8.9 

A44 45.6+2.7 44.2+5.8 943.2+4.3.0 -124.5+10.9 

A45 105.9+2.6 -34.8+3.6 957.0+27.7 -123.9+7.9 

A46 102.6+2.1 -30.5+2.7 873.8+25.7 -79.5+7.2 

AS0 80.8+1.5 -47.6+3.8 875.7+35.2 -117.0+7.9 

AS1 80.9+0.9 13.9+1.6 830.6+38.4 -86.7+6.4 
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Table 3-6 (Cont'd)



Colatitude Longitude 
 Origin Time

Focus (deg) (deg) 
 Depth (sec)



A56 81.5+1-.0 -23.9+2.2 715.1+40.4 -55.5+8.4



A61 67.9+1.8 35.9+4.1 
 847.4+38.6 -199.2+12.0



A62 46.6+2.4 53.2+6.1 955.3+49.5 -149.9+11.2



*Relative to reference times in Table 1-6.
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Table 3-7



Importance of data to mooonquake inverse solution,


grouped by station and wave type



Wave Station Average per 

Type 12 14 15 16 All data point 

p 3.718 10.112 9.665 6.355 29.850 0.597 

S 10.463 13.134 22.317 22.229 68.143 0.757 

Total 14.181 23.246 31.982 28.584 98.0 -0.700 
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Table 3-8a



Final locations and origin times for


all events from joint inversion



Surface Events



Yr Day Colatitude (deg) Longitude (deg) Origin Time (sec)*



72 134 88.9+0.6 
 -16.1+0.6 
 -18.8+1.9



72 199 56.9+4.4 
 130.8+5.7 -376.2+12.1



72 213 53.4+1.4 
 5.6+1.6 -59.7+7.3



72 324 23.7+2.2 
 -47.0+8.9 
 -187.8+13.7



75 102 87.0+1.5 
 39.2+2.3 -132.2+9.3



75 124 123.0+4.4 -126.1+5.1 
 -353.8+12.4



76 25 96.8+2.2 -72.4+2.1 
 -209.4+10.4



77 107 105.4+3.4 
 -59.5+7.1 -155.0+24.9



73 72 (161.8+6.2 
 -168.3+10.8 -325.0+16.0)



73 171 84.0+2.8 
 -65.6+2.5 -178.6+10.5



74 192 75.2+3.5 
 98.1+6.6 -324.8+17.8



75 3 65.1+3.7 
 -112.4+5.4 
 -291.4+14.7



.75 44 105.2+1.2 -20.4+1.5 
 -60.4+7.8


76 4 44.7+2.0 
 29.6+2.0 -130.6+10.1



76 66 41.1+1.8 
 -24.1+1.7 -156.2+9.0



76 68 106.1+1.3 -11.6+0.8 
 -41.8+5.4



*Relative to reference times in Tables 1-4 and 1-5.
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Table 3-8b



Final locations and origin times


for all events from joint inversion



Moonquakes



Colatitude Longitude 
 Origin Time*


Focus (deg) 
 (deg) Depth (sec)



Al 102.9+1.9 -30.5+2.1 
 837.8+26.2 -111.4+6.5



A15 99.2+3.1 
 4.3+1.8 1003.4+54.9 -108.6+11.5



A16 83.5+1.8 
 2.2+1.6 1019.6+43.3 -140.3+7.3



A17 66.8+1.5 
 -18.8+1.8 783.7+44.3 -132.2+7.8



A18 69.2+1.8 25.6+2.2 
 907.9+37.2 -104.7+7.3



A20 69.6+1.8 -27.8+2.7 
 936.3+34.8 -153.1+7.4



A27 70.7+2.0 
 14.2+2.5 982.8+59.0 -101.3+11.5



A30 
 79.4+1.6 -26.0+2.5 
 879.5+41.2 -106.2+8.5



A31 76.8+2.8 
 7.3+2.7 1090.5+60.9 -153.7+11.7



*A32 73.4+1.3 
 17.5+1.8 756.8+50.0 -153.7+11.7



A33 83.3+3.6 107.4+4.4 1006.9+109.4 -245.7+10.3



*A34 82.8+1.6 -6.7+1.7 
 925.1+63.4 
 -97.7+11.2



A36 34.0+4.1 -8.9+5.3 1048.0+33.4 -115.6+9.4



A40 
 90.7+1.6 -10.5+1.4 862.6+43.6 -78.2+7.6



A41 67.4+1.7 
 -36.9+3.0 708.7+45.9 -112.3+11.3



A42 68.4+2.3 -44.5+3.2 
 972.4+40.4 -116.8+8.7



A44 46.2+2.6 42.9+4.4 
 943.6+32.7 -123.7+9.0



105.5+2.6
 -34.0+2.7
145 
 963.5+34.9 -124.0+8.5



A46 
 102.3+2.2 -29.9+2.1 
 870.8+29.2 -79.6+7.2
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Table 3-8b (Cont'd)



aO 80.8+2.1 
 -46.8+2.8 876.3+36.9 -117.2+8.6



A51 81.0+1.2 13.6+1.5 824.3+43.0 -87.0+7.0



A56-
 81.6+1.4 -23.5+2.4 713.3+54.4 -56.3+11.3



A61 
 68.2+2.0 35.0+4.0 844.3+39.3 -198.6+12.0



A62 47.1+2.5 
 51.7+4.0 956.7+33.3 -148.9+8.0



*Relative to reference times in Table 1-6.
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Table 3-9 

Velocity models used in calculating Tables 9a,b, and c



Depth to Bottom 

of Layer (kin) 


a) 20 


60 


400 


1738 


b) 20 


60 


480 


1738 


c) 20 


60 


480 


1738 


Vp 

(km/sec) 


5.10 


6.80 


7.75 


7.60 


5.10 


6.80 


7.75 


7.60 


5.10 


6.80 


7.75 


7.60 


Vs 

(km/sec) 


2.94 


3.90 


4.47 


4.20 


2.94 


3.90 


4.47 


4.20 


2.94 


3.90 


4.47 


4.20 


P3 

(g/cm 


3.04 


3.06 


3.40 


3.45 


3.04 


3.06 


3.40 


3.45 


3.04 


3.06 


3.40 


3.45 




Table 3-10a 

Travel times and amplitudes for surface event waves 
reflected from an interface at 400 km depth 

Distance Travel Time (sec) Amplitudes x 103 

(Degrees) P S PS SP P S-V S-H PSI SP 

10 117.0 202.9 159.4 159.4 0.003 0.000 0.011 0.010 0.010 

20 132.5 229.7 178.4 178.4 0.009 0.018 0.002 0.003 0.003 

30 154.5 267.9 204.4 204.4 0.008 0.019 0.009 0.006 0.006 

40 180.4 312.9 233.5 233.5 0.003 0.010 0.020 0.008 0.008 

50 208.5 36l6 - - 0.005 0.008 0.031 - -

60 237.8 412.4 0.016 0.022 0.042 .. .. 

70 267.8 464.3 0.029 0.031 0.044 .. .. 

80 - - - - --... - -

90 .... 



Distance 
 
(degrees) 
 

10 
 

20 
 

30 
 

40 
 

50 
 

60 
 

70 
 

80 
 

90 
 

Table 3-10b 

Travel times and amplitudes for surface event waves 
reflected from an interface at 480 km depth 

Travel Time (sec) 

P S PS SP P 

Amplitudes x 103 

S-V S-1 PS SP 

136.5 236.6 186.1 186.1 0.002 0.003 0.010 0.008 0.008 

149.0 258.3 201.6 201.6 0.006 0.010 0.004 0.005 0.005 

167.6 290.6 224.1 224.1 0.007 0.017 0.003 0.003 0.003 

190.3 329.9 250.3 250.3 0.005 0.013 0.011 0.007 0.007 

215.5 373.7 278.3 278.3 0.001 0.006 0.020 0.004 0.004 

242.3 420.1 - - 0.006 0.010 0.029 - -

270.0 468.2 .. .. 0.016 0.022 0.038 

298.2 517.0 .. .. 0.027 0.028 0.038 

- - - - -
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Table 3-10c



Travel times.and amplitudes for direct P and S


waves from surface events



Distance Travel time (sec) Amplitudes x 103



(degrees) P S 
 P S-V S-H



10 53.3 92.6 
 .122 .135 .134



20 91.3 158.5 .134 .158 .149



30 128.6 223.-0 .176 .187 .195



40 165.1 286.3 .195 .195 .214



50 200.5 347.8 
 .202 .197 .220



60 234.7 407.0 
 .204 .190 .220



--70 267.2Z 463.3 
 .203 .181 .217



80 297.9 516.5 .200 .177 .212



90* -- -- -- -- -


*shadow zone begins at about 87 degrees distance
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Table 3-11



Velocity model used in calculating values in Table 3-12



Depth to Bottom


of Interface V (km/sec) Vs (km/sec) p(qm/cc)



(km) P 

20 5.1 2.94 3.04



60 6.8 3.9 3.06 

520 8.0 4.6 3.40



1738 7.5 4.1 3.50
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Table 3-12 

Travel times and amplitudes for direct P and S waves and


waves converted at a 520 km boundary.


Moonquake source is at 1000 *h depth.



Distance Travel times (sec) Amplitudes x 103 

(Degrees) P S PS SP S-H '-P S-V PS SP 

10 135.8 242.1 187.4 190.0 .930 .946 .929 .022'.019 

20 143.1 255.2 195.7 200.5 .881 .891 .876 .038 .034 

30 154.3 275.3 208.1 216.7 .815 .820 .805 .046 .045 

40 168.2 300.6 223.1 - .749 .748 .726 .047 -

50 184.0 329.3 239.6 - .689 .683 .676 .045 -



Table 3-13


~'L. 14

.Listing 
 of events used in record section of FiGure 3-5



.. - . . , . ,venth i,. 
CecolDistance -(deg) Yr Day.- Station



14 71 68 14


28 -7( 68 16 

28 7( 4 1-5 

31 7( 66 15 

36 7! 44 16 

45 7E 68 15 

48, 7E .44 1-5,, 

49. 7 324 15



49 71 171 14 

53, 7E 66 14 

56 7E 4 16 

64 76 4 14 

67,• 76 66 16 

69 73 171 15



72 72 324 14



.79 
 76 25 15


82 73 L71 16

82 74 L92 16 

84 74 L92 15 

86 72 324 16 

86 76 -25 16 

89 73 72 16
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Table 3713 (Cont'd) 

Distance (deg) 
 

92 
 

92 
 

96 
 

102 
 

112 
 

115 
 

123 
 

124 
 

135 
 

137 
 

Event 
Yr Day Station


73 72 14


75 3 14


75 3 15


72 199 15


74 192 14


72 199 16


73 72 15


75 3 16


75 124 15


72 199 14
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Table 3-14



Summary of S and SS 
 (surface bounce) observations


for events and stations for which short-period


records are not available; observations refer to

long-period records 
 (see Appendix 1 for plots)



Event

Distance (deg) Yr Day Station S SS 

11 75 44 14 + X 

12 75 44 12 + X 

17 76 68 12 + X 

42 73 171 12 + X 

48 76 25 12 + X 

51 76 66 12 + X 

54 76 25 14 -- X 

67 76 4 12 -- X 

70 72 324 12 + X 

85 75 3 12 ? X 

91 73 72 12 + X 

98 75 124 12 - + 

102 75 124 14 - ? 

119 74 192 12 ? ? 

123 75 124 16 .. .. 

141 72 199 12 - + 

x = not considered, + = observed,  = not observed 
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Table 3-15



Final velocity model for the linar mantle



Depth (kn) Vp (km/sec) V. (km/sec)



60 7.75 4.57



400 7.65 4.37



480 7.61 4.20



? 7.6 4.20 
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Table 3-16



Q values used in theoretical calculations in Figs. 3-9a


and 3-9b.



OLayer



Crust 5000 5000 

Upper mantle 5000 3000 

Transition zone 5000 3000 

Lower mantle 1500 1000 
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Figure Captions



Fig. 3-1. 
 Locations of surface events and deep moonquakes



used in this work; 
 size of symbol gives one standard



deviation in location estimate. 
 Open symbols indicate



farside locations.



Fig. 3-2., 
 Record section of polarization-f~ltered transverse



component records from all deep moonquakes.



Fig. 3-3. 
 Record sections of polarization-filtered surface



event records.



Fig. 3-4. 
 Record section of selected polarization filtered



moonquake records 
 (vertical component).



Fig. 3-5. 
 Record section of short-period seismograms from



surface events.



Fig. 3-6. 
 Final velocity model for the lunar mantle.



Fig. 3-7. 
 Spectral ratio plot for surface event records 
 (from



Dainty et al., 
 1976).



Fig. 3-8. Crustal wave theoretical amplitude curves.



Fig. 3-9. Comparison of shear wave amplitude data with pre


dicted values.



Fig. 3-10. Ray-trace diagrams through velocity model of Fig.



3-6; program kindly supplied by Dr. Bruce Julian.
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CHAPTER 4



DEEPER STRUCTURE



The results in the previous chapter extend to a



depth of about 1100 km, the location of the deepest



locatable moonquake source. However, between 950 km,



the average moohquake source depth, and 1100 km there is



only loose control, as provided by the average velocity



values for the whole lunar mantle and the observation



that the characteristics of signals from deeper moonquakes



are essentially the same as for .the shallower (700 km-900 km)



foci. The structure below 1100 km depth down to the center



of the moon (1738 km) is even less constrained; the availa


ble evidence is piesented and-discussed in this dhapter.



4.1 Attenuating Zone



With the exception of A33 (discussed below) all of



the 24 moonquake foci used in this thesis are located on



the nearside of the moon, generally within 600 of the center



of the ALSEP array and within 90. of the farthest seismic



station. This can be seen in Fig. 4-1, the moonquake



source 
locations are plotted in depth and longitude.



(This figure is used herein only to illustrate the



moonquake event locations relative to the center of the



moon and the ALSEP stations; further discussion of the
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other features shown is given in Chapter 5). 
 However, these



locatable moonquake sources 
 by no means represent all of



the deep moonquake events; there are 
 approximately 56 other



matching classes of seismic signals that have similar



characteristics as the moonquakes discussed herein and so



presumably represent other deep moonquake foci. 
 In



addition there are many smaller signals received by the



ALSEP seismometers which are non-classifiable due to low



signal amplitudes. It is likely that at least some 
 if



not most of these represent small moonquake events. 
 Two



questions then arise: 1) are these non-locatable deep



moonquake sources also on the nearside of the moon, and



if so 
 2) are there any deep moonquake events on the



farside at all?



It is not possible to answer these questions



definitively. Lammlein 
 (1977) reports the locations of



about 20 moonquake sourceg besides the -ones used in this



thesis. 
 Although the location uncertainties are probably



substantial, they too are all on the nearside, bringing



the number of known nearside repeating moonquake foci-to



about 45, with 35 still unaccounted for. Lammlein (1977)*



tentatively places another 15 
 (all that were considered)



on 
 the nearside on the basis of occurrence history
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similarities. Thus it is possible that many if not all



of the presently identified categories of deep moonquakes



are in fact on the nearside. Nevertheless this conclusion



is far from definitive and the many potential small



moonquake events which are un-matchable and unlocatable



remain an open question.



Given that there is no solid evidence for any farside



moonquake source 
(except A33, see below) in the present



data set, it is of interest to speculate on the reasons for



this. 
 There are basically two possibilities; either there



are truly no farside events, or there are but they are



unobservable. 
 The first option implies that either the



6ausative factors for the moonquakes are absent on the



farside or that the rheology is different in such a way



that moonquakes -cannot occur. 
 Assuming that the moonquakes



are at'-least'triggered and controlled by tidal stresses



(Toks8z et al.,- 1977), 
 these explanations are in fact



connected because :the elastic parameters of the lunar



interior control the distribution of the applied tidal



stress (Cheng and Toksdz, 1978). There is 
 no evidence at



present to suggest an absence of tidal or ambient stresses



on the farside relative to the nearside, although there is



asmall chance that the center-of-figure center-of-mass
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offset or absenceof major mare on-the- fars-ide could h&ve



an effect (c.f. Runcorn, 1975). Another possibility is tha



the locations of the moonquakes on the nearside are



controlled by local inbomogeneities or "weak spots" which



are for some reason absent on the farside.



The other option is that there a-re- in fact farside



moonquake events (perhaps represented by a,few small but



non-analyzable signals 
 seen at the ALSEP seismometers),.but



for some reason they are not generally observable by the



ALSEP array. Again there are two possibilities here. The



moonquakes are small events even on the nearside, and the



greater distances and perhaps smaller source energies as



the events move towards the limb of the moon could account



4or the observed source distribution. This explanation,



though, has a few weak points. First, as can be seen in



Fig. 4-1, the cessation of moonquake activity is relatively



sudden rather than a gradual -fall-off in source density.



Second, on a statistical basis it would perhaps be expected



that at least a few farside sources would be able to



produce large enough signals to travel the extra distance-.



These objections can be partially obviated by the 

final possibility that there is an attenuating zone that 

beginstimmediately beneath the moonauake source fepth 
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region, as marke 
 by the-dashed circle-in'Fig. 4-I. Then


.as the moonquake sources move beyond a certain distance the



waves begin-to bottom in this zone 
 (and perhaps- are bent


ihto it by a velocity decrease) and thus are too-severely



attenuated to be observable at one or more of the ALSEP


stations. 
A minimum depth for the onset of such a region


would be about 1100 km based on the deepest moonquakes,


although locally it could be shallower. Given the



distribution of hearside moonquakes reported here and by


L4 
 leiWC(1977) the zdne fs 'also constraind'o begin no


deeper thah about iito 
 km so as toe'lainthe apparent


cut-off distance for moonquake epicenters at 600 t5 
 80'


In fact, there remains a small range between say 70' and



900 where perhaps more moonquakes should be seen unless


the attenuating zone 
 is in general shallower than 1100 km


and the few deepest moonquakes are contained in anomalously



deep intrusions of non-attenuating-material. 
 It-is also



important to note--that-in principle the attenuating zone


need onlyaffedt 
 %shear waves since-most P wave arrivals



from even the largest'nearside moonquake sources are only



margihally observable.. 

In view of the above evidence it is difficult to be


more quantitative. 
 The last possibility seems 
 in some


sense to be the most Satisfactory since it does not require
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the postulation of significant nearside-farside assymetry



and is in keeping with the general trend of increasing



attenuation with depth in the moon.



Further data on this potential attenuating zone can



be obtained by examining the lone-farside moonquake focus,



A33 (located about 100 0 E longitude in Fig. 4-1). The



signal amplitudes at stations 14, 15, and 16 
 are among the



larger of all mponquake signals, as can be seen in Figs.



4-2a and 4-2b. Given the far greater distance of the



source 
 (seq Fig. 4-1; it is a factor of 1.5 to 2, or at



least 600 km, farther from the ALSEP.array than any other



focus used in this work), this implies that the A33 focus



may be the largest moonquake source yet observed. As can



be seen in Figs. 4-2, good P-and S wave arrivals are seen



at both stations 15 and 16; 
 they are the closest stations



and receive rays that bottom at about 900-1100 km depth.



At station 14, however, te rays have presumably bottomed



at about 1200 km depth (assuming that the constant lower



mantle velocitie 
extend to this region), and there.is



absolutely no evidence for a shear wave arrival at the



expected time (about minute 44 and 40 seconds) or at any



time after up to about four minutes. In contrast there



is a strong P wave arrival as shown; in fact it is one of



http:there.is
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the clearest and largest P arrivals on any moonquake



seismogram, along with the P picks at stations 15 and 16.



Furthermore, only little energy of any sort is seen at



ALSEP 12, which is even more distant from A33.



Now this situation of a good P arrival with no



subsequent shear wave energy is completely unique on deep



moonquake records as can be seen by scanning through



Figs. Al-13. Although it is possible that a node in the



shear wave radiation pattern for A33 is responsible, the



fact that this is not observed for any other focus besides



the lone farside source suggests that the deep attenuating



region proposed above is responsible. To account for the



essentially zero shear wave energy at ALSEP 14, the Q



would have to decrease substantially (-from Qs n 1000 to say



Qs ~ 200) in a small depth range between about 1000 and 1200



km. (Alternatively; a sharp shear wave velocity drop at



about 1100 km depth could also be responsible, with or



without an accompanying Qs decrease. However, a decrease



in Q is the simplest explanation to cover both the lack of



farside moonquakes and the A33 signal characteristics; a



simple velocity drop would not explain the absence of all



farside moonquakes, especially near the antipode. Needless



to say, though, an accompanying velocity drop is allowed



by the information available.)
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A slower decrease in Qp could perhaps explain the absence


of energy at ALSEP 12, but since station 12 is typically



less sensitive than station 14 and there is 
 some P wave



energy present, this is not necessarily required.



Thus the deepmoonquake data provide consistent if


somewhat weak evidence for 
 a zone of increased shear wave



attenuation beginning at about 1100 km depth. 
 If this



zone exists, Qs probably drops quite rapidly from the


lower mantle value of 1000 to at most a few hundred.



Unfortunately, there is at present no corroborating



evidence from surface event records. 
 It is perhaps



significant that the surface events selected for usein



this thesis are 
 all less than 1400 distant from any



seismic station; the bottoming depth of a surface event



wave for 1400 source-receiver separation is just about



1100 km. 
 It should be noted that Nakamura et al. (1973)



discuss several of the same matters concerning an


attenuating region below 1100 km. 
 They include evidence



from the Day 199, 1972 meteorite impact event 
(also used



herein) claiming that the direct S arrival is 
 seen at


ALSEP 15 and absent at stations 16 and 14. 
 Their location


for this event is such that the respective distances are



1140, 
 130 1 and 1500, with ray 'bottoming depths of 800,..
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*1000, and 1300-km. The source of the discrepancy between



their location and the one obtained herein lies in that



the P arrival times used in this thesis for stations 15



and-16 are about 15 seconds earlier than'reported in



Nakamura et al. 
 (1973), placing our location within 1400



of ALSEP 14. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3 and



shown in Figs. 3-5 and Al-5b, there is little direct shear



wave energy at any station for this event and the decreased



velocities and increased attenuation in the lower mantle



are sufficient to account for that. 
 In all fairness, the



P'pick at ALSEP 16 is arguable due to the possible presence



of noise on the vertical LP record, but even so the overall



shear wive loss is easily explained by the characteristics



of the lower mantle region, the bottoming depths of the



rays, and the calculated amplitudes in Chapter 3. It is



not necessary to postulate a sharp Q decrease at 1100 km



to explain the surface event data.



In sum, then, the deep moonquake data suggest that



there may be a sharp shear wave attenuation increase below



about 1100 km, but in view of the scarcity of pertinent



data this interpretation must remain tentative.





4.2 Cor-e



The seismic evidence- concerning a possible lunar core



is almost non-existent, and this section-is included



primarily for completeness. Nakamura et ,al. (1974b) report



that a meteorite impact event occurred on Day 262, l973



near the center of the 'backside. The location and origin



time are determined from the three closest stations and



then the arrival-time for the fourth P wave is predicted.



Given their calculated location, this P wave should



traverse,the moon along a diameter; the observed arrival



time is in fact delayed by about 50 seconds. This value



and the bottoming depth of the other three P waves allows



them to tentatively propose the existence of a lunar core



of radius 170-360 km and P wave velocity 3.7-5.1 km/sec.



(For reference, a typical ray trace diagram for a surface



source is shown in Fig. 473; a 200 km low-velocity core



region is included resulting in the ray spreading seen.)



While this is certainly pbssible, the Day 262 event is



very weak with extremely low signal to noise ratios (much



smaller than those seen on the surface event records



used herein). Independent measurements (Painty, personal



communication; this author) show that the uncertainty in
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the actual p wave arrivals is sufficient to explain the



proposed arrival time delay. 
 In essence, the true location



of the onset of the emergent P wave arrivals is ambiguous,



and an equally convincing set can be chosen that will not



yield an arrival time delay. 
 Thus the present seismic



evidence for a core remains inconclusive.



It is appropriate to mention here that potential



evidence for a lunar core 
 (and other lunar structure)



may exist on the lunar records recorded in the broad


band response mode. it is possible that the larger



surface events are 
 capable of significantly exciting



the long-period normal modes of the moon; the fundamental



period should be about 13 minutes. Since the 'frequency



response of the ALSEP seismometers even'in the broad-band



mode begins to drop sharply for periods beyond a minute,


it is not likely that the very low-order vibrational modes



would be recorded. Frequencies between 20 
 sec and 100 sec



could well be observable, if in fact the long-period energy



-seen 
 on the records is not just instrument induced noise.



An example of a broadband record that has been narrow



bandpass filtered at 12, 20, 
 and 50 sec periods is shown



in Fig. 4-4; the origin time of the event is marked by


the arrow. The increase in rise time as.the center period



increases and the extended decay times 
 are apparent.
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Efforts to analyze such records 
are currently underway



at Penn State iSmith, personal communication) and M-IT



(this author and co-workers).. 
 To date, however, no results



have been obtained or reported, and so the potential



usefulness of the broad-band information remains in doubt.



In sum, then, there is little evidence for or against



the existence of a lunar core.



4.3 Secondary Seismic Phases



If there are any sharp discontinuities below 1000 km



depth, for exampfe the onset of a high attenuation zone or



a mantle-core boundary, it is again possible that reflected



waves will be visible on polarization-filtered record



sections. Since these-boundaries would occur below.both



the surface events and moonquakes, five possible phases



could occur for each source; SS-H, SS-V, PP, SP, and PS.



(For surface events the SP and PS phases are identical.)



The theoretical amplitudes for such phases are given



in Tables 4-2a and 4-2b for surface events and deep



moonquakes respectively. The velocity models used are



shown in Tables 4-la and 4-lb. 
 The values for the lower


most region are somewhat arbitrary; several models were



run, including different source,depths and mantle velocities.
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The cases shown are representative. 
For surface events



(reflector at 300 km radius) the largest amplitudes in



general are expected for the SS-H reflected phase. The.



direct wave amplitudes vary between .134 and .220 (x 10-3



(Table 3-10c) and so the deep structure reflections are



at most about .07 times the direct wave amplitudes. From



the experience in previous chapters, this appears to be



a minimum value for observation. The reflected phases



from deep moonquakes (source depth 1000 km) are shown



in Table 4-2b, and reach a maximum of about .045 for the



SS-H reflection, for a ratio to direct wave values of



less than .05. This is as expected since the direct wave



travel paths are much shorter than those for deep



reflections; thus it is doubtful that such phases, even



if present, would be visible.



Now if there is a sudden increase in shear wave



attenuation below 1100 km depth, then for boundaries deeper



than 1100 km the shear wave reflections would be


substantially attenuated and so it is appropriate 
 to



look for the PP-(and possibly PS) reflections rather than



just those arising from the incident S wave, as has been



the practice in previous sections.



The final step then, is to examine the record sections
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for evidence of the above arrivals. All possible phases



from -avariety of -depths were considered and searched for;



in view of the negative results only two examples are



shown-below. 
 Fig. 4-5a shows -the transverse component



filtered,traces-from,surface-events; the lines shown are



the expected arrival times of reflected phases from



interfaces of 300 km and 400 km radius. 
 The object is to



look for arrivals that line up along the trends of these



lines. 
 As can be seen, there are many such possible trends;



in fact there are too many'. It is clearly impossible to



distinguish between possible arrivals and random noise



alignments. Nodominant trend is obvious. 
 The other



components of ground motion and other expected phases were



also examined with the same results.



The moonquake record sections were obtained after



correcting the origin time values for a given phase and



structure, as discussed in Chapter 2 and Appendix 3. 
 The



relative corrections are 
 similar for any boundary depth



and same initial wave type, but in order to avoid



inadvertent biasing the record sections were plotted by



groups of foci chosen to have similar source depths. All



such records and components were examined, and 
 a typical



one is shown in Fig. 4-2b, (A20 depth group, transverse



components). The expected arrival time curves arenas
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drawn, and again there are several possible alignments.



The correlation along the SS (400) curve is actually



fairly good, but supporting correlations from other



components, foci groups, or expected arrivals did not



appear.



In sum there is no dominant supporting evidence for



any sharp discontinuities below the lower mantle. It .is



possible that reflections are present on the seismograms,



but the random noise pulses passed by the polarization



filter obscure any possible observations. Essenitially there



is too much scattered energy arriving in the appropriate



portion of the records and we are unable to clearly



distinguish any true body wave arrivals.



Thus the deeper structure of the lunar interior



remains in doubt. The best evidence is for a sudden shear



wave attenuation increase beginning immediately below the



moonquzakes at about 1100 km depth- The existence of a



core is allowed but-not required by the present seismic



information,
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Table 4 .i 

Veloci-ty and -dens-ity model us-d in Table 4-2



Depth to Bottom Vp Vs p
of later (kin) (km/sec) (km/sec) (gm/cm3 ) 

a) 
 20 5.1 2.94 3.04


60 
 6.8 -3.9 3.06



520 7.75 4.5 3.4



1438 
 7.6 4.2 
 3.45



1738 5.0 
 2.5 3.5



b) 20 
 5.1 2.94 3.04



60 
 6.8 3.9 
 3.06



520 8.0 4.6 3.4 

1400 7.5' 4,. 3.37



1738 5.0 
 2.5 3.38
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Table 4-2a



Calculated travel times and amplitudes of "core"


reflected phases from a surface event;

reflection at radius of 300 km.



Distance Travel Times (sec) Amplitudes x 1000 

(degrees) P S SP(PS) PP SS-V SS-H SP(PS) 

10 384.3 683.2 533.7 .007 .009 .010 .003 

20 385.3 685.1 535.1 .007 .007 .010 .005 

30 387.1 '688.3 537.4 .006 .005 .009 .007 

40 389.6 692.8 540.5 .005 .001 .009 .008 

50 392.7 698.4 544.5 .005 .003 .008 .008 

60 396.5 705.2 .549.2 .004 .006 .007 .007 

70 400.8 712.9 554.6 .003 .007 .006 .006 

80 405.6 721.6 560.5 .003 .007 .004 .004 

90 410.9 731.1 566.9 .003 .008 '002 .003 
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,Table 4-2b



Same as 2a, for.a mQonquake focus at 1,000 -kmdeptlY;


reflection at radius of 338 km.



Distance 
 Travel Times 
 (sec) Amplitudes x 1000


(degrees) P S PS SP 
 PP. SS-V SS-H PS -SP



10 240.5 433.7 389.2 284.8 .037 .041 .045 
 .017 .007



20 242.0 436.4 391.3 286.7 .033 .028 
 .043 .036 .
014



30 244.5 440.9 394.6 289.7 .028 .010 .040 
 .038 .018



40 247.9 447.1 399.2 293.8 .023 
 .009 .035 .039 ..019



50 252.1 454.8 404.7 298.9 .018 .025 
 .030 .033 .018



60 
 257.1 463.9 411.2 304.9 .014 .029 .023 .025 .015



70 262.7 474.3 418.3 311.6 .012 .032 .014 
 .015 .011 

80 269.0 485.7 425.9 318,.9 .013 .044 .005 .007 .006 

90 275.7 497.9 .. .. .017 .056 .005 -
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Figure Captions



Fig. 4-1. Deep moonquake locations plotted in depth and



longitude. Depths 
 are shown to scala'and further



details are described in the caption for Fig. 5-3.


Fig. 4-2. Raw 
(a) and scaled rotated 
(b) stacked records



from the A33 moonquake focus.-


Fig. 4-3. 
 Ray path diagram for a surface source. 
 Velocity



model is for P waves 
 as 
 given in Table 3-15 except for



the addition of a core of radius 200 km and Vp 
 = 

km/sec.



Fig. 4-4. Narrow-bandpass filtered plots from a broad


band response mode lunar seismogram.



Fig. 4-5. 
 Surface event and moonquake record sections



used in searching for deep reflected phases.



Boundary locations are given as 
 radii in km (e.g.



R = 300 
means a depth of 1438).
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CHAPTER 5



IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS



As discussed in the introduction, the seismic



structure of the moon, as presented in this thesis, 
 can



provide direct constraints on the possible composition,



temperature, and physical state of the lunar interior,



and indirectly suggest evolution scenarios and present


day 	 structural interpretations. 
 The proper and complete



evaluation of the implications of the seismic model in



terms cf these areas remains to be accomplished. The



purpose of this chapter is to discuss some of the first


order conclusions that can be drawn from the seismic



results and identify major questions that remain to be



answered. 
 Herein only the mantle and deeper regions of



the moon are considered; the crustal structure results



are discussed in Chapter 2.



5.1 	 Other Geophysical Data



Before discussing the implications of the seismic



.model, it is appropriate to briefly consider the other



geophysical data that may provide information on the nature



of the lunar interior. 
 More 	 complete reference lists
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are included in-the inttoduction.



The gravity and- topographic analyses-of the moon 


yield two-integrated factors that must be satisfied by 


any lunar model. The average density of the moon is 


known to'be 3.344 gm/cc, and the latest moment of inertia 


value is given as I/mR2 = 0.391+.002 (Bills and Ferrari, 

1977; Blackshear-and Gapcynski, 1977). Although these



values can-of course be satisfied by an infinite number of



density distributions, some conclusions-can be drawn. The



low average density seems to suggest that the moon is



depleted in high-density materials such as iron and



refractory siderophiles relative to the earth (c.f. Kaula,



1977). 
 The moment of inertia value implies that a moderate



density increase with depth is required; previous work



(Toks8z et al., 
1974a; Solomon and Toks~z, 1973; Solomon,



1974; Kaula et al., 
 1974) has shown that the contribution



of a low density crust (3Jb gm/cc, 60 km thick) overlying



a chemically homogeneous mantle only reduces the moment of



inertia value to about 0.398 as 
 compared to a homogeneous 

sphere (I/mR2 = 0.4). (In these models the density within 

the moon is calculated as a function of temperature and 

pressure using elastic parameters for olivine, and the 

mantle STP density is determined so as to fit the mean 

lunar density.) -'If the crustal density is decreased'to
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2.8 and the crustal thickness increased to 1004km, then



the'predictedT/mR2 could be as low as 039,5.• The



measured value of 0.391 thus implies that there is 
 a



further density increase within the.lunar mantle. For



example, Dainty et al. ('10976) used'a mantle with two



homogeneous 'layers-(upper mantle and lower mantle,



.boundary at 520 km depth) and found that the moment-of


inertia value and average density could be fit with an



upper mantle density of 3.33 gm/cc and a lower mantle of



3.66 	 lm/cc.



Thc electromagnetic soundings of the moon have



produced'several curves of electrical conductivity with



depth (see references in Introduction), summarized in 


Wiskerchen and Sonett (1977)." If a) the temperature and 


compositional dependence of the conductivity,-aind-h) the 


compbsition of the'moon is knoiwn, then the''condudtlvity 


profilesmay be'.inverted to obtain th& temperature 


,distribution inthe'lunar interior (c.f. Duba and,Ringwoodi 


1973). Due to the many necessary assumptions in the process



and the variability in the reported conductivity profiles,'



the resulting constraints on temperature are rather loose,



generally implying 'steeply.risingtemperatures in the



first 200 km of depth, with a slower increase after that;
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values at a 500 km depth range from 1000°c to 15000 c (c.f.



Duba et al., 1976). It is uncertain whether or not the



solidus is reached at some depth.



Finally, rock properties measurements are useful in



interpreting the seismic model of the lunar mantle. 
 In



particular, Tittman et al. 
(1976, 1977, 1978) and others



have shown that the high Q values in lunar rocks are



strongly connected with the lack of volatiles, especially



water, that characterize the returned samples. Chung



(1970, 1971), Frisillo and Barsch (1972), Kumazawa (1969),



and Mueller (1965) have reported on the stability fields



and various physical parameters (e.g. Vp, Vs, P, and



temperature and pressure derivatives) for candidate



compositions (chiefly olivine and pyroxene) of the


lunar interior.



In general then the above results can only act as



guides and broad constraimts in interpreting the seismic



model. 
 The seismic data remains the best evidence on the



structure and state of the lunar interior.



5.2 Implications of Seismic Results



The seismic structure of the moon obtained in this



thesis is summarized in Fig. 5-1a; velocities are plotted
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as 
 a function of depth and pressure. The pressure-depth



curve for reasonable density and temperature,profiles was



kindly providedby Dr. S.C. Solomon. 
 For comparison, the



dashed lines represent typical velocity profiles at the



same pressures in the earth; 40 kbars correspond to roughly



a terrestrial depth of 125 km (Bullen, 1965, p. 235).



Thus the velocities shown are all within the earth's



lithosphere, where there are considerable lateral



variations of velocity values. 
 The shear wave velocity



.profile is actually taken from Toks~z et al. 
 (1967)



representing a mixed-path model derived from surface



waves passing over Mongolia, oceanic areas, and the western



U.S. The values are closely compatible with recent values



reported by Helmberger and Engen (1974) from body wave



data for the western U.S. The P wave velocity profile is



taken from Bullen (1965) and probably represents average



continental values with no low-velocity zone above 125 km.



The comparison with lunar velocities shows that the



profiles are roughly similar, with the lunar values



generally lower than most terrestrial velocity profiles



given in the literature. Figure 5-2 shows a pie diagram



of the moon, with the structural units as marked based on



the seismic results. In the paragraphs beldw, each zone
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is discussed in turn. Again, the following comments are=



preliminary only; 'acomplete analysis invoking geochemical,



petrological, and evolutionary modeling is not within'-the



scopebof this thesis.



Upper mantle: the in situ average values of the seismic



velocities in this region are compatible with'several



possible compositions, including an olivine-pyroxene mixture.



Various combinations of iron content and olivine/pyroxene



ratio could fit the observed velocities, but density,



chemical equilibria, and petrological constraints need to



be factored in. The negative shear wave velocity gradient of



-6 x 10 
 -4 km/sec/km corresponds to a velocity-temperature



gradient of about



5 ,'V - 3.~'taA M /icO 
97 

using the temperature vs' depth -curve of Toks6z et al.



(-1977) and ignoring pressure effects. This value is



fairly consistent with the thermal velocity gradients



reported for rocks of composition that are reasonable for



the lunar.mantle. 
 This Suggests that the velocity decreases



in the upper mantle may be'due solely to the effects of



increasing temperature.. (This is in contra6iction to the
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recent assertion of Keihm and Langseth, which is based-on



the upper mantle shear wave velocity gradient reported by



Nakamura et al. (1976a)). Thus no major compositional



gradients are required in the upper mantle. The average Q



values in the region (Qp r 5000, Qs --3000) are quite



high compared to terrestrial values at comparable



pressures and temperatures and suggest that the rocks are



still extremely depleted in volatiles as observed at the



surface and that the temperatures are not sufficiently close



to the solidus to produce a significant amount of melt and



resulting anelastic attenuation.



Transition zone: the question of interest here concerns



the cause of the sharp shear wave decrease (and possible



accompanying small P wave drop) and attenuation increase.



(It is of course possible that the Q decreases and velocity



decrease are unrelated and that different factors are



responsible for each. However, that fact that both occur



at roughly the same depth argues for a single dominant



mechanism.) There are basically three possibilities, a



compositional change, a phase transition caused by



temperature or pressure gradients,or the onset of partial



melting. Of the middle possibilities a temperature induced



phase change is more likely because increasing pressure
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typically produces a transition to phases with higher



velocities rather than lower. 
 To date no specific



suggestions for either temperature or pressure phase



transitions that could produce the observed velocity drops



have appeared in the literature, and so they must remain



speculative. 
 The onset of partial melting is also a



possibility, but the relatively high Q values in the



lower mantle and the existence of the deep moonquakes



argue against this (see below). 
 A possible compositional



change that could produce the velocity decreases has been



tentatively proposed by Dainty et al. 
 (1976), namely an



increase in the iron content of an olivine-pyroxene mixture.



A change in the .(Mg/Mg + Fe) ratio from say 80 
 to about 60



would provide approximately the correct shear wave velocity



drop. 
 This would have a smaller effect on the P velocity,



and would in addition increase the density somewhat and



lower the solidus; this last change could lower the Q



values. 
 All of these effects are in at least qualitative



agreement with the observations, and so such a model



should be given serious consideration and tested against



geochemical and petrological constraints. In fact,



similar models have been propQsed by Ringwood and Kesson



(1977b) and Taylor (1978) on geochemical grounds.
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Many other compositional changes are of course



conceivable, and proposed models should be examined to



see if they can satisfy the seismic constraints presented



herein. 
 A sine qua non for this is that laboratory



measurements of velocities, densities, and attenuations 
 as



a function of temperature and pressure be available for



the compositions in question.



Lower Mantle: the seismic velocity values in this



region are again compatible with an olivine-pyroxene



composition, among others, tied closely of course to the



possible compositional change represented by the



transition zone. 
 The seismic data cannot constrain the



velocity gradients; a moderate velocity decrease perhaps



as a result of increasing temperature is possible. The Q



values AQpr- 1500, Qs/- 1000) are still reasonably high



but may also decrease slowly with depth. An additional



seismic datum is that all the deep moonquakes apparently



occur in the lower mantle region (see Fig. 5-3). As



mentioned before,, the calculated shear stresses due to



tides peak in this region when elastic parameter



distributions consistent with the above velocity model are



used. These moonquakes presumably represent brittle
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fractures, suggesting that a significant percentage of



partial melt is not present in the .lower mantle. It is



difficult to place a quantitative constraint on this



especially in view of-the small'magnitude of the'moonquake



events, but it is.qualitatively in agreement-with the



reasonably high Q values.



. Deep interior: As discussed in Chapter 4, the seismic



data for this region are extremely sparse. It is possible



that beginning below the deepest moonquakes, say at 1100 km,



there is 
 a region,of increased shear wave attenuation



(Qs on the order of a few hundreds). One possible



explanation for this of bourse is that the temperature is



approaching the -solidus.. The possibility of a lunar core,



remains an open question. Perhaps coincidentally, all



lunar data (moment-of-inertia, density, seismic, electrical



conductivity) allow but do not require 
 a core.



In closing this sectlon, it is appropriate to touch



briefly on some of various geochemical, petrological, and



thermal evolutionary models that have been proposed and



perhaps now can be constrained by the seismic results.



There is a reasonable consensus 
 that the outer few hundred



kilometers of the moon have been melted and differentiated,
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early in the moon's evolution. This event probaLly



produced the lunar highland-type crust; the mare basalts



formed later after the major meteorite impacts, perhaps



by remelting portions of the upper mantle (c.f. Taylor and



Jakes, 1974). The depth of the initial melt zone has



been variously reported as between 200 and 600 km, based



on a variety of constraints (c.f. Solomon and Chaiken,



1976; Keihm and Langseth, 1977). Below this, there is



little agreement. Suggestions that the region has been



totally differentiated (c.f. Binder and Lange, 1977) and



is completely primitive lunar material (c.f. Taylor, 1978)



are both in the recent literature. It is tempting to



identify the upper-lower mantle boundary as the division



between-the melted, differentiated region and the



primitive lunar material, especially since a recent report



(Taylor; 1978) favors a 400 km depth for the basexof the



melted zone and predicts an iron increase in the primitive



region.



However, this correlation with the seismic results is



speculative, it is mentioned here only as a possibility



that has recently emerged. It is likely that equally



valid and consistent models-will be proposed.
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5.3 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 

The purpose of this thesis has been to obtain a



seismic model-of the lunar interior. Considering the



limitations inherent in a four-station array and the



Analysis difficulties presented by the data, the seismic



results as 
 reported herein and elsewhere that have been



achieved by the Apollo program are impressive and augur



well for future seismic exploration of other planets. 
 A



final schematic view of the lunar seismic structure reported



in this thesis is, shown in Figs. 5-3. 
 With the exception



of the mare basalt and high velocity layers, all depths



are drawn to scale. The drawing is an equatorial slice



through the moon; 
 thus only longitude and depth coordinates



are plotted 
 The ALSEP seismic stations are as shown,



followed by mare basalt layers (schematically and roughly



representing Mare Imbrium, Mare Serenitatis, and Mare



trisium) imbedded in a lunar crust of 60-100 km thickness.



A possible thin high-velocity layer beneath the crust is


shown, followed by the upper mantle, transition zone, and



lower mantle. The deep moonquake events used in this



thesis are as 
 shown; the dQt size corresponds to the
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average uncertainties in the locations 
 as discus3Ed in



Chapter 3. Possible deeper structure is indicated by



the dashed line, below which an attenuating zone and



conceivably a core could exist. 
 Coupled with the



discussions in the preceeding chapters, this model



represents the structure of the lunar interior envisioned


on the basis of the results reported in this thesis. -

There are three areas of possible future work on lunar 

seismology. First, a small amount of data remains to be



processed and, as new analysis methods become available,



they should be applied as appropriate. Second, specific



compositional and thermal lunar models should be



quantitatively tested against the seismic model to



determine which classes of models are acceptable. The



reversd procedure is also feasible; models designed to



satisfy the seismic parameters can be checked against the



constraints from other fields. Finally, though not



directly germane to the structural problem, some work



remains to be done in analyzing the source characteristics



of the deep moonqudkes; a definitive correlation between



the causative tidal stresses and the occurrence history



of each repeating source has not yet been produced.
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Figure Captions



Fig. 5-1. 
 Final lunar velocity model obtained in this



thesis.



Fig. 5-2. 
 Schematic view of the structural units of the



lunar interior.



Fig. 5-3. Equatorial slice through the moon showing



structural units.
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APPENDIX 1



DATA PROCESSING



AI.l. General Considerations



The purpose of this appendix is to describe and list



the data used in this. thesis, culminating in the direct P



and S wave arrival times shown in Tables 1-4 thru 1-6, and



the seismograms included herein. 
 The justification for



and overview of the procedures used in this appendix are



discussed in Chapter 1 (and Appendix 3).



The lunar seismic data are originally received-at



Galveston in the form of day tapes, containing 24 hours of



digital data from one seismic station, four 2'400 ft. tapes



per day, or more than i0,000 tapes for the eight-ydar



ALSEP net operation. *The data are plotted on a compressed



time scale and all seismic events logged. From these,



event tapes containing only seismic events are made,



averaging about 9 days of data from one station per tape.



Generally 20-30 minutes of data from each event are put



on the event tapes -beginning ten minutes before the



earliest observable signal. These tapes 
 are regularly



sent to MIT with catalogues listing their contents. 
 To



date event tapes through Day 50, 1976 have been received


and catalogues through Day 90, 1975 
 are on hand. The



major events occurring after these.times up to the
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network shutdown time are contained in special event



tapes and listings that are sent by Galveston shortly



after receiving such an event, so the data set at MIT



is essentially complete insofar as 
 structural analyses



are concerned.



In addition, compendium tapes 
 are made which contain



groups of the largest events. For example, the largest



meteorite impacts 
 are on.a series of six tapes per station,



and the HFT's are 
 all on one tape per station. Unfortunate


ly, more than half of these tapes seem to be unreadable



(terminal tape read errors) at the MIT computer facility,



possibly because refurbished NSSDC tapes are used at



Galveston. 
 In any case, these have been of limited use,



and by and large it was necessary to extract each event



from the eyent tapes which, due to the small number of



days of data per tape rarely contained more than one



event of interest. Thus effectively every event of



interest necessitated the reading of four event tapes.



The tape format is standardized, beginning with two



header records. 
 The data from all instruments at a station



is multiplexed as a function of time, stored in logical



records, 90 logical records per physical record, physical



record length 1823 words. 
 The ALSEP 12 record length is



only 912 words, because the defunct SP (short-period)
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seismometer does not produce data. 
 Each physical record



contains about 54 seconds of data; LP 
 (long-period)



digitized at about 0.2 second intervals and SP 
 (short period) at



0.025 seconds These-tapes are read and decoded at MIT using



program SCNLP, written by Ralph Wiggins and rewritten and



modified by Ken Anderson, Anton Dainty, and this author.



The program searches through an ALSEP tape for the



requested data, specified by year, day, hour., minute, and



second, and cracks out the required components (LP or SP).



Many sections of data, ordered chronologically, can be



read frcm the same tape if desired but to obtain the SP



and LP data from the same time segment requires two runs.



SCNLP is most commonly used to transfer the decoded data



to disc. 
 The disc can hold about 6.8 x 106 data points,



or 500 15-minute 3-componentnLP records. The catilogue



has 600+ available entries. 
 Thus a great number of



seismograms can be stored and randomly accessed on a



single device, greatly increasing.the data accessibility



and allowing further computer processing.



The data on disc is read using program MASSAG, a



generali.zed data processor. 
 Again the desired time



segment is selected, and options include deletingdata



on disc (actually just the catalogue entry), 
 removing



data spikes, removing the mean, scaling, tapering the



ends of-the data, rotating horizontal components,
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frequency filtering, polarization filtering, and plotting



any resulting data from the above operations.- Anton Dainty


and Ken Anderson are the principle authors of this


program. 
 In the work described below MASSAG was primarily



used only for plotting; special-purpose programs were


written for-the other data-manipulation tasks in order to


achieve greater efficiency than is possible in a



generalized program.



As mentioned in Chapter 1, a fraction of the LP


seismic data used in this thesis was actually recorded in



-the broad-band response mode, reducing the maximum



sensitivity and widening the frequency response to include



long-period (2-50 sec) energy. 
 At periods longer than



about 30 seconds, there is 
 a large amount of energy that


is continuously present on the lunar records; it does not


correlate with the onset of seismic events. 
 it is unclear



whether this energy originates in the instrument itself



or is actually present in the ground motion; 
 further



discussion is included in Chapter 4. 
 In most of the data



analysis procedures discussed below, it is best to


eliminate this long-period "noise" making the short


period onsets more clearly observable. 
This is done with


subroutines BNDPAS, PLYDV2, and BNDPS2 which desiin and



implement a Chebyshev low-pass auto-regressiv
e
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frequency Eilter. The programs were authored by Ralph 

Wiggins. The application of a high-pass filter to the 

data was accomplished by first applying the low-pass 

and subtracting the result from the original data. In



general the cutoff period was 10 seconds; typically a



filter length of 5 and a ripple (allowable deviation



from flat response) of 0.01 was used, giving about an



order of magnitude drop-off at 20 seconds and two orders



of magnitude at 30 seconds.



In addition to the event tapes and catalogues,



microfilm copies of the seismic records from selected



events are available at MIT. Specifically, all HFT



events and the larger meteorite impacts are on microfilm



in both compressed-time and exp.anded playout form. 
 The



difficulty involved in using the microfilm records is that



the vertical scaling factor is constant so that the larger



events saturate the plots and make the identification of



S arrivals impossible. Accordingly, they were used only



for preliminary scanning and arrival time measurement



designed to learn the data characteristics, and to make a



few final arrival time measurements when.the corresponding



event tapes were found to contain terminal tape read



errors, precluding computer replotting of the data.
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Al..2 Meteorite Impact Data



The initial selection criterion of at least 10 du



(5 mm Galveston amplitude as 
 listed in the catalogue)



produced a total of 33 events, listed in Table A1-l,



excluding ones 
 listed-as containing timing errors on the



seismograms (only about five smaller events). 
 The start



times are-those.given in the catalogues, representing the



approximate time of the earliest visible phase. 
 The



records from all these events except the last three are



on microfilm, and they,were examined to determine which of



the events -produced enough observable arrivals to meet



the triangulation and minimum number of picks requirement



(in this case, at least four arrivals spread over the



network triangle). 
 The last three events were transferred



from tape to disc and then plotted for examination.



Eight events survived this final culling, as 
 listed



in Table Al-2. 
 In order to ensure that a sufficient length



of seismogram was available for this work and possible



later studies, 
 25 minutes of both LP and SP records at



all four stations from the eight events 
 .were transferred



from tape to disc. The three-component LP data is 
 on disc



234055 (LUNSEISK), while the SPZ data is 
 on disc 234046



(LUNSEISJ);' The beginning and ending times of the data



are listed in Table Al-2; 
 they are the same-fr both data 
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types and all stations for a given event, with the



exception of Day 199 ALSEP 14 whose start time is at



second 6 rather than 1. The start times were chosen to



be close to initial estimates of the event origin times.



The records not on disc (Table Al-3) excluding the short


period traces at ALSEP 12 (instrument not operational),



are 1) Day 25, ALSEP 14 (MPand SP) due to temporary



instrument malfunction when no data was received and 2)



Day 124, ALSEP 14 (SP) and ALSEP 16 (LP and SP) due to



terminal tape read errors. Thus a total of 30 three


component LP records and 21 SPZ records were put onto



disc, necessitating about 40 computer runs costing



roughly $30 each on an average.



Assuming reasonable seismic velocities, the maximum



S-P time difference for a surface event is about six or



seven minutes. This would be for an event 180 ' away from



a seismic station. The maximum travel time across the



ALSEP array occurs for an event next to one of the



stations, and is about five minutes for the direct S wave.



Since-these cases cannot occur simultaneously, a



comfortable overestimate for the maximum time difference



between first P and last S is 12 minutes. Accordingly 15



minutes of each record on.disc was processed, beginning



about three minutes before the earliest onset at any



station. Thus direct P and S will be included on every
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record as well as 
 at least several minutes after S to


allow the observation of secondary phases. 
 Processing


only 15 of the 25 minutes of data on disc saves a large


amount of'computation time and if it had been necessary


to,examine more data it was easily available. The data


sections that were used extend from three minutes before


,to 12 mihutes after the reference times listed in Table 
Al-2 
 (and 1-4) which represents roughly the time of the


earliest observable arrival.



Initially, small-scale plots as 
 shown in Figs. Al-la


thru Al-lh were made in order to have a complete picture


of the records available at a given focus. 
 Events which


were recorded in the broad-band response mqde were passed


through a high-pass frequency filter as 
 described abovel; 
 a


list of the records requiring filtering is given in


Table Al-3. 
 The P and S arrivals marked are 
 the final

ones listed in Table 1-4; 
 the initial versions of these


plots naturally were not so marked. 
 The vertical scale


is 120 du between component traces at any station; 
 the


great variation in amplitudes is clear (compare Day i34


with Day 324). In addition, the SP records were plotted


at a scale of 2 in/min, or 30 inches per 15-minute record.


This is about the maximum length that permits convenient


handling, and picks are measurable to within about 0.2 or


0.3 seconds, using a ruler marked in sixtieths of an inch,
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so that one division is 0.5 seconds. Photographically



reduced versions of these plots are shown in Figc. Al-5a



thru Al-Sh. In each case the top trace, when present, is



the SP record at ALSEP 14. The middle trace is ALSEP 15,



and the bottom ALSEP 16. The vertical scale is about 217



du between traces, except for Day 134 which is plotted at



4333 du between traces due to the large amplitudes. The



final P and S wave arrival times are as marked.



Initial arrival time measurements were made on the



microfilm records, supplemented by selebted SP plots and



expanded LP plots of the data on disc as necessary. The



arrival times were nearly all those of the direct P waves.



Ftom these, preliminary event locations were determined,



using the techniques described in Appendix 4. Armed with



these locations, it was then possible to further process



the LP seismograms on.disc, using the program described in



Appendix 3. First, each trace at each station was



automatically scaled to a common average amplitude,



pre-applying the frequency- filter as necessary. The



horizontal components were-then-rotated from the. original



X and Y directions to radial and transverse relative to



the preliminary epicenter. These scaled, rotated records



were stored on disc CLUNSEISK) and plotted as Figs. Al-2a



thru Al-2h. The vertical scale is now 16 du between



component traces. These are now scaled du; the scaling
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factors are given in Tables A3-1. 
 These records are



equivalent to the raw seismograms but are easier to use



and plot due to the uniform scaling.. Figs. Al-3a thru



Al-3h show amplified versions (vertical scale 4 du between



traces) of the first seven minutes of the scaled records



so that the initial P arrival is easier to see 
 (for a few



of the larger events, it is better to use the raw plots,



Al-ia thru Al-hl). Finally, the scaled traces were



polarization filtered and stored on disc 
 (LUNSEISK),



producing the records shown as 
 Figs. Al-4a thru Al-4h.


The vertical scale is 8 du between traces, half that of



regular scaled plots because the polarization filter



eliminates a great deal of energy. 
 The filter could not



be applied to several records because not all three



components of ground motion were present, as is 
 often



true at ALSEP 14 because of the poor functioning of the LP



vertical seismometer. The non-filtered records are



listed in Table Al-3.



In order to accurately measure the arrival times,



expanded plots of these last two data sets were made



using MASSAG. 
 First, the scaled and rotated records were



plotted frbm two minutes before the reference time to five



minutes after, in order to observe the P arrival. The



scales were 2 in/min ahd 10 du/in. Second, all 15
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minutes of the polarization-filtered records.were plotted



at scales of 2 in/min and 5 du/in. The P picks are



measured primarily on the SP records, the LP scaled



vertical components, and the LP filtered vertical



components, since a vertically-arriving wave should



produce P energy primarily on the vertical components.



Correspondingly, the S arrivals are located roughly by



the SP envelopes when possible to take advantage of the



shorter rise times, and then measured on the filtered



horizontal components with confirmation on the small-scale



raw and scaled plots. These schemes insure that each pick



is compatible with all the appropriate information.



As discussed in Chapter 1, the above procedure



generally produced several possible arrival time sets for



each event. Once obvious inconsistencies were eliminated,



the rest were compared by using each to -locate the event



and observing the relative squared arrival time residuals.



As described in Appendix 4, nine velocity models were



used. The upper mantle velocities were varied (Vp 7.5,
= 
 

7.8, 8.1, Vs = 4.4, 
 4.4, 4.7) while the crustal structure



and lower mantle'velocities 
(Vp = 7.5, Vs = 4.1) were held



constant (all values in km/sec). The upper-lower mantle



boundary was placed at 520 km depth. 
 This type of



structure is appropriate because most surface event rays



bottom above 500 km assuming a constant velocity below
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the crust, and so the upper mantle velocities dominate the



surface event travel times. 
 Furthermore, previous work



has suggested the existence of a shear wave shadow zone



beginning at 900; 
 most of the above models predict such



a zone because of the velocity drop at 520 km. Each



arrival time set was then used to find a best event



location for each velocity structure, and the locations



and residuals are printed in a grid map. 
 Examples are



given in Appendix 4.



It is impossible to recount in a reasonable space all



the factors that were considered in selecting among the



various pick alternatives. The methodology outlined in



Chapter 1 was rigidly adhered to, and in the following



paragraphs the major points in choosing each set of "best"



arrival times will be discussed. Emphasis will be placed



primarily on the analysis of the residual grids and the



final selection procedures, since this is where the most



judgment is required. 
 In addition, pertinent descriptions



of the seismograms are included, and for each focus the



final picks that are considered less well-observed (4WO)



than usual will be listed. 
 Thus the end result will be



the primary data set, as 
 well as 
a "most confident" data



set with far fewer but possibly more reliable picks. 
 All



seismograms referred to are 
 in Figs. Al-l thru Al-5 as
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discussed above; they will not be explicitly referenced



further. 
The final picks are marked on the ploti;



computer generated symbols are accurate only to 0.5 seconds.



.The arrival times referred to below are all relative to the



reference times given in Tables 1-4; the year of each event



is also listed therein.



Day 134: The only uncertain pick is 12S; the three



possibilities are 60.2, 62.7, and 69.7 seconds. 
 The



residual grid indicates that the first two are very



comparable, with minimum residuals of 1 or 2 sec 2 
 at



intermediate velocities. 
 The third pick produces



somewhat larger residuals, around 10-20 sec , and



.seems to want very low upper mantle velocities (7.5 and



4.1 km/sec); as a result it was eliminated. Of the



remaining two,- the 62.7 pick seems best when viewed on



the scaled plot (Fig. Al-9), while the filtered records



are inconclusive. 
 The location and residual differences



are small, so the 62.7 value was 
 chosen for the final data 

set. LWO picks: none. 

Day 199: There were two alternative P picks and one 

weak possible S pick at both-stations 15 and 16 (15 P = 

-13.7, -6.2; 15 S = 242.0, 16 P = 16.7, 28.9; 16 S = 278.8).



First the four combinations of P picks were run, without



any S picks. The residuals were all reasonable and



similar, around 70 sec 2 . Upon examination of the scaled
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vertical LP records the earlier pick was 
 chosen in both



cases, because the]. appear slightly more convincing and



probably represent the true first arrival. 
 Then the S



picks were tried singly and together. In-each case the



residuals jumped to 350 sec 2 
 and since the arrivals were



considered weak originally, they were eliminated. 
 LWO; none.



- •Day 213: Three possible P picks at station 16 were



measured (132.5, 139.5, 162.8) due to the noisy character



of the record caused by intermittent leveling. The last



option produced residuals on the order of 10 sec2.
; i.e.



the data were very inconsistent. 
 The other two produced



comparable grids with residual values around 50 sec2; it



was 
 decided that the middle value was fractionally more



convincing on the seismograms. 
The 12 S pick was 
 considered



weak when it was measured, but when it was included the



residuals increased only fractionally a~d so it was



retained in the.final data set. 
 LWO: 12 S. (Note that



the 15 P pick may appear 'early; it is constrained by the



SP plot.)



Day 324: The four P arrivals are well-constrained, but



due to an-irretrievable data error on tape, there is a.data



gap at the time of the 12 P arrival. That pick was



measured on microfilm. 
 There were two possible S arrivals,



a good one at station 12*(284.2) and a poorer one at



station 15 
 (139.0). The residuals remained small
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(1 sec2
) when the 12 S pick was included, but grew larger



(20) 
 when the weak 15 S was used. Accordingly, the 15 S



pick was rejected. LWO: 12 S.



Day 102: The 12 P pick was considered uncertain; grids



run with and without it showed nearly identical residuals



(7 sec
2 ) and preferred reasonable velocities; and so it


was retained. 
 Two S arrivals were observed; a good 12 .S



and a slightly weaker 16 S. 
 These were accomodated easily



with no degradation in residual values. 
 LWO: 14 P and 15 S.



(The 14 P is particularly weak.)



Day 124: The only option at this focus was a weak 15 S



pick. Th6 event was 
 located using the four P arrivals



with and without the 15 S value. 
 The residuals remained



about the same, around 6 sec 2

, and so it was included.



Note that the AISEP 16 record is missing due to terminal



tape error; 
 the picks were measured on microfilm. LWO:



15 S.



Day 25: Station 14 was not operational during this



period.. Pick options were available at station 12 (S:



133.5, 140.9) and station 16 (P: 110.7, 115.7). 
 The later



picks in both cases produced higher residuals, and so the



earlier ones were used. 
 LWO: none.



Day 107: The P picks are well-constrained. 
 There are
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possible S picks at station 14 
 (157.9, 194.5). The



residuals from both are reasonable, but the best locations



are significantly different. 
 In view of the excellent


quality P arrivals, the very emergent character of the



14 records (especially the radial component), and the



large possible variation in the true arrival time, this



pick was omitted altbgether. LWO:. none.



The final data set is listed in Table 1-4. The



"most-confident" data set is given in Table Al-4.



A1.3 HFT Event Data



The steps involved in processing the HFT's are very



similar to those used for meteorite impacts; the reader is



referred to A1.2 for more complete discussions than those



in this section.



There are a total of 27 HFT events-identified to date;



22 of these have measurable amplitudes at a triangle of


'I 

stations, as 
listed in Table Al-5. 
 All of these twenty-two



events were examined for measurable picks; 17 on microfilm



and 5 on plots made from special tapes copied onto di-sc.



In several instances additional plots were made of the



events that are on microfiim in order to optimize the time



and amplitude scales for measuring arrivals. Every effort



was made to find as many useful HFT events as possible.
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As a result, eight events met the final criteria of at



least fou; measurable arrivals at a triangle of stations,



as listed in Table Al-6. Again, 25 minutes of data from



each event was transfetred from tape to disc as for



meteorite impacts. The start arid stop times are in



Table Al-6. Day 72 ALSEP 16 has a start time at second



16; all the other times represent all four stations. 
 As



listed in Table A1-7, the records from station 14 for Day



44 are not on disc due to terminal tape read errors. In



addition of course no ALSEP 12 SP records are 
 available.



Thus 31 U2 and 23 SP seismograms were placed on disc.



The records received in the LP broadband response mode



are also listed, along with the stations where the lack cf



three-component LP data precluded polarization filtering.



As for meteorite impact data, 15 minutes of data were



processed, beginning three minutes before the reference



time in Table Al-6. Reduced-scale plots of the Ehree


component LP data were made, as shown in Figs. Al-6a thru



Al-6h. Frequency-filtering was applied as necessary; the



vertical scale is 120 du between traces. 
 Figs. Al-10a thru



Al-!0h show the corresponding SP records. As for meteorite



impacts, the traces are those from stations 14, 
15, and 16,



in order from the top. However, due to the great



variability in HFT event size and distance and the large
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amounts of high-frequency energy produced, it was


necessary to change the vertical scale from trace to



trace. 
 Table Al-8 gives the number of du between traces



for each record. 
 All P and S arrival times marked are



the final picks as 
given in Table 1-5.



Arrival time measurements were first made on


microfilm records and selected expanded-plot SP and LP


seismograms from disc. 
 After initial location of the



events, the LP records were scaled, rotated, and



polarization filtered (Appendix 3). 
 Figs. Al-7a thru



Al-7h show the scaled and rotated seismograms while



Figs. Al-8a thru Al-8h contain the filtered records. 
 In



order to better illustrate the P arrivals, expanded



versions of the first part of the scaled traces 
 are



shown in Figs. Al-9a thru Ai-9h.. The vertical scales in


Figs. Al-7, 8, 9, are 16 du, 8 du, and 6 du between



component traces, respectively. 
 All traces are stored on



disc as described for meteorite impacts.



Final arrival time measurements were made on


expanded versions of the above records. 
 P picks were



measured on the LP scaled records 
 (2 in/min; 5 du/in)


the SP traces 
(2 in/min; average 114 du/in), 
 and confirmed



on the LP filtered records 
 (2 in/min; 3 du/in). 
 The S


arrivals were measured primarily on the LP filtered
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records after locating the shear wave envelope on the SP



traces, and then confirmed on the LP raw and scaled



reduced plots (Figs. Al-6 and 7). 
 Thus all picks are



based on the maximum amount of information available, and



were measured at appropriate scales to ensure that small



first arrivals were not overlooked and that an accuracy



of 0.2-0.3 seconds was maintained.



As in the previous section, the following paragraphs



will discuss the significant decisions made in the pick



selection process. The velocity models used in



calculating location and residual grids for each arrival



time data set are the same as used for meteorite impact



events. Less-well-observed picks are as noted. 
 (Reference



times for picks and year of each event given in Table 1-5).



Day 72:. This event was the most difficult to analyze,



and so it- correspondingly received more-attention. 
 Of the



P picks, the only uncertainty was at station 15. 
 The pick



used (99.7) was preferred, but a slightly earlier pick



(93.2) was an outside possibility. The residuals favored



the later pick and so it was chosen. The location, based on



these arrivals, is on the farside down near the south pole



(small residuals), about 1000 
 away from stations 12, 14, and



16, and 1300 away from station 15. There are also good S



arrivals at stations 12, 14, and 16; unambiguous picks
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were made at stations 12 and 16, but not at ALSEP 14



because 1) no polarization-filtered record was available,



2) the S arrival was only visible on the radial component



of ground motion and experience indicates that often the



initial S onset is 
 seen primarily on the transverse trace


(c.f. Al-2a, station 15; Al-7b, station 14), 
and 3) the



ALSEP 12 and 14 arrivals are partially redundant. Now, as


discussed in Chapter 3, there is considerable evidence,



even prior to this work, for a shear wave shadow zone



beginning at 900 distance. 
 This distance is relatively



independent of the velocity model chosen for the lunar



interior. Unfortunately, that means that the well


observed S waves at stations 12, 14, 
 and 16 should not



in fact be there. Furthermore, the S picks cannot be used



by the grid location program except when there is 
 no



velocity drop across 
 the upper-lower mantle boundary.



Since S-P times are the strongest constraint on epicentral



distance, it was decided to locate the Day 72 event with a


program (kindly provided by Dr. Anton Dainty) th&t uses an



entered travel time curve rather than calculating



theoretical travel times from a velocity model. 
 The input



travel time 
 curve was typical of the models discussed in


Chapter 3, except that interpolated values were given to
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cover the shadow zone region. The result was that, when



the S arrival times were included, the epicenter moved



about 100 closer to the ALSEP array, with still quite



reasonable residuals. This result indicates that 1) the



S-P interval, when available, is in fact important in



determining epicentral distance, especially for the



farther events, and 2) the Day 72 event is located near



the edge of the observed shadow zone, and so care is



needed in using location programs that may stumble into



the theoretical shadow zone during a location search or



iteratinn. This latter issue is discussed in Chapter 3.



The important point for this section is 
 that the observed



S arrivals are 
in agreement with the shadow zone location



obtained from other events, and a consistent location can



be found. LWO: none.



Day 171: The only options available for this event



were the S arrivals at stations 14 and 16. 
 A possible 14 S



pick was not used because the two horizontal traces do not



agree as to the arrival time and no polarization filtered



plot is available to reconcile the difference. The 16 S



pick was considered very weak, and locations were made with



and without it. Its inblusion did not degrade the



residual map, and so it was retained. LWO: 16 S.



Day 192: Two options were available for the 12 P pick
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(66.5, 78.5). The residuals for the earlier choice



(150 sec 2 ) were significantly larger than for the later



pick (14 sec
2 ) and so the later option was chosen. The



15 P arrival is best seen on the SP record; it is


consistent with but unmeasurable on the LP records. The



14 P pick is well-constrained on the SP record; 
 it could


also be seen clearly on the Y-component on the LP 
 raw



plot (Al-6c) 
 if the trace were enlarged. The scaled,



rotated ALSEP 14 records are not useful because a noise


pulse on the X component at the P arrival time contaminates



both horizontal components. No S arrivals were used


although some suggestive envelopes can be seen; 
 no discrete



picks are observed. 
 LWO: 15 P is considered weak because



the primary evidence for the arrival is 
 on the SP record.



Without this pick, the triangulation criterion is no


longer met and so the entire event was excluded from the



"most-confident" data set.



Day 3: There were two options for the 16 P pick



(127.5, 135.2). 
 Both were seen on the SP and LP vertical



records. 
 (The LP vertical is off-scale due to long


period noise.) 
 The grid residuals were comparable, and so


the earlier one was 
 chosen on the grounds that it was the


earliest reasonable pick. 
 The 15 P pick is weak; it can be


seen'somewhat on the SP record but the LP traces contain a
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-noise pulse at the apparent P arrival time. 
 Nevartheless



the pick was used because a) the LP noise pulse is only



about 8 seconds wide and it is clear that the P wave



onset occurs somewhere therein and b) if the pick were



thrown out, the event would be unusable. Two S picks



were measured and included on a trial basis; they did



not degrade the residual grid and so were included.



LWO: 12 S, 15 P; thus the entire event was excluded



from the "most-confident" group.



Day 44: the ALSEP 14 records are missing due to tape



problems; P and S picks were made on microfilm records and



are reasonably well-observed. 
 The 15 P pick is weak, but



is based on the SP vertical and LP horizontal records.



16 P is similarly weak, some evidence exists on the LP and



SP vertical records. Although an S envelope is visible at



ALSEP 12, 
 no distinct pick is possible. Two options were



available for 16 S (168.3, 197.0). 
 They were tried



alternately with the other picks (16 P was omitted when



the earlier pick was run due to relative incompatibility).



The grid values (130 sec 2 vs. 
 20 sec2) clearly favored the



later choice. 
 LWO: most picks from this event are weaker



than usual; the event was included in the final data set



only because the six picks as initially measured were



consistent and produced reasonable residuals and location
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maps. 
 The entire event was excluded in the most-confident



data set.



Day 4: 
 the 15 P and 16 P picks are primarily seen on


the SP records; they are both weak. 
 14 S is also weak


because polarization filtered records,
are not available.


There were two options for.15 Sp 78.3 and 82.0 sec. 
 The


latter is favored by the Polarization-filtered 
 records;


the former is a possible early pick on the scaled


seismograms. 
 The residual grids are 
 comparable ( 10 sec2),


but the .laterpick was chosen because the polarization


filtered traces are perhaps more reliable. 
 In any case.


the two picks are not significantly different. 
 LWO: the



entire focus.



Day 66: 
 the 12.P pick was considered weak although it'


is reasonably well-observed 
 on the LP filtered records.


Its inclusion did not degrade the residual maps. 
 The P


picks at stations 14 and ,5 are well-observed 
 on the SP


records and they are consistent with the LP seismograms.



LWO: 12 P.



Day 68: 
 the three P picks were measured on the SP


records, 14 P is the weakest. 
 15 P and 16 P are somewhat


consistent with the LP records. 
 Two options were


available for the 12 S pick (86.0, 98.8) the later pick

produced smaller residuals 2
Ci sec vs. 
 9 sec2), 
and is'


most clearly observed on the transverse filtred component.
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The earlier is only-observed on the vertical and radial



components, and so the latter option was chosen. 
 LWO: the



entire focus.



The final data set is listed in Table 1-5; the "most


confident" group is shown in Table Al-9. 
 The large number



of weak HFT events used relative to the number of weak



meteorite impact events is due to the increased confidence



placed in the HFT S picks. The impact event S picks were



generally so emergent that strong P arrivals were required



to even meet the minimum data requirements. The more



ptomifient S arrivals from HFT events resulted in more



available picks and if six weak arrivals produced consistent



results, the event was considered for the primary data set



but excluded from the select data set. 
 No effort was



made, however, to adjust a weak HFT pick set to produce



consistent results; such events were eliminated completely.



Al.4 Moonquake Data



The deep moonquake data set is at once easier and more



difficult to analyze and process than the surface event



data. 
 On the credit side, the moonquake seismograms are



remarkably uniform. 
 The LP record amplitudes vary only



between 0 and about 15 du 
 (except for a few Al events),
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while essentially no energy is observed on the SP records.



As will be shown later, the locatable moonquake sources are



confined to within about 600 of the center of the ALSEP



array and seem to occur in a restricted depth range. 
 As a



result, the S-P time difference is remarkably constant for



all events, averaging about two minutes. 
 On the other hand,



the individual moonquake amplitudes are too small to



permit accurate arrival time measurement. Fortunately, the



moonquake sources repeatedly produce nearly identical events



which can be used to increase the arrival time measurement



accuracy. 
 Of course, one way to do this would be to neasure



the observable arrivals 
 on each event from a particular



focus and average the results to hopefully obtain more



accurate estimate for each arrival time. 
 A far superior



method is to stack the individual event records at each



focus to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, thus



creating an artificially large event summarizing all the



individual moonquakes at a given focus.



There are 68 identifiable categories of deep



moonquakes listed in the Galveston event catalogues through



1975. Each category contains between two 
 (e.g. A68) and 99



individual events (Al). 
 The category numbers 
 are ordered



more or less chronologically in order of their recognition



as a distinct category. 
 Generally speakina, later
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categories contain fewer and smaller events than the



earlier ones. The moonquake events are assigned to 
 a



category on the basis of occurrence time in the lunar



monthly cycle and matching signals. Of course, many



other moonquake-type signals are received that are too



small to be matched. Since 1975, about 12 
 new categories



have been assigned (Latham et al., 
 1978). In addition,



more events from the previous categories have been



received. Nevertheless, this additional data is not



likely to add significantly to the results obtained in



this thesis, for three reasons. First, no major new



focus such as Al has appeared. 
 Thus the 12 new moonquake



categories 
 are probably very similar in occurrence and



amplitude characteristics to the present data set available



at MIT. Second, based on 
 the first observation and the



results of processing this pre-1976 data set, only about



three or four of the new event categories could be



expected to contribute to the structural studies. 
 Third,



the increased number of events in the previously analyzed



moonquake categories would only ihcrease by about 25%



the theoretical signal-to-noise enhancement already



produced by stacking, due to the VP flattening of the


enhancement curve. Naturally, this new data should



be incorporated into the structural analyses as 
 it
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becomes available,- but the data used in this thesis



probably represents the bulk of the structurally useful



moonquake information.



The first step-in processing the moonquake data was to



go through the event catalogues and punch the year, day,



and category number of every moonquake event on cards.



These were then sorted by computer to produce a



chronological list of the events that occurred at each



focus. (This information has also been useful in studying



the correlations between tidal stresses and moonquake time



histories.) The catalogued amplitudes observed at each



station Are then listed alongside all the events. 
 If, for



a given focus, at least one observable amplitude is not



listed at each of the ALSEP array corners, then that focus



is eliminated from consideration. In addition, any focus



that has only one observable signal at an array 
 corner is



further examined by plotting.that sihgle record to see if



a measurable arrival is pilbsent. 
 If not, the focus is



eliminated. 
 In all, 39 of the £8 foci were eliminated by



these criteria; they are 
listed in Table Al-10 along



with the stations where arrivals 
 are not observable. Note



that since all events from a particular focus produce



nearly identical signals with roughly proportional



amplitudes at each station, it is not likely that the



post-1975 data set contains additional events which-wiUl
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remedy these deficiencies.



The remaining 29 foci are listed in Table Al-il. 
 As



for the surface events, it is necessary to put the moopquake



seismograms on direct-access discs to facilitate further



processing. 
However, a total of 543 events were observed



at the 29 foci, implying more than 1600 seismograms if



each event on average produces observable amplitudes at



three stations. Now in fact there are only about 1000



event tapes containing all the lunar data, so clearly



some of the tapes contain more than one event of interest. 

Neverthe1less, the required data is spread over at least 

600-800 magnetic tapes. It is quite impossible to process



this many tapes at the MIT IBM 370 computer due to handling



problems. On the other hand, the Lincoln group's PDP 7's,



while set up to handle many tapes, is inadequate for the



later processing that must be done on the seismograms.



Therefore a two-stage process was devised.



First, the necessary event tapes were transported to



the PDP-7's. A program was written to search through the



tapes to locate the desired data times, and then the



seismogram was copied onto a master tape. 
 The next event



tape was then mounted, and the pertinent seismogram copied



to the master tape sequentially following the previous



record. Since, as mentioned, the S-P time difference is
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relatively stable for the moonquakes and in order to



conserve storage space, only 15 minutes of each seismogram



were transferred to the master tape beginning 5 minutes



before the catalogued start times. 
 As a result, it was



possible to get about 100 seismograms on a master tape,



and about 15 master tapes were required to contain all the



desired data, agreeing well with the initial estimate of



the number of seismograms of interest. 
 The transfer



program is very efficient. 
 All three tape drives are used



so that while one tape is being copied the next is being



mounted. No data processing is done at all except to read



the time words of each physical record in order to locate



the appropriate seismogram (time de-coding program



supplied by Dr. D. McCowan). The actual transfer is



simply tape-to-tape copy, and so it was .possible 
 to



transfer about 10-12 records per hour.



The next step was to dump the master tapes onto disc



at the IBM facility, using the program SCNLP. 
 Each master



tape cost about $100 and about two master tapes were



sufficient to completely fill a disc; 
 the raw moonquake



seismograms are contained on discs LUNSEISA-G. 
 Roughly 5%



of the desired data was not obtained for several reasons.



Occasionally, it had simply not been included on the event
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tapes; in other instances the time codes were inzorrect



due to dirty or damaged tapes, making the desired time



section impossible to locate. During the transfer to disc



similarly erroneous data streams were encountered and it



was impossible to decode the data and write iton disc.



The 543 events that occurred at the 29 foci of



interest are listed in Tables Al-lla thru Al-llcc. In



addition the observed amplitudes at ALSEP 12 are given;


station 12 is chosen because its operation period covers


all .observed events. Due to the large number of events 

and the relative uniformity mentioned before, the other 

station amplitudes are not included; they maybe found in 

the Galveston event catalogues.



In order to stack the seismograms, it was necessary to



first plot them to measure approximate alignments for



stacking and eliminate noisy traces from the eventual



stacked records. Since the moonquake S-P interval never



exceeds three minutes, in view of the number of events it



was decided to plot only five minutes of each record



beginning at the catalogued start time; thus the middle



five minutes of each 15 minute seismogram on disc was



displayed, at scales of 5 in/min and 7 du/in. Due to



variations in the start times, it was occasionally



necessary to plot extra segments for some events. Note
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also that the variation of the 15 minute data segment



relative to, say, the first P arrival means that during



stacking the ends of each event record are not exactly



aligned, and so the final stacked records will be complete



only in the region where all stacked segments overlap.



The individual records from one station and one focus



were examined as 
 a group. First, noisy records were



eliminated so that the stacked traces would not be



contaminated. In general, a noise-free interval from



about one minute before P to two or three minutes after S



was desired, allowing additional phases between P and S



and after S to be seen if present. Naturally, this time



interval was not always totally included in the five minute



plots; if noise appeared in the resulting stacked record



(which was plotted in its entirety), further plots of the



individual events were made as necessary and the noisy



trace removed from the stdbk. In addition, it was



occasionally necessary to include records with noise pulses



because so few events were available. When this occurred



the resulting noise on the stacked records was marked to



insure that it later was not mistaken for an arrival. In



sum, the goal was to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio as



much as possible while including as little noise as possible.
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Next the records were matched and aligned visually,



and relative times measured to about 0.2 second accuracy.



Occasionally, due to poor signal amplitudes, 
 an event



could not be matched to the others, even using relative



times from other stations where it had been matched.



Such records were discarded on the grounds that the low



amplitudes and possible subtle noise contamination would



not enhance the stacked traces.



The relative times were then used to stack the events



at each station and focus by computer. The procedure was



as follows. 
 One of the events to be stacked is designated



as the base record; the absolute time of that event is



thereafter used to refer to the stacked record. 
 This event



is read in from disc Call 15 minutes), the mean removed,



and the resulting traces put in the stack buffer. 
 The next



record is then read, the mean removed, the amplitudes



reversed (multiplied by -1) if necessary (for a reverse


polarity event), and frequency filtered if the event had



been received in the broad-band response mode (see Table 1



'1-3). The records are then aligned with the event in the



stack buffer using the measured relative times, and either



the X, Y, or Z components of both are passed to a cross


correlation subroutine. 
 For each event to be added the
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largest and cleanest component is chosen for the cross

correlation. 
 In general four minutes of the traces 
 are


used in calculating the cross-correlation extending from


one minute before S to three minutes after; 
 zeroes are


filled in at the ends 
 as 
 the traces are shifted. The



cross-correlation coefficient, defined as



n 

where n is the number of points to be crpss-correlated



(four minutes = 1200 points), 
j is the offset in points


varying from -10 to +10, 
 fi is the first signal, and gi


is the second signal (of length n + 2j) 
 is calculated for


21 offsets centered around the visually obtained relative


time and extending +2 seconds in steps of 0.2 seconds



(the digitization interval). 
 All of these parameters are


variable as needed, especially the trace section used in


cross-correlation which must be nearly noise-free. 
 The


maximum cross-cofrelation coefficient in an absolute sense


is chosen automatically by the program, and if 1) the value


is positive, 2) the value is greater than 0.2, 
 and 3) the


value is not at either +2.0 or -2.0 
 seconds shift, then



the visual relative times 
 are modified to the position of


the maximum. 
 If one of these conditions is 
 not met, the
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event is rejected and the next one read in. If they are



met, the event is added to the stack buffer using the



revised relative alignment time. All three components



need not be added; only those specified in each case by



the user. Thus noise on one component of ground motion



does not result in rejecting the entire record, and the



maximum possible information is included in the stacked



records. Finally, the entire process is repeated until



all records from that station and focus have been stacked.



At the end of this process, the program outputs



various important parameters. The number of traces stacked



into each component are counted, and the stacked traces



'divided by those numbers. Thus the resulting stacks



represent an average event at that focus, both invabsolute



amplitudes and relative trace amplitudes. Hopefully, though,



the noise component is reduced. The stack is stored on



disc (LUNSEISG), and 13 1/2 minutes are plotted (omitting



the last 1 1/2). The final relative times of all events



to the base event are listed, and the region of the stack



where all records overlap is given. This last is termed



the region of validity since outside of it there will be



artificial amplitude jumps where each added record ends



or begins. Finally, the program incorporates procedures



for removing traces that are subsequently found to contain
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nois-e from-the stacks.



The results of the stacking effort are listed in



Tables Al-lI 
 thru A!"I3. 
 Table Al-Il summfarizes the 

number of records stacked into each component at each



station for each of the 29 foci. 
 Tables Al-12a through'



Ai-12cc list the events occurring at a given focus,



the ALSEP 12 catalogued amplitude (in Galveston imri), 
 and


the components that were 
 added to the various stacked



records. 
 1, 2, and 3 refer to the X, Y, and Z components



of ground motion respectively; the orientations are given



in Table 1-2. 
 Dashes imply that no records were stacked


from that event at that station, and X's mean that the



station was not yet in operation. The underlined entries



indicate the event that was used as 
 a time base for the



stack at that particular station; usually it is the


strongest event that could be used at the most stations.



The large number of records not stacked in is the



cumulative result of missing data on tapes, tape read



errors, noise, and weak amplitudes resulting in being



unable to confidently match the events; 
 all these effects



caused the exclusion of the event from stacking. 
 The



most common problem was 
 noise on the records, mostly



caused by the frequent automatic releveling o 
 the





seismic instruments. 
 Often this only affects the



horizontal records, which is why there are more vertical



component records stacked .overall than horizontals (except



at station 14). 
 Other noise sources included temporary



instrument malfunction, thermal noise caused-by



terminator crossing, and overlapping events.



It is significant that the cross-correlation functions



were sufficiently stable to allow automatic positioning of



the events relative to each other; 
 this indicates the



remarkable similarity of matching moonquake records. 
 The



cross-correlation coefficient values were printed out for



each time a record was stacked; some examples are shown



in Table Al-13. Zero offset corresponds to the visual



match. 
 Note the sinusoidal character of' the correlation



function; this is caused by the sinusoidal nature of the



seismograms which is in turn due to the narrow frequency



response of the seismometers. 
 The maximum cross-correlation



coefficient is underlined, and was generally between 0.4 and



0.8; occasionally values greater than 0.9 were obtained.



The criteria for poor matches 
 were rarely met. If the



maximum value was at either end of the four-second cross


correlation function range, or was 
 less 0.2, almost



invariably the problem was 
 an incorrectly punched visual



relative time. 
 Negative maximum values signified that a



record matched better if it was 
 flipped over relative to
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the current stack. 
 This in fact was how the reverse


-,polarity events were initially observed at MIT, and nearly



all of the time the available stations agreed as 
 to the.



preferred polarity of the event. 
 Thus it was initially



assumed that such events resulted from a complete reversal



of the slip vector at the source, and the reversed records


were added to the stack simply by "flipping" them at all



stations and then stacking. 
 It has recently been suggested



by Nakamura et al. 
 (1978) on the basis of the S/P amplitude



ratio variation, that the slip vector in fact rotates



continuously thus producing events with reverse polarity



signals at some stations and normal polarity at others..



Accordingly, all available traces from each susp&cted



reversed event and many normal events have been cross


correlated against the stacked record; 
 a maximum of three


components times four stations or 12 possible traces to test.



By and large all the available traces from an event agree



as 
 to its polarity, and the few that don't are invariably



either noisy records or have insignificant differences



between the negative and positive maxima due to the



sinusoidal nature of the cross-correlation function.



Nakamura 
 (1978) agrees that except for possibly one case,



no'definite "split-polarity" events 
 are observed. Thus,



while the true slip vector variation has important
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consequences for the moonquake source mechanisms 
 (Goins



et al., 1976a) and the apparent dichotomy between the



amplitude ratio evidence and the -observed signal polarities



should be studied further, for stacking purposes it appears



to be adequate and correct to 
 assume that a moonquake event



is either of reverse or normal polarity at all stations.



Relatively few reversed events have been observed, and



only at two foci (Al and A20); they are indicated by



negative amplitudes in Tables Al-12a and Al-12f. 
 Positive



amplitudes imply either a normal event or that no records



were cross-correlated. The principle result is that



automatic alignment via cross-correlation techniques worked



extremely well in refining the visual relative times. 
 The



few rejected events were caused by overlooked noise, gross



errors in visual matching, and reversed-signals, and the



program was indispensible in locating these anomalies.



After the stacking was completed the telative times



between..events obtained from different stations and



components were compared, and none differed-by more than



0.4 seconds (two digitization intervals) except in the



case of known timing errors. It should be noted here that



another method, suggested by Nakamura et al. (1978) is



available for determining relative times. 
 In essence, the
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cross-phase spectra are calculated and the slope of the



resulting phase vs. 
 frequency plot represents, a time



difference that may be.measured to considerably more



accuracy than the digitization interval, depending on the



ratio and values of the autocovariance length to the



signal length. This method is impractical for the purpose



of stacking due to the increased computation cost, and the



extra accuracy is unnecessary because to stack the signals


at offsets that are not an integral number of digitization



steps would require interpolation between points, an


unjustifiable complexity.



The signal-to-noise ratio enhancement obtained by



stacking is illustrated in Fig. Al-ll. 
 The bottom five



traces are individual event records; 
 the top trace is the


stack resulting from summing the five events shown and



four others. 
 The dashed lines connect matching features



on the records, 
 and the P arrival enhancement on the



stacked trace is obvious.



The complete stacked record data set is shown in


Figs. Al-12a thru Al-12x, plotted at a vertical scale of



16 du between component traces. 
 The P and S wave arrival



times were-measured primarily from the expanded versions



of these plots that were produced by the stacking program
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in comparing the arrival time sets: For reference, the



events discussed are shown in Figs. Al-12, 13, and 14.



It should be noted here that many of the P arrivals



are-far weaker than those seen from the surface events,



as a result of the small magnitude of the moonquakes.



Often the picks are not clearly visible on the reduced



plots; the original measurements were made on the expanded



versions. Nevertheless there is good evidence for each
 


pick shown; this can usually be seen by comparing the



signal before the indicated P with the signal immediately



after. Alternative picks are considered and noted, and



fully a third of the measured P arrivals are excluded



from the "most confident set".



Al: The only uncertain pick was 15-P; the alternatives



were 73.0 and 78.1. The earlier pick produced smaller



residuals by a factor of four, and so it was chosen.



Notice that the 14 S arrival is clearly observed on the



raw records as a long-period onset but is less obvious on



the filtered traces. LWO: none.



A15: There were three options for the 15 P pick;



20.1, 54.3, and 78.5. The residuals were smallest for



54.3, and on the whole it is more convincing on the



seismograms because there is some expression on both the
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vertical and horizontal components. Therefore it was


used in the final data, but considered as a weak pick.



16 S is 
 seen primarily on the transverse raw record.



LWO: 15 P.



Al6: 
 There were two options each for 14 P (9.8, 22.0),



15 P (6.0, 13.3), 
 and 12 S (129.0, 137.4). In each case



the earlier pick produced smaller residuals, and so they



were chosen. The P pick at 14 is 
 seen mainly on the



expanded plot horizontal components, while the 15 P in



pick is fairly well-observed on all expanded components,



even though its onset is fairly gradual. LWO: 
14 P and 12 S.



A17: The options were at 16 S; 
 132.2 and 172.6.



Surprisingly enough, althoagh the locations differed by



10-200, the residual grids were similar with small values



1 sec 2). 
 The later value was ultimately chosen because



it is somewhat more convincing on the seismograms. LWO:



none.



A18: The alternatives were whether or not to use



the ALSEP 16 picks at all. 
 When they were run, the



results were reasonable, and so it was decided to use the


focus, especially since the P pick is fairly confident as


seen on the Y component. 
 The 15 P arrival can be seen on



the R component of the scaled, rotated traces, while 1.1 
 P



is visible on 
 the raw horizontal records. 
 Unfortunatelyj



the vertical component at ALSEP 14 is 
 not reliable. LWO:
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16 S.



A20: The major question at this focus was whether or



not to use the 15 S pick. Its inclusion did not degrade



the residuals, and so it was retained. 
 The 15 P pick as



marked seems slightly (-2 seconds) late as seen on the



filtered vertical component. The raw vertical component



is inconclusive, however, so the original pick was



retained. In either case, the difference is insignificant.



LWO: 15 S.



A27: Two alternatives were available for 15 S, 162.1



and 168.5. As expected, they produced very similar



locations and residuals, and ultimately the later pick-was



chosen -as being more convincing. 12 S is 'observed



primarily on the scaled horizontals, and 15 P is seen best



on the raw horizontals. LWO: none.



A30: There were essentially no altern&tives for the



arrival times at this focus, and all the picks as marked



are well-observed. LWO: none.



A31: This was a-difficult data set. There are good



S picks at stations 15 and 16, and a weak S at station 14.



No records from station 12 are available. There were two



possible P picks; one at station 14 (28.8) and the one as



shown at station 16. The ALSEP 14 record is noisy, and so
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the 16 P time was used. 
The residual grids do not provide.


any infornfation since only four arrival times 
 are available



and thus the event can be located with zero residual for



any of the velocity models,. LWO: the entire focus.



A32: Possible P picks were considered at stations 14



(44.7) and 15 (as shown), but the 14 P was 
 finally judged 

too weak to use ,. ,The 15 P was retained and produced


reasonable grid values. 
 16 P is seen most clearly on the



raw Y component. LWO: 
15 P.



A33: This focus is unique in that stations 12 and 14


show no sign of an-S arrival at all, in spite of a strong



P arrival at station 14. 
 (It was even considered that the



station 14 arrival was 
 in fact S; the resulting grid had


residuals in excess of 103 sec
2 .) The picks as shown are



-quite convincing, and produce small residuals 
 ( i sec2)



The anomalous shear wave absence is discussed in Chapter 4.



A34: There were 
 two distinct possibilities for 15 P;


40.7 and 47.3. 
 The earlier pick yielded the smallest



residuals and seems somewhat more convincing on the



scaled records, and so it was 
 used. LWO: 
15 P.



A36: This was also a difficult focus; no records were


available at station 12, 
 and there were several options.



There were two alternatives for 16 S (208.0 and 268.8)-and'



three for 14 S (171.4, 203.8, and 245.2). The only
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A61: Despite the large leveling noise and temporary



failure of the X component instrument, the P and S arrivals



at station 14 are clearly measurable. The scaled plots



are Of no interest because the automatic scaling routine



reacted to the leveling noise amplitudes. Only four



picks 	 were available for this focus; thus no direct



structural can be obtained. LWO: none.



A62: Two options were considered for the 15 P pick;



11.0 and 26.7. The residuals are of nearly the same size,



although different velocity values are preferred in each



case. The later pick was chosen as being the more



convincing. 16 P is best observed on the raw Y component



-trace. 	 LWO: 14 P and 15 P'.



The final data set is given in Table I 6 and the



"most-confident" picks listed in Table Al-14. 
 In concluding



the section on the moonquake arrival time measurements, it



is appropriate to make a few general comments now that the



picks have been described individually. The account of the



decisions made for each focus has been brief due to the
 


number of events and the many factors considered as the



final arrival time sets were developed. When the picks were



first measured, all possibilities for arrivals were read;



later they were compared to see which ones were most
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convincing based on experience gained as 
 more data was



examined. 
 Thus this phase was essentially iterative. A



good number of additional weak picks and-thus many more



residual and location grids were examined that were not



explicitly discussed above. 
 These were not mentioned



because their elimination was 
 reasonably straightforward



and obvious, using the criteria described previously, and



a complete discussion would be of prohibitive length. 
 The



decigions~highlighted abote are those which were less


certain and more judgemental in character. 
 Most of these



additional picks were substantially weaker than ,the 
 ones



retained.



In sum all possible picks, however remote were



considered at least to some extent, and systematic'methods



applied to narrow the range of possibilities. Obviously, it



is not possible to show nor is it likely that in every case



the correct final pick was obtained. One problem is that



the expanded plots are much more illuminating than the



reduced figures shown herein, but I preferred to show all



stations for a given focus together, rather than devote one



page to each station-focus pair. There are 228 picks in the



moonquake and surface event data sets, and hopefully most



errors will average out. 
 In fact, the "most confident"



data sets were chosen rostly to see what the effect of
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choosing a different data set (albeit a subset of the



original) would be on the structural results, rather than



.to obtain a unique, clearly defined elite data group. As



is discussed in Chapter 3, the two "answers" were very



similar, which suggests that random errors in the data do



not in fact dominate the solutions. In any case, the



seismograms are all included in this thesis so that



future workers may use the present data as a starting



point.
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Table Al-i



Meteorite impact events with 
 10 du amplitude at all four


stations. 

Year 
Start Time 
Day Hour Min 

Galveston Amplitude (mm) 
12 14 15 16 

72 
72 

132 
134 

13 
8 

35 
46 

10 
700 

35 
2500 

12 
170 

31 
450 

72 
72 
72 
72 
72 
72 

199 
199 
202 
213 
242 
319 

7 
21 
2 

18 
22 
19 

50 
56 
30 
8 

59 
25 

6 
58 
5 

13 
5 
9 

30 
90 
24 
40 
21 
18 

5 
110 
6.5 
100 
8.5 
5 

15 
320 
13 
40 
20 
10 

72 324 18 24 11 44 24 27 
73 
73 
73 
73 

83 
113 
220 
233 

19 
13 
17 
12 

23 
56 
19 
17 

6 
20 
48 
6 

17 
50 
22 
27 

6.5 
27 
5 
8 

13 
50 
13 
30 

73 
73 

262 
269 

9 
20 

32 
48 

20 
6 

30 
28 

16 
10 

58 
19 

74 
74 

38 
109 

6 
18 

21 
34 

9 
11 

35 
30 

6 
5.5 

28 
13 

74 
74 
74 

187 
198 
275 

2 
12 
13 

57 
5 

27 

7.8 
5 

6.7 

20 
20 
15 

10 
15 

6.1 

17.7 
19 
10 

74 
74 
74 

305 
312 
325 

11 
16 
13 

42 
48 
16 

5.5 
5.1 
10 

18 
39 
50 

13 
5.8 

16.5 

35 
13.5 

120 
74 
75 
75 

349 
64 
85 

9 
21 
0 

8 
52 
46 

16 
8 
9 

150 
65 
38.5 

11 
12 
15 

27 
63 
32.5 

75 
75 
75 

102 
ill 
124 

18 
2 

10 

15 
3 
6 

45 
8 

80 

99 
45 

120 

99 
14 
70 

99 
18 

120 
75 

*76 
*77 

168 
25 

107 

12 
X 
X 

25 
X 
X 

10 
x 
X 

60 
x 
X 

10 
x 
X 

35 
x 
X 

*not listed in latest catalogue; data on, special tapes.



ORIGINAL PAM i§


OF POOR QUALITY
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Table Al-2



Final-set of met6orft 
 impact events; reftrence times and


time segments stored on disc are given.



Start Time Reference Times Stop Time
Year Day Hour 
 Min Sec Hour-Min Hour' Min



72 134 8 
 42 1 8 47 
 9 7

.72 199 .21 46 1(6) 21 57 22 11

•72 213- 18 ....3- 1 18 -9 18' 28
72 :324: 18 18 1 -,8' 24 i8 43

75 102 '18 8 1 
 18 15 18 33'


75 124 '9 
 56 1 10 5 -10 21


76 25 
 :16 2 1 16 10 
 16- 27


77 107 23 29 1 
 23 35 23"54



Table A1-3



Processing log -df the meteorite impact events used in


this thesis.



Missing Frequency _
.Not
Event Stations 
 Filter Applied;' P6iarization

Year Day LP
- SP: 'Station Filtered



72 <134 .. ..... 14

72 199 .. .... 
 -14



- 72 213 .. .... 14

72 324 .. .... 
 14'


75 102 .. ... 
 1-4

75 124 16 14,16 - 14,16

76 25 14 14 
 12,15,16 14

77 107- ... ... 
 12
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Most confident arrival time data set for meteorite impact events.



Reference Arrival Times 
(Sec relative to reference times)

Time 


Yr Day Hr Min 12P 
 14P 15P 16P 12S 14S 15S 16s 

72 134 8 47 25.2 12.5 
 114.3 120.6 62.7 36.8 217.0 -

72 199 21 57 55.0 63.8 -13..7 16.7 -- - -72 213 18 9 136.4 118.1 -8.7 139.5 .. 
 .. 35.5 -
72 324 18 24 87.6 94.3 21.3 131.3 .. .. .- .
75 102 18 15 111.8 - 40.4 -15.5 292.0 .. 
 .. .. 

75 
124 10 5 1.3 15.5 77.5 53.6 . ..-- -- _76 25 16 10 -8.9 - 94.5 110.7 133.5 -- 312.2
 -77 107 23 35 
 6.9 18.3 127.9 126.5 
 -.- -- . 

Table Al-5



All known HFT events received at a triangle of stations.



Amplitude (Galveston mm)

Year Day Hour Min 
 12 14 15 
 16



72 261 14 -- .0138 .01 .01


72 341 
 23 
 10 -- 2.2 3.4 3.7

72 344 3 
 53 1 
3.4 .01 1.7

73 39 
 22 53 --
 .01 .01 .01

73 72 8 
 1 35 
 40 17 45

73 171 20 25 17
 56 10.5 28


74 54 
 21 17 -- 1
2 1


74 86 9 
 16 
 3 .-01
 2


74 109 13 38 
 2 
 1 3

74 149 20 
 44 -- .01 .01 2.2 

74 192 0 51 
 9 22 25 44


75 
 3 1 46 70 150 80 120


75 12 3 
 17 2 7 8 
 11

75 13 0 28 
 1 5 
 1 2
75 44 22 
 5 3 8 3
 5


75 127 6 40 1 1
5 4


75 147 23 31 
 3 5 3 4
*75 314 (7 53) X x x X 

*76 4 (11 19) X XX X

*76 12 (8 18) x x x X
*76 66 X X 
 X X X X

*76 68 X
X X x x x 

*not listed in event catalogues; 
first three start times


from Nakamura (1977a).
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Table Al-6 

-Final set of HFT events; reference times and time segments


stored on disc are given.



Start time Reference time Stop time


Year Day Hour Min Sec Hour Min Hour Min



73 72 7 51 1(16) 8 1 8 16


73 171 20 17 1 20 25 20 42


74 192 0 45 1 0 51 1 10


75 3 1 37 1 1 46 2 2


75 44 21 58 1 22 5 22 23


76 4 11 14 1 11 21 11 39


76 66 10 8 1 10 15 10 33


76 68 14 37 1 14 43 15 2



Table Ai-7



Processing log of HFT events used in this thesis.
 


Event Missing Stations Frequency Filter Uot Polarization


Year Day LP SP Station Filtered



73 72 ...... 14


73 171 ...... 14


74 197 ...... 14


75 3 .. .. 12 14


75 44 14 14 12 14


76 4 - 12i 15, 16 14


76 66 .. .. 12, 15, 16 14


76 68 ... .. 12, 15, 16 14
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Table Al-8



Vertical scale factors 
 for Figs. Al-10.



Event SP Amplitude Scale (du between traces)
Year Day 
 14 15 
 16



73 
 72 1734 
 4-34 1300

73 171 866 
 216 216

74 192 216 43,4 866

75 3-
 1734 1734 
 434
7-5 
 44 --
 216 216

76 
 4 216 
 434 216

76 66 
 866 866 
 434

76 68 
 '650 216 
 434-


Table Al-9



Most confident arrival time data set for HFT events.



Yr Day Hr Min 

Arrival times 

12P 14P 15P 

(sec relative to reference time) 
16P 12S UdS 15S 16S 

73 72 8 1 34.1 35.9 .99.7 27.8 - 259.4 

73 171 20 25 -5.0 6.5 85...38 125.3 ....... __ 
76 66 10 15 - 53.3 -20.8 - 202.0 208.7 75.8 286.0 
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Table Al-10



Stations not receiving signals from the listed moonquake foci



Focus Missing Stations Focus Missing Stations



A2 14,15,16 A43 16



A3 15,16 A47 15



A4 14,15,16 A48 15



A5 15,16 A49 16



A6 15,16 A52 15



A7 16 A5 
 15



A8 16 A55 15



A9 16 A57 16



A10 15,16 A58 16



All 16 A59 
 15



A12 14,15,16 A63 14,15,16



A13 14,15,16 A64 14,15,16



A21 15,16 A65 14,15,16



A22 15,16 A66 14,15,16



A23 16 A67 14,15,16



A24 16 A68 14,15,16



A25 16



A26 16



A28 16



A29 16



A35 16



A38 16



A39 15
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'Table Al-i1



Number of traces stacked into each component at each station


for each moonquake focus used in this thesis



Focus 
 Number ofRecords in Stack (components X,Y,Z)

Number A12, - A14 AY15 AM16



Al 40,41,66 17,23,13 
 4,6, 5 10,8,11

Al4, 9,10,20 5,6,3 
 1,1,1 3,3,5

A15 8,8',12 6,5,1 8,8,11. 4,,3,4

Al6 8,7,12 10,10,3 6,6,8 1,1,1

A17 8,8,10 2,2,1 
 3,3,4 3,3,1

A18 8,8,10 15,17,4 6,7,7 3,4,5'

A19 1,1,2 
 2,1,0 - 2,3,3 1,2,2

A20 20,21,28 17,16,1 
 18,18,20 -1-i0,15

A27 3,3,3 
 4,4,0 5,6,5 2,2,2

A30 10,10,18 14,14,0 8,8,8 10,9,9
A31 -- ,i,-0 3,3,1 i,I,i


A32 1,1,1 
 2,2,1 5,5,5 1,2,2

A33 4,5,4 
 7,7,2 5,6,5 1,2,2

A34 3,3,4 
 3,3,3 4,4,0 4,4,4

A36 --

A37 1,2,0 2,2,2 1,1,1
i1i1i i1i,0 1,1,2 
 i.,i,i


A40 10,11,20, 14,13,0 
 7,7,8 10,7,13


A41 4,4,7 5,6,3 4,4,4 
 1,2;4
A42 11,10,14 I1,13,7 10,10,11 7,7,8

A44 7,7,10 8,8,0 
 6,8i8 7,7,7

A45 2,2,2 
 1,1,0 2,2;2 1,1,1

A46 5,6.,6 
 5,5,1 6,6,6 2,2,2

A50 5,5,5 
 4,4,1 3,4,4 3,3,4

A51 2,2,1 
 1,3,0 2,1,2 3,2,3

A54 1,2,3 
 2,2,0 1,1,1 1,2,2

A56 1,2,3 
 1,1,1 2,2,2 1,1,1

A60 2,2,2 
 4,4,0 1,2,2 2,2,2


A61 ii1i1
A62 ,1,11,ii 1,2,2
I1i1i 1,2,0 
 3,4,4 2,2,1
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Tabl&s Al-12



The following tables list the moonquake events stacked at


each station for each focus used in this thesis. 
 The X



symbols indicate that the station was not yet emplaced, and


the underlined records serve as the time base for each



resulting stack (gee text).
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Table Al-12a (Al)



Stacking resumes of the deep moonquake foci



Event Amplitude Stacked Components

Yr Day 12 12 
 14 15 16



69 344 8.0 -- X
X X



69 347 1.0 1,2,3 x x x



70 6 4.0 --
 X X X



70 9 
 3.5 1,2,3 X X x



70 10 2.0 1,2,3 X X X



70 26 2.0 -- X X X



70 33 
 2.0 1,2,3 X X X



70 35 
 3.0 1,2,3 X X X



70 38 3.5 1,2,3 X X X



X 


70 63 6.0 1,2,3 X X A 


70 61 2.0 -- X X 
 

70 64 1.5 1,2,3 X X X


70 66 
 2.0 1,2,3 X X X



70- 89 9.0 3 -X X



70 91 2.0 " 1,2,3 X x. x 


70 93 6.0 1,2,3 X k x 


70 116 7.0 2,3 x X x 


70 118 1.5 1,2,3 x X x 


70 120 5.0 3 x. x X 


70 143 12.0' -- x x x



70 145 3.0 3 
 x x x



70 171 9.0 1,3 x x x
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70 175 1.5 3 x x x 


70 197 2.5 3 x x x 


70 199 4.0 3 X x x 


70 201 9.0 3 X .'X X 


70 204- 2.0 -- x x x 


70 226 9.0 X X X 


70 229 2.5 -- X x X 


70 232 1.5 -- X X X 


70 252 3.0 x X X 


70 254 3.0 
 -- x xX


70 256 2.0 X X x 


x
70 257 -1.5 -- x x
 

70 280 1.0 -- x x x 


70 284 4.0 -- x x x 


70 307 4.5 -- IC x x 


70 334 4.0 -- x x x 


70 336 1.5 -- xC x x 


70 337 -1.5 -- IC x x 


70 361 9.0 -- IC x x 


70 363 2.5 -- X X X 


70 365 8.0 -- xC x x 


71 28 6.0 -- x x x 


71 50 2.3 -- -- XI


71 51 3.3 1,2,3 1,3 X X 


71 53 4.0 1,2,3 -- X" X 
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Table Al-12a (Al) (Cont'd)



71 56 2.6 1,2,3 1,2,3 X 
 X



71 80 2.3 3 1,2,3 X X



71 82 
 2.8 -- 1,2,3 X X



71 85 
 2.0 
 -- -- X x



71 107 
 1.8 1,2,3 -- X X



71 110 2.1 
 1,2,3 3 
 X x



71 137 1.5 2,3 3 
 x
 X



71 160 
 2.0 1,2,3 -- X X



71 163 2.5 
 --
 3 X X



71 187 3.0 3. X
-- X



71 189 0.9 1, 1,2,3 X X



x

71 190 1.0 
 -- -- x 


71 216 2.0 -- - X



71 217 0.8 
 1,2,3 3 -- X" 


71 218 
 3.8 1,2,3 3 3 X



71 245 2.3 2,3 
 --
 2 X



71 273 1.5 
 3 -- 3 X 


-- .-- X 

71 327 0.5 
 -- 1,2 -- X 

71 328 

71 299 0.0 


0.0 -- 1,2 -- X 

71 329 0.5 - 1,2 -- X 

71 355 1.0 1,2,3 1 -- x 

71 355 0.5 1,3 1 -- X 

72 17 0.0 -- 1,2 -- X 
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Table Al-12a (Al) (Cont'd)



72 44 -1.5 1,2,3 2,3 -- X 

72 164 -1.0 2,3 1,2 -- 1,2,3 

72 195 -1.0 1,2,3 1,2 -- 1,2,3 

72 358 1.3 -- -- -

73 20 12 3 2,3 -

73 50 -1.0 -- -

73 127 -2.2 1,2,3 1,2,3 

73 156 -5.0 1,2,3 1,2 2 -

73 184 -1.5 -- 1,2 -- 1,3 

73 2i2 -1.0 2,3 1,2 -- i,3 

73 241 -1.3 -- --.. 
. 

73 270 -1.8 1,2,3 -- 1,2 -


73 321 -2.8 -- -


73 348 1.0 --. .. ..



74 151 -3.4 3 . -- 3 


.74 315 1.5 1,2,3 2 1,2 -

74 317 1.5 1,2,3 2 -- -

75 86 7.0 3 -- 3 1,2,3 

75 113 14.5 2,3 .. .. 2,3 

75 140 4.3 3 .. . -


75 168 2.0 1,2,3 2 -- -


75. 250 4.0 1,3 2 1,2,3 1,2,3



75 276 3.5 3 2 -- 1,2,3



75 278 3.0 -- 2 -- 1,2,3



ci
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Table Al-12a (Al) (Cont'd) 

75 304 8.0 3 

75 331 -3.0 -

75 331 0.0 .. 

2 

.. 

.. 

1,2,3 1,2,3 

. 1 

.. 
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Table Al-12b (A14)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked


Yr Day 12 12 14 15 16



70 118 1.5 3 X X X



70 170 1.0 2,3 X X X



70 198 1.0 -- X X X



70 282 1.5 1,3 X X X



70 310. 1.5 -- X X X



70 336 1.5 1,2,3 X X X



71 110 1.8 1,2,3 X X X



71 .137 1.8 3 -- xX 


71 190 1.3 -- X x 


71 217 1.2 -- . X 


71 302 2.0 3 .. .. X 


71 330 1.8 1,2,3 1,2 -- X 


71 356 0.5 1,2,3 -- X 


72 18 2.5 -- -- X 


72 45 2.0 1,2,3 1,2,3 -- X 


72 73 1.5 1,2,3 2 1,2,3 X 


72 101 1.5 -- 1,2,3 - X 


72 129 1.0 ...-- -


72 157 2.0 -. .. . 3 


72 184 1.0 3 .. . -


72 265 2.8 3 .. .. 2,3 


72 293 1.6 3 .. . -
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--

Table Al-12b (A14) (Cont'd)


72 322 2.0 
 3' 
 

73 1 
 2.1 1,2,3 

73 148 
 2.0 1,2,3 
 

73 176 
 1.8 3 

73 232 1.2 
 3 

73 284 2.0 
 

- . 

.. 

.. 

1.,2 

.. 

.. 

.. 
 

.. 

-

.. 
 

..


..


1,2,3


1,3


..


1,2,3
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Table Al 12c (A15) 

Event Amplitude Components Stacked 

Yr Day 12 12 14 15 16 

71 274 0.5 -- -- -- X 

71 360 0.5 1,2 -- X 

72 2-2 0.8 -- 1,2,3 X, 

72 49 0.5 -- .-- x 

72 73 0.5 1,2,3 . - - X 

72 102 1.0 1,2,3 -- 3 X 

72 105 0.3 -- 1,3 -- X 

72 132 1.2 1,2,3 -- "1,2,3 

72 161 1.5 1,2,3 -- .. . 

72 190 i5 1,2,3 1,2 -- 1,2,3 

72 218 1.2 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -

72 243 2.0 -- -- -

72 296 1.2 2,3 -- 3 3 

72 325 1.8 3 1,2,3 -

72 354 1.7 1,3 -- 1,2,3 -

73 17 1.1 3 -- 3 -

73 45 ..-- -- -

73 98 -- -- 1,2,3 -

73 125 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3



73 153 1.0 3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2.3





--
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Table Al-12d (Al6)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked 

Yr &lay -12 12 i4 15- 16 


71 70 1.5, .. . X X 


71 95 -- .. .. x x 

71 123 0.8 -- 1,2,3'X X 

71 151 1.0 1,2,3 1,2,3 X X 


71 179 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 X X 


71 206 1.0 1,3 -- xx 

71 233 1.0 1,2,3 . -- X 


71 26Q 1.0 3 k1 , 2 ,3 1,2,3 X 

71 288 1.4 -- 1,2. 1,2,3 X 

71 316 1.2 3 1,2 2,3 X 

71 343 -- -- X 

72 7 1.5 3 -x -- x 

72 35 1.5 1,2,3 1,2 -- X 

72 63 1.5 -- -- X 

72 89 1.5 3 -- 173 X" 

72 115 1.1 L. __ 3 

72 145 1.8 -

72 173 1.0 .. .. .. .. 

72 201 1.2 1,2,3 1,2 -- 

72 228 1.0 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 -

72 255 1.0 -- ---. 

72 282 -- 1,2 - 1',2,3 1,2,3 

72 310 1.3 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -



--

--

-- --

--
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Event 


-Yr Day 

71 270 

71 351 

72 13 

72 40 

72 93 

72 148 

72 176

72, 203 

72 230 

72 258 

72 284 

72 312 

72 339 

73 1 

Table Al-12e (AI7)


Amplitude Components Stacked 


12 12 14 15 16 


1.0 -- 1,2,3 - X 

1.5 1,2,3 -- . X 

1.1 1,2,3 X 


1.0 -- .. . X 

2.0 
 3 .. .. 1,2 

1.5 - . .-- 1,2 


1.5 3 --


LB 1,2,3 ... .. 
 .. 


2.0 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 -

1.0 1,2,3 1,2 -- . 

2.0 1,2,3 -- 3 1,2,3



2.0 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 -

1.8 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 A
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Table Al-12f (A18)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked


Yrf Day 12 12 1-4- 15 i



71 51 
 1.2 -- 1,2,3 X x 


71 78 1.1 -.. X X



X
71 106 1.9 .-- X 


71 132 
 -- 1,2,3 X X 


7i 134 1.0 -- 1,2 X X


71 160 1.0 1,2,3 -- X X 


71 186 0.9 --
 X X



71 188 1.0 -- X 
 X



71 214 1.0 3 .... X 


71 241 1.0, -- - -- X 


71 242 1.5 -7 .. 
 X 

71 269 1.0 -- 1,2,3 -- X 

71 270 1.0 -- 1,2 -- X 

71 296- 1.0 -- 1,2 -- X 


71 298 1.5 1,2,3 1,2 -- x 


71 325 1.0 
 -- 1,2 1,2,3 X 

71 351 1.0 -- -- X 


71 357 0.5 -- -- X 


72 -14 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 -- X 


.72 41 1.2 1,2,3 2,3 1,2,3 x 


72 69 1.5 -- x 


72 97 1.0 ...... N 
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Table Al-12f (A18) (Cont'd)



72 122 1.0 --... X 

72 125 1.2 1,2,3 ...... 

72 152 1.5 ...- -

72 179 1.2 ...... 1,2,3 

72 206 1.2 ..-

72 233 1.2 ...- -

72 261 1.6 3 .... 3 

72 289 1.0 - 2 .-

72 317 1.0 ..- --. 

72 345 1.4 - - 1,2,3 -

73 5 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 --. 

73 32 1.1 1,2,3 1,2 .... 

73 59 - - -

73 87 .......... 

73 115 --.... 2,3 

73 143 1.0 .....-

73 171 0.8 ........ 

73 197 1.0 - ...-

73 224 1.0 3 .... 1,2,3 

73 251 1.1 - - - -

73 307 - 1,2 2,3 -

73 335 .... 1,2 1,2,3 
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Ta]le Al-12f (A18) (Cont'd) 


73 363 0.7 ...- -

74 26 0;5 1,2 1,2 1,2,3 -

74 52 - - - -

74 79 - 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3 
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Table Al-12g (A19)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked 
Yr Day 12 12 14 15 16 

71 81 -- X X 

71 110 1.1 ..-- x x 

71 191 0.3 3 1 X x 

71 218 -- -- -- X 

71 245 0.9 .. .-- x


72 19 -- -- 1,2 1,2,3 X 

72 45 0.5 1,2,3 -- -- X 

72 73 0.5 .. .-- x 

72 101 0.2 .. ..-- X 

72 129 ...... 1,2,3 -

72 178 0.5 .....--. 

72 211 -- ..-

72 238 0.9 .... 2,3 2,3 

72 265 1.0 .... --- 1,2,3
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Table Al-12h (A20)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked


Yr -Day 12 12 14 15 16 

71 325 -1.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 X 

72 81 0.5 1,2,3 1,2 1,2 x 

72 108 1.0 - 1,2 1,2,3 X 

72 136 2.5 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 

72 151 .-l.0 3 1,2 1,2,3 

72 164 3.5 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3 

72 191 2.0 1,2,3 - 1,2,3 -

72 260 -2.2 1,2,3 1,2 -

72 272 1.6 -.. .. ... 

72 300 2.5 .... .. • -

72 328 1.2 - 1,2 1,2,3 -

72 355 1.3 - - -

73 17 2.0 3 - 3 2,3 

73 44 2.0 3 - - 1,2,3' 

73 71 1.0 : 1,2,3 1 .... 

73 98 2.0 1,2,3 - -

73 ill -2.5 3 1 - -

73 125 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3 

73 139 -3.3 3 - - -

73 235 2.5 1,2,3 - 3 -

73 262 3.0 .- 1,2,3 -

73 289 2.0 ..-
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Table Al-12h (A20) (Cont'd)



73 302 -2.8 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -

73 329 -2.0 1,2,3 2 1,2,3 1,3 

73 344 1.1 2,3 - - -

74 7 1.4 3 .. .. 

74 35 2.0 3 .. .-

74 62 3.5 - - - 3 

74 89 4.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -

74 101 -0.0 - - - -

74 116 4.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3 

74 143 3.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1;2,3 

74 170 2.0 1,2,3 - - 1,2,3 

74 198 2.5 1,2,3 1,2 - 1,2,3 

74 226 2.5 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -

74 254 1.0 - - 1,2 1,2,3 

74 334 0.9 1,2,3 3 -

74 362 1.0 1,2,3 - 3 -

.75 25 1.2 - 1,2,3 3 
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Table Al-12i (A27)



Evenit Amplitde Cbmponents. Stacked 
Yr Day 12 12 14 15 16 

71 205 0.2 -- 1,2 X x 

71 233 .... 1,2 1,2,3 X 

71 261 -- -- -- 1,4,3 X 

71 290 0.6 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 X 

71 319 1.0 1,2,3 -- 2,3 X 

71 347 0.5 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 X 

72 92 -- -- -- 1,2 X 

72 118 0.5 ...-- -

72 147 0.5 .... .. 1,2,3 

72 175 1.0 .... .. 1,2,3 
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Table A1-12j (A30)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked 
Yr Day 12- 12 14 15 16 

71 .311 1.0 3 .. . .. x



71 339 1.5 -- 2 -- X



72' " 1.0 -- 1,2 1,2 X



72 28 1.0 3 .. .. X



72 55 1.0 - ... .. X 

72 82 1.0 .... .. X 

72 110 ,2.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -

72 138 1.5 1,2,3 1,2 1,2- 1,2,3 

7? 165 1.2 .... .. 1 

72 219 1.2 1,2,3 1,2 -- 1,2,3 

72 246 1 3 3 -- 1,2 -

72 274 1.9 .... .... 

72 -.301 2.0 3 .... 

-72 329 2.8 -- 1,2 -- -

7,2 356 2.9 3 . 1,2 3 1,2,3 

*73 17 2.0 3 -- -- 1,2,3 

73 4-4 1.0 ... .. -- 1,2,3 

73 71 0.9 1,2,3 1 -

73 98 1;8 1,2,3 1,2 3 

7-3 12-6 1,2,3 1,2 -- 1,32.0 4 

73 :154- 2.0 1,2,3- 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,-3' 

73 181 *;_i.5 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -



--

-- -- --
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7-3 


73 


73 


73 


73 


74 


74 


74

74 


74' 


74 


74 


Table AI-12j 
(A30) (Cont'd) 


1.5- 1,2,3 


1.5 ...-

2.0 -

1.2 3 


1 .4 ...... 


2.0 3 


1.0 -

0.5 .... 

- . - -

1.0 1,2,3 


....... 


-208 


262 


289 


" 316 


344 


6 


34 


61 


88 


115 


142 


197 


1,2 


1,2 


...... 


.. 


-

1,2 


.... 


. 


.-


3 


.. 


. 


.-


-

1,2,3 


1,2,3 


.... 


1,2,3 


-

2,3 

-

1,2 
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Table Al-lUk (A31) 

Event Amplitude Components Stack&d 

Yr Day 12 12 14 15 16 

'71 270 ..... , X 

71 351 ...... .. X 

72 41 -.-- -- 1,2,3 X 

72 161 0.2 -- 1,2 1,2 1,2,3 

Table Al-121 (A32) 

Event Amplitude Components Stacked 
Yr Day 12 12 14 15 16 

71 258 0.8 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 X 

71 286 ...... 1,2,3 X 

71 349 1,2 1,2,3 X


72 120 ...-- 1,2,3 1,2,3



72 148 .... 1,2,3 1,2,3 2,3 



-- 

Event 

.Yr Day 

71 264 

71 292 

71 320 
 

71 348 

71 - 348 

72 10 

72 92 
 

72 120 

72 148 
 

72 176 
 

72 203 

72 230 
 

.72 258 

72 285 

72 313 

72 -341 


73 3 
 

73 
 30 


73 57 


73 11 

73 -139 


*73 167 
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Table A4-12m (A33)



Amplitude Components Stacked
 
12 12 
 141 15 
 16



0.5 --
 -- X 
0.3 1,2,3 1;2 1,2,3 x



0.5 1,2 
 -- 1,2,3 X



--
 -- -- X 

0.8 1,2,3 1,2 2,3 X



0.5 - -- X



0.5' 
 -... 
 X



-- .....


1.0 ...... 
 3



0.5 ...... 
 2,3



- -.. .... __



0.8 ..... 
 
-_



.... 
 . 2,3 -


--
 -- 1 1,2 -

1.0 
 ,-- 1,2,3 -- 2,3



0.8 1,2,3  1,3 2,3



0.8 - -- 1,2 -


-- -..... 


.......... 


--........ 


1.0 -

--.. 
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Tab.le A4-12m (A33) (Cont'd)



73 195 1.0 -.. 3 

73 222 1.00 .... "

73 250 --. - -

73 277 - ........ 

73 304' - - 1,2 - -

73 331 ........ -

73 '359 0.5 - 1,2 - 1,2,3 

"74 22 -.. - . -

74 50 0.8 2,3 .... 2,3 

74 77 - - - 1,2,3 

74 103 ........ ." 

74 130 .. -...... 

74 158 .......... 

74 214' --... ... 

74 270- 0.8 ...... 

74 297 ........ 

74 351 ........ 

75 1-3 ..- I,2,3 

75' .42 . .... 1,2 - 1,2;3 



-- 
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Yr 


71 


71 


71 


71 


72 


72 
 

72 


72 


72 


72 


72 


72 


72 


72 


72 


72 


Everit 

Day 


258 


286 


314 


341 


2 
 

29 


57 


85 


112 


138 


166 


220 


248 
 

275 


303 
 

331 
 

Table Al-12n (A34)



Ampl-itude-
 Cbmpbnents Stacked
 
12 
 12 14 
 15 
 16



1.0 --
 1,2,3 1,2 X



1.0 
 3 - 1,2 X



1.0 
 -- X 

2.0 
 - X



1.0 --
 X



1.0 ...... X 


1.0 .. .-- X 

1.8 - -- 1,2 x 


1.0 - -7 -

1.2 
 1,2,3 
 3 - 1,2,3



1.0 
 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2 
 1,2,3



1.0 
 -- 1,2 
 1,2,3



1.0 ...--
 ..



1.3 
 ...... 
 1,2,3



0.8 --.. 

1.5 1,2,3 ....
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Table Al-12o (A36) 

Event Amplitude Components Stacked 
Yr. Day 12 12 14 15 

72 13 ... 1,2,3 

72 100 --- 2 1,2 

72 128 -0.5 - 1,2 3 

16 

X 

X 

1,2,-3 

Table Al-12p (A37) 

Event Amplitude "Components Stacked 
Yr Day 12 12 14 15. 

72 16 - - -

72 43 - - 1,2 1,2,3 

72 207 1.0 1,2,3 - - 3 

16 

X 

x 

1,2-,3 



--
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Event 


Yr 


72 


72 


72 


72 


72 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


73 


74 


74 


-74 


74 


Day 


159 


187 


215 


-242 


270 


14 


42 


68 


95 


122 


150 


178 


207 


230 


261 


287 


314 


342 


6 


34 


61 


88 


Table Al 12q (A40) 

Amplitude Components Stacked 


12 1-2, 14 15 
 16 


1.5 1,2,3 - -- 1,2,.3 


1.0 3 
 .... 
 3 


2.0- 3 
 .... 
 3 


2.0 -- - .... 


2.0 3 1,2 3 
 -

2.1 3 
 -


2.0 1,2,3 1,2 -


1.8 1,2,3 1 1,2,3 -

1.0 1,2,3 1,2 -


1.2 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3 


1.2 - 1,2 - -

2.0 - -- 1,2,3 1,3 

2.0 3 1,2 -- 3 

2.0 3 - 1,2,3 


-3.0  -

2.1 ........ 


1.8 2 3 
 1,2 - -

1.7 3 1,2 1,2,3 -

2.0 A -- 1,2,3 1,3 

1.8 3 ...
 _ 


1.5 1,2 -- -_ 

.1.0 1,2,3 
 1,2 -- 1,2,3 
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Table Al-12q (A40)(Cont'd)



74 115 1.2 1,2,3 1,2 -- 1,,2,3 

74 115 1.0 ........ 


74 142 1.1 1,2,3 1,2 -- 1,3 


74 V 170 .i.3 3 1,2 1,2,3 i2;3 

74 198. 1.5 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 112,3 

74 225 0.8 -- -- -- -

74 253 1.1 ...... . 




__ 

--

__ 

--

--
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Table Al-12r (A41)



Event Amplitude' Components Stacked
Yr. -Day 12 12, 14" 15 
 16



72 160 
 . 1,2,3 
 1,2 1,2,3 3


72 18Y 1.0 --
 1,2 1,2,3 -


72 217 
 1.5 
 3 -
 3


72 
 244 1.0 
 --


72 270 1.9 
 3 - __



72 297 1.8 3 
 1,2,3 .. ..



72 324 
 1.0 
 

72 
 352 
 1.2



73 
 14 
 1.0



73 96 
 1.0 1,2,3 1,2,3 --

73 123 1.5 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 1,2,3 
73 151 1.3 - 2 1,2,3 2,3



73 179 
 1.2 
 

73 207 
 1.2 1;2,3 1,2,3 ....



73 288 
 1.6 -
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Table Al-12s (A42)



Event Amplitude Coniponents Stacked. . 
Yr Day 12. 12 14 15 16 

72 161 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 -

72 297 1.2 - 3 1,2 

72' 325 2.1 1,2,3 -

72 353> 2.6 - 3 1,2,3 

73 14 1.8 - - - -

73 41 1.0 1,2,3 1,2,3 -

73 68 1.0, 1,2,3 1,2,3 -

73 95 .... 1,2,3 .... 

73 123 1.8 1,2,3 1,2,3 - li2 ,-3 

7-3 -150 -0.8 -- 2 -

73 177 2.0 - 1,2,3 1,2,3 -

73 205 2.0 3 - 1,2,3 3 

-73 232 1.2 3 .... 1,2,3 

73 259 1.2 1,3 -.-

73 286 1.2 - 1,2,3 

73 -313 1.1 - 1,2 .. ..


73 340 1.6 1j3 - 3 

74 3 2'.,0 ........


74. 31 2.0: 1,2;3- 1,2 3 -

74 '58 -
-1.2 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3


74 o 85 l.2, 1,2,3 - 1,2,3 1,2,3


74 112> 1.0 ........
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Table Al-12s (A42) (Cont'd)



74 £38 1.1 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 -


74 166 1.4 2,3 --
1,2,3 1,2,3 

74 194 1.8 -- - 1,2,3 -

74 221 1.5 .....--.


74 248 1.0 ........


74 357 1.0 ..--.. 

75 20 1.1 -- 2 -- -

75 47 0.8 -- 1,2 1,2 1,2,3
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Table Al-12t (A44)



Event Axnp-litixde Components Stacked


-Yr Day -12 12 14 15. 16



73 120 ..--	 - . 1,2,3 

73 148- 1.0 1,2,3, 1,2 -- 1,2,3 

73 176 *1.0 -....... 

:73 -204 1.0 3 -- 1,2,3 -

73. 258 1.5 -- 1,2 -


73 285 1.0 .-- 1,2,3 -


73 312 0.7 3 -- 1,2,3 1,2-,3 

73 340 1.5 3 -- 2,3 -

j4 3 1.5 --. -.. 

-74 .31 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 .... 


74 58 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3 


74 84 -1.2 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 1,2,3 


-	 74 l1 1.0 -- 1,2 1,2,3 -

74 139 1.1 1,2,3 1,2 2,3 1,2,3. 

74 167 0.9 1,2,3 1,2 -- ,2,3 

-74 194 1.0 ........ 

74 222 1.0 -. - 

74 249 1.2 1,2,3' -- -- -
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Table Al-12u (A45)



'Event Amplitude Components Stacked


Yr Day 12 1'2 14- 5 16



74' 99 -- .--
 1,12,3 -


74 124 1.2 1,2,3 1,2 1,:2,3 1,2,3



74 178 1.0. 1,2,3 -- ..



Table AI-12v (A46)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked


Yr Day 12 
 12 14 15 16



73 60 3.0 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 -


73 88 2.5 2,3 -- 1,2,3 -


73 116 
 1.8 -- -- 1,2,3 1,2,3 

73 144 2.0 -- -- --..



73 243 2.0 1,2,3 1,2 -


73 273 3.0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -

73 303 3.0 1,2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 -

.73 330 1.9 1,.2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -

74 343 1.0 .' 1,2 1,2,3
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Table Al-12w (A50)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked 
Yr Day' 12 - 12 14 15 16 

73 120 0.1 : 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 1,2,3 

73 149 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 -- 31 

73 177 -1.2 1r2,3 -- 1,2,3 -

73 205 2.0 -- 1,2 -

73 --232 1.0 ........ 

73 260 iDO 
 -

73 340 1.2 2,3 
 -

74,. 112 1.0 ... . . 

74 139 1.3 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 

.74 i67 0.8' 1,2,3 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 

74 194 1.0  . 1,2,3 --

Table A1-12x (A51)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked


Yr Day 12- 12 14 15-' 16



73 330 i0 -- -- -


. 
73 358 -1.0 1,2 1,4 1,3 1,2,3


74 21 
 - -- 2 1,2,3 1,3 

74 49 1.0 1,2,3 2 - 2,3 
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Table Al-12y (A54)



Event 
 Amplitude Components Stacked
Yr Day 12 12 
 14 
 15 16



73 121 0.5 
 1,2,3 1,2 --
 2,3



73 149 1.0 
 2,3 1,2 
 - 1,2,3 


73 176 1.9 --.. 


73. 312 1.1 3 
 -- 1,2,3 



-ORIG'INAL 'PAGE IS


OF POOR QUALITY
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Table AlI-12z (A56)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked 

Yr -'-Day 12 12 1-4 15 16 


73 163 1.3 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 1,2,.3 


73 191 1.2>'3 ...... 


73 354 1.0 2,3 1,2,3 1,2,3 -




--

--

-- 

--
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Table A1-12aa (A60)



Event 
 Amplitude Components Stacked


Yr Day 12 12 
 14 15 16



74 37 1.0 1,2,3 1,2 --


74 59 
 .0 1,2,3 1,2 1,2,3 -


74 
 86 --
 -- 1,2 -- 1,2,3



74 112 1.2 
 -- 1,2 2,3 1,2,3



74 139 1.3 ...--


Table Al-12bb (A61)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked

Yr Day 12 
 12 14 
 15 16



75 58 
 --
 -- 1,2,3 2,3



75 85 ...--
 -- 1,2,3



75 113 
 1.0 ........



75 304 
 1.2 1,2,3 1,2,3 ..



Table Al-12cc (A62)



Event Amplitude Components Stacked
Yr Day 12 12 
 14 15 16 

75 59 0.4 1,2 -

75 86 
 -.
.- 2,3 -


75 114 
 1.2 .. 
 .. 1,2,3 1,2,3


75 
 140 4.0 
 -- -

75 167 2.0 1,2,3 -- 1,2,3 -

75 304 1.2 - 2 1,2,3 1,2
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Cross correlation "doetficients as afuncti6n of offset T from 
eyeballmatching, for representative cases from each'station, 
and for:the reversed Al event shown in Fig. 4. Dlaxtnum absolutE 
value is underlined. -

AlI7 -A18 A34
A19 Al

Station 12 Station- 14' •Station 15 Station 16 Station 14 

' (reverse) 

-2.0 .14 .;13 .-33 .68 .22 

-. 8 -.01 -. 04, .14 .46- -. 06 

-- 1.6 15 -.13 -.12 .09 -. 28 

-. 30' ..02. .33 -.33 -.22 

-1.2 -. 36- .24 -.43 .65 .08 

-1.0 -.33 .17 -. 40 -.76 33 

-0.8 -.17 -.29 -.29 -.61 .25 

-0.6 10l -;65 - -:14 -.24 -.13 

-0.4 .41 -. 3Z .19 .25 -. 43, 

-0 2* 57 .50 .63 .68 -. 26 

0.0 .46 .88 .69 .84 .29 
-.. 2 .14 ,.35 .27 .67 .65

-. 4 -.18 '-.46 -.i .26 .30


.6 -.37 -.65 -. 26 -. 23 -.46 

.8 '-.42 -621 -.38 '.61 -. 74 

1.0 -.34 .23 -.46 -.76 -.19



1.2 -.17 .25 .39 
 -.65 .53



1.4 .04 .01 -.18 -.34 .62-


1.6 .21. -.13 -.07-.09 .09



1.8 .30 -.04 .31 .45," -. 41" 

2.0 .29 .10 .41 .68 -. 42 
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Table Al-14



Most-confident arrival times for deep moonquake events



Focus Arrival times (rilgive to reference times in
.FocusTable .

12P 14P 15P 16P 12S 14S 15S 16S 


Al 8.10 10.20 
 73.00 58.30 99.80 103.00 212.90 193.30 

A15 -- -- . . 164.40 152.20 180.80 136.50 

Al6 - 9.80 -- 6.20 -- 127.20 119.30 12).00 

A17 1.50 -- -10.80 - 102.20 100.90 85.10 172.60 


A18 -- 75.30 
 31.20 45.20 231.70 215.00 135.00 --

A20 -- -10.30 -1.80 33.30 -99.30 104.10 178.20



A27 .. .. 
 34.60 -- 208.50 192.80 140.10 168.50 


A30 -- 22.80 46.00 - 114.30 123.90 162.00 207.20 


A32 .. .. 
 34.40 -- 183.10 105.40 131.50 


A33 -- 51.20 19.50 8.70 - 228.00 211".70 


A34 .. ...... 
 141.10 137.70 146.00 159.80



A40 .. .. .. 
 61.50 136.40 133.20 177.40 169.00



A41 116.50 134.40 149.60 247.10 

A42 -- 46.10 - 160.20 172.30 193.00 262'.00 

A44 .. .. 32.40 -- 289.80 266.20 162.80 230.00 

A45 -- 14.40 - 121.70 220.20 200.10 

A46 - 43.30 .. .. 136.20 142.70 242.30 223..80


A51 -- 61.90  37.20 193.60 171.80 135.30 131.00 


A56 51.80 .. .. 
 119.40 135.30 183.80 227.30 


A61 -- -3.10 .. .. .. 149.00 51.00 74.00 

A62 .. .. 
 27.30 53.40 279.50 266.60 151.40 215.70 

Referencq times for each focus given in Table 1-6. 
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,Figure Captions



Fig. Al-la,h.- Raw long-period seismograms of the meteorite 

impact evefnts-used in this thesis. Scales given-in text.



.Fig. Al-2a-,h. Scaled and rotated seismograms froni m~teorite



impact events.



Fig. Al-3a,h. Polarization filtered seismograms fromwmeteorite



impact events.



Fig. Ai-4a,h. Expanded versions of Fig. AI-:2 showing Parrivals.



Fig. Al-Sa,h. Short-period seismograms from meteorite impact 

events. 

Fig. Al-6a,h. Raw long-period seismograms of the HFT events 

used in this thesis.



Fig. Al-7a,h. Scale& and rotated seismo4tams fromHFT events.



Fig. Al-Sa,h. PoiJrization filtered seismograms froi HFT events.



Fig. Al-9a,h. Expanded versions of Fig. Ai-7 showing P atrivaIs.



Fig. Al--10a,h. Short-period seismograms from HFT events.



Fig. Al-li. Example of signal enhancement by sticking. -;



Fig. Al-12ax. Raw stacked seismograms of the deep moonquake



foci used in this thesis.



Fig. Al-13a,x. Scaled and rotated seismograms from moonquake foci.



Fig. Alrl4a,x. Polarization filtered -seisMograms from moonquake



foci.'
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APPENDIX 2



RAY TRACING



A large number of ray tracing programs were written.
 


for and used throughout this work. The first section deals



with ray tracers developed specifically to calculate the



direct P and S wave arrival times for the inversion



routines discussed in Appendix 4, while the second section



contains descriptions of programs used to plot travel



time curves and observe amplitude trends of secondary



seismic phases for use on record section plots as



described in Appendix 3. The final section discusses the



more sophisticated ray tracers used to compare observed
 


direct wave amplitude envelopes with theory.



A2.1 Travel Times for Direct P and S Waves
 


The inversion routines described in Appendix 4



require that theoretical P and S wave arrival times be



calculated for specific source locations and velocity



models for comparison with the observed values.- This
 


entails doing the forward problem of computing the



travel time between two specified points on or in the
 


moon using a tentative velocity model; for a typical event
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with six observed arrivals six such rays must be found.



In the matrix inversion pr6gram, the'arrival time



derivatives with respect to the various unknown parameters,



e.g. source locatioh and velocity valuds, must also be



calculated. 
 This is done in some cases (e.g. velocity) by



varying the parameter under consideration incrementally in



either direction, recalculating all the travel times



affected by the parameter, and forming differences to



produce a centered finite-difference derivative estimate.



Clearly, it behooves us to perform the ray tracing in as



efficient a manner as possible.



With this in mind, it is necessary to: choose the most



efficient method to calculate these arrival times.so as 
 to



keep the computation cost within reason. 
 The task is made



easier by the fact that it is appropriate to model the



moon as a small series of constantvelocity layers, for



three reasons. First, with only four stations, seismic



events of limited size and unknown location, and the



complexities introduced by the strong scattering layer,



it is impossible to obtaih' detailed structural knowledge



of the lunar interior; the goal is to extract as much



average information about the various interior regions 
 as



possible. Second, as 
 long as the velocity gradients within



layers are moderate and the transition zones between layers



http:times.so
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of limited extent, then the determination of average



velocities in constant velocity layers is a valid approach



(this is discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and Appendix 4).



Finally, even the lunar crust, where detailed information



is available as the result of the artificial impact data,



can be modeled accurately enough for the purposes of



calculating teleseismic travel times by two constant.



velocity layers with a constant time addition to account



for the very-low-velocity surficial zone, as discussed



in Chapter 2. Thus typically in this work it is necessary



to trace rays through four constant velocity layers; two



crustal layers, an upper mantle, and a lower mantle. As'



discussed in Chapter 3, other ray tracers were used to



test the effect of allowing velocity gradients; one such



ray tracer that assumes linear gradients (kindly supplied



-by Dr. Anton Dainty) increased the cost of a matrix



inversion program-by about a factor of three, which means



that the ray tracing was slower by even a larger factor



over the constant-velocity case since a significant part of



the computation time is used in the actual matrix inversion.



A comprehensive ray tracer, written by Bruce Julian, uses



arb velocity curves (where r is the radius) and is even



more costly.
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There are three techniques available for tracing



seismic waves between specified locations. (The problem



of simply tracing a ray through a given velocity structure



for some take-off angle is straightforward; to determine



the particular ray that travels between two specified



points is an inverse problem.) The first is the table



look-up scheme, where travel time values are tabulated as



a function of velocity structure, source-receiver separation,



and focal depth. The spacing of values and therefore the



table size is determined by the required accuracy of the



interpolated values. Although this methodwas used in



some preliminary investigations of this work, it rapidly



proved infeasible as the data and number of varying



parameters increased, due to the enormously large tables



required. The second method is termed "shooting", where



one or two initial rays are traced and a convergence scheme



followed to find the required ray that connects the two



specified locations (source and receiver). The advantage



of this method is that it is easy to program and



consequently rather foolproof; the disadvantage is that



for detailed or laterally heterogeneous velocity model



structures it rapidly becomes -unwieldy and costly. The



last technique is termed "bending" (c.f. Julian and
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Gubbins, 1977). Briefly it involves using Fermat's



principle to find the minimum delay, and thus physically



real, ray between two points; the computation procedure



involves numerically solving a set of 5 simultaneous



differential equations. The major advantage of this method



is that it is extremely efficient compared to the shooting



process when complex velocity structures are involved; on



.the debit side it requires a larger investment in



programming effort and start-up time to produce a working



routine to implement the calculations. Packagedprograms



.were not readily available when the routines used in this



thesis were initiaily written.



Thus the ray tracing programs in this thesis use the



shooting technique, for the following reasons. First, it



is not Vclear whether the savings in computation time and



cost, if any, would be significant for a four-layer



constant-velocity model; the bulk of the cost of the



location program is absorbed in doing the matrix inversion.



A very rough estimate places the cost of-doing say 3000



ray tracingsdiscussed above is only between two and four



dollars. Second, the additional complexity in programming



does not appear justified in view of the above.
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It remains then to choose-the appropriate shooting



technique for our problem.. Basically this consists of



selecting a suitable convergence scheme to determine the



desiredray from one or two starting guesses. There are



essentially three types available (Acton, 1970); a) Newton's



method, requiring one starting guess and the derivative at



that point (which could be ca-lculate' numerically), b) two


point first-order methods using two starting values and



linear interpolation-extrapolation, and c) higher order



methods requiring both more starting points and higher



order derivative calculation. In this work option b is



preferable, because Newton's method while quadratically



convergent is often unstable, and the other higher-order



methods are computationally more bulky, require more



start-up values, and for modes't accuracy requirements may



not provide significantly faster convergence.



Two linear interpolation schemes were considered, the



secant method and the false position method. The latter



technique requires that the starting points and all future



pairs of points straddle the desired value (in our case,



the source-receiver separation), thus producing a linear



convergence rite that is guaranteed.. The secant method



simply replaces the oldest point by the next oldest, and
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the next oldest by the new, in order as the iteration



proceeds. As a result, the convergence rate is faster



(Acton (1970) gives an order of 1.6), but since both



interpolation and extrapolation is used, convergence is



n6t guaranteed. This latter difficulty however can be



obviated, and so the secant method is used herein,



providing nearly a second-order convergence rate. The



scheme is implemented by the formula



where ( ) and (a., ) are the two previous (or start-up) 

values of take-off angle and resulting distance traveled 

and A is the required distance (source-receiver-separation).



i. is the next estimate andA 3 will be the distance



achieved by that ray. The iteration is done by



The next step is to choose starting take-off angles to



begin the iteration. It is important that the algorithm



to do this provide sufficiently accurate values so that



the above iteration will.be generally convergent, in



order that the ray tracers can be used with confidence in



0,T





a' location routine. This must be done differently for 

deep moohqixakes and surface events*. Seier-al algorithms 

were tried for the deep events, and it- we# found that the 

following formulas Were accurate endgh to ensure 

convergence for all distances given the observed



variation in s6urce depths.



'P1 + SIN fC K S N ? 

#2. ~ -(2 1 3' A, -A) 

where R is the planetary -radius, D is the source depth, 

is the required source-receiver separation, and 6, is the 

distance corresponding to C. The first anole represents 

that which would be corre6t if, the planet were homogeneous, 

and the second represehts a bracketing corrected value 

based on the first. The tactor 1.3 is appropriate to the 

average moonquake depth t(900 km) and the rough velocity 

structures known a priori. (% is measured from the radial, 

or vertical, direction.)



The Surface &vents 'preient a more complex problem.



As seen 'inFig. A2-, -the t-ravel time curve for a surface
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source consists of a number of branches equal to the



number of homogeneous layers. 
 The gap at'900 is caused



-by a velocity drop going from the third layer to the one



below it. The surface event ray tracer initially



calculates the take-off angles that correspond to the



endpoints of the respective branches; this can be done



easily because for each endpoint the bottoming depth



(either immediately above or below the appropriate layer



boundary) and the corresponding angle with respect to



the vertical (901) are known. Specifically,



C~~j VS ( ±e 

"R5 V I 
where (s, Vs) 
are the radius and velocity at the surface



and (Rb , Vb) are at the bottoming point; e is an



incremental distance above or below the exact boundary



depth and Vb is then -the velocity either above or below



the boundary. For the branch beginning after the shadow



zone it is necessary to do a short iteration along the



retrograde spur in order to locate the onset of the



prograde branch that represents the required first arrival.



Using these eight limiting take-off angles, the correspon


ding distances are found simply by tracing the rays for



those take-off angles. 
 Assume now that the desired
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source-receiver distance lies only in the range covered



by the third branch, say 600. Then the two endpoints



of that branch are used as the start-up values for the 

iteration. Furthermore, if any iteration step yields an 

estimated take-off angle beyond one of the boundaries, the 


boundary point is re-used. Thus the iteration is bound,



and absolutely convergent. This operation is repeated for



each branch containing the desired source-receiver



separation, and finally the shortest of the travel times



is chosen as the first arrival and theoretical travel time;



In addition, using this method it is trivial to ascertain



if a requested distance lies in .a shadow zone.



The final distance accuracy required of the iteration



5
was 10- radians (or 5.7 x 10- 4.degrees), giving a maximum



travel-time error of .01 seconds. 
 Even with this strict



requirement typically only 6-8 iterations were required.



Thus the secant method provides an optimal mix of



reliability, speed, and computational simplicity; more



complex iteration schemes would probably loose as much



efficiency in extra calculations as they gain in a



reduced number of necessary iterations.



The final step of course is to actually trace the
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rays for a specified take-off angle. For both classes of



events this was done simply by calculating the ray parameter



and applying the conservation principle to progress



through the layers in the proper fashion. The travel time



was calculated only for the final, desired ray in order to



speed the computations.



One other ray tracing program was used in the



inversion routines; it was desired to place the HFT events



at shallow depths within the crustal layers to observe the



effect on their epicentral locations and residual errors.



The ray tracer used for shallow sources was the same as



that for surface sources except for the following. 1) The



distanCe range was divided into that reached by upgoing



r ys and that reached by downgoing rays, simply by tracing



the ray leaving the source horizontally. 2) For distances



requiring upgoing rays, the start-up rays for the iteration



were the ray leaving horizontally and the ray leaving



vertically upwards. 3) For farther distances, the travel



time branch limits were used for all layers below the



source; the layer containing the source was represented



by the usual lower limit (the ray bottoming immediately 

above the lower boundary) and by the ray leaving



horizontally. 4) The actual ray tracing was accomplished
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by tracing a ray from a surface source ard subtracting that



part of the ray traveling from the actual source at depth



and the surface alon4 the same ray path. Thus, all take-off



angles refer to the equivalent surface source ray, but the



program returns the travel time and distance for the true



source at depth.



Each of the ray tracers desdribed above produced



calculated travel times for specified source and station



locations. These were then added to the origin times to



produce arrival times which could be compared with the



observed data.



A2.2 	Travel Times and Amplitudes for Reflected, Refracted,



and Converted Phases



As discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, it'is desirable



to search for secondary seismic arrivals on lunar



seismograms in the hopes of extracting additional structural



information. In particular, the reflected and refracted



converted waves from known or suspected interfaces



(velocity discontinuities) are of interest. In order to



do this theoretical travel time curves are needed to



correlate with observed pulses on the record section plots,



and amplitude curves are useful in estimating which phases
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are likely to be visible given the direct P and S wave



signal amplitudes. Accordingly, the following ray



tracers were written.



Moonquakes: 1) Direct ray tracer -'calculate the



direct P and S waves for any source depth below the velocity



drop (which is somewhere between 300 and 500 km depth) and



any central angle. In addition refracted converted waves



(e.g. SP) 
can be calculated for any depth of conversion.



2) Crustal peg-leg multiples - traces the reflected and



donvertd phases from crustal boundaries as described in



Chapter 2; 
 there are nine such waves with four distinct



arrival times. 3) Core reflections - this program traces rays



that leave the moonquake source, travel downwards, reflect



(either same type or conversion) at a deep boundary (e.g.



a core) and then travel to the surface.



Surface events: 1) Direct ray tracer - calculate the



direct P and S waves for any epicentral distance. No



refracted waves are calculated because in general a) S-P



conversions are not possible at the crustal interfaces,



b) P-S conversions would not be seen because of the



relatively low amplitudes of the direct P wave and c) few



surface events are far enough away so that rays pass



through deeper boundaries (e.g. 400-800 km depth) and the
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signals that do exist are relatively weak. 2) Reflected



phases - the ray.tracer calculates travel paths for rays



that travel down from the surface source and reflect



(same type or convert). from a boundary at any depth.



3) Crustal peg-leg multiples - as discussed in Chapter 2, 

only two such waves are expected (with identical travel



times) since no conversions are possible due to the



shallow incident angles. The amplitudes should be



comparable to the equivalent phases from moonquake



events, and so no ray tracers were written especially



for these phases.: The expected travel times were



calculated using a travel-time program kindly supplied by



Dr. Anton Dainty, which traces rays for a given take-off



angle.



The rationale behind the above selection of secondary



phases is given in the sections of the main body wherein



they are discussed. As in section A2.1, the above ray



tracers were designed to find the ray that connected two



given points in the moon. Commonly, rays were found for



every 5 or 10 degrees of epicentral distance, thus giving



a smooth picture of the travel times and amplitudes without



the user worrying about the proper ray parameter selection.



In all cases the secant interpolation-extrapolation method
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was used and the candidate rays were traced with the



appropriate application of ray parameter conservation.



The only variations in each program were the methods used



to obtain start-up values for the iteration; appropriate



algorithms had to be found for each ray type. These will



not be described explicitly herein because they are



essentially heuristic, the only requirement being that



they provide sufficiently accurate values to ensure



convergence. In most cases they are similar to those



formulas given above for direct waves.



In addition to travel times, these ray tracers were



designed to calculate theoretical amplitudes. In determining



whether a reflected or converted phase is likely to be



visible on record section plots, the quantity of interest



is the comparison between the theoretical-secondary phase



amplitude and the direct P and S wave amplitudes which



are observed. For example, if peg-leg multiples.arising



from the incident shear wave at the base of the crust are



expected to have about .1 of the amplitude of the



corresponding direct shear wave, it is possible that such



phases would be observable. These ratios are controlled



primarily by the reflection and transmission coefficients
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at the boundaries involved, and to-a lessen extent by the



ray tube spreading factors. 
 Again constabt-velocity layers



are used, even though velocity gradients can strongly affect



amplitudes, for two reasons-:- a) when the ray tracers were



written, only limited knowledge of possible velocity



gradients in the moon was available, and b) since we are



interested in relative amplitudes the inclusion of velocity



gradients would not affect the comparisons to a significant



extent because both the secondary phases and the direct



phases to which they are compated traverse such gradients



in similar fashions. Further discussions of the possible



effect of velocity gradients on the relative amplitudes are



given in the appropriate sectioh of the main body.



Naturally a complete calculation of theoretical



amplitudes would have to include source effects and



detailed path effects, such as 
 the precise nature of the



velocity discontinuities ap.d their relation to the seismic



wavelength. Ultim&tely, wave 
theory should be used and/or



theoretical seismograms calculated, as was done for the



direct P arrivals from &rtificial impacts. However, given



the fact that these secondary reflected and converted phases



are obscured by scattered energy, and the real lack of



detailed structural information, it is not feasible at this



point to make such precise calculations and comparisons.
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The object oftthe amplitude calculations described herein



is to determine, given a simple velocity structure,which



reflected and refracted secondary phases might produce



sufficient energy to be observable. For this purpose the



following calculations, assuming infinitely sharp first


order discontinuities and constant velocity layers, are



sufficient.



Four general subroutines are needed to calculate the



amplitude factors for the above ray tracers. The first



gives reflection (same type and converted) coefficients for



incident P and SV waves at a free surface; the SH reflection



coefficient is unity because no conversion can occur for



flat (or spherical) surfaces. The second and third routines



calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients at



an interior boundary, i.e. an interface between two half


spaces.; one routine assumes incident SH waves and the other



does the calculation for incident P and SV waves; The last



program calculates the ray-tube spreading factors.



The equations for reflection at a free surface are



derived in Ewing et al. (1957), pp. 24-29. The ratio of



reflected to incident energy flux per unit area is given



therein by equations 2-19; substitution of equations 2-11 and



2-15 yields the complete solution. (Note that equations 2-11
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and 2-15 contain factors of 
 (1 + 3 tan2e,) which result from



assuming that Poisson's ratio is 0.25. We have used the 

more general expreison, i.e. (tan2 f-1). The quantities 

e and f are the angles of emergence of the P and SV waves 

respectively). These equations are implemented in program 

ECSPHS, and require only the velocity values, incident 

angle and wave type, and teflected wave type as input. The 

energy ratio coefficients produced are similar to those in 

.Figs. 2-3 and 2-4 of. Ewin4 e't al. (1957). 

The second program calculates the reflection and



transmission coefficients for SA1 
 waves incident on a welded



boundary between two half-spaces. The appropriate equations



for the amplitude ratios of the wave field potentials are



given in Bullen (1965), p. 103, equation 8. In order to



obtain the energy flux ratios, the appropriate expressions 

are



JIE ~ SN Cosr 

where C, C., and C' are the amplitudes of the incident,



reflected, and transmitted SH botential wave fields,



respectively; 
the ratios are given in the above Bullen
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(1965) equation reference. The quantities P and f are 

the density and angle of emergence in each half-space.



The implementing subroutine is ECSH, requiring similar
 


input as the previous routin(e.



The third routine calculates the equivalent reflection
 


and transmission coefficients for P and SV waves incident



at an interior interface. There are 16 such coefficients,



and the equations are derived in Ewing et al. (1957), pp. 74
 


to 89. The final formulas used in this thesis are given at



the bottom of p. 87 and the top of p. 89; substitution is



required from equations 3-34 thru 3-37, 3-28 thru 3-31, and



finally 3-10. Subroutine TRANS-implements these relations,
 


and produces the appropriate coefficients given incident



wave type and direction, desired outgoing wave, and elastic



parameters (Vp, Vs, p,) for each medium. Graphs of the



16 energy ratios and the four calculated by- ECSH are shown



in Figs. 3-15 and 3-16 in Ewing et al. (1957).



The equations used in these last two subroutines are



known as Knott's equations, and the relations used in the



first routine are the analogous versions for a free surface.



They are derived as follows. First the elastic wave fields



are written in the form of potential solutions to the elastic



wave equation. These are then differentiated with respect
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to location to obtain displacement; the displacements are



inserted into Hooke's Law to find stresses. The resulting



expressions can then be inserted into the appropriate



boundary condition equations which apply -either at the



free surface or welded contact. These..quations are



solved to find the ratios of the reflected and/or



transmitted potential field amplitudes relative to the



incident amplitude as a function of incident angle and



elastic properties. Finally the energy density flux



per unit area is calculated from the potentials (by



differentiating with respect to location and time, squaring,



and multiplying by density and the vertical component of the



medium velocity) and the ratios of transmitted and reflected



to incident energy related to the potential amplitude



ratios. This completes the solution. Thus the derivation



is straightforward but algebraically involved, and the



resulting relations are lengthy. Therefore they are not



repeated herein; standard treatments are to be found in



the above references.



The last routine calculates the ray-tube spreading.



factor; for a homogeneous sphere it is



F =/R 

where R is the travel path length. The formula used is
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from Bullen (1965), p. 126, equation 1



SINA-I ( 
-Ro 
P() tSIN t1 t V 

where E is the energy observed at the receiver for unit



source energy, Ro is the planetary radius, Zis the central



angle traveled, i1 is the take-off angle relative to the



vertical, and i0 is the incident angle at the station. The



derivation of this is given on pp. 125-126 of Bullen (1965).



In the ray-tracing programs described above the derivative



in this formula was calculated numerically by tracing rays



with take-off angle .1% larger and smaller than the



desired value.



These subroutines are then included in the various ray



tracers discussed in the text, and all the various energy



ratio factors combined appropriately to give a single value.



The numbers listed by the subroutines and shown in various



tables herein are the square roots of the energy ratios,



assuming a unit source energy, multiplied by 1000 to allow



easier presentation. Note that these are just the square



roots of the energy, no attempt has been made to convert 

them to actual amplitudes due to the complexity introduced



by therscattering layer (Goins et al., 1978); in any case
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the conversion is only a constant scaling factor. Also,



the free surface amplification effect (Bullen, 1965, pp. 128


130) is not included due to the nearly vertical incidence



of all arriving waves on the moon.



A2.3 Amplitudes of Direct Waves in Continuously-Varying 

Velocity Structure 

As discussed in Chapter 3, theoretical amplitude 

calculations are needed to compare with measurements of the 

direct shear wave amplitude as a function of distance. Of 

particular interest is -the relative values for rays that 

bottom in the crust as opposed Lo r4ays that bottom in the 

mantle. In order to do this calculation-it is necessary to 

use a continuous velocity structure'so that the crustal 

structure can be properly modeled; as discussed above, this 

is not necessary for strictly'teleseismic amplitude studies. 

Furthermore, it is desirdble to include the effects of Q 

(anelastic attenuatibn). 

These calculations have been done using programs kindly 

supplied by their authors; TRAVEL (Dr. Anton Dainty) which 

assumes linear velocities between given points, and TVT4 

(Dr. Bruce Julian) which uses arb velocity curves. Once 

the ray tracing is done in each of these cases, the actual 
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amplitude calculation is straightforward. Both programs



use Bullen's ray tube spreading formula (TVT4 divides by



an extra factor of 21 times the surficial velocity, a



partial conversion factor from (energy)1/2 to amplitude),



and the anelastic attenuation is included as



where w is the angular frequency and ti, Qi are the time



the ray spends in layer i and the Q factor in that layer,



respectively. (Q-1 is defined as (21) - I times the



fractional energy lost per cycle.)



These programs do not include the effects of



transmission and reflection coefficients. However, this



is a minor effect for the direct P and S waves which are



nearly totally transmitted (VETEI > 0.9) through any



interface as long as grazing incidence or post critical



angles are avoided (see Figs. 3-15 in Ewing et al., 1957).



In addition, neither program converts fully to amplitude



or includes the surface amplification effect. The use of



these programs is described in Chapter 3.
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Figure Caption



Fig.. 	 A2-1,. Trave-time curve; for a sur-face&event -and -a 

velocity model of four constant-velocity layers 

(velocity drop between the third and fourth). 
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APPENDIX 3



POLARIZATION FILTERING
 


A3.1 Theoretical Background



As discussed in Chapter 2, the object of polarization



filtering is to discriminate against one sort of particle



motion and enhance another. This way, based on the



knowledge of the expected particle motions, particular



seismic phases can be searched for and enhanced on a



seismogram relative to the ambient energy levels. An



excellent review of the various filtering schemes that



have been devised and their applications is given in



Kanesewich (1973).



The filtering method used in this thesis is perhaps



the most direct approach, originally proposed by Flinn



(1965), discussed by Montalbetti and Kanasewich (1970),



and described in Kanasewich (1973). The following



derivation is similar to-,ithat in Kanasewich (1973).



Initially it is assumed that three matched time series
 


are available, with digital sampling at an interval of



At seconds, representing the radial, transverse, and



vertical components of ground motion of a surface point.



The orthogonal directions are measured relative to the



source epicenter (due to the very-lowvelocity zone at
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the lunar surface, the seismic waves arrival at the



seismometers essentially vertically, and so these are the.



component directions of interest), and it is helpful if



the signals are bandpass-filtered so that a narrow range



of periods is dominant. For a signal of' length T, the



resulting traces are labeled Ri , Ti, Zi , where i = 1, T/.t.



Now, for continuous sinusoidal time series, the



particle motion in space will be an ellipsoid, or an



ellipse in two dimensions. If the time series



arerepresenting orthogonal components of particle motion 

9 ~ A 

the resulting ellipse will be of the form



This is,the standard equation for an ellipse centered at



It can be recast in matrix form, giving
the origin. 


6~x ~%~AcoCosg- ~IAs .I-o - z4 / 

I" 
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Now the center matrix (call it B) contains the squared



amplitude and cross-amplitude terms, and if it is



diagonalized to



/AX, c) 

( A-,) 

contains the squares of the semi-major axes of the particle



motion ellipse, sincb the ellipse ,equation then reads



1% 

The coordinate system rotation angle represented by the



diagonalization is



t4 2'-A 

giving the direction of 'themajor and minor axes vectors.



Thus the particle motion ellipse parameters are deter-.ined



by diagonalizing the ma trix.B.



Returning to three-;imensional digital data, we



consider enough points from ,each time series to complete at



least one cycle of the dominant period r, or at least



4/at points. Then to obtain the matrix B-we find the
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expected squared amplitudes and cross-amplitudes of the



three digital time series R, T, and Zi these quantities



are otherwise known as the variance and covariance, or the



second moments and cross-moments of random variables. So



I' Ynr 32Rn
EfCrrJ 

VVVrrRt m 2CR) rt FA~ 

where A _ 4- -' R

and n is the number of points used from the time series R.



E denotes expected value. Analogous equations hold for T



and Z, and



r ~- E r eT) Or R" 
 

yield the covariance terms. Thus the matrix B for three


can be written as
dimensional digital time series 
 

COy (AT) 60VOz('VArILIZ) 
3 C., (RT) a-VA, CT) COV I 

COy (23) Cv (Tb) VA I 
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where 	 r 0 \i. 

, -QVAr 	 (xz 
xv) : A - 'oji >(-Z 4- iand 

This matrix then represents the expected amplitudes of the



-components of ground motion, and describes the best-fitting



ellipsoid in a least-squares, sense to the particle motion



described by the-orthogonal-time series.,



To obtain the principal axes of this ellipsoid, we



diagonalize the matrix B, as in the continnous .case, or



equivalently find the eigen-values and eigenvectors. The



eigenvectors represent the vectors which,are only stretched,.



not 	 rotated by the linear function described by the matrix,



and 	 so are equivalent to the pr'incipal axis vectors. The



eigenvalue gives the stretching factor (the square of the



axis length) deterfrifted by the component amplitudes. The



eigenvalues are denoted X11 22 3 in decreasing order, and



the 	 longest eigenvector is er, et, ez, or e.



Having found the chdtacteristic parameters of the



particle notion ellipsoid from the data, it remains to



devise a scheme to enhande the particular particle motion



desired. As discussed in Chapter 2, we are attempting to



observe body waves which will arrive initially with



rectilinear particle motion, and wish to eliminate random
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or ellipsoidal particle motion that represents primarily



noise or scattered energy. (Note that if the angle of



incidence of an S wave at the surface is greater than the



critical angle, then the observed particle motion-will not



in fact be rectilinear (Nuttli, 1961). Due to the steep



velocity gradient near the surface, however, all incident



angles are less than 5', so this situation is not



encountered). The first discriminating criterion is thus



for rectilinearity, or high aspect ratio of the particle



motion ellipse. One way to measure this is by the quantity



x

where \,is the intermediate eigenvalue and X, is the 

largest. X3 is considered to be the out-of-plane



ellipsoidal component. This factor thus approaches zero



-
when ;1 = >,2 and the motion is nearly circular, and goes



to one as , 1 7"')2 indicating rectilinear motion. The



exponent a can be varied to suit the particular application;



as a increases F discriminates more slowly as a function of



aspect ratio. In this work a = 1.2, so that F = 1 - (A2/AI).



where A1 ,2 are the amplitudes of the axial ground motions or



equivalently the linear measure of the particle motion
 


ellipsoid dimensions, and the filter curves strongly



discriminate against high aspect ratio particle motion.
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Now this factor evaluates the rectilinearity of the



particle notion ellipsoid, calculated for a string of n



points representing at least one cycle off the dominant



period. Herein one cycle will be used; the factor can then



be applied to the center point vector, and the calculation



rolled along one point at a time. In addition, it is
 


desirable to include a factor measuring to what degree the



vector at the center point lies along the dominant



particle motion (largest eigenvector) direction.



Accordingly, we take the projection of the center point



position vector D on the largest eigenvector. So



since e is a unit vector. Thus this factor passes only



that part of the particle motion that lies along the



dominant motion direction; the rest is considered to be


4 

noise. Finally, these two factors are combined, so that



the output vector for the center point motion is



giving the expression for the polarization filter used in



this work.
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It should be noted here that Voss et al. (1976)



and Jarosch (1977) have used a different polarization



filtering technique than that described above in studying



lunar seismograms. Basically it consists of using a



rinning average of the product of the radial and vertical



components of ground motion as a filter to be applied to



those records. There are two disadvantages and one



.advantage to this method. First, it does not use or


process the SH ground motion, where quite often the



largest amplitude secondary arrivals are expected. Second,



it is mcst sensitive to arrivals with an incident angle of



450; phases seen only on either the vertical or radial



records will be filtered out. Unfortunately, due to the



surficial low-velocity zone as discussed above, most



teleseismic waves in the moon should approach the surface



at close to vertical incidence, implying that the above



filter will not optimally enhance the desired signals. As



a result, of course, noise pulses occurring on only one



trace will be surpressed whereas the method used herein



will pass them; on the whole, however, the particle



motion ellipsoid approach seems better as long as proper



care is taken in the presence of obvious noise pulses.
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A3.2 Application to Lunar Seismograms



The operations described below are caried out in a



Polarizer package developed during this work to polarization



filter lunar seismograms using the thedry given above. The



first step is to read in each record and high-pass filter



those traces that were received in the broad-band response



mode, using a cut-off period of 10 seconds and a filter



length of 5, as described in Appendix 1. This is only



necessary for Surface events; moonquake stacked records



are pre-filtered during the stacking process.



Next, the individual component traces are normalized



so that each has about the same average amplitude. This



step requires some discussion. As described in Chapter 1,



the amplitudes of each component 6f ground motion received



at a particular station tend to have a constant relationship



to each-other that is relatively independent of the location



or focal mechanism of the source (see for example any of the



raw seismograms in Appendix 1). These scale factors seem to



persist along all portions of the seismic records. This



implies that the relative gain of each component seismometer



is controlled by instrument effects (e.g. the y-axis cable



acting as an additional spring or differences in the



instrument sensitivities as discused by Jarosch (1977)) or
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near-station structural effects (e.g. the increased



horizontal vs. vertical Rayleigh wave particle motion



caused by the very-low-velocity regolith layer (Mark and



Sutton, 1975)) rather than by source or teleseismic travel



path effects. Thus the particle motion ellipsoids at each



station are consistently biased by these constant effects



that dominate the relative component amplitudes. In addition,



the polarization filter is less effective on such data since



the particle motion ellipsoids will tend to have similar



shapes when one component is much larger than the others.



Clearly it is desirable to remove those parts of the



relative amplitude gains which are constant for any



seismic-signal, in an attempt to retrieve the particle



motion that existed-prior to the near-surface and station



effects that are specific to each ALSEP site.



In the absence of a priori knowledge of the mechanisms 

producing the amplitude bias, an approximate procedure is 

to simply normalize all the traces to a common average level. 

In the lunar case this is a reasonable approach since, as 

mentionedi the relative component amplitudes are remarkably 

constant. The scaling was done automatically in the program 

using a window length of four minutes (1200 points at the



0.2 sampling interval of the LP instruments) beginning about



1.5 minutes before S. This interval represents half of the
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total signal length processed for each mbonquake, and one 

quarter of that used for surface events, allowing a 

reasonablly accurate average mplitude to be measured 

without excessive computing time. These,parameters were 

varied occasionally to avoid noise spikes that would bias



the scaling factors. An additional advantage that



resulted from the amplitude normalization was that



convenient plotting was facilitated.



The final scaling factors for each trace are given in



Tables A3-1, along with the relative factors normalized to



the vertical component at each station. (Note that ALSEP



14 it normalized to the Y component since the vertical



instrument is usually not operational.) It is clear that



over all 40 events there is a remarkable uniformity of



relative component amplitudes, as asserted above. Table



A3-le gives the average relative scaling factor and



standard deviation for each component at each station for



moonquakes, surface events, and all events. Values from



records dominated by noise or produced by improperly



functioning instruments were omitted from the averages as



indicated by the asterisks. It is interesting that the



surface event horizontal records seem to be more enhanced



relative to the vertical Component thin is the case for
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moonquakes, possibly as the result of greater surface wave



generation and subsequent horizontal motion amplification



by the very low surficial velocities. The differences,



however, are within one standard deviation. (Note that



the relative station gains are not compared due to the



small number of events which would result in biasing by



event location).



The next step is to rotate the horizontal components



to the transverse and negative radial directions relative



to the source epicenters, using the equations



T = X cos + Y sin



sin0
R = Y cos -X 


where-G is the angle measured clockwise (due to-the left


handed coordinate system) from the Y direction to-the



negative radial vector, obtained from the station and



source epicenter coordinates and the Y-axis azimuth using



the standard equations in Bullen (1965), pp. 154-155.



(Both equations 7 and 8 therein are used in order to



determine the azimuth quadrant without ambiguity). It



is not worthwhile to rotate the vertical axis to point



at the focus, because even for surface events within 100
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of the a station the angle of emergence is only 3-5 degrees



from the vertical due to the steep near-surface velocity



gradient. As discussed in Chapter 2, the locations used are



preliminary ones, listed in Tables A3-2, but comparison



with the final locations given in Tables 3-8



shows that there are only small differences.



The resulting traces are then ready to be passed to the



polarization filter as described in section A3.1. The data



length usea for the correlation matrix calculation was 11



points or 2 seconds, corresponding to one cycle of the



dominant period on the ALSEP 12, 15, and 16 seismograms and



two cycles on the ALSEP 14 records. The resulting filtered



traces, along with the scaled and rotated traces, were



plotted and stored on disc; the plots are presented and



described in Appendix 1. It is obvious from these plots



that the polarization filter is successful in removing a



great deal of energy. Th' direct P and S wave arrivals



are particularly well enh&nced, suggesting that at least



some of the other pulses are also true enhanced body



waves, i.e. secondary phase arrivals. The fact that usually



the initial few cycles of the known direct body waves are



well-passed while the following amplitudes are decreased is



excellent confirmation of the hypothesis that the initial



body wave arrivals are relatively unscattered and have
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rectilinear particle motion while the later scattered



coda does not. Furthermore, the polarization filter used



seems to effectively discriminate between the two types of



seismic energy., The rectilinearity function, defined in



also stored on disc
section A3.l as F =1- was 
 

for each three component record, and occasionally plotted.



However, it was usually of little use in measuring arrival



times.



A few final points remain to be mentioned. First, on



leveling
traces dominated by large noise pulses such as 
 

or on records with little signal content the

movements 
 

scaling routine did not always -produce precisely 
scaled



traces; this was allowed since polarization filtering 
was



of little use in these cases. 
 Second, the polarization
 

filter was not applied in cases where little or no 
signal



was available on one component of ground motion, as was



This produced blank records
usually the case at ALSEP 14. 
 

on the polarization filtered seismograms given in.Appendix 
1.



Finally, in the calculation of the eigenvalue of the



-
correlation matrix, 1% was added to the three diagonal 
 

This is equivalent to

to stabilize the computations.
terms 
 

a stochastic inverse as described in Appendix 4.
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A3.3 Record Stations



The final step in the data processing is to plot the



seismograms on record sections to allow the identification



of true seismic arrivals, as opposed to random noise pulses.



For surface events this is straightforward; the origin times



(listed in Table A3-2a) are aligned and each record is



plotted at the appropriate source-teceiver separation one



component at a time. The separations for surface events are



given in Table A3-3a, as calculated from the equations in



Bullen (1965), pp. 154-155. Travel time curves of suspected



phases can then be plotted on the record section. (Note



that these theoretical travel times should be calculated



from the same model used to locate the events and determine



the origin times. Within reasonable limits the-model can



be varied, relocating the events and recalculating travel



times, and the correlati6h between the travel time curves



and the seismograms will be essentially the same.)



The moonquake events 4ust be corrected to a common



source depth before a record section plot can be constructed.



Since the required corrections are different for each



seismic phase, it is difficult to examine a moonquake record



section for seismic wave arrivals of different types. For



a given moonquake focus, the correction for a particular
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phase is obtained in the following way. First, the travel



time of the phase to a seismic station is calculated. Then



the source is moved vertically to the reference source



depth and a new travel time computed.. The time difference



is found, and applied to the origin time, thus obtaining



the effective origin time as it would be if the focus had



in factbeen at the reference depth. This process of



course assumes lateral homogeneity since the two ray paths



are different. The calculation is repeated for each



station-focus pair, since the necessary correction is a



function of focal depth and source-receiver separation.



Fortunately, the required corrections are very similar for



phases of similar geometry, such as the nine peg-leg



multiples, and so it is possible to search for several



related phases on a single record section, greatly reducing



the complexity of the process. In this thesis a variation of



+2 seconds in correction was allowed, although usually



crucial correlations were rechecked by examining the true



correction values. As for the original origin times, the



data-theory correlations were not strongly dependent on the



exact velocity values used in the seismic model as long as



the same ones were used for calculating the corrections and



the theoretical travel times.
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Although the average moonquake depth is close to 900 km,



the reference source depth used is 1000 km, because moving a



focus up in depth requires greater incident angles at



velocity interfaces in order for theray to reach an



equivalent distance. Since there is a velocity drop at



about 300-500 km, above all the moonquake foci, this means



that if deep foci at far distances from the ALSEP array are



moved up too much, the rays will encounter a geometric
 


shadow zone, and the correction will not be calculable. Even



if there weren't a velocity drop, the S-P phase converted at



the velocity discontinuity enters a shadow zone as the foci



move up in depth and approach the boundary. The 1000 km



depth reference source depth is sufficient to prevent this



from occurring except occasionally, and so significant data



is not lost. Of course, the opposite effect occurs if we



consider phases reflected from a boundary below the moon


quakes, so that the reflected waves from deeper foci



cannot reach to large distances. Since the moonquake foci



nearly are all within 90' of the farthest ALSEP station, this



did not present a serious problem.



In sum, the moon4uakes were corrected for the appropriate



appropriate phases as discussed in the main text, and care



was taken not to artificially eliminate data. Once the
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origin time corrections were applied, then the record



section plotting could proceed as for surface events.



The moonquake locations, origin times, and source-receiver



separations for the moonquake foci are given in Tables



A3-2b and A3-3b.



Various origin time correcting programs were written;



corrections were calculated for direct waves, peg-leg



multiples, refracted converted phases, and core reflections;.



In each case various appropriate interface depths were used



and layer velocities were varied to observe :the effects on



the corrections. The resulting record section plots for



-both surface events and moonquakes are shown throughout



this thesis.
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Table A3-1a



Scaling factors for ALSEP 12 seismograms



Moonquakes



ro Scaling Factors Relative Scaling Factors


Number X Y Z X Y Z



Al 2.092 1.750 1.812 1.15 0.97 1.0



A15 2.906 3.465 3.308 0.88 1.05 1.0



A16 3.351 2.839 2.936 1.14 0.97 1.0



A17 2.182 1.803 2.382 0.92 0.76 1.0



A18 2.632 2.364 2.877 0.91 0.82 1.0



A20 1.860 1.640 1.591 1.17 1.03 1.0



A27 3.137 3.477 3.266 0.96 1.06 1.0



A30 3.196 2.928 3.612 0.88 0.81 1.0



A31 -- -- -- -- -- --

A32 7.405 2.991 7.694 0.96 0.39 1.0 

A33 4.765 4.743 4.083 1.17 1.16 1.0 

A34 3.416 2.960 2.414 1.42 1.-23 1.0 

A36 -- -- -- -- -- --

A40 3.096 2.873 3.157 0.98 0.91 1.0 

A41 3.211 2-903 3.003 1.07 0.97 1.0 

A42 0.959 0.592 1.005 0.95 0.59 1.0 

A44 3.136 2.923 3.918 0.80 0.75 1.0 

A45 2.035 1.876 1.975 1.03 0.95 1.0 
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A46 2.090 1.642 1.776 1.18 0.92 1.0



A50 2.942 3.209 3.467 0.85 0.93 1.0



A51 3.332 2.596 1.615 2.06 1.61 1.0



A56 1.421 2.416 3.735 0.38 0.65 1.0



A61 -- -- -- -- -- --

A62 1.487 1.300 1.531 0.97 0.85 1.0



Surface Events 

Event Scaling Factors Relative Scaling Factors 
YrfDay X Y z X Y Z 

72 134 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.90 1.0 1.0 


72 199 0.192 0.160 0.150 1.28 1.07 1.0



72 213 0.506 0.443 0.520 0.97 0.85 1.0



72 324 0.578 0.547 0.643 0.90 0.85 1.0



72 102 0.166 0.141 0.155 1.07 0.91 1.0



72 124 0.067 0.065 0.056 1.20 1.16 1.0



72 25 0.071 0.079 0.086 0.83 0.92 1.0



77 107 0.166 0.159 -- -- -- -

73 72 0.085 0.082 0.089 0.96 0.92 1.0



73 171 0.'274 0.269 0.290 0.94 0.93 1.0



74 192 0.513 0.481 0.590 0.87 0.82 1.0



75 3 0.064 0.066 0.067 0.96 0.99 1.0



75 44 1.760 1.290 1.869 0.94 0.69 1.0



76 4 1.213 0.794 1.708 0.71 0.46 1.0



76 66 0.413 0.386 0.382 1.08 1.01 1.0



76 68 0.943 0.797 1.085 0.87 0.73 1.0
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Table A3-lb



Scaling factors for ALSEP 14 seismograms



Moonquakes



Focus Scaling Factors Relative Scaling Factors



Number x y z x y 
 z



Al 1.664 0.705 3-.163 2.36, 1.0 4.49



A15 2.184 1.403 -- 1.56 1.0 --


Al6 1.812 1.400 2.732 1.29, 1.0 1.95



A17 1.231 0.907 2.225 1.36 1.0 2.45



A18 2.402 1.493 3.444 1.61 1.0 2.31



A20 2.206 1.375 -- 1.60 1.0 --


A27 2.521 1.972 -- 1.28 1.0 --

A30 1.583 1.024 -- 1.55 1.0 --

A31 1.569 1.938 -- 0.81 1.0 --

A32 2.336 1.868 -- 1.25 1.0 --

A33 4.256 1.894 2.829, 2.25 1.0 1.49



A34 2.009 1.751 4.202 1.15 1.0 2.40



A36, 1.270 1.647 -- 0.77 1.0 --


A40 2.264 1.292 1'-- 1.75 1.0 --


A41 2.334 1.485 5.559 1.57 1.0 3.74



A42 1.746 0,958 8.255 1.82 1.0 *8.62



A44 2.952 1.523 -- 1.94 1.0 -


A4,5 0.559 0.4331 -- 1.29 1.0 --

A46 1.225 0.656 -- 1.87 1.0 -

http:1'--1.75
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1.84 1.0 --A50 1.797 0.975 --

A51 9.704 1.585 -- *6.12 1.0 --

A56 1.208 1.041 -- 1.16 1.0 --

A61 0.514 0.067 -- *7.67 i.o --


A62 1.102 0.882 -- 1.25 1.0 --


Surface Events 

Event Scaling Factors Relative Scaling Factors 
YrDay X Y Z X Y Z 

72 134 0.003 0.003 -- 1.0 1.0 -

72 199 0.101 0.683 -- 1.22 1.0 -

72 213 0.154 0.113 -- 1.36 1.0 -

72 324 0.188 0.146 -- 1.29 1.0 -

75 102 0.339 0.028 -- *12.11 1.0 -

75 124 0.136 0.027 -- *5.04 1.0 -

76 25 ...-- -- -

77 107 0.070 0.040 0.234 1.75 10 5.85 

73 72 0.048 0.239 -- *0.20 1.0 -

73 171 0.162 0.078 -- 208 1.0 -

74 192 0.183 0.057 -- *3.21 1.0 -

75 3 0.024 0.019 -- 1.26 1.0 -

75 44 -- -- .-- -

76 4 0.500 0.664 -- 0.75 1.0 -

76 66 0.104 0.059 -- 1.76 1.0 -

76 68 0.401 0.199 -- 2.02 1.0 -
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Table A3-1c



Scaling factors for ALSEP 15 seismograms.



Moonquakes 
Focus Scaling Factors Relative Scaling Factors 

Number X Y Z X Y Z 

Al 1.566 1.449 1.878 0.83 0.77 1.0 

A15 3.693 2.253 3.633 1.02 0.62 1.0 

A16 2.474 1.954 2.617 0.95 0.75 1.0 

A17 1.305 0.958 1.362 0.96 0.70 1.0 

A18 1.655 1.596 2.266 0.73 0.70 1.0 

A20 2.151 1.490 2.018 1.07 0.74 1.0 

A27 2.514 1.761 2.308 1.09 0.76 1.0 

A30 3.798 3.176 3.726 1.02 0.85 1.0 

A31 2.341 1.316 2.525 0.93 0.52 1.0 

A32 2.146 1.704 2.200 0.98 0.77 1.0 

A33 1.962 1.698 1.891 1.04 0.90 1.0 

A34 2.457 1.356 -- -- -- --

A36 2.018 1.791 1.556 1.30 1.15 1.0 

A40 5.331 4.808 4.242 1.26 1.13 1.0 

A41 3.195 2.685 2.552 1.25 1.05 1.0 

A42 2.422 1.977 2.311 1.05 0.86 1.0 

A44 2.150 1.383 1.973 1.09 0.70 1.0 

A45 2.151 1.681 2.192 0.98 -0.77 1.0 

A46 2.035 1.637 2.452 0.83 0.67 1.0 
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A50 3.865 3.727 3.399 1.14 1.10 1.0



A51 1.842 1.059 2.039 0.90 0.52 1.0



A56 5.012 1.922 1.983 *2.53 *0.97 1.0



A61 1.213 1.046 2.218 0.55 -0.47 1.0



A62 1.491 1.080 1.945 0.77 0.56 1.0



Surface Events,



Event Scaling Factors Relative Scaling Factors


YrDay X Y Z X Y Z 

72 134 0.055 0.038 0.081 0.68 0.47 1.0



72 199 0.088 0.067 0.115 0.77 0.58 1.0



72 213 0.070 0.044 0.117 0.60 0.38 1.0



72 324. 0.328 0.217 0.585 0.56. 0.37 1.0



75 102 0.070 0.045 0.093 0.75 0.48 1.0



75'124 0.096 0.070 0.106 
 0.91 0.66 1.0
 

76 25 0.167 0.121 0.256 0.65 0.47 1.0



77 107 0.522 0.319 0.528 0.99 0.60 1.0



73 72 0.162 0.587 0.241 *0.67 *2.44 1.0



73 171 0.301 0.250 0.668. *0.45 *0.37 1.0



74 192 0.217 0.210 0.419 0.52 0.50 1.0



75 3. 0.013 0.024 0.058 0.22 0.41 1.0



75 44 1.211 1.427 1.183 1.02 1.21 1.0



76 4 1.394 1.168 1.835 0.76 0.64 1.0



76 66 0.593 0.444 0.934 0.63 0.48 1.0



76 68 1.040 0.882 1.887 0.55 0.47 1.0
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TableA3-ld



Scaling factors for ALSEP 16 seismograms



Moonquakes



Focus Scaling Factors R lative Scaling Factors
 

Number X. Y Z X Y Z



Al 0.910 0.251 1.523 0.60 0.16 1.0



A15 1.88-7 1.046 3.444 0-.55 0.30 1.0



A16 1.240 0.560 2..0"T2- 0.59- 0.,27 1.0



Al7 1.145 0.505 2.958 0.39 0.17- 1.0



Al8 1.049- 0.697 2:.078 '0.30 0.34 1.0



A20 1.028 0.457 2.048 0.50 0.22 1.0



A27 1.723 0.941 2.210 0.78 0-.43 1.0



A30 3.005 1.4'60 4z.394 0.68 0.33 1.0



A31 1.480 0.601 1.927 0.77 0.31 1.0



A32 1.04.2 0.527 2.1,31 0.49 0.25 1.0



A33 0.970 0.341 1.669 0.58 0.20 '1.0



A34 2.348 1.019 4.486 0.52 0.23 1.0



A36 1.145 0.598 1.6-19 0..71 0.37 1.0



.A40 1.859 0.938 3.720 0.50 0.25 .1.0



A41 1.161 0.644 3.519 0.30 0.17 1.0



A42 0.379 0.204 0.963 0.39 0.21 1.0



A44 1.522 0.799 3.543 0.43 0.23 1.0



A45 0.609 0.26'8 1.257 0.48' 0.21 1.0



A46 1.145 0.511 2.334 0.49 0..22 1.0





-- --
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A50 2.252 1.027 3.626 0.62 0.28 1.0



A51 0.992 0.431 1.872 0.53 0.23 1.0



A56 1.267 0.814 1.820 0.70 0.45 1.0



A61 0.554 0.346 1.712 0.32 0.20 1.0



A62 0.923 0.451 1.236 0.75 0.36 1.0



Surface Events
 


Event Scaling Factors Relative Scaling Factors 
YrX Y z x Y z 

72 134 0.017 0.009 0.052 0.33 0.17 1.0 

72 199 0.043 0.021 0.114 0.38 0.18 1.0 

72 213 0.050 0.073 0.595 *0.08 *0.12 1.0 

72 324 0.392 0.193 1.082 0.36 0.18 1.0 

75 102 0.057 0.026 0.147 0.39 0.18 1.0 

75 124 -- -- -- -

76 25 0.082 0.059 0.252 0.32 0.23 1.0 

77 107 0.119 0.077 0.324 0.37 0.24 1.0 

73 72 0.049 0.026 0.144 0.34 0.18 1.0 

73 171 0.151 0.085 0.565 0.27 0.15 1.0 

74 192 0.130 0.062 0.317 0.41 0.20 1.0 

75 3 0.021 0.013 0.071 0.30 0.18 1.0 

75 44 0.981 0.610 2.833 0.35 0.22 1.0 

76 4 1.387 1.011 1.507 *0.92 *0.67 1.0 

76 66 0.422 0.246 0.855 0.49 0.29 1.0 

76 .68 0.231 0.212 1.002 0.23 0.21 1.0
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table A3-1e 
 

Average relative scaling factors


by station



Surface


Station Component:, Moonquakes Events All Events



12 	 x 1.04 ± &.31 0.97 ± 0.15 1.01 ± 0.25 
Y 0.92 ± 0.25 0.89. ± 0.17 0.91 ± 0.22 
Z 1.0 1.0 1.0 

14 	 X 1.39 ± 0.43 1.45 ± 0.44 1.41 ± 0.43


Y 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Z 2.69 ± 1.05. 5.85 3.09 

15 	 X 1.06 ± 0.19 0.72 ± 0.21 0.93 ± 0.19 
Y 0.78 ± 0.19 0.56 ± 0.21 0.70 ± 0.19 
Z 1.0 1.0 1.0 

16 	 X 0.55 ± 0.13 0.35 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.11 
Y 0.27 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.04 0.24 t 0.07 
Z 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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Table A3-2a



Surface event locations used for horizontal component


rotation and record section plotting



Event



Yr Day Latitude Longitude Origin Time (sec)*



72 134 88.9 -16.3 -18.0



72 199 56.3 129.4 -367.0



72 213 54.2 5.6 -55.0



72 324 24.7 -43.8 -178.0



"75 102 87.2 38.7 -128.0



75 124 i23.6 -125.0 -344.0



76 25 
 96.5 -71.2 -201.0
 

77 107 104.5 -56.0 -140.0



73 72 163.4 -167.0 -315.0 

73 171 84.2 -64.8 -172.O 

74 192 74.9 95.7 -313.0 

75 3 62.8 -107..0 -273.0 

75 44 104.9 -20.1 -57.0 

76 4 45.0 28.9 -126.0 

76 66 41.7 -23.5 -151.0 

76 68 106.0 -11.8 -40.0 

*relative to the reference times given in Tables



1-4 and 1-5.
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Table A3-2b 

Moonquake locations used for horizontal component


rotation and record section plotting



Focus Colatitude Longitude pepth Origin Time (sec)* 

Al 103.2 -31.1 846.0 -112.0 

A15 99.4 4.4 1014.0 -109.0 

A16 83.5 2.2 1029.0 -140.0 

A17 66.4 -19.2 794.0 -132.0 

A18 68.9 26.0 919.0 -105.0 

A20 69.4 -28.3 947.0 -153.0 

A27 70-.5 14.5 991.0 -101.0 

A30 79.4 -28.5 889.0 -106.0 

A31 76.7 7.4 1099.,0 -154.0 

A32 73.0 18.0 769.0 095.0 

A33 83.6 108.6 1027.0 -248.0 

A34 82.,8 -6.8 93'6.0 -98.0 

A36 33.4 -83 11058.0 -117.0 

A40 90.9 -10.7 874.0 -78.0 

A41 67.2 037..7 721.,0 -112.0 

A42 68.3 -44.-9 983.0 -117.0 

A44 45.8 43.4 956.0 -125.0 

A45 10-5.7 -34.4 971.0 -124.0 

A46 102.5 -30-.4 879.-0 -80.0 



636 Table A3-2b (cont.) 
 

A50 80.9 -47.3 886.0 -117.0



A51 80.9 14.0 837.0 -87.0



A56 81.6 .-24.2 721.0 -55.0



A61 67.9 35.8 857.0 -199.0



A62 46.7 52.4 971.0 -150.0



*relative to the reference times given in Table 1-6.
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Table A3-3a
 


Source-receiver separation for surface events


used in record section plotting



Event Separation (central angle in radians)



Yr Day 12 14 15 16



72' 134 0.144 0.085 0.5-50 0.580



72 199 2.447 2:390 1,764 2.003



72 213 0.827 0.785 0.172 0.799



72 324 1.221 1.249 6.85g 1.502



75 102 1.1088 0.9 86 0.713 0.452



75 124 1.709, 1.781 2.361 2.152



76 25 0.33' 0.935 1,386 1.497



77 107 0.59.5 0.699, 1.235 1.221



73 72 1.751 '1.7S7 2.311 1.704



73 171 0'.738 0.841 1.18,9 1.421



74 1912' 2_.074 1,977 1.4 7 1.448



75 3 1.49-6 1.,592 1.652 2.145



75 44 0.Z15 0!,201 0.821 0.616



76 4 1.166 1.113 0.484 0.966



76 66 0.897 0'..9,12 0,.536 1.166



76 68 0.302 '0!237' 0.780 0.481
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Table A3-3b



Source-receiver separation for moonquakes


used in record section plotting



Focus Separation (central angle in radians)

Number 12 
 14 
 15 16



Al 01.221 0.288 0.904 0801



A15 0.495 0.392 0.620 0.192



A16 0.477 0.386 0.343 0.355



-
A17 0.471 0.477 
 0.365 0.821



A18 
 0.944 0.860 0.368 0.555-


A20 0.421 0.462 0.519 0.911



A27. 0.759 0.681 0.208 0.498



A30 0.255, 0.315 0_594 0.837



A3'1 0.605 0.523 0.231 0-.414



A32 0.795 0.71,0 0.282' 0.455 


A33 2.364 2.202 1.752> 1.640



*A34 .0.341 0.267 6.371 .0.480



A36 1.061 1.059 0.556 1.197



A40 0.225 0.128 0.529 0'.477



A41 
 0.513 0.577 0.657 1.065



A42 0.566 0.644 0.775 1.164



A44 1.324 1.262 0.641 1.028



A45 0.290 0.358 0.974 0.857



A46 0.205 0.272 0.888 0.789





Table A3-3b (cont.) 639 

ASO 0.466 0.564 0.892Z 1.136 

A51 0.684 0-.591 0.341 0.317 

A56 0.201 0.241 0.554 0.754 

A61 I.I00 1.013 0.514 0.644 

A62 1.428 1.363 0.748 1.083 
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APPENDIX 4



INVERSION METHODS



Inverse problems arise frequently in geophysics, and



there are many papers reporting the use of inverse



,techniques in geophysical analyses' (c.f. Wiggins, i972;



Aki et al., 1977; Aki and Lee, 1976; Minster et al., 1974;



and many others). The purpose of this appendix is to



describe the inverse methods used in this thesis.



Discussions on the choice of these methods, their



advantages and disadvantages, and the results of applying



them to the lunar seismic data set are given in Chapter 3.



In the following sections, the problem to be solved



is the determination of seismic event locations and origin



times, -along with some parameters of the velocity model,



from the direct P and S wave arrival times at the four



ALSEP stations. Thus the unknowns (or parameters to be



determined) are the latitude, longitude, depth and origin



time for each event plus typically two to four velocity



values (model parameters) of the velocity model. Note



that depth need not be determined if the event is known



or constrained to be on the surface. 
 The knowns (or



data values) are 
the P and S wave arrival times, .a maximum
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of eight per event. As discussed in Chapter 3, a minimum



of four (three for surface events) data points are required



for each event simply to be able to determine the location



parameters.



A4-.1 Parameter Search Mephod



The essence of this technique is simply to search



through the parameter space to find a best fit, in some



sense, to the data. The discussion below is for a single



seismic event in the lunar interior (i.e. its depth must



be determined). Extension to surface sources 
 and multiple



event data sets is described afterwards.



For one-event, the following scheme is used. First,



the velocity model is fixed, including the model parameters



(e.g. the upper mantle P and S wave velocities) that we



wish to determine. Then a-tentative location is chosen



for the event; as described below, it need not be near



the final best location so minimal a priori information is



required. Using this location', the P and S wave travel



times to the four ALSEP stations are calculated, and



subtracted from the observed arrival times to give up to



eight estimates of the event origin time. The variance of



these estimates is then formed (call it e2 ) and serves as



the scalar parameter to be minimized. Therefore this
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i'ehod essentially finds a least-squares fit to the



arrival time data in the sense that the variance of the



predicted origin time is minimized.



The original .location is then used as the center 
point



of a 3 x 3 x 3 grid of locations in latitude, longitude,



For


and depth; the spacing between points is about 

30 km. 
 

are again traced

each 	 of these locations the P and S waves 
 

2 formed at each grid point. 
 The smallest e
2 in the'


and e
 

grid is found, and the center of the 
grid-shifted to be at



that location.



A new grid of e2 values is then formed (only a few new



values need be calculated) and the grid center 
moved again.



is at the center; this


This continues until the minimum e 
 

signifies that at least a local minimum, or best 
location,



has been/found. Finally, the best location is refined by



iterated linearized matrix inversion as described

doing as 


In all cases this last step converged
in the next section. 
 

to a location within or just outside the area 
of the final



grid.



The result of the above procedure is thus a 
best



location for the event given the seismic velocity 
model.



2 for this location is a measure of how well

The value of e
 

the velocity model and location can explain this observed
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data. In practice, no local minima were found for the



event locations; the grid would move quickly to the same



area independent of where it was started. This is of



course partially a result of the data selection process



(Chapter 1-) which only selected events which had a good



(triangular) distribution of observed arrival times (i.e.



at least one arrival was required at each corner of the



ALSEP array). The fact that the matrix inversion routine



did not exit the final grid shows that the wavelengths of



the e2 variation in the parameter spade are larger than the



grid spacing and therefore the grid is fine enough to



follow the structure of the parameter space.



The last step of this method is to systematically vary



the velocity model parameters that are to be determined.



For each combination, the best event.location is again



found, and the corresponding value of e2 calculated.



Finally, the e2 values are printed in an array of the model



parameter combinations and the "best" velocity parameter



values will correspond to the smallest e2 and can be found



by inspection.



In order to apply this method to surface events, the



grid is simply modified.to a 3 x 3 configuration on the



surface, and the procedure is then the same as above.



http:modified.to
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However, there is no clear-cut way to apply the technique



to many events simultaneously. In the early phases of
 


this work several'schemes were tried, including simply



stacking the final e2 arrays for each event, summing the



e2 values for each velocity model considered. The smallest



value in the stacked array will then point to an optimal



velocity model (in some sense) for the suite of events.



Of course, this procedure is somewhat ad hoc and is



subject to biasing by events with bverly large e2 value



variations. Therefore 1!his multiple event analysis was



only used in preliminar studies, iostly to study the



characteristics of the -parameters ace. All seismic



velocity results reported in this t esis were obtained by


the matrix inversion mehod discussed in the next section.



As mentioned in Ch.pter 3, thls method (for single 

events) is inefficient in terms of 'omputation time; many 

methods with faster convergence rates are available (c.f. 

Acton, 1970, p. 458). However, the search method is very 

stable and allows the user to proceed with a minimum of



a priori knowledge. In Iddition, the parameter space can



be systematically studied to determine its characteristics.



Also, the actual cost of computation is not excessive if



reasonable initial location estimates are used based on
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relative arrival times.



Accordingly, this technique was used primarily in two



ways. First, the parameter space was systematically



studied in preliminary investigations; an example is shown



in Fig. A4-1. In this case the velocity model parameters



varied were the P wave velocity and the Vp/Vs ratio in the



whole lunar mantle. A total of 299 models were considered,



and the array shows the stacked e2 values for 8 deep



moonquake events. (The dashed lines are iso-Vs curves.')



The contours of e2 are as shown, and a minimum is seen at



Vp = 7.9 km/sec and Vp/Vs = 1.88 (Vs = 4.20). The shape of



the minimum valley clearly indicates that Vs is more closely



constrained than Vp, and no local minima are seen.



The second application of the parameter search method



was to obtain preliminary locations for the seismic events



used -in this thesis and evaluate the internal consistency



of various arrival time sets for each event. This is



described in more detail in Appendix L. An example of a



,
residual error (e2 ) array used for this purpose is shown



in Table A4-1 for a surfa~ca event of arrival times. The



velocity values refer to the upper mantle velocities. As



can be seen, the residuals are of reasonable size given the
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accuracy of the arrival time measurements, and the best



velocity model for this data appears to be within the



range considered. It is not possible to identify the



true location of the minimum with such a sparse grid,



bit for the purposes of comparing arrival time sets



such an array is sufficient and requires a minimum of



-computation time. (Initially, finer arrays were used



until it became obvious that for one event the variations



2
in e were reasonably gradual over the velocity ranges



considered and it was therefore not necessary to use a



small array spacing.)



A4.2 Linearized Matrix Inversion



This method is far more efficient and more powerful



than the parameter search technique described above. Since



most of its use in this work has been on data sets from



many events, the following discussion (following Aki, 1975)



is for this general case. Naturally, it can also be used



for only one event, as done in the final step of the



previous techndque. The purpose of this section is to



briefly outline the theory and describe the main features



of the matrix inverse method, and then discuss its



application to the lunar problem. Further details on



non-linear and linear inverse theory and function
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minimization are given in Aki (1975), 
 Aki and Lee (1976),



Aki et al-. (1977)., Lanczos (1961), aarquardt (1963),



Franklin (1970), Wiggins 
(1972), Backus and Gilbert



(1967? 1968, 1970, Minster et al. 
(1974) and many others.



The first step in implementing this method is to



linearize the problem. We define



di , I = 1, n-; vector d 

to be the P and S wave arrival time data points observed 

from N events. Thus n C 8N.. 'The unknowns are denoted as 

bi,, i = 1, mw; vector b 

where m = 3 + 4J + K and N = I + J. 

Thus m is the number of parameters to be determined, 

consisting of 3 values (latitude, longitude, and origin



time) for each of 'I surfce seismic events, 4 'values (the 

above plus depth) for J Tnhteroxevent-s, and -Kvelocity 

model values. (Note that 'for the full data set inversion



described in Chapter 3, X = 4., 
 I = 16, J = 24, N = 40, 

n = 228, m = 14.8-) Initial values are now chosen for the 
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unknowns, and the forward problem done so that



F(b)



where b are the first-guess values, F is the (non-linear)



functional relationship between the knowns and unknowns,



and d' are the predicted data values. We form



and then linearize the problem by writing



where Lb are the corrections to the first-guess model



values and



al\ 

U6 3K. 
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Thus the misfit between the predicted and observed



data values are written as a linear combination of the



corrections to the first-guess model parameters (unknowns),



and the problem is reduced to inverting equation 1, which



represents a set of simultaneous equations. Unfortunately,



in the general case this system can be both over-constrained



(i.e. two or more contradictory data misfit values for the



same linear combination of model corrections) and under


determined (i.e. the data misfit is totally or nearly



independent of one or more of the model parameter



corrections). This latter problem manifests itself as



zero or near-zero eigenvalues in the matrix A.



Various schemes have been designed to deal with these



difficulties as discussed-in Aki 
(1975), Aki et al. (1977),



and Aki.and Lee (1976). Other references are given therein.



In all of the calculations done in this work, the system



of equations has been only over-constrained, meaning that



there is no exact solution to equation 1. Thus equation 1



should read
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where e is noise contained in the data resulting'in the



inconsistencies in the system .of equations. Now this



noise can basically have four components. One israndom



variations, assumed to have a Gaussian distribution,



caused by measurement error. The second component is



systematic measurement error which for example could'result



from consistently missing the'true first arrival. Third,



systematic errors could result from discrepancies between



the form of the assumed velocity model and true lunar



structure for example, a plug of anoinalots-velocity



material beneath one station would consistently bias the



"noise" -seen in arrival time measurements at the station.



Finally, higher order terms introduce discrepancies. In



the absence of a priori information we assume that all



data noise is Gaussian distributed. In partial defense of



this, it should be noted that thre was little correlation



between station and arrival time residual.



The standard approach then is to find the solution to



1 that minimizes



I in As se-

thus finding in a least-squares sense the model corrections
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that will best account for the observed minus predicted data



residuals. The particular solution that does this is given



by-the normal equation



A T M = 

or t0 TA) 14 Tt - Act 

where 4b is now the standard least-squares solution to



the over-constrained problem.



Before proceeding, it should be noted here that it



was not always obvious beforehand during this work that the



matrix ATA would have a stable inverse, i.e. that all the



8b's would be well-constrained by the Ad's. If this were.



not true, then ATA would have small eigenvalues that would



cause the inversion to fail. As mentioned above, there



are several ways of dealing with this; we chose to



initially use a form of the stochastic inverse (Aki and



Lee, 1976; Marquardt, 1963,- Franklin, 1970), given by



where 9 can be written as (</)I and cL is -the variance 
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A
of the data and is the variance of the ith model point.



This solution minimizes



fAJ 4-i AL T&.AL 

which includes the size of the ab values as well as the



least-squares term. Thus rA can be viewed as the amount by



which one will allow the ith model parameter to vary.



This option was built in to the inversion routines



used in this work and tested in various ways. However,



since it was not necessary to use it to obtain the results



in Chapter 3, it will not be discussed further.



Returning to the least-squares solution in



equation 2, the next step is to add the corrections Ab to



the initial guess values b. If the problem were truly



linear (i.e. if the function F were linear) then the result



would be the final least-squares solution fitting the



data points with the model parameters. However, the



arrival time problem is definitely non-linear, and so



when the model corrections are applied the new model has



different partial derivative values in the matrix A.



Thus we must iterate a few times to hopefully converge to
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a stable solution,where the data misfit cannot be reduced



further and the final model correcti"ons are near zero.



This completes linearized matrix inversion method.



In addition to those discussed above, there are two



potential difficulties that may arise. First, the



convergence of the above iteration to a minimum least


squares fit to the data is contingent on the assumption



that the linearization of the function F is a valid



approximation and that the resulting correction to the



model parameters will in fact improve the fit to the data.



If the function is very non-linear and/or the initial guess



is for away from a minimum region, the 'iterations may fail



to converge. As discussed in Marquardt (1963), this



problem can also be obviated by judicious use of the



stochastic inverse operator; again this was not necessary



in this work since the parameter search method allowed us



to obtain a reasonably accurate starting model. Second,



since the fit to the data is a non-linear function of the



model parameters, it is possible that local minima exist,



and so any stable solution must be considered to be non


unique. As discussed in Chapter 3, the solutions obtained



in this work were found.to have a wide radius of convergence



and no local minima were found within the range of



http:found.to
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parameters and models considered reasonable.



There are three matrices that can be calculated with



this method that provide valuable information (Aki, 1975).



First, the parameter resolution matrix is given by



P =G-A = (ATA)-IATA = I
 


since the matrix ATA is invertible. This matrix relates



the model parameters that were included in the inversion



with the actual parameters that could be determined by



the data. In this case since all parameters could be



determined by the data (there were no zero eigenvalues



in ATA), the matrix becomes the identity matrix.



Second, the data resolution matrix (also known as



the information density matrix) can be calculated by



I
D = AG- = A(ATA)- AT



and relates the observed data with the predicted values



from the.final model. If the data were all completely



consistent (no noise) and the system of equations were



exactly soluble, this matrix would equal I. Since the



solution is a least-squares fit to the data, the
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predicted values 
are weighted averages of the observed



data and the rows of D give the weight coefficients. Thus



large off-diagonal elements point to Observed data points



that were inconsistent with the datum represented by the



diagonal term and give the averaging scheme produced by



the least-squares solution. 
 The diagonal elements give



the "importances" of each datum to the final solution, and



Trace (D) = m, the number of parameters that were



determined.



Finally, perhaps the most interesting matrix is



the parameter covariance matrix, given by



T



&-I' </3, AcJ?, G- =~ (fjt-'Ar <6 ArA$ 

where KAcLaCL is the data covariance matrix. We now' 

suppose that <a AaQ-ctan be written as q d where .(9 

is the variance of each data point. This assumes that the



errors in the data (arrival-times) are uncorrelated, which



will not be true if, as discussed above, the errors 
 are



due to structural anomalies not included in the velocity
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model, such as a plug of high velocity material under one



station. Since no evidence of such an effect has been



observed the assumption that the off-diagonal terms of



,a Cb.T are zero is probably at least approximately 

valid. Furthermore, the expression OtI implies that the 

variances in each datum are the same, i.e. crx This is



reasonable given the quality of the lunar data, but this



assumption is re-examined below.



The parameter covariance matrix then becomes



: /ATR&' A~r (ARY c, (,AT,)-' 

Now the diagonal terms of this matrix are 
 the variance in



the model parameters, and the square root gives the



standard deviations as quoted in Chapter 3. These values



include the effects of uncertainties in the data,



inconsistencies in the data, and the uncertainties due to



the extent to which the data can uniquely constrain the



solution. 
 The off-diagonal terms are the cross-covariance



values which, when divided by the square root of the



associated row and column diagonal terms, represent the



correlation coefficients between the parameters. Thus



these quantities indicate which of the determined parameters
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can be most effectively traded off without damaging the fit



to the solution.



In addition to these matrices, we can calculate an a



posteriori estimate of o>A by



- A 

where n-m is the number of degrees of freedom. This number



is a measure of the final fit to the data, and is quoted in



Chapter 3 for the various solutions obtained. Furthermore,



it is used in the calculation of the matrix C. As



mentioned in Chapter 3, this a posteriori estimate is



generally in good agreement witih the a priori estimate of



sufficiently
indicating that the velocity model is 
 

appropriate to fit the data to within the accuracy with



which it can be measured.



The next step is to apply the linearized matrix



First, the forward
inversion method to the lunar problem. 
 

problem is done using the initial guess values for the



event locations, origin times, and velocity model



are described in
parameters; the necessary ray tracers 
 

Appendix 2. The resulting predicted data values are used



to form the data misfit vectord d. Then the partial
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derivative matrix is calculated, using a combination of



analytic expressions and centered finite-difference



calculations. The terms of the matrix are the partial



derivatives of all the arrival times with respect to all



the model parameters; thus many of them are zero since
 


an arrival time from any event is only dependent on the



source parameters of that event and the velocity model



parameters. Now the model parameters are not scaled by



their range, so that the partial derivatives have the



following magnitudes:



GT T 
 ,-


6,or



where & , ', 0, O&% and V are latitude, longitude, 

depth, origin time, and seismic wave velocity respectively. 

As a result, the matrix ATA has entire rows (and 

columns) of values which are much smaller (say by a 

factor of 104) than other rows. In order to partially 
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compensate for this, the appropriate rows and the



corresponding columns can be multiplied by scaling



factors to roughly normalize the matrix. After inversion,



the operation is repeated to remove the scaling. This



scaling allows the necessary computations to be done



within the precision of the computer. A straightforward



scaling of all input model parameters is perhaps more



straightforward, but this method was somewhat easier to



implement in the context of our routines.



The matrix manipulations, including the matrix



inversion, were carried out using standard programs



included in the IMSL subroutine package. (In the early



phases of this work, an equivalent routine in the SSP



package was used.) In particular, the routine LINV2P was



used to invert the matrix ATA. Iterative improvement of



the inverse matrix is invoked, so that the inverse is



refined until machine accuracy is reached. This also



tests the inverse for stability. Descriptions of these



routines and references for the algorithms they implement



are given in the IMSL reference manual, Library 1.



After the inversion is performed, the model corrections



are calculated and added to the initial model parameter



values, and the process'repeated. Usually, with the



starting models used herein, convergence occurs within
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three iterations (i.e. the third set of model corrections



are less than a few percent of the initial correction



values).



In the course of the work reported in this thesis,



many tests of the linearized matrix inversion routines



were performed, in addition to the basic de-bugging
 


process. Many sets of artificial data were generated



.(using the ray tracers of Appendix 2), with and without



random noise, and inverted to observe the results which



were in all cases consistent with expectations. A few of



the more pertinent tests are discussed in the following



paragraphs.



The first test was of course just to use artificial



exact data for a given velocity model and set of event



locations; the routine converged quickly to the proper



answer for a variety of starting models. Then



computer~generated random noise (again using an IMSL



2
routine) with a variance of 4 sec was added to the



arrival times of each -event to simulate real data; the



results of the inversion changed only slightly.



Next, artificial data was calculated for interior



events (depth v900 km) using velocity models with a)



increasing velocities and b) decreasing velocities with
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depth in the mantle. 
 The arrival times were then inverted



assuming that themantle velocities were constant. The



results were slightly biased from the true average



velocities (averaged along a vertical path); 
 case b produced



higher velocities (+.I), shallower depths (-50 km) and late



origin times 
(+10 sec) relative to the true values. 
 Case



a produced the opposite biases; both sets can be explained



by the program's attempt to straighten the ray path by



modifying the depth. 
 Similar tests using surface events



produced much smaller biases. 
 In the actual inversion a



two-layer mantle is used, allowing the program to simulate



either increasing or decreasing velocity profiles, so the



potential biases are 
 small and well within the quoted



uncertainties. 
 This is also seen in the test discussed in



Chapter 3 where the average shear wave velocity in the



upper mantle changed by only .Ql km/sec when the gradient



was changed from 0 to -6 .km/sec/km.



Turning to the observed data, eigenvalues were



calculated for several of the matrix inversions. A



typical condition numbeS for the matrix was 107 before



normalization and 104 after. 
 Also, experiments were done



with weighting the data. 
 For example, in the moonquake
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inversion the shear wave arrival times are generally



better constrained than the P wave data, and so the



variance of the S wave times was arbitrarily .assumed to



be I/"that of the P times. This is implemented simply by



multiplying the data residuals and the rows of the matrix


' 
 or 
 0-4
 

A by the appropriate values either 
 
Os 


where 7= (Note also that the calculation of the



parameter covariance matrix must be modified to use the



proper data covariance matrix.) In all cases the weighted



data produced results similar to those obtained from



unweighted data; since a good deal of arbitrary decision



4s involved in postulating weighting factors, all results



reported in Chapter 3 are from unweighted data.



Finally! preliminary data sets that had been



examined using the first method and stacked arrays were



inverted. The agreement of the matrix inversion results



with the parameter values determined by the location of



2
the minimum e was excellent.



In sum, the linearized matrix inversion method is a



oowerful but sensitive technique. In this work it has



been invaluable in extracting the mantle seismic velocity



values required by the arrival time data.
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Table A4'



Residual location efror grid for Day 1 34 ,,1972 surface 
event-; values in" sec 2 . 

Vp (km/sec)



Vs (km/sec 7.5 8.0, -8.5



4.1 4.7 25..8 68.9



4.6 25.9 4.2 6.0



4.9 80.6 34.2 12.5
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Figure Captions



Fig. A4-1. Residual errors of best event locations as



function of mantle Vp and Vp/Vs. Minimum as shown.
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